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ABOUT US

PAYMENT METHODS & SHIPPING CHARGES
 
You can pay for your order via VISA or MASTER CARD, Cheque or Australian Money Order. Please 
make Cheques and Australian Money Orders payable to Train Pictures. International orders please 
pay by Credit Card only. By submitting this order you are agreeing to all the terms and conditions of 
trading with Train Pictures. Terms and conditions are available on the Train Pictures website or via post 
upon request. We will not take responsibility for any lost or damaged shipments using Standard or 
International P&H. We highly recommend Registered or Express Post services. If your in any doubt 
about calculating the P&H shipping charges please drop us a line via phone or send an email.  We would 
love to hear from you.

Standard P&H shipping via Australia Post is $3.30/1, $5.50/2, $6.60/3, $7.70/4 & $8.80 for 5-12 items. 
 
Registered P&H is available please add $2.50 to your standard P&H postal charge. 
Express P&H (Recommended): $7.70 for 1-3 items or $11.00 for 4-12 items. 
 
NZ & International P&H is $11.00 for 1-3 items or $20 for 4-6 items. No GST on payable on 
international orders (GST = 1/11th of RRP) 
 
NOTE: Box sets or multi-packs are classed as multi-items EG: 3-disc box set is classed as 3 items 
for P&H. 
 
P: +61 7 3804 1996 
 
F: +61 7 3804 1997
 
E: info@trainpictures.com.au
 
PO Box 687, Beenleigh, Queensland, Australia.
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ADDITIONAL CATALOGUES
Additional to our DVD Catalogue, we also have available FREE detailed catalogues on:

	VIDEO 125

	BIG E VIDEO PRODUCTIONS

	CHANNEL 5 PRODUCTIONS



FACTS ABOUT DVD
The world is divided into 8 DVD regions, these being:

Region 1 : USA & Canada
Region 2 : UK, Europe, South Africa, Middle East, Japan
Region 3 : Hong Kong, South East Asia
Region 4 : Australia, New Zealand, Mexico, Caribbean, Central America, Pacific Islands
Region 5 : Russia, Eastern Europe, India, Korea
Region 6 : China
Region 7 : Reserved
Region 8 : Cruise Ships & Aircraft

An audio Compact Disc can store 74 minutes of music (with a squeeze). DVDs are really 2 discs glued back 
to back, giving each a double-sided option. Look a little deeper and you will find that each side, can carry two 
layers of information, one deeper than the other. This gives the DVD storage capacity for each side, each layer, 
of about 7 times that of a single-side CD.
DVDs, like video tapes are made to play in either the PAL or NTSC system as well as being coded for a 
particular world zone (as shown above). The player needs to be coded for “All Regions-PAL/NTSC”, not just 
Region 4 (Australia). At present all of our DVD titles are imported from either the UK (Region 2) or the USA 
(Region 4). Some of the titles are coded for a particular country, in which case having an “All Regions” player 
will allow you to play a DVD from any country regardless of the region coding for that particular DVD. Ensure 
your TV has the appropriate sockets for DVD connection and is NTSC compatible. The manual for your
 television will show this information in the specification section.

TYPES OF DVD: There are two main types of DVD. Those which are pressed when manufactured (similar 
to LP records and CDs), and those that are DVD-R (Recordable DVD). Any machine will play DVD, provided 
the player has the correct coding and format. However, some players manufactured prior to January 2001 may 
not be able to play DVD-R. DVD-R  is used as a recording format as it does not involve the cost associated with 
pressed DVD, and it is a cheaper alternative for low volume specialised subjects, eg. Railroading. Where
possible and if available, we will endeavour to show if the title is DVD or DVD-R and any applicable 
Region Code. 

Any region coded DVD can be played on a player manufactured for its own region or on a Multi-zoned player. 
It will not play on a player manufactured for other DVD regions. eg., A Zone 1 or Zone 2 DVD will play on a 
Multi-zoned player but not on a player manufactured for Zone 4, etc.

PICTURE FORMAT 16:9 WIDESCREEN
If you have a standard 4:3 TV your DVD player should output the titles in letterbox form (with a small area of 
black at top and bottom of picture). By using the ZOOM button on your remote control (found on most DVD 
players) it is possible to enlarge the picture to fit your television.  
If the picture is not in Letterbox when it starts, access Setup Menu via your Remote, select 4:3 LETTERBOX (in 
TV Aspect), press Play and then press ZOOM on Remote, this will give full screen picture.

Additional information on DVD may be found on the Internet at:
www.dvddemystified.com (120+ pages of Frequently Asked Questions on DVD)
www.dvdmadeeasy.com (media compatibility and player format details)
www.DVDownUnder.com.au

The “DVDownUnder” site is an excellent source for those requiring information about DVD in Australia.
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LOOKING AFTER YOUR DVDS & OTHER THINGS

CARE OF DVDs
Handle only at the hub or outer edge. Don’t touch the shiny surface with greasy fingers.
Store in a protective case when not in use. Don’t bend the disc when taking it out of the case, and 
be careful not to scratch the disc when placing it in the case or in the player tray.  Make certain 
the disc is properly seated in the player tray before you close it.  Keep discs away from radiators, 
heaters, hot equipment surfaces, direct sunlight (near a window or in a car during hot weather), 
pets, small children, and other destructive forces.  The DVD specification recommends that discs be 
stored at a temperature between -20 to 50 °C (-4 to 122 °F) with less than 15 °C (27 °F) variation 
per hour, at relative humidity of 5 to 90 percent.  Artificial light and indirect sunlight have no effect 
on replicated DVDs since they are made of polycarbonate, polymer adhesives, and metal (usually 
aluminium or gold), none of which are significantly affected by exposure to light.  Exposure to bright 
sunlight may affect recordable DVDs, specifically write-once DVDs (DVD-R and DVD+R) that use 
light-sensitive dyes.  Magnetic fields have no effect on DVDs, so it’s ok to leave them sitting on your 
speakers.

CLEANING DVDs
If you notice problems when playing a disc, you may be able to correct them with a simple clean.
Do not use strong cleaners, abrasives, solvents, or acids.
With a soft, lint-free cloth, wipe gently in only a radial direction (a straight line between the hub 
and the rim).  Since the data is arranged circularly on the disc, the micro scratches you create when 
cleaning the disc (or the nasty gouge you make with the dirt you didn’t see on your cleaning cloth) 
will cross more error correction blocks and be less likely to cause unrecoverable errors.
Don’t use canned or compressed air, which can be very cold and may thermally stress the disc.
For stubborn dirt or gummy adhesive, use water, water with mild soap.  As a last resort, try peanut 
oil.  Let it sit for about a minute before wiping it off.
There are commercial products that clean discs and provide some protection from dust, 
fingerprints, and scratches. ( The above edited information courtesy of www.dvddemystified.com )

DVD SOUND LEVEL
Why is the audio level from my DVD player so low??
Many people complain that the audio level from DVD players is too low. In truth the audio level is 
too high on everything else. Movie soundtracks are extremely dynamic, ranging from near silence to 
intense explosions.  In order to support an increased dynamic range and hit peaks without 
distortion, the average sound volume must be lower.  This is why the line level from DVD players is 
lower than from almost all other sources. So far, unlike on CDs, the level is much more consistent 
between discs.  If the change in volume when switching between DVD and other audio sources is 
annoying, you may be able to adjust the output signal level on some players or the input signal level 
on some receivers, but other than that, there’s not much you can do.  
(Thanks to www.dvddemystified.com )

DVD DISC COLOURS
I have been led to believe the colour of the disc used for DVDs varies according to the recording 
format.  DVDs which are “pressed” have a silver colour on the recording surface, similar to CDs, 
whilst DVD-R, which are “burnt” have a blue/purple colour.  The only other way of determining the 
type of format is most DVD-Rs have this wording stamped in the centre section of the disc.

PLAYER COMPATIBILITY
Customers are reminded that before ordering DVD titles, ensure your DVD player is PAL/NTSC 
and is “WORLD ZONE” (Zone Free).  A ZONE 4 PLAYER CANNOT PLAY ZONE 2 DVDS. 
Be aware that the majority of these products are DVD-R and require a Player suitable to this 
format.
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GS 002D  VIA F’s In the Rockies [Re-edited]  (DVD-R)  60 min $41.00
“VIA F’s In the Rockies” was shot and produced in 1986, the last year the FP7 and 
FP9’s operated on passenger trains in Western Canada. Program re-edited, and fully 
narrated, with updated information including the disposition of the diesels shown. 
Includes, F-Units, and the Classic “Canadian” on the CPR line over Kicking Horse Pass, 
which was discontinued around 1990.

GS 003D   Western Rails  (DVD)  60 min $41.00
The video starts at the Mississippi River and concludes in California. Along the way 
enjoy Kansas City Southern, Union Pacific on the now closed Tennessee Pass line in 
Colorado, BN and UP in the Columbia Gorge, plus SP and Sante Fe on the Tehachapi 
grade and much more.

GS 004D   Virginia Rails  (DVD)  70 min  $41.00
Enjoy contemporary action with CSX and Amtrak trains at the hot spot locations
of Ashland, and Doswell, Virginia, on the busy former Richmond, Fredericksburg, and 
Potomac north-south mainline. Great variety of railroad action.

GS 005D   6325 Return to Steam  (DVD)  90 min $41.00
Former Grand Trunk Western 4-8-4 is restored to operating condition for owner
Ohio Central in the fall of 2001. The video features two of the test runs in September, 
and 3 Fall excursions including the first and last ones of the season. 

GS 006D   Reflections  (DVD)  60 min $41.00
“Reflections”-  a video that will surely be enjoyed by rail enthusiasts and folks who 
just like interesting images.  Every scene features some form of a train reflected in 
water or other means.  
PaRt 1: Cumbres and Toltec Scenic railroad where we see reflection scenes shot over 
an eight year period including a photo freight switching, and passenger runs.
PaRt 2: U.S. Diesels which includes everything from short line and tourist lines to 
mainline SP and Amtrak.  See dramatic shots around Klamath Falls, Oregon etc.
PaRt 3: Western Canada, and there are some really beautiful scenes of Canadian 
Pacific, VIA Rail Passenger Trains, and the British Columbia Railway.  
PaRt 4: Mainline Steam, shows a huge variety of steam photographed over an 18 year 
period. Favorites such as 844, 611, 4501, 614, 6325, 700, 152, and 4449 provide 
memorable sights and sounds from days gone by.        

GS 007D   Western Canada Combo  (DVD)  120 min $41.00
Scenic trains Of Bc Rail: Travel to the British Columbia Railway in Western Canada 
to enjoy a great mix of scenery and railroading. BC Rail also offers passenger service 
in the form of RDC’s.  See the famous Royal Hudson train with 4-6-4 #2860, and a 
special appearance of 2-8-0 #3716 on a freight train.  All scenes filmed during good 
weather as we range from the waters along Howe Sound north of Vancouver to Kelly 
Lake north of the Fraser Canyon near Lilloet. At Pavillion, we see a freight on the huge 
horseshoe curve, and watch another train cross the Fraser River. 
Scenic trains Of Canada:  Scenes comprise freight and passenger trains on CP, CN, 
and the British Columbia Railway.  In addition to mainline diesel action, there is also 
plenty of steam to enjoy with Royal Hudson 4-6-4 #2860 and 2-8-0 number 3716 on 
the British Columbia Railway, plus 2-6-2 #1077 at Ft. Steele, and a rare 2 foot gauge 
authentic woodburning steam engine at Prince George.  Visit Kicking Horse Pass, see 
VIA Rail passenger trains, and the Rocky Mountaineer tour train.

GS 008D   Ohio Steam Spectacular  (DVD)  90 min $41.00
The Ohio Central Railroad, renowned for its restoration of steam engines, sponsored some 
photo specials that were the first for former Grand Trunk Railway 4-8-4 #6325. This
immaculately restored locomotive has been a hit with steam fans in the United States since its 
first trips in the fall of 2001. Cab scenes, runbys, start-ups & side-by-side runbys with 1293.
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GS 009D   Rocky Mountain Snowplow  (DVD)  90 min $41.00
This DVD features the 1997 operation of the rotary snowplow “OY” with 3 steam 
locomotives. It’s early May 1997, and Colorado and New Mexico’s famous Cumbres 
and Toltec Scenic Railroad is still closed with huge drifts of snow blocking the tracks for 
several miles! Clear weather and a boulder on the tracks makes this year particularly 
memorable.

GS 010D   The Heartland  (DVD)  120 min $35.00
Take a cross country journey aboard Amtrak from Washington, D.C. to San Francisco, 
California.  Aboard the Capitol Limited we travel to Chicago, then continue westward on the 
California Zephyr.  In addition to the Amtrak trip, we stop and visit no less than 12 different 
railroad excursions with both steam and diesel trains.  There are lots of extras too like a 
street car ride, and view of San Francisco Cable cars, and a brief visit to Arches 
National Park. 

GS 013D    Rochelle Double Track Diamonds  (DVD)  150 min $41.00
Shot in the spring of 2003 the focus is on this Illinois Hotspot located west of 
Chicago on the transcontinental mainlines of Union Pacific (former C&NW), and BNSF 
(former Burlington). Two tracks of each railroad cross on diamonds in Rochelle.  
See all the trains in the daylight. We even see some track equipment, including a 
surprise visit by a rail grinding train. Also a bonus 2nd  day (60 min) of operations.

GS 014D    Riding the Narrow Gauge in the 1950’s  (DVD)  55 min $41.00
This 8mm footage is over 50 years old.  Coverage dates to a 1954 visit to the D&RGW 
Narrow Gauge by Warren W. Scholl.  Ride the Rocky Mountain RR Club excursion, 
which includes a 3 day journey to Durango from Alamosa, then a roundtrip to Silverton.  
In 1956 another Rocky Mountain RR Club trip to Durango and back.  See freight 
action, pacing of a doubleheader and dumping ballast. Historical narration and 
appropriate music.

GS 015D   DM&IR Yellowstones “Giants of Steam”  (DVD)  30 min $35.00
The massive Yellowstone type 2-8-8-4 locomotives operated by the Duluth, Missabe, and 
Iron Range railroad in Minnesota were among the largest steam locomotives to ever run, 
and in 1958 and 1959 they were still hard at work.  Visit the area on different trips, and 
enjoy pacing, lineside, and engine servicing with these famous locomotives.

GS 016D   Rayonier ~ The Last Steam Logger  (DVD)  30 min $35.00
Maynard Laing ventured to Washington’s Olympic Peninsula to capture the end of an 
era, with steam locomotives working the forests hauling out fresh log trains to the mill. 
The Rayonier mainline was 45 miles long, and featured several serviceable engines 
including articulated 2-6-6-2’s. Two of them are seen on log trains including #14 
and ex-Sierra Railway #38.

GS 017D   Snow Plow with CN F7s  (DVD-R)  65 min $41.00
In the winter of 1987 we ventured to Canada to capture some incredible railroad action. 
Stratford, Ontario is our base as we enjoy some plow runs on the branch lines that 
Canadian National owned. See several plow runs with vintage F7’s, a freight run, plus 
learn how the plow works. Filmed in 1987, re-edited, and updated in 2004.

GS 018D   Steam in Huntington  (DVD-R)  90 min $41.00
Watch the dramatic action of two big mainline steam engines operating side-by-side 
as the feature attraction of the 1991 NRHS convention in Huntington, West Virginia. 
Enjoy the incredible sight of Pere Marquette 2-8-4 #1225 on a passenger train,
running pilot to pilot with a similar engine, Nickel Plate 2-8-4 #765. In addition there 
are two trips with N&W 1218, and other steam trips.
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GS 019D   Rio Grande Steam Freights  (DVD-R)  120 min $44.00
Imagine if you could turn the railroad clocks back to 1950 and relive the days of 
Rio Grande narrow gauge freight trains storming over Cumbres Pass. In the fall  of 
1992, photographer John Craft, organised a series of 5 trips over a one-week period 
that was the first time such trips were operated since the last Rio Grande freights of 
1968. Trains with pusher engines, mid-train helpers, and 3-engine trains make this a 
special video!

GS 020D   Northern Pacific ~ Farewell to Steam  (DVD)  30 min $35.00
In the early 1950’s steam locomotives were being replaced rapidly by diesels on most 
railroads and Northern Pacific was no exception. Scenes of the final days of steam in 
this area including the famous Casey Jones excursions with some of the last NP 
steamers in the Seattle area.

GS 021D Norfolk & Western Steam Freights  (DVD)  60 min $41.00
Filmed between 1954 and the end of steam on the Norfolk and Western.  Most of the 
films were shot on the Cincinnati to Portsmouth line, the western end of the Norfolk & 
Western Railway.  Most of the film centres around the Batavia area.  See time freights, 
and coal trains, plus locals switching sidings.  See a freight car being poled, an operation 
now forbidden.  A segment features nearly 50 black and white images that were enlarged 
just for this show.  There is music and narration, but no fake train sounds, since none 
existed obviously when these colour movies were made.  Includes interesting information 
on locomotives, operations, and locations.

GS 022D Chased by a Steam Train - Vol. 1 & 2  (DVD-R)  180 min $55.00
a Passenger train in the Rockies - Vol. 1 (90 min): A unique journey on the rails the 
Cumbres & Toltec Scenic Railroad in the Rocky Mountains, as we view a steam passenger 
train from in front of the train. We chartered a passenger train, and an escort train to 
use as a camera platform and videotaped the entire trip from Chama, New Mexico to 
Cumbres, Colorado. The trip is incredible as you climb a 4% grade and into the snow 
cover during this late spring run.   
a Freight train in the Rockies - Vol. 2 (90 min): Our second trip on the mountain 
starts at Chama, with engine #484 pulling a freight train of 10 cars and caboose.  
This is maximum tonnage for this locomotive on this piece of railroad.  

GS 023D Chicago & Northwestern - ‘Mainline West’  (DVD-R)  150 min $59.00
Visit the 500 miles of former Chicago and Northwestern line from Chicago west to Omaha 
and Fremont in 1993, before Union Pacific had complete control of the C&NW.  The line 
handles Chicago commuters as well as transcontinental freight traffic.  Motive power 
ranges from 1950 GP7s to new diesels built in the 1990s.  Some of the footage was filmed 
during the great flood of 1993.  Visit hump and container yards, see commuter action, 
including a cab ride.  The title covers 3 complete divisions in 3 states. 

GS 024D Illinois Junctions  (DVD-R)  120 min $41.00
Illinois Junctions is a great way to enjoy several good train watching locations in a rural 
part of the state. Each location is either a diamond with another railroad, or a location 
like Sidney where the Norfolk Southern goes over the Union Pacific. Just about every 
major railroad is viewed in this program with a variety of locations and trains.

GS 025D Illinois Junctions 2  (DVD-R)  120 min  $41.00
This program continues the theme of Illinois Junctions, as we visit several locations 
to see more than one railroad in the same hotspot. We will see most of the major 
railroads, and Amtrak, as we seek out locations for interesting railroading action. 

GS 026D New York Central Steam Finale   (DVD-R)  65 min  $41.00
Enjoy a variety of New York Central Steam power in some of the final years and 
locations where steam operated. See mighty 4-6-4 Hudsons between Cincinnati and 
Chicago, also a variety of freight power such as 4-8-2 Mohawks, plus 2-8-2’s and 
switchers such as 0-8-0’s, and even 0-6-0’s. This is 8mm colour film transferred to 
video shot by Warren W. Scholl between 1954-1957.
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GS 027D CP’s Kicking Horse Pass  (DVD-R)  46 min $41.00
There is no place in Canada more famous than CP’s Kicking Horse Pass. This vital link 
in the transcontinental route was originally a brutal 4.5% grade until the famous Spiral 
Tunnels lowered the gradient to a more manageable 2%. See freights between Field 
eastward to Morant’s curve. Filmed 1992.

GS 028D Cab Ride Over Kicking Horse Pass  (DVD-R)  77 min $41.00
Ride over perhaps the most fabled piece of railroad in all of Canada, and through the 
two famous Spiral Tunnels. Our new SD40-2F wide cab unit, #9020 is the lead diesel on 
our 3-unit freight eastbound. Filmed 1992. This DVD is a companion to the CP’s Kicking 
Horse Pass title. See on-board coverage from Field to Lake Louise. 

GS 029D CN’s Yellowhead Pass  (DVD-R)  45 min $41.00
Canadian National’s transcontinental mainline crosses through some of the most beautiful 
scenery in the country. West of Jasper, Alberta in Jasper National Park is Yellowhead Pass 
which is the CN crossing of the Rockies. Besides a variety of freight traffic, see the famous 
“Canadian”, and “Skeena” passenger trains on VIA rail.  Filmed 1992.

GS 030D Canada’s Canyon Route  (DVD-R)  60 min $41.00
This title features portions of the famous Fraser and Thompson River Canyons in
British Columbia. The most natural route through this region to access Vancouver and 
complete the transcontinental routes was through these natural, and dangerous 
canyons. Both CN and CP use opposite sides of the river so there is a nice variety of 
action.  Filmed 1992.  
SPECIaL OFFER: 
Purchase all 4 (DVDs) Western Canada Series - GS 027 / 030D $110.00

GS 031D Santa Fe 3751 ~ Los Angeles to Chicago  (DVD-R)  90 min $41.00
In September, 1992, Santa Fe 4-8-4 #3751 makes an historic trip from Los Angeles, 
California to Chicago, Illinois following the transcontinental mainline 2300 miles. This 
was the first time the 3751 had been west of California since the steam era service. Two 
camera coverage brings you all the action.

GS 032D Union Pacific’s Caliente Subdivision  (DVD-R)  60 min $41.00
Powerful diesel locomotives battle the rugged southwestern U.S. as Union Pacific heads 
west over the Caliente Subdivision. This 240 mile section runs between Milford, Utah 
and Las Vegas, Nevada. It’s a major portion of Union Pacific’s route between Salt Lake 
City and Los Angeles.  Filmed 1989 - 1991.

GS 034D Rio Grande Steam in the 1960s  (DVD-R)  60 min $41.00
Travel back in time with us to explore the Denver and Rio Grande Western 
(Rio Grande) narrow gauge operations between Alamosa, Chama, Durango and 
Silverton, from 16mm films.  Plenty of freight action, see doubleheaders out of Durango 
up Bocea Hill, and headed east toward Chama.  Several runs up the 4% grade from 
Chama to Cumbres. Doubleheader action from Alamosa to Antonito.  Its 85% color, 
with only one section being black and white, which was due to a processing malfunction.  
Like 95% of all vintage films, there was no train sounds, so we have added some nice 
music, with narration about important aspects. 

GS 035D Union Pacific Steam - Vols. 1 & 2  (DVD-R)  150 min $59.00
Volume 1 (90 min): This unique video features both big mainline engines, Union 
Pacific 4-8-4 #8444, and Challenger type articulated 4-6-6-4 #3985. First we 
take you to Cheyenne for a 1987 and 1988 Cheyenne to Laramie runs of 3985 over 
Sherman Hill. Then we see lots of 8444 in Los Angeles, and later Portland to Cheyenne.  
Cab rides in both engines.   
Volume 2 (60 min): We begin in Cheyenne as 8444 has received its original number 
844.  The 844 was requested to host the opening of the new Dispatch Centre in 
Omaha and pull the UP Board of Directors on a dinner train. The coaches are already 
there, so 844 pulls regular freight trains 500 miles to Omaha and back, pulling 4 
different freight consists.  [Postage this Set - $6.00]               
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GS 036D Norfolk Southern Steam Collection  (3 x DVD-R set)  165 min  $80.00
Norfolk Southern Steam - Vol. 1 (60 min): Experience the excitement of 4-8-4 
Class J #611 and 2-6-6-4 #1218 on former N&W trackage once more. Coverage of 
these locomotives throughout the system from Roanoke to Cincinnati and north from 
Portsmouth on the Columbus line. See highlights of trips between 1987 and 1989 on 
many different operating days.
Norfolk Southern Steam - Vol. 2 (60 min): This second volume covers lines 
and engines other than just former N&W livery. One of the highlights is the four day 
Independence Limited from Bellevue to Roanoke with Nickel Plate Road 2-8-2 double-
heading with N&W 611.
Norfolk Southern Steam Freights (45 min): Norfolk Southern Steam collection is a very 
unique title showing some of the NS engines on freight trips. Many times the engines 
would be sent to the next city for a trip, and the excursion coaches would already be 
there from another trip, and the engines would need a train for braking purposes.  
[Postage this Set - $6.00]

GS 037D Steam in the West  (DVD-R)  90 min $41.00
This is another variety tape which includes mainline and tourist line action. There 
is mainline action with double-heading of Union Pacific #844 and 3985, plus 
2 excursions from Salt Lake City with 3985. Also enjoy Engine #5 at Mt. Rainier 
Scenic Railroad, plus narrow gauge action on the Cumbres and Toltec, and the 
Durango and Silverton in Colorado and New Mexico.

GS 038D Canadian Steam  (3 x DVD SET)  140 min $80.00
Canadian Steam - 1957 (50 min): In 1957 steam still ran on CP and CN in Western 
Canada.  See a variety of both CN and CP locomotives in the Vancouver area, and 
venture into the prairies.  Highlights include the CN around Kamloops including pacing 
scenes west with a 2-8-2 and another with a 2-10-2.  From 16mm colour films, with 
authentic audio.
Canadian Steam - 1958 (45 min): This 1958 journey to the Canadian Prairies 
features a wealth of CP and CN variety.  Mixed, freights, and passenger trains, all 
steam hauled on mainlines and branchlines.  Visit Broadview, Virden, Portage la Prairie, 
Winnipeg, the Morris Branch, Minnedosa and others.  See CP Royal Hudson #2860, 
and CN 4-8-2 #6060 in regular service.
Canadian Steam - 1959 (50 min): The end is near for CN and CP steam in Canada.  
Steam abounds with much of the action around Winnipeg and especially the Portage 
la Prairie area where the CN and CP cross at a diamond, and run through the town a 
block apart.  

GS 040D Garratts of Zimbabwe - 1990  (DVD-R)  60 min  $41.00
Travel to Africa, and discover some of the largest steam locomotives surviving on the 
continent.  The unique articulated steam locomotives still thrive in the country of 
Zimbabwe.  See 15th Class 4-6-4 + 4-6-4, and 20th class 4-8-2 + 2-8-4 operating 
on both freight and passenger trains.  Watch Garratts work from the capitol city of 
Bulawayo to Victoria Falls on the Thomson Junction line and on the Plumtree line.  
Visit the rebuilding shops.  Great lineside action, take a short cab ride in a Garratt.  

GS 041D Steam in St.Louis - 1990  (DVD-R)   60 min  $41.00
Capture all the excitement of four big mainline steam locomotives as they operate 
for the 1990 NRHS Convention in St. Louis, Missouri.  See the convention excursions, 
plus the inbound and outbound runs of the all the engines.  Featured are: Norfolk and 
Western 2-6-6-4 Class A #1218, Cotton Belt 4-8-4 #819, Union Pacific 4-8-4 #844 
& Frisco 4-8-2 #1522.
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GS 042D Early Diesels  (DVD-R)  90 min $44.00
This title contains a wealth of variety.  First generation and some newer diesels are 
depicted in operation between 1987 and 1989.  See F-Units on freight and Passenger 
trains, ALCo’s on freight, GE 70-ton, GP7s and GP9s and ALCo FPA4s on Passenger 
trains.  See some modern railroading for the time intertwined with the everyday 
operations of the older units.  To find many of these historic diesels operating in the 
late 1980s is remarkable, with many no longer in existence. Visit New England,
 Colorado and Arkansas as well as 9 other states and Canada.  Sure to please the 
person who likes older diesels and in general a variety of railroading activity.

GS 043D Steam Rotary  (DVD-R)  90 min  $41.00
See snow-clearing operations in 1991 on the former RG Narrow Gauge (now Cumbres 
& Toltec Scenic RR) in northern New Mexico and Colorado.  See the K-36 locomotives, 
487 and 488 push OY steam rotary higher into the mountains to clear drifts as high as 
the top of the Rotary.  Hear all the whistling signals, and roaring exhausts.  Unique and 
timeless scenes, as crews dig out switches and the train operates in trenches of snow. 

GS 044D Geared Doubleheader  (DVD-R)  45 min $35.00
Washington State’s Mt. Rainier Scenic Railroad and we see the two rarest types of 
geared steam locomotives.  Heisler #90, a 90-ton, 3-truck locomotive built in 1930 
is joined by the newly restored Climax #10.  See the actual excursion train which ran 
from Elbe, Washington south to Morton.  They work a 3% grade southbound near 
Mineral, and more grades northbound from Morton.

GS 045D 2765 On The C&O  (DVD-R)  60 min $41.00
In 1993, Nickel Plate Road 2-8-4 #765 was transformed with a few modifications into 
a C&O 2-8-4 as both Lima-built locomotive types were similar.  The action begins with 
departure from Cincinnati Union Terminal for a trip to Russell, Kentucky and return.  
On the return trip we are given a rare treat, a cab ride from Russell for several miles 
and the speedometer hits 60 mph.  After the Cincinnati trip, we see 2765 on a one-
way trip to Huntington.  

GS 046D Montana Combo  (DVD-R)  95 min $41.00
Montana Rails (60 mins): We begin our venture at Paradise, Montana.  A special 
passenger train with a trio of older GP9’s departs and is followed eastward.  See freight 
operations over Mullan Pass.  Helper sets are stationed at Helena for this brutal climb.  
See a variety of MRL diesel power including, SD40-2’s, SD45-2’s and a rare F45 on a 
local freight.  
BN’s Marias Pass (35 mins): Located in northern Montana along the southern rim 
of Glacier National Park, this BN mainline is the northern-most crossing of the Rocky 
Mountains in the USA.  Pusher diesels from Essex assist many eastbound trains to the 
summit of Marias Pass at 5,213 feet. See BN, GATX and LMX units. 
Filmed 1990. 

GS 047D SP 4449 ~ ‘The Daylight’  (DVD)  80 min $41.00
Southern Pacific Class GS-4 #4449 stars in this 1989 presentation.  The GS-4 travels 
to LA for the Los Angeles Union Passenger Terminal celebration.  See the engine in 
Portland then follow the 4449 from Portland to Klamath Falls, and then on toward 
Oakland.  See 4449 side-by-side with UP 4-8-4 #8444 entering LA Union Station.  See 
the departure of both trains up Cajon Pass side-by-side.  Follow 4449 to Bakersfield, 
and on to Fresno.  There is a cab ride from Black Butte to Dunsmuir (some 60 mph), 
and pacing scenes north of Bakersfield.
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GS 048D First Train to Toltec  (DVD)  85 min $41.00
The Cumbres & Toltec Scenic Railroad opens a blockaded railroad.  Our presentation 
takes up where the Rotary train left off (See Rocky Mountain Snowplow, GS 009D).  
We start out of Chama, NM with our special freight train, K-37, 2-8-2 #497 in 
the lead heading for the summit of Cumbres Pass.  #484 is a rear helper.  The train 
encounters a huge drift of snow near Osier, and our helper engine, now running ahead 
of the train, plows the snow several times, and derails.  After re-railing we head east to 
catch a snow-covered locomotive at several locations, including the Toltec Tunnel.

GS 049D Southern Pacific Vintage Steam  (DVD)  60 min $41.00
We begin in San Jose, Calif., and work our way up to Oakland.  See Commuter trains 
with Pacific’s, war-time black Daylights, Cab Forward’s, and 4-8-2’s.  See trains around 
San Francisco and head east along San Pablo Bay.  Next we move east of Los Angeles 
that includes a lot of 1930’s and 40’s material on the line to El Paso.  See a variety 
of various SP images before finishing with several scenes of 4-6-2 #2467 en route to 
Sacramento in 1999, and with #2472 at Hunters Point in 2001. 

GS 050D Rail Industry Films  (DVD)  92 min $41.00
A selection of 4 different films from 16mm original company films.  
‘In Step With the times’ (24 min):  A 1946 film about the testing of Trucks (Bogies) 
for freight cars.  
‘the Power to Stop’ (29 min): Filmed in the 1940s, is about the brakes on 
passenger train coaches, and other cars.  See a Milwaukee Road Hiawatha style engine 
pulling the test car up to 100 mph, the car is uncoupled at speed to make the brake 
tests.  ‘On to Washington’ (20 min): This 1930’s film, shows PRR routes all over 
the midwest, then concentrates on sightseeing Washington DC.  See Passenger car 
interiors.
‘the Steam Locomotive’ (20 min): This 1948 B&W program is about the famous 
NYC Hudson (4-6-4).  See servicing the engine, as well as backshop work, roundhouse 
inspections etc.

GS 051D Great Steam Trains Combo  (DVD)  120 min  $44.00
a combination of two one-hour programs: Great Steam Trains Volume 1 and 
Volume 2, we see four locomotive segments in each program, and a wealth of 
steam variety.
Start with a visit to New England and 0-6-0 #7470 at Conway Scenic Railroad.  Then 
head to Frankfort, Indiana and see two roundtrips with Nickel Plate Road 2-8-2 #587 
from Frankfort to Muncie, Indiana.  Visit the cab of N&W 2-6-6-4 #1218.  Final 
segment on Volume 1 is N&W 4-8-4 #611 on a trip from Cincinnati to Portsmouth in 
1990.  #611 stalls on Peebles Hill and has to inch its way to the summit, an incredibly 
rare sight on mainline rails.  Volume 2 takes us to New Brunswick, Canada and the 
Salem & Hillsborough Railroad.  See ex CN 4-6-0 #1009 on several trips, passenger 
and special freight trains.  Rare scenes of ancient 4-4-0 #29 in action on passenger 
trains.  This was the very last steam action for #29 as it later burned in a 1995 shop 
fire and is now on display in front of the CPR headquarters in Calgary.  See a baseball 
special from St. Albans, WV to Cincinnati, Ohio with Nickel Plate 2-8-4 #765.  The 
last segment is a winter Santa Claus train with Kentucky Central 2-6-2 #11 from Paris 
to Maysville, Kentucky in 1990.  Live steam audio with minimal narration.

GS 052D Pere Marquette 1225 Freight Special  (DVD)  98 min  $41.00
This video was shot in April 2007, and features a weekend of photo freights from 
Owosso, Michigan. On Friday we see the train being assembled. We work two different 
lines on both Saturday and Sunday including the former New York Central line, and the 
former Ann Arbor line from Owosso, Michigan.  Two camera coverage includes extra 
scenes at some locations. 
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GS 053D Ohio Rail Diamonds  (DVD)  82 min  $41.00
We begin in Fostoria, where we see CSX trains primarily, including ones from Toledo 
connecting to the east-west mainline, and trains on that line going both directions. 
Visit Attica Junction, Deshler, & Leipsic Junction.

GS 054D Last Streamliners Through The Rockies  (DVD)  98 min  $41.00
We begin with two 16mm colour films.  See a 1970 Winter ride on the California 
Zephyr with Rio Grande F-units, traversing the Colorado Rockies, this taken from 
the Dome car, then travel on the last run of the ‘Royal Gorge’ passenger train. Next 
is a 1981 chase - see the Rio Grande Zephyr led by F-unit 5771. This train was 
discontinued in 1983. Third segment is the Last Run of the ROYAL GORGE passenger 
train with an F-unit and 3 coaches as it heads south of Denver. Final scenes show the 
Moffat Route in 1994 of the California Zephyr between Moffat Tunnel and Dotsero.  
The 16mm film scenes have music and narration, the 1981 and 1994 footage has 
train sounds.

GS 055D Santa Fe / Southern Pacific Combo  (DVD-R, 2 Disc Set)  150 min  $59.00
Santa Fe Pictorial (80 min):  Great action on the Santa Fe Railway with a variety 
of trains and locations. Includes Cajon Pass, Tehachapi Loop, plus action along the 
transcontinental mainline in Arizona and New Mexico. An additional 20 minutes of 
footage that was added when the DVD was made and shows 1995 action along the 
Santa Fe Mainline mostly in New Mexico and Arizona.  
Southern Pacific Pictorial (70 min):   Enjoy great action on the Southern Pacific 
system with a variety of trains and places.  There is heavy action on Cajon Pass and 
Tehachapi Loop, also scenes on Donner Pass. Filmed between 1989 and 1994, and 
there are two visits to Tehachapi where we see old power and new power 5 years later.  
Additional scenes from 1995, taken along the Shasta route.

GS 056D Plow Extras  (DVD)   45 min + Previews $41.00
In February of 1988 we returned to southwestern Ontario, to capture snow plow action 
on Canadian Pacific and Canadian National branchlines.  Over 10 days in the Stratford 
area saw 8 different plow extras.  As power we see 5 different CN F7s, plus a CN GP9, 
and CP ALCo C424s and RS18s at work.  We also see 3 different types of wedge plows 
including the black teflon painted plow from London, Ontario.  Lines covered are the 
CN lines to Goderich (twice), Port Elgin, and Owen Sound. 
(See GS 009D – ‘Rocky Mountain Snowplow’).

GS 057D The West Coast Route  (DVD)  90 min  $35.00
The West Coast Route continues the tradition of the “America By Rail” series as we 
travel from San Diego, California to Seattle, Washington. This 1600 mile journey begins 
at the Mexican Border as we ride the San Diego Trolley into the City. We board an 
Amtrak train to Los Angeles. In LA we change trains and board the Coast Starlight for 
the trip to Seattle. Railroad side-trips visit the Yosemite Mt. Sugar Pine Railroad, the 
California Western Railroad, the Sacramento Southern Railroad, the Spirit of Oregon 
Dinner train, the Mt. Hood Railroad and the California State Railroad Museum. This 
title also features music by Mike Lynch.

GS 058D East Coast Winter Wonderland  (DVD)  90 min  $35.00
This title is quite unique since the journey was aboard Amtrak’s Cardinal after a very 
heavy snowfall. The journey picks up at first light east of Maysville, Kentucky, and 
concludes with the stop in Clifton Forge, West Virginia, after travelling along the Ohio 
River, and later the famous New River Gorge. The music is by Michael Lynch. An added 
bonus shows steam locomotive excursions that formerly travelled this same route east 
of Huntington and through the New River region, including scenes of C&O #614 and 
#2765, plus Nickel Plate #765, Pere Marquette #1225, and Milwaukee Road 
4-8-4 #261.
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GS 059D Route Of The Southwest Chief   (DVD)  90 min  $35.00
The 4th and final tape in the series is by no means the least dramatic. Travel 2300 
miles over the famous former Santa Fe Railroad from Chicago to Los Angeles on the 
Southwest Chief. Views include onboard the train, the train passing by, and inside the 
locomotive cab for some portions of the trip.
Stop & view along the way, The Abilene and Smoky Valley Railroad, historic Dodge City, 
the Cumbres and Toltec, the Santa Fe Southern Railway in New Mexico, Verde Canyon 
Railroad, California’s Orange Empire Railway Museum and historic Knotts Berry Farm 
Railroad. Take a short trip aboard the American Orient Express! Music by Mike Lynch.
Purchase all 4 titles in the ‘america By Rail’ Set - $110.00.  
Order Code: GS 010 / 059D.

GS 060D Duluth, Missabe, and Iron Range - Steam Variety   (DVD)  44 min  $41.00
This program is a great companion to ‘DM&IR Yellowstones - Giants of Steam’ 
(GS 015D). It has many things in it not seen in the other. The new DM&IR Steam 
Variety has many scenes of Proctor Engine terminal as well as Two Harbours terminal 
and plenty of 2-8-8-4 Yellowstone footage, showing ore hauling, and performing ore-
thawing service, plus late steam-era excursion service as well. See a variety of other 
DM&IR steam engines. This footage is all 16mm film originals. Also a short segment of 
the nearby shortline Duluth and Northeastern Railway.

GS 061D Southern Pacific’s Overland Route  (DVD)  67 min $41.00
We begin crossing the Bay Bridge to San Francisco and see the SP Ferry ‘Eureka’, plus 
streetcars in San Francisco, also scenes at the Oakland Mole passenger terminal. 
Rare footage of the ‘City of San Francisco’ in the late 30’s with the rare yellow E2’s. 
See an assortment of trains as we head westward toward Sacramento. There is a host 
of steam power with 4-6-2’s, 4-8-2’s, 4-8-4’s, 0-8-0’s, 0-6-0’s, 2-8-0’s, 2-8-2’s, 
2-10-2’s, 4-8-0’s, and of course the mighty and famous articulated Cab Forwards. 
Donner Pass east of Roseville, and west of Reno is captured with a variety of trains 
including Cab Forwards on both freight and passenger trains. The last cab forward 
run, with 4274 is seen a few times headed east toward Reno. See a Virginia & Truckee 
train waiting at the Reno depot, and shots of SP action around Sparks. A few scenes 
are B&W, but otherwise the show is mostly colour footage. This vintage material has 
no original sound. Narration about the trains, engines, and locations, with a music 
background has been added. After the vintage material we have added in some former 
SP engines that have live sound. See 1999 footage which includes scenes of SP 4449 en 
route to Railfair on the BNSF line, and some shots of 1233, an 0-6-0 working a freight 
from Sacramento to Woodland, CA in 1999.

 1522GT 1522 Galloping Through Texas  (DVD)  70 min  $40.00
BNSF’s 2001 Employee Appreciation Special. See locomotive Frisco 1522 on an historic 
journey starting from Fort Worth, Texas as she pulls BNSF’s Employee Appreciation 
Special.  The 1522 got a good workout, while lugging 16 gleaming passenger cars 
through the Texas Hills.  Follow the 1522 on her travels for a total of 8 days, spotting 
railroad icons such as Tower 55, Tower 17, T&NO Junction, and more.
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ATRC Above The Rails Combo  (DVD)   117 min $40.00
above Southern California Rails (42 min) / above 3751 Over Cajon (75 min)  
Here are two shows that lift you up into the skies above Southern California for an 
incredible look at railroading.  Both programs, previously released as separate 
video titles.

ARC12 American Railroad Collection  (DVD) 117 min $40.00
(Promotional/training/Safety films)
Volume 1: 
Mo-Pac Delivers - Missouri Pacific 1975  (25 min)
Portrait of a Railroad - Burlington Northern 1973  (26 min)
Switches - Hand-Brakes & YOU - Chicago & North Western 1974  (22 min)
TLC (Tender Loving Care) - CN Rail 1978  (22 min)
Volume 2:
The Freight Goes Through! - Assoc. of American Railroads 1952  (18 min)
The Right to Compete - Assoc. of American Railroads 1956  (14 min)
New Directions in Mod. Railroading - Assoc. of American Railroads 1966  (28 min)
The Right Track - Assoc. of American Railroads 1967  (16 min)

ALS Alaska Vol. 1 - Steel Rails, Midnight Sun  (DVD)   60 min $40.00
‘Summer on the alaska Railroad’ (1994) - Stretching from Seward to Fairbanks, 
rising from tidewater level up 2,360 feet, to the Continental Divide. In 1993, the AR 
could field up to 17 trains covering up to 3,300 train miles in any given 24-hour period. 
The AR’s all-GM fleet, which sported three different colour schemes, was made up 
of GP40-2s, GP49s, GP-8-2s, GP35s, GP7s, and MP15s.  Trains are dispatched from 
Anchorage under Track Warrant Control - view the dispatcher’s display boards to see 
siding and train status, hear the dispatcher talking to crews as Track Warrants are 
issued and information exchanged.

ALF Alaska Vol. 2 - Where Trains Fly And Eagles Soar!  (DVD)   45 min $40.00
‘Seward and Whittier Subdivisions on the alaska Railroad’ - (1994).  Take a 3-
day tour of the lines between Anchorage, Whittier and Seward. The route from Seward 
to Portage takes the trains over the crest of Kenai at 1,060 feet, up 3 percent grades, 
and through 5 tunnels! Traffic consists of Anchorage-to-Seward passenger trains; the 
Whittier Shuttle, unit coal trains; and freights that serve the rail barges.  These are 
led by GP35s and GP38s, GP40s and GP49s, plus an F7-B and a Budd RDC. Highlights 
feature the Port of Whittier where 10 trains and 2 rail barges are juggled against 
20-foot tides with only one GP30 switch engine, ride through the tunnels aboard 
the Shuttle, a 6-unit lash-up of 5 GP49s and one GP40 leading a heavy coal train, 
maintenance-of-way equipment, and a special military move.

ALW Alaska Vol. 3 - Giants In The Dark  (DVD)  60 min $40.00
‘Winter on the alaska Railroad’ - (1994). Volume 3 of this series brings you a 
view of Alaskan railroading like no other, for it carries you along the rails in the dead of 
winter, when temperatures are minus 30 to 50 degrees Fahrenheit and you’re lucky if 
you see five hours of daylight. Winter alters the way the Alaska Railroad does business. 
A busy summer week of up to 100 trains a week will drop to 25 during the winter. 
GP40-2s, GP49s, a GP30, F7-B, E8-B, and MP15 are seen spewing snow from the 
rails, sliding through the darkness while snow flurries cover the cabs. Approaching the 
Alyeska Ski Resort in Girdwood aboard the Ski Train is a magical sight, for the mountain 
is lit for night skiing. The heavy storms, and the dangers facing the men and equipment 
in a land of perpetual darkness. It’s an extraordinary insight into a type of railroading 
that few dare to face. 
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POKEY Along The Pocahontas District  (DVD)   92 min $40.00
‘Coal Trains & Time Freights’ It’s the mid 1990s and you’re touring the ‘Pokey’ from 
Williamson to Bluefield, West Virginia to watch heavy coal trains labour upgrade and 
speeding time-freights rush across the system.  Eighteen tunnels bore through the 
mountains and the tracks cross back and forth over numerous bridges.  The area’s 
steep grades bring most trains to a crawl and helpers are often needed.  Visit a coal 
mine where strings of hoppers are being topped off.  Mine runs with cabooses are seen, 
as well as fleets of heavy mainline coal drags pulled by NS’s newest locomotives. 

VRSURF AMTRAK ~ ‘The Surfline’  (Combo DVD)  120 min $40.00
amtrak - ‘the Surfline’: Our journey begins at LAUPT and heads south to San Diego.  
A stop at each station along the Surfline to see the unique features of these historic 
boarding points, including the lovely San Juan Capistrano station.  Highlights feature 
views of the famous Carlsbad wooden trestles, interesting motive power including 
Amtrak’s Dash 8-32 BWH, SF freight action.
amtrak - ‘Surfline Cab Ride’: Climb aboard a new General Electric P32-8BWH for a 
cab ride on Amtrak’s train 579, the ‘San Diegan’, at speeds of up to 90 mph!  Witness 
many train meets along the fastest stretch of track on the West Coast.  Produced by 
Video Rails 1992, 1994.

NEC12 Amtrak’s Northeast Corridor  (Combo DVD)  160 min $40.00
New York City to Philadelphia (80 min): Trains roar down the electrified mainline at 
speeds of up to 125 mph.  This corridor is governed by Automatic Block Signals and is 
manually dispatched from Philadelphia.  Manned block towers can still be found in use.  
Non-stop activity at Penn Station, Hudson Tower, Newark, Trenton, Princeton Junction 
and Zoo Interlocking.  Visit busy ‘A’ tower in New York City and Zoo Tower in 
Philadelphia.  Over 150 different trains in action 
Philadelphia to Washington, DC (80 min): This portion of the Northeast Corridor is 
the most modern segment of the system.  It is dispatched by CETC, a computer-
assisted, state-of-the-art dispatching system.  Take a tour of this control center housed 
in Amtrak’s 30th Street Station in Philadelphia.  Trackside, we capture over 100 
commuter and Amtrak trains.  Locations include Eddystone, Pennsylvania; Wilmington, 
Delaware; Perryville, Havre De Grace, Aberdeen and Baltimore, Maryland; Washington, 
D.C., and many others.  Visit Washington Union Station’s ‘K’ tower. Take a ride in the 
cab of an AEM-7 locomotive on a Metroliner train doing 125mph!  Produced 1992.

BCRAIL BC Rail Collection  (DVD)  204 min $40.00
British Columbia Railway: BC Rail was sold to CN in 2004, it’s now a beloved fallen 
flag of the past, but you can still experience the thrill of BC Rail as it existed in 1986 
when this was filmed.
Uncommon Carrier: View the steam, diesel, and electric locomotives used by BC Rail 
to serve its shipping, passenger, and tourist operations and get special insight into BC 
Rail’s contribution to the economy of its province.
995 Days: Experience the Tumbler Ridge line, the only 50-kilowatt electric railroad in 
North America. Construction began in 1980 and was completed in 1983, after just 995 
days!  See tunnels drilled, track laid, catenary strung, insulators fired, and the unique 
locomotives designed by GMD of Canada for this remote and fascinating line.
Mile 63.5: On a cold November day in 1985, a northbound BC Rail train hit a 
rockslide at mile post 63.5 and derailed.  Experience the efforts of the men and 
equipment pulling three locomotives up an embankment back to the main line in the 
middle of a BC winter!
Dayliner One and Snowtrain: Enjoy two beautiful travel-logs of the BC Rail system.  
Climb aboard the stainless steel Budd cars, view the beautiful scenery, and visit the 
towns the railroad serves.
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VRBEAU Beaumont Hill Combo  (DVD)  150 min $40.00
Beaumont Hill (90 min): Experience SP’s crossing of San Gorgonio Pass, a grade that 
demanded mid-train and rear-train helpers for the push to the top.  See leased units 
from CSX, Conrail, and many other roads.  Ride in the cab of an SD40T-2 rebuild from 
Colton to Indio.  See the last Sugar Beet trains.  
Beaumont Hill Cab Ride (60 min): Climb aboard SP engine 8305, an SD40T-2, on 
Southern Pacific’s hottest train, the LAMFF.  Leaving West Colton yard, you will get the 
crew’s vantage point of beautiful San Gorgonio Pass as your train climbs over Beaumont 
Hill at track speed! Produced by Video Rails in 1993-1994.

1989 Best of 1989  (DVD)  120 min  $40.00
Railroading highlights from 1989.  
Featured are: Santa Fe Warbonnets  /  Norfolk & Western 611  /  The Napa Valley 
Wine Train Norfolk & Western 1218  /  CSX F-Units  /  Cuyahoga Valley Line Trailer 
Train  /  NKP 765  /  Western Allegheny F-units.

BMW1 Best of the Midwest - Vol. 1  (DVD)  67 min $40.00
Travel to Missouri, Nebraska, Iowa, South Dakota, and Minnesota to sample 
Mid-western railroading.  See KCS, UP, IC, and BNSF.  Motive power from IC is 
GP10s to the latest EMD and GE AC locomotives on UP.  See a rare EMD BL20-2.  
See the Dakota, Minnesota & Eastern with its intriguing mix of power.  Visit the 
Nebraska Northeastern, Sisseton Milbank, Dakota & Iowa, Nobles Rock, 
and the Ellis & Eastern.   Produced in 1998.

BMW2 Best of the Midwest - Vol. 2  (DVD)  97 min $40.00
Travel to South Dakota, Nebraska, Minnesota, Iowa, Illinois, and Wisconsin.  Visit 
several shortlines including the Minnesota Central, Dakota Southern, and Nebkota.  
See Nebkota’s A-B-A set of F-units.  See UP and BNSF action on the transcontinental 
mainline between Chicago and the Pacific Northwest.  CP makes an appearance on its 
former Soo Line trackage with power from ‘Red Barn’ SD40-2Fs to the newly-delivered 
Dash 9s.  Produced in 1999.

BMW3 Best of the Midwest - Vol. 3  (DVD)  81 min $40.00
Travel through Kansas, Missouri, Iowa, Minnesota, and Wisconsin, visit main lines and 
regionals.  I&M Rail Link and Wisconsin Central are featured regionals.  Visit IMRL 
on its Fourth Sub between Mason City and Marquette, and see a train powered by 
ex-Southern Railway of British Columbia SD38-2 and a New York, Susquehanna and 
Western SD45.  See UP mainline action on the old Rock Island Spine Line from Mason 
City, Iowa to the Twin Cities also the Coffeyville Sub.  In Iowa, IC’s main line supports 
freight pulled by SD70s and GP11s.  Produced in 2000.

BBC1 Big Boy Combo - Part 1  (DVD)  83 min $40.00
Vol. 1 ‘Last of the Giants’: Union Pacific paid tribute to its ‘Big Boys’ in a public 
relations film that has become a collector’s item for railfans worldwide. It documents 
the evolution of UP steam power from 4-6-0s to the development of the articulated 
locomotive. See Big Boys being serviced and in operation. Trackside and cab footage 
show these 4-8-8-4s pulling long freights over Wyoming’s Sherman Hill during their last 
years in service. 
Vol. 2 ‘the Cheyenne Shops’: Cheyenne was a bustling hub for UP steam in the 
1950s. It’s where the ‘Big Boys’ were based during their last years of operation. Volume 
2 takes you on a tour of the coal chute and servicing areas, on the turntable that served 
the 48-stall roundhouse, and to the back-shop where the Big Boys were rebuilt.  
Experience the Cheyenne yards as they existed in the 1950s. This is a UP production 
over a 3-year period, with updated material added by Pentrex in 1993.
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BBC2 Big Boy Combo - Part 2  (DVD)  141 min $40.00
Vol. 3 ‘Sherman Hill’: Scenes of the running gear in motion, shot from a camera car on 
a parallel track, and pacing sequences with the ‘Big Boys’ are a real thrill. Ride in the 
cabs and watch the firemen and engineers at work.  Compiled from colour footage shot 
by UP between 1955 and 1958.
Vol. 4 ‘Big Boys on tV’: is a 1950s TV drama about a Big Boy engineer (played by Ed 
Begley) who is struggling with fears about his future.  The live broadcast takes you right 
into the heart of this railroader’s life at home and in the cab of his ‘Big Boy’.  Included 
is original footage shot on location showing Big Boys on Sherman Hill and in the 
Cheyenne yards.  See the old commercials that aired with the broadcast.  It’s a real 
trip to the past!  In colour and black & white.

B01 B&O Odyssey - Vol. 1  (DVD)  60 min $40.00
Step back to the 1950s and 60s to see what made the Baltimore & Ohio.  The action 
takes place in Ohio and Pennsylvania, starting in 1954. Articulated locomotives, Mikes, 
Big Sixes, and many other types of steam power.  Catch the action at Lorain ore dock 
where steam trains unload ships laden with iron ore. See switchers at Rossford Yard in 
Toledo.  See named trains, such as “Cincinnatian “, “Shenandoah” and NP’s, 
“Westerner”.

B02 B&O Odyssey - Vol. 2   (DVD)  60 min $40.00
Following on from Vol. 1, the odyssey resumes in Michigan, shortly after B&O had 
merged with the C&O Railway. See passenger trains on the C&O route between Detroit 
and Toledo, including the towers at Wayne Junction, Romulus, and Carleton.  Visit 
Connellsville, Pennsylvania and Brunswick, Maryland where freight traffic is heavy. 
Motive power includes F-units and brand new GP30s. Coal movements are captured 
at Hancock, West Virginia.

VRCAJON2 Cajon II Combo  (DVD)  150 min $40.00
Cajon II - Railroading in the ’90s (90 min): It’s pre-merger days and SP, SF, and UP 
are sending their latest motive power to tackle this famous mountain pass.  See a wide 
variety of manifest trains and unit trains.  Long, heavy freights grind up the slopes to 
the summit and squeal downgrade to the desert below.
Cajon Pass Cab Ride (60 min): Climb aboard the cab of a SP freight train as engine 
8537 leads a five unit lash-up along the Palmdale Cut-off.  Ride from West Colton to 
Phelan on SP’s LA Division.  The views from the cab of your locomotive give you a whole 
new perspective of this famous route.  Produced by Video Rails 1993-94.

CAJON Cajon Pass / Tehachapi Loop  (DVD)  130 min $40.00
Cajon Pass and Tehachapi Loop, draw railfans from around the world.  In 1986 most 
trains still had cabooses, SP oil cans (the “Tank Train”) still ran over Tehachapi, and 
many SF and SP locomotives sported the short-lived red and yellow “Kodachrome” 
merger paint scheme.  See blue and yellow SF power, including EMD SD45s, F45s, and 
FP45s and GE U36Cs and C30-7s.  SP ran SD45s and “tunnel motors,” and Amtrak 
ran the “Southwest Chief” and the “Desert Wind” over Cajon with F40PH locomotives.  
Ride a UP helper pushing a 12,000-ton coal train over Cajon. Visit the SF dispatcher’s 
office in the San Bernardino.  Bonus footage of 19 minutes, filmed in 2004. 

CHINAST   China Steam Spectacular  (DVD)  148 mins  $40.00
Imagine thousands of steam locomotives in everyday use, rolling through lands of 
stunning beauty.  That was steam railroading in China in 2001 when this exciting 
documentary was filmed. Tour six unique sites: Jing Peng Pass; Daban where the entire 
fleet of 100 QJ’s are serviced; the coal mining region of Tiefa; the Dahiuchang Limestone 
Quarry near Beijing, an enchanting narrow gauge steam line; Anshan, one of the world’s 
largest steel mills with its own fleet of 40 2-8-2’s. Finally, witness 2-8-2’s straining full 
throttle up the 3½ percent grade to the Chengde steel mill complex.
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TMAS Christmas  Trains  (DVD)  68 mins  $40.00
Christmas and trains are bound together by generations of tradition.  Pentrex captured 
the sights and sounds of nine different Christmas train displays ranging from toy train 
layouts and garden railroads decorated with holiday scenes to full-scale trains pulled 
by steam locomotives and modern diesels draped in Christmas lights. The Huckleberry 
Railroad Christmas Train, The Galleria Wonderland Express, CSX’s Santa Claus 
Special, The Hocking Valley Scenic Railroad Santa Claus Train, The New York Botanical 
Garden’s outdoor garden railroad, Cincinnati Gas & Electric’s O-gauge B&O model 
train, The Cincinnati Zoo’s “Festival of Lights” garden and live steam railroads, The 
Neiman Marcus Holiday Express Plus, the BNSF ‘Santa Claus Express’ - a diesel-
powered Christmas train covered with over 20,000 glowing lights!

CIRCUSAD Circus Train Adventure  (DVD)  112 mins  $40.00
Ride aboard the Ringling Brothers and Barnum & Bailey Blue Unit Circus Train! Travel 
coast-to-coast and border-to-border over a 5-year period! From 2001 to 2005, while 
Kevin Venardos was Ringmaster for the Ringling Brothers and Barnum & Bailey Circus, 
his father would join him aboard the Circus Train at every opportunity, recording his 
journeys from a totally unique vantage point-the vestibule of the Ringmaster’s car!  
Most of the scenes are taken from the vestibule, but there are a few fascinating 
run-bys that show the Blue and Red Unit trains at interesting locations such as on 
Tehachapi Loop and street running in Anaheim.  See many of the yards where the train 
sections are placed during performances.

FFS14 Classic St. Louis Railroading/Sante Fe Vintage Diesels Combo (DVD)  98 min $40.00
Combined on one DVD, are two shows from the 1960s and 1970s of your favorite 
Fallen Flag roads. 
Classic St. Louis Railroading (48 min): See eighteen different railroads in and 
around St. Louis.  Motive power and paint schemes include EMD E-and F-units, Geeps, 
SW1200s and SW1500s, SD40s and SD45s, and a rare TR1 cow/calf set; ALCo RS2, 
RS3, RSD5, RS36, S2, FA, and C424; GE U25B, U30B, and U30C; and an F-M H10-44. 
It’s a fantastic journey back to the heart of American railroading! 
Santa Fe Vintage Diesels (50 min): Fairbanks-Morse, Baldwin, ALCo, and EMD 
locomotives in passenger and freight service.  See SF motive power in New Mexico, 
Kansas, and Illinois. See ALCo U30CGs, U28CGs and Fairbanks-Morse H12-44Ts at 
Dearborn Station in Chicago, the EMD GP7M prototype used on the SF as #99, the 
popular CF7s rebuilt from F3s and F7s by the SF in their own shops, and a rare shot 
of an early articulated railcar. Line drawings and specifications make this a valuable 
resource for your railroad collection!

FFS23 Classic Twin Cities Railroading/Classic Chicago Railroading  (DVD) 136 min $40.00
Combined on one Combo DVD, showing your favourite fallen flags programs filmed 
during the 1960s and 1970s at two of the country’s railroading hot spots: Chicago and 
the Twin Cities of Minneapolis/St. Paul.
Classic twin Cities Railroading (52 min): The footage filmed during Spring of 1970, 
just after the merger of Burlington Route, GN, and NP which formed the Burlington 
Northern. See ALCo, GE, Baldwin, EMD, a Fairbanks-Morse, a rare Baldwin 
DT-6-2000 centre-cab switcher, and an unusual home-built electric switcher, along 
with locomotives painted in predecessor colours (Burlington Route, GN, NP, and 
Chicago Great Western) as well as in the paint schemes of the featured roads. 
Classic Chicago Railroading (84 min): This incredible compilation is based on 8mm 
colour films. Enjoy rare scenes filmed during the changing seasons at the best train 
watching locations throughout the Chicago area and into Northern Indiana.  See an 
amazing variety of motive power, from classic diesels to the latest in ‘70s motive power, 
heading up a terrific mix of freight and passenger trains, including the Broadway Limited, 
Empire Builder, Hiawatha, San Francisco Zephyr, City of New Orleans, and more.
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BNCRG Columbia River Gorge - Vol. 1  (DVD)  120 min $40.00
BNSF’s Fallbridge Subdivision
Following the north bank of the river between Vancouver and Pasco, is BNSF’s
Fallbridge Subdivision.  Travel from Vancouver east to Maryhill to experience the variety 
of trains and motive power.  Enjoy scenes of Amtrak’s “Empire Builder” and Talgo train, 
Swift RoadRailers, bare-table trains, trash trains, manifests, and unit grain trains.  
See BNSF locomotives in Heritage I paint; a matched set of GE Dash 9s in Heritage 
II, pure sets of BN green power, and rare GP50s in classic Santa Fe blue-and-yellow 
paint, SD40-2s, SD75s, GP38s, GP38-2s, B40-8s, B40-8Ws, and Dash 8-40CWs.  See 
many meets and great action over the swing bridge between Portland and Vancouver.  
Produced 2005.

UPCRG Columbia River Gorge - Vol. 2  (DVD)  138 min $40.00
UP’s Portland Subdivision - Climbing gently from the tidewater ports near Portland, 
Oregon is the Columbia River Gorge - a wide, flat-water river passage that provides 
access to the inland agricultural regions of Washington and Oregon. Visit railfanning 
spots, such as Biggs, Celilo Park, The Dalles, Memaloose State Park, Mosier, and Hood 
River with the Mount Hood Scenic Railroad. Trains include Canpotex unit potash trains, 
Spokane International mixed freights, container, grain, trailer, and stack trains, and 
Amtrak’s Pioneer.  Motive power varies from SD40-2s to SD60Ms, SD70Ms, leased 
SD90MACs, Dash 40-CW, AC4400-CW, GE AC6000, Geeps, and more. CP, BNSF, and 
C&NW power also make appearances.  Filmed from the mid 1990s to the early 2000s. 

HOTSPOT Conrail Hot Spots East  (DVD)  120 min $40.00
Travel the eastern half of the extensive Conrail system. Visit 16 eastern hot spots: 
CP Five and CP Potter, New Jersey; Bear Mountain, Selkirk Yard, State Line Tunnel, 
Syracuse, Lyons, Buffalo, and Binghamton, New York; Allentown, Reading, Rockville 
Bridge, Horse Shoe Curve, Conpit Jct., Rochester Tower; and Palmer, Mass.  Other 
railroads include; New York, Susquehanna & Western; Central Vermont; CP Rail; and 
Amtrak.  See LMS and GATX lease units, CN, Amtrak GP40-TC, and a GE C32-8 
(Conrail owned all 10 units of this model ever built).  Narration identifies all trains and 
the special characteristics of each hot spot.  Released 1995. 

HSWEST Conrail Hot Spots West  (DVD)  120 min $40.00
See action on the western half of the Conrail system in the states of Ohio, Indiana, 
and Illinois.  The locations visited in Ohio include Alliance, Crestline, the Cleveland 
drawbridge, & Berea Tower.  Indiana sites include Elkhart, South Bend and Terre Haute.  
In Illinois we visit St. Elmo and Effingham.  See trains of CSX, NS, UP, IC, and GTW at 
many of the important junctions.  Produced 1996.

CSXM CSX Mountain Sub  (DVD)  96 min $40.00
Powerful diesels pull hard on strings of loaded coal hoppers, lifting them up steep 
mountain grades; manned helpers assist on the rear.  The battle to keep traffic
flowing over Newburg, Cheat, Cranberry, and Seventeen Mile - legendary grades of 
B&O’s famous Mountain Sub is what this show is all about.  Starting in Grafton, West 
Virginia we follow CSX action east across the Alleghenies to Altamont, Maryland.  From 
the tower at West Keyser we track westbound trains working up Seventeen Mile grade.  
The struggle is not just uphill; easing heavy tonnage down these dangerous slopes is even 
more demanding. 

CATSF   Cumbres & Toltec Scenic Freight Train  (DVD)  60 min $40.00
Relive the days of RG narrow gauge freight service aboard the Cumbres & Toltec Scenic 
Railroad.  A privately sponsored photographer’s freight train, led by Baldwin-built 
2-8-2 Mikado locomotive #488 runs an unusual 2-day excursion from Chama, NM 
to Antonito, Colorado.  This 64-mile long remnant of the once-flourishing RG Narrow 
Gauge network is now the longest 3-foot gauge railroad in America and one of the 
country’s most popular train rides.  Produced 1990.
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DAYCOMBO  20th Anniversary Daylight Combo  (DVD)  165 min $40.00
World’s Fair Daylight 1984: Ride in the cab of SP Daylight 4449 across Arizona and 
New Mexico. Enjoy exciting aerial shots along the California coast. This program covers 
the Daylight’s journey from start to finish! (Video Rails 1984.) 
By Daylight to the Fair: Travel on board and be trackside as the Daylight traverses 
every type of terrain from Portland to the World’s Fair. BONUS footage filmed by SP 
showing the Daylight from Bakersfield to L.A. via Tehachapi Pass! 

DFS Daylight Freedom Special  (DVD)   85 min $40.00
In March 2002, Daylight 4449 returned to the rails for the Columbia-Deschutes 
Special, a 2-day excursion that took the mighty steamer through the Columbia River 
Gorge and the Deschutes River Canyon.  4449 was repainted in the red, white and 
blue colors she wore during her American Freedom Train tours of 1975-1976.  The 
Deschutes River Canyon is an inaccessible and visually stunning site where canyon walls 
rise 2,200 feet up from the tracks.  Highlights include fantastic pacing sequences, high 
bridge crossings, and an added segment showing the Daylight in all her different paint 
schemes!  Bonus footage:  The 1976 Interurban Press film “The American Freedom 
Train” (25 min) is included.

DRGW Denver & Rio Grande Western  (DVD)  135 min $40.00
The D&RGW means rugged, spectacular mountain railroading, heavy freight hauling, and 
terrific action shots.  Filmed in 1986, at a time when the railroad was still an independent 
entity and most of its trains were pulled by pure sets of Rio Grande power, many with 
cabooses.  Units from BN, SP, and Missouri Pacific are also seen with run-through trains.  
Travel the entire Denver to Salt Lake City mainline. 
Note - Easter Egg:
1. Place the D&RGW DVD into your player.
2.  After the Pentrex logo plays and the Main Menu appears, press the ‘up’ arrow on your  
 remote control. The D&RGW logo lights up, indicating you’ve found the Egg!
3. Press ‘enter’ or ‘select’ to play the hidden bonus footage.

DONR Donner Combo  (DVD)  197 min $40.00
Battle For Donner Pass [Video Rails 1993] (77 min): Between Roseville, California 
and Sparks, Nevada lies one of the most difficult sustained climbs in American 
railroading, the Donner Summit route.  This 140-mile stretch of double-tracked 
mainline routinely challenges trains on its 85-mile eastbound climb to the 7,000-foot 
elevation at Donner Summit. This is the story of Southern Pacific men and equipment 
that fought impossible odds to keep this historic mountain pass open through winter’s 
worst storms.  
across Donner Summit [Pentrex 1992] (120 min): Your personal guide is noted 
railroad photographer and historian Richard Steinheimer.  Heavy Southern Pacific trains 
use the original route built over the summit by the Central Pacific Railroad in the 1860s.  
After 120 years of continual use, the obstacles are still staggering.  Helpers are required 
in both directions.

VR 016 Donner Pass   (DVD)  60 min $40.00
Southern Pacific’s Sierra Crossing - Donner Pass - Steep grades and seven months a 
year of winter weather. In 1988 Video Rails captured incredible SP action over Donner 
Pass. Starting in Roseville, California, follow SP’s trains up and over ‘The Hill’.  SP’s 
6-axle SD40s, SD40T-2s, SD45s, and SD45T-2 tackle 138 miles of grades up to 2.4%.  
Up to 11 units are needed for the climb.  The standard arrangement for 10,000-ton 
trains is 4 by 6, with four engines leading and 6 mid-train helpers, you also see trains 
with 6 units leading, 6 mid-train helpers, and an end-of-train helper.  Cabooses are 
also in use here.  At Colfax, see helpers being added to the front and rear of the trains.  
Special highlights include rare film of the line’s construction, footage of the trapped 
City of San Francisco Train 101 at Yuba Pass in 1952, snow fighting equipment with 
steam powered rotaries pushed by Cab Forwards.   
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DMIR Duluth, Missabe & Iron Range  (DVD)  80 mins   $40.00
In the northern woods of Minnesota lies the Mesabi Iron Range, an area rich in taconite 
iron ore. Explore the operations of the DM&IR at the dock in Two Harbors, along its two 
divisions and several branch lines, to the huge docks in Duluth. On the Missabe Division, 
run-through power includes CSX SD80MACs and BNSF Dash 9s. See nonstop operations 
at Dock 6 in Duluth, the largest ore dock on the Great Lakes. Filmed in 2001.

DSN Durango & Silverton Narrow Gauge Railroad  (DVD)  60 min $40.00
The Durango & Silverton offers one of the most spectacular train rides in North America.  
Much of the route can only be accessed by train. Mikado steam locomotives are seen at 
work throughout the tourist seasons and scenes of a rare winter excursion.  Tour the train 
yards and servicing areas, filled with restored historic equipment, reminiscent of the early 
days of the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad.

EWISC Early Amtrak Across Wisconsin  (DVD)  60 min $40.00
On May 1, 1971, Amtrak became Wisconsin’s rail passenger carrier.  Passenger service 
along the BN’s Mississippi River Route ended as did all service on the C&NW.  Famous 
train names such as the Milwaukee Road’s Hiawathas, C&NW’s Streamliners, and 
Burlington Northern’s North Coast Limited disappeared.  See pre-Amtrak trains along 
the BN’s now freight-only Mississippi River Route, the Milwaukee Road’s commuter 
Cannonball, and many freights on the Milwaukee, BN, and SOO Lines.  Produced 2007. 

EMPIRE Empire Builders to Milwaukee  (DVD)  50 min $40.00
We go back to the six months preceding and following the start of Amtrak service in 
Milwaukee.  See the morning Hiawatha and the C&NW bi-level Streamliners during 
their last winter and spring of operations, also Amtrak’s new Empire Builder and 
Chicago-Milwaukee corridor service.  See freights (many with GP35s and GP9s) on 
the Milwaukee Road and Soo Line, the commuter Cannonball, and specials including 
Amtrak’s Turbo Train on its national tour and the Great Circus Train of 1971.  
Scenes were filmed at Oconomowoc, Pewaukee, Duplainville, Brookfield, Elm Grove, 
Wauwatosa, Oak Creek, West Bend, and other Milwaukee metro areas.  
Produced 2006.

EXTREM Extreme Steam 1  (DVD)  180 min  $40.00
a series of films featuring a variety of steam power.
Canadian Pacific 2816  (23 min)
Milwaukee Road 261  (8 Minutes) 
Mt. Rainier Scenic 2-6-2T #7, Heisler #2, and 2-8-2T #17  (8 min) 
Ohio Central 6325 and 1293  (48 min) 
SP 4449 on Stampede Pass  (16 min) 
Spokane, Portland & Seattle 700 in Montana  (18 min) 
Frisco 1522 (60 min)

EXTREME2 Extreme Steam 2  (DVD)  164 min (incl. Bonus) $40.00
See 12 different steam locomotives put on dynamic performances, filling
the screen with plenty of smoke, steam, and whistles.
Union Pacific Challenger 3985 (19 min) / Pere Marquette 1225 (11 min) 
Nevada Northern 93 (26 min) / East Broad Top 14 (15 min) 
Milwaukee Road 261 (14 min) / Cumbres & Toltec Scenic 487 (19 min) 
Grand Trunk Western 6325 and Canadian Pacific 1293 (13 min) 
Durango & Silverton Narrow Gauge 473 (11 min) 
Canadian National 89 and Strasburg Railroad 90 (13 min) 
McCloud Railway 18 (15 min) 
Bonus Footage: Cab ride engine #93 on the Nevada Northern Railway and scenes of 
the Georgetown Loop Railroad’s #40 in its last year of service (8 min). 
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GTKC Goin’ to Kansas City  (DVD)  95 min $40.00
Climb aboard a hot BNSF vehicle train for a ride across southeastern Kansas. We join 
train V-OKCMCI at the crew change point in Arkansas City.  The 225-mile run traverses 
a portion of the Arkansas City Sub, the entire Douglas Sub, and most of the Emporia 
subdivision to Argentine Yard from the train and from trackside. An in-depth look at the 
busy Flint Hill region near Matfield Green provides extensive coverage of the area.  This 
16-mile stretch of the Emporia Sub an operational bottleneck.  

GCRY Grand Canyon Railway  (DVD)  60 min   $40.00
One of the most exciting tourist railroads in the United States is the Grand Canyon 
Railway located in northern Arizona.  Follow the Williams Flyer with 2-8-2 steam 
engine 4960. Ride in the cab of ALCo FPA-4 diesel 6773.  Then it’s a special Railfan 
Weekend featuring a doubleheader with 4960 and 2-8-0 #18.  Cab ride #18.  Visit the 
locomotive shop, museum, and the El Tovar Hotel at the Canyon.  Produced in 1998. 

CIRCUS Great American Circus & Show Trains  (DVD)  105 min $40.00
Every year the Circus World Museum at Baraboo, Wisconsin re-enacts an old-fashioned 
circus train. Antique circus wagons from the museum’s extensive collection are loaded 
aboard railroad cars by traditional methods, then vintage passenger diesels power the 
special train across the state to Milwaukee. The carnival travels the eastern USA aboard a 
61-car train.  See the unique methods used to handle heavy equipment on the great 
American circus trains of the past and present. Released 1999.

GBAY Green Bay Route  (DVD)  72 min $40.00
The Green Bay & Western Railroad had sixteen operating ALCos when this was filmed 
in 1992, GB&W’s last full year of operation as an independent company.  Stretching 
from the east side to the west side of the Badger State, the GB&W line passed through 
Wisconsin farmland.  The railroad’s traffic was related to the state’s paper industry. 
Local freights are seen as they work these vital enterprises.

GNR Great Northern Railway Combo  (DVD)  135 min $40.00
Volume 1: Iron Ore Operations (45 min): Witness the iron ore operations of the GN 
from the mines and ore docks at Kelly Lake to Allouez, St. Paul, and Superior.  
Great views of GN’s N-3 class 2-8-8-0s in action.
Volume 2: Diesel & Electric Power (45 min): View the diesel locomotives that were 
common to everyday use across the vast GN system, also NP and SP&S diesel power. 
GN’s mighty electrics are also featured.
Volume 3: Steam Power (45 min): See the GN’s varied fleet of steam power in action, 
from the 0-6-0s to the 2-8-8-2s.  A special highlight is a pacing sequence with a huge 
R-2 class 2-8-8-2. Produced by Video Rails in 1994.

HHS Historic Hot Spots Combo   (DVD)  140 min $40.00
Railfanning Southern California In the 1950s (60 min): Diesels were replacing 
the last of the mighty steam locomotives on the UP, SP, and SF in the 1950s.  
See 4-8-4s, 2-10-2s, and Cab Forwards, plus EMD E- and F-units, SD9s, ALCo PAs and 
FAs, FM C-Liners, Baldwins and more.  See Freight and passenger trains at Cajon, 
Tehachapi, Beaumont Pass, LAUPT, Glendale and Burbank Junction; and on Santa Fe’s 
Elsinore Branch. 
Santa Fe’s Pasadena Subdivision (80 min): Step back to the early 1950s to watch 
Santa Fe’s elegant streamlined passenger trains “El Capitan” and “The Chief”.  
Gleaming ALCo PAs and EMD F-units head up these glamorous trains over the route from 
San Bernardino through Pasadena to Los Angeles.  Ride in the cab of an F-7 on 
“The Chief” over Cajon Pass to Barstow, reaching speeds of 95 mph!
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CPATCH Horse Shoe Curve / Sand Patch Grade Combo  (DVD)  135 min $40.00
Horse Shoe Curve (75 min): In 1989 Conrail was running from 40-60 trains a day 
through at this historic site in central Pennsylvania.  See SD40s, SD40-2s, SD45-2s, 
and GE C30-7As.  Travel to Alto Tower in Altoona, Benny, the Gallitzin Twin Tunnels, 
AR Tower, MO Tower in Cresson.
Sand Patch Grade (60 min): In 1990, the B&O trackage was known as the Mainline 
Subdivision, a part of CSX’s Chicago to Baltimore mainline.  CSX trains battled their 
way upgrade through Brackens, Fairhope, Falls Cut Tunnel, Glencoe, the horse shoe 
curve at Mance, and Sand Patch Grade itself.  See GP30s, GP40s, SD50s, the CSX F-
unit.  Tour the tower at Hyndman with Armstrong type levers and visit SA tower at the 
crest of Sand Patch Summit.  Produced 1989 & 1990.

HRTC Hot Rails Through The Twin Cities  (DVD)  105 min $40.00
Filmed in 1998 when Minneapolis / St. Paul hosted eight different railroads plus Amtrak 
passenger trains.  BNSF, UP, CP, Twin Cities & Western, Minnesota Commercial, WC, 
and the I&M Rail Link all operate here.  See cross-town transfers, local freights, yard 
jobs, and road trains! Experience the action at: University Avenue, Division Street, 
and Dayton’s Bluff at Hoffman Avenue are extensively covered. See steam locomotive 
Milwaukee Road #261 pulling an outbound excursion. Then it’s on to the Minnesota 
Commercial where many of their unusual locomotives are hard at work. MC owns a 
unique fleet of old ALCo and EMD museum pieces that will take you back to an 
earlier period. 

VR 074 Imperial Valley Sugar Beet Trains  (DVD)  60 min $40.00
‘the Ending of an Era’ - In the early hours of July 17, 1993, SP’s last sugar beet 
train from the Imperial Valley pulled into the station at Guadalupe, California. Loaded 
trains of up to 100 steel and wooden cars hauling 10,000 tons of sugar beets often 
have Helper units added for the push over Beaumont Hill.  At Taylor Junction, step 
into the cab of SD40 #7349 on the point of a 3-unit lashup. At Guadalupe, the Santa 
Maria Valley Railroad’s new GP-9 transfers the gondolas to the Holly Sugar Mill where 
we view the refining process. 

AR1 Into The Alleghany Range - Vol. 1  (DVD)  180 min $40.00
Tour the CSX mainline that follows the Potomac River between Hancock, West Virginia 
and Cumberland, Maryland.  See the astonishing Magnolia Cut-off - an incredible piece 
of railroad engineering.  Four double-track tunnels, two huge bridges, several massive 
cuts and fills, and a pair of gigantic retaining walls.  Produced 1994.

VR 039  Last Run of a Cab Forward Over Donner Pass  (DVD)   60 min $40.00
One of railroading’s most spectacular runs took place over the weekend of November 
30, 1957 when Southern Pacific Cab Forward 4274 left Sacramento for its final journey 
across Donner Pass.  Ride in the cab of the AC-powered 10-car train as it climbs the 
steep grade. Special scenes include 4274’s shake-down run in Roseville as it prepares 
for its final run, and rare pacing shots of the train as it races up the Sierra Nevada 
foothills.,  In Colour and Black & White. Produced by Video Rails 1991.

MEX3 Mexico’s Pacifico Railroad  (DVD)  120 min  $40.00
Travel the entire line from Guadalajara to the US border at Nogales.  See older ALCo 
and MLW engines and last remaining active ALCo PA diesels.  View both maintenance 
work and construction of new GE Super 7 engines in the shops at Empalme.  Witness 
railroading from a different era, where train orders are still hooped up, telegraphers 
attend to their keys, cabooses mark the end of all freight trains, and marker lamps are 
in regular use.  Produced 1992.
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MILW Milwaukee Road - Vols. 1, 2 & 3  (DVD)  166 min $50.00
Vol. I - Electric Power On the Milwaukee Road (47 min): We begin this vintage 
series on the popular Milwaukee Road and its fascinating electric motive power with a look 
at Boxcabs and Little Joes hard at work on the Rocky Mountain Division in Alberton, Mon-
tana and from Avery, Idaho through the St. Paul Pass.  This 1972 footage includes a profile 
of the impressive GE-built Boxcab motors, and the gutsy Little Joes.  Milwaukee Road at its 
best prior to the end of electrification in June of 1974.  
Vol. 2 - Harlowton to Butte (41 min): Continue the trilogy of films about the Mil-
waukee Road’s electrified Rocky Mountain Division with a detailed tour of the 
eastern portion of the route. The line from Harlowton to Butte, Montana saw plenty of 
action during the 1970s.  We look at the non-electrified line that ran from Harlowton 
to Lewistown, Montana, to view the diesel powered action.  Highlights include a look 
at Vendome Loop and a ride in the cab of a Little Joe on the way from magnificent 
Pipestone Pass to Butte. 
Vol. 3 - the Rocky Mountain Division (78 min): This historic footage was filmed 
in 1973 just months before electrified service was replaced by diesel power. It covers 
the entire 440-mile route from Harlowton, Montana to Avery, Idaho.  See the mighty 
Boxcabs and gutsy Little Joes. Follow a work train and its crew as it repairs track and 
replaces rail.  Highlights include a trip to the busy Lombard area, where Milwaukee 
track crossed the BN.

MRL Montana Rail Link ~ ‘Big Sky Country 1990’  (DVD)  70 min $40.00
Visit the ‘big sky’ country of Montana and witness the operations of one of the 
country’s newest regional railroads.  MRL operates high tonnage trains across the 
daunting grades of both Mullan and Bozeman Passes.  Tour the entire length of the 
railroad from the east end at Jones Junction, to the end of MRL trackage at Sandpoint, 
Idaho.  Cab ride several freights over the road’s mountainous terrain.  Produced 1990.

VR 025 Mullan Pass  (DVD)  60 min $40.00
The Monsters and More! - It’s a mountain pass where heavy tonnage trains battle 
2.2 percent grades and up to three sets of helpers are needed.  It has repeated 
horseshoe curves, with two long trestles, and a 3,896-foot long tunnel that crosses the 
Continental Divide and is located in the Big Sky country of Montana. It’s a place where 
BN & MRL juggle non-stop traffic over 29 miles of partially single-tracked mountain 
rails. Every westbound train needs helpers and MRL’s heaviest power is assigned to 
its helper pool. SD40-2s and SD45s make up the bulk of the power.  15,000-ton coal 
trains with 45,000 HP grind their way up the 2.2 percent grade. Huge clouds of diesel 
exhaust billow out of Mullan Tunnel, which is known as the ‘Black Fog of Blossburg’. 
Take a cab ride across the Pass in a lead helper engine. Filmed 1990. 

TAC Northwest Doubleheader Steam   (DVD - WIDESCREEN)   $40.00
 105 min+50 min bonus
On May 18 and 19, 2007, UP #844 and SP #4449 steam locomotives made history 
by double-heading for the first time ever between Tacoma and Everett, Washington. 
We chased UP 844 on its way back home, through the Columbia River Gorge. Between 
Tacoma and Everett is a double-track mainline, see interesting motive power, such as 
SD40-2s, heading a variety of freight trains there, as well as on the trip from Tacoma to 
Portland and through the Columbia River Gorge.

REDCARS Pacific Electric / Los Angeles Streetcars Combo  (DVD)  65 min $40.00
Pacific Electric - the twilight Years (30 min): After serving Southern California’s 
transportation needs for over sixty years, by the 1950s the PE’s rail passenger service 
had been reduced to five lines.  View the last of the once-famous Hollywood cars on the 
Watts Local and the Big Red Cars, often referred to as “blimps,” on the Long Beach, 
San Pedro, Bellflower, and Catalina Lines.
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Los angeles Streetcars - the Final Years (35 min): Take an end-to-end tour of the 
W and S lines, the last to use H-Series standard type streetcars.  In 1958, the MTA 
took over and converted the whole system to streamlined PCC-type cars.  See the 
entire routes of the five remaining lines: R, S, V, P and J.  Visit the Georgia Street Car 
House on the last day of operation and the Vernon Yard as retired cars are placed in 
storage.  Produced in 1992.

PDP1 Pentrex DVD Previews - 1  (DVD)  150 min $24.00
Pentrex DVD Previews bring you the subjects, variety, and action you look for in your 
railroading entertainment and they’re the ideal way to sample the superior quality that 
goes into every Pentrex show. Volume 1 treats you to 43 different shows spanning two 
and a half hours of great viewing!  A full list of titles previewed may be found on our 
website or contact our office.

PDP2 Pentrex DVD Previews - 2  (DVD)  150 min $24.00
Pentrex Previews are a favourite way to sample the full range of railroading adventures 
you can expect to find in a Pentrex DVD. Whether you’re looking for steam, vintage 
diesels, favourite fallen flags, famous locations, or today’s mainline operations there’s 
something for everyone in this two-plus hour presentation featuring excerpts from 46 
different Pentrex DVDs.  A full list of titles previewed may be found on our website or 
contact our office.

PBMAIN Pittsburgh Mainlines  (DVD)  136 min $40.00
This title shows heavy Railroad action around the “Iron City” - a place where the 
railroading includes mountain helper districts, long tunnels, countless bridges, triple 
track mainlines, heavy industrial switching, an active interlocking tower, and well over 
a hundred trains a day!  The last months of Conrail’s Pittsburgh routes were captured 
just prior to Norfolk Southern’s takeover in 1999. See dramatic CSX action, plus, the 
heavy-industrial-hauling Union Railroad.  See switchers toiling in a massive steel mill, 
an unusual coal-hauling railroad, and even freight barges on the rivers.  

PRB12 Powder River Combo  (DVD)  180 min $40.00
King Coal - Powder River Rails & Mines (2001) (90 min): In Wyoming’s Powder 
River Basin, train after train of loaded and empty hoppers make their way across the 
desolate, rolling hills of the high plains.  To move these mountains of coal, high 
horsepower locomotives such as GE C44-9s and EMD SD90s are required.  There’s 
even a helper district on the north end of the line.  Visit Black Thunder mine to see how 
coal is dug, hauled from the pits, and flood-loaded into moving trains. 
Powder River Basin Coal trains (1992) (90 min): In the 1970s, the BN and the 
C&NW Railroads laid trackage into Wyoming’s Powder River Basin where new mines 
were being opened to harvest the low sulfur coal.  Helper engines are required to get 
the loaded trains over White Tail Hill and the north end of the Basin.  Climb aboard a 
set of helpers as they give a 14,000-ton train a shove up the mountain.  See new 
General Electric C40-8 locomotives, as they work the coal trains of the C&NW. BN 
coal trains are headed by a great mix of newer and older generation locomotives.

RATON Raton Pass ~ King Coal, The Chief, and the ‘BALJ’  (DVD)  90 min $40.00
Santa Fe’s line across the summit of Raton Pass in northern New Mexico is the 
railroad’s highest mountain pass.  View the action as loaded coal trains are split and 
taken over the grade in two sections behind red and silver Warbonnet Super Fleet 
diesels - Three units pull and three more push.  Ride in the cab of an AMD-103 as 
Amtrak’s Southwest Chief high-speed streamliners are brought to a crawl contending 
with Raton’s 3.5 percent grade.  Onboard scenes, detailed maps, and interesting 
motive power including Dash 8-40CSs, Amtrak Dash-8s, and a new C44-9W.  
Produced 1994.
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HIGHLINE Runnin’ The Highline  (DVD)  107 min $40.00
Journey aboard a BNSF freight train on the former Western Pacific Highline between 
Keddie and Klamath Falls.  Our train travels miles of secluded ‘dark territory’, where 
crews manually operate switches after meeting other trains.  The ride above Bieber is 
a fast-paced run through pine forests and semi-arid lands. Produced in 2000.

SS99 Sacramento Steam  1999  (DVD)  210 min  $40.00
Steam ruled the rails in Sacramento when the California State Railroad Museum 
hosted Railfair ’99 and the NRHS and R&LHS scheduled their national conventions 
in Sacramento to coincide with the June 1999 event.  Many of the major steam 
locomotives operating in the US plus dozens of other locomotives were in attendance to 
amaze and entertain an appreciative throng of over 175,000 visitors!  Produced 1999. 

VR051   Santa Fe 3751 ~ Route of the Chiefs  (DVD)  90 min $40.00
In 1992, Santa Fe’s mighty steam locomotive 3751 returned to the rails, this time to 
race from Los Angeles to Chicago and back.  This ‘Employee Appreciation Special’ was 
a grand opportunity for rail enthusiasts to relive the excitement of steam railroading in 
all its thundering glory.  Experience this magnificent Northern-type locomotive pulling 
its train at up to 70 miles per hour across some of the nation’s most spectacular 
countryside. Great pacing sequences. Produced by Video Rails in 1993.

VR035 Santa Fe 3759 ~ Final Run Over Cajon Pass  (DVD)  60 min $40.00
Santa Fe’s “final run” of steam power over Cajon Pass took place on February 6, 1955 
when locomotive No. 3759 was brought out of storage at the request of the Railway Club 
of Southern California for a special excursion dubbed “Farewell to Steam.”  Experience 
the excursion from trackside, inside the cab, even from the roof of the cab and the tender.  
Clear skies and magnificent Cajon scenery. Produced by Video Rails 1991.

SFAZ Santa Fe’s Arizona Mainline  (DVD)  120 min $40.00
Stretching across Arizona, the Santa Fe mainline is a double-tracked ribbon of 
high-density railroading.  Trains are powered by locomotives in SF’s classic blue & 
yellow scheme, including EMD F45s.  In 1991 SF was taking delivery of brand new
GE Dash 8-40BW units as part of its Super Fleet program.  See several pure sets of 
these 500-class units in Warbonnet paint pulling hot intermodal trains plus EMD 
in Warbonnet paint as well.  See action in Kingman Canyon and the Canyon Diablo 
Bridge.  Produced 1991.

SFMERGE Santa Fe Combo  (DVD)  169 min $40.00
across the Heartland - Santa Fe’s Chillicothe Subdivision: Stretching from the 
greater Chicago area to Fort Madison, Iowa, lies the Chillicothe Sub, home to Santa 
Fe’s hottest trains.  See the Chillicothe Sub in 1995, days before SF’s merger with the 
BN.  See Warbonnets at: McCook Junction, Streator, and Edelstein Hill.  Scenes at 
Galesburg and Cameron where SF and BN tracks cross over one another.
Countdown to Merger - Santa Fe’s Marceline Subdivision: Six days prior to the 
merger with BN, the last moments of Santa Fe’s independence are captured on the 
Marceline Sub from Fort Madison, Iowa to Kansas City, Missouri.  On September 21, 
1995, Santa Fe’s last full day, we view the single-tracked Missouri River Bridge and 
head into Kansas City to reach the end of the Marceline Sub - and the end of an era.

MOJAVE Santa Fe’s Mojave Mainline  (DVD)  75 min $40.00
We are in California’s Mojave Desert, on the Needles Subdivision between Needles 
and Barstow.  From Needles, we head west passing Java, Homer, Goffs, Essex, Cadiz, 
Amboy, Bagdad, Siberia, Ash Hill, Ludlow, and Daggett to reach Barstow.  The variety 
of motive power includes SD45-2s, SDF40-2, SD45s, GP60, GP40X, SD40-2s, FP45s, 
GP60Ms, GE B40-8s and B40-8Ws.  Video graphics help identify the different photo 
locations.  Produced 1992.
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SFNM Santa Fe’s New Mexico Mainline Combo  (DVD)  180 min $40.00
Vol. 1 - the Clovis Subdivision (90 min): The stretch of SF Railway known as The 
Clovis Subdivision passes through Abo Canyon, a five-and-a-half mile passage. Red and 
silver Warbonnets work the line from Texas to Belen, New Mexico.  See the hot priority 
intermodal trains to drag freights as we tour the line from east to west.  
Vol. 2 - the Gallup Subdivision (90 min): Tour the Gallup Sub, starting in Belen and 
working west to the Arizona border.  Westbounds climb the steep grade out of Belen on 
their way to Dalies.  See SF’s Super Fleet hauling trains of high-priority freight across 
the state.  A 180 miles of heavy-duty railroading. Produced in 1994.

SFLA Santa Fe Into L.A.  (DVD)  120 min $40.00
Travel back to 1994, prior to the Santa Fe merger with Burlington Northern, and 
explore Santa Fe’s San Bernardino Subdivision in Southern California.  See trains pulled 
by pure sets of Santa Fe power, both Super Fleet locomotives in Warbonnet paint and 
units in classic Santa Fe blue-and-yellow.  The motive power includes GP60M, GP60B, 
GP50, GP39-2, GP30, GP20, GP9, SD45-2, SDF40-2, Dash 8-40BW, and Dash 
9-44CW, plus the rare 7400-class Dash 8-40B.  Travel the single-track segment 
through Santa Ana Canyon.

SOLS Soldier Summit Assault  (DVD)  88 min $40.00
At 7,440 feet, the crest of the Wasatch Plateau in Utah is the fifth highest railroad 
Pass on a US transcontinental mainline. Many trains require both mid train and rear 
end helpers to assault Soldier Summit. See the diesels of the Rio Grande, SP, and UP 
work together to muscle trains over the Pass. UP runs here now, but the Utah Railway 
and BNSF both have traffic rights and Amtrak’s California Zephyr runs two trains a day. 
Classic black and orange Rio Grande SD40T-2s are seen in daily use as helpers on UP’s 
coal trains, and on the famous ‘trash train’. During this time, the Utah Railway’s fleet 
of SD40s was joined by six MK5000s and five Australian-built SD50s. UP’s E-units and 
a C&NW Dash 8 also make an appearance. See the line change direction 180 degrees 
at the Gilluly Loops, before continuing west to Provo. Coal is a major commodity here, 
and you’ll visit UR coal loading facilities. This detailed look at UP’s Provo Subdivision 
offers everything to interest and entertain: rare motive power, challenging terrain, a 
variety of trains, and fantastic scenery! This is a new Pentrex production, Filmed 2000, 
first ever release 2008. 

SCR Southern California Rails  (DVD)  85 mins    $40.00  
Southern California is host to a dazzling array of railfanning opportunities.  Travel to 
Tehachapi Pass, Cajon Pass, San Timoteo Canyon, Colton, Fullerton, Wilmington, San 
Clemente, Plaster City, Campo, Jacumba, the Salton Sea, Cadiz, and more. See BNSF, 
Union Pacific, Amtrak, Coaster, Arizona & California, Trona, San Joaquin Valley, Pacific 
Harbor Line, Carrizo Gorge, U.S. Gypsum narrow gauge, Fillmore & Western, Orange 
Empire Railway Museum, and the San Diego Railroad Museum. 

SCR2 Southern California Rails - Vol. 2  (DVD)  135 min $40.00
Journey on an all-new tour of the finest railroading hotspots Southern California 
has to offer!
Travelling from San Diego to Ventura, and from the Pacific Ocean to the high and low 
deserts.  Visit places along the Needles, Mojave, and San Bernardino Subdivisions; 
in Soledad and Afton Canyons; on the Sunset Route and the Surfline; the San Jacinto 
Branch, MTA’s Blue Line, the Orange Empire Railway Museum, and many other 
locations. Locomotives from the GP30 and CF7 to the latest GE Evolution series and 
EMD SD70 ACe units (including two of UP’s famed Heritage units). Added bonus, 
see former SF 3751! The ‘San-Jac’ Local, circus trains, a ribbon rail train, the Coast 
Starlight, the Southwest Chief, BNSF and UP passenger specials, the Sunset Limited, 
unit oil and auto trains, manifest trains & doublestacks. 
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PCCF Southern Pacific Cab Forward Collection  (DVD)  90 min + 15 Bonus $50.00
the Complete Story of Southern Pacific’s Mighty 4-8-8-4 articulated 
Locomotives!
For nearly 47 years, the Southern Pacific Railroad relied upon its massive  AC-type 
steam locomotives to haul freight and passenger trains throughout California and 
neighbouring states.  Built to provide the power and flexibility demanded by the 
mountainous passes they traversed, these giants were constructed with their cab in 
front of the boiler, thus earning them the name Cab Forwards.  The last Cab Forward 
revenue train ran in 1956, after which all but one were scrapped.  See a collection 
of footage and still images of SP’s AC-1s through AC-12s spanning the years 1927 to 
1956, in service on the Overland Route, the San Joaquin Line, the Sunset Route, the 
Coast Route, the Shasta Route, and the Modoc Line.  This is the most comprehensive 
record of the legendary Cab Forwards ever presented on film. 

VRSP Southern Pacific Classic Collectors’ Series Combo  (DVD)  90 min $40.00
Southern Pacific steam abounds in this collection of rare color films from the 
1930s to the 1950s. 
Southern Pacific 1941 (30 min): See SP locomotives in San Francisco, Oakland, 
Roseville, and on Donner Pass. See 2-8-0s, 2-8-2s, 4-6-2s, 4-8-2s, 2-10-2s, Cab 
Forwards, and even SP ferry boats in action.  Colour footage used was filmed 
between 1936 and 1941.
Southern Pacific Steam (30 min): Filmed in the 1950s.  See commuter trains on 
the San Francisco Peninsula, freight and passenger operations in the San Joaquin Valley, 
mail trains on the Coast Line, and more.  The locomotive types range from 0-6-0s to 
Cab Forwards.
Southern Pacific - the Coast Line (30 min): Experience the thrill of Daylights rac-
ing up the California coast from LA to King City in the 1950s.  See Black Widow F-units 
and Cab Forwards pulling long, heavy freight trains.  Highlights feature Cab Forwards 
in helper service and doubleheaders with steam and early diesels.

SPECIALS Specials  (DVD)   60 min $40.00
The excitement of the unusual, the unexpected, and the noteworthy movements that 
make railfanning so much fun. Filmed in Southern California at such locations as Cajon, 
Tehachapi, Victorville, Daggett, Fullerton, and Anaheim over a period of several years. 
Featured are:  American Orient Express, BNSF Christmas Special, Metrolink Christmas 
Specials, Ringling Brothers Barnum & Bailey Circus Trains, BNSF Track Geometry Train 
and a UP Military Train, plus more.

SPFA12 S.P. Archive Combo  (DVD)   60 min $40.00
Daylights, Cab Forwards & Early Diesels (30 min): Rare vintage films never before 
released.  Some footage was filmed in 1941 for a promotional movie called “This is My 
Railroad”.  In 1947 the film was entirely re-shot, leaving the original footage unused.  
See images of early GS-class steam locomotives on the “Coast Daylight” and “Noon 
Daylight” climbing Santa Susana Pass, speeding along the Pacific Ocean and in San 
Luis Obispo.  Included is a rare shot of the Sunbeam in Texas, SP Cab Forwards pulling 
freight on the Coast Line, over Tehachapi and Donner Passes, and on passenger trains 
through the Sierra Nevadas.  See SP’s first-generation diesels, including ALCo PAs; EMD 
E6s, E7s, F7s and GP7s; and F-M Trainmasters in freight service.
Flangers, Spreaders, & Steam Rotary Snowplows (30 min): Volume II presents 
rare footage of snow-fighting operations on Donner Pass in the 1950s.  Climb aboard to 
watch the snow fly as the flangers are pulled by steam engines and by SD9 diesels in Black 
Widow colors.  The real show begins as giant steam-powered rotary plows are called out 
to do battle with the deepening drifts. Both cab-forwards and F-units are seen providing 
power to push the rotaries over the mountains.  Spectacular footage was captured by 
running a camera train just a few hundred feet ahead of the spinning blades.  
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SAA Steam Across America  (DVD)   70 min $40.00
Travel back to the late 1950s and early 1960s for a close-up look at the waning years 
of steam locomotives in operation on America’s railroads.  The program focuses on 
steam railroading in the eastern United States and the last of the great steam
locomotives serving the western roads.  Produced 1993.
Volume I (the East):  The East: Norfolk & Western, Baltimore & Ohio, 
Pennsylvania Railroad, Nickel Plate Road, Burlington, & Duluth, Missabe & Iron Range.
Volume 2 (the West):  Union Pacific, Southern Pacific, Colorado & Southern, 
& Great Western Railway.

SAPN Steam Across The Pacific Northwest BNSF’s Employee Special  $40.00 
  (DVD)  115 min  

Thrill to the sight of big steam conquering the Pacific Northwest as SP “Daylight” 4449 
takes to the rails.  The mighty 4449 was painted black with BNSF decals to head up 
a BNSF Employee Appreciation Special.  Commencing in Vancouver, Washington, the 
train visits such places as Tacoma, Seattle, Everett, Bellingham, & Vancouver 
(B.C, Canada).  Travel along Puget Sound from Balmer Yard to Everett and over 
Stevens Pass.  Plus 15 min bonus footage.

SOTP Steam Over Tennessee Pass  (DVD)  90 min $40.00
A ‘once-in-a-lifetime’ steam excursion took place in June 1997 - UP’s mighty 844, 
leading an A-B-A set of E-units and 18 matched passenger cars, made one last 
extraordinary trip through the Royal Gorge and over Tennessee Pass prior to UP’s 
closing of this historic line.  Now you can relive the excitement of this thrilling 3 day 
steam adventure!

SLA Steam To Los Angeles!  75 min $40.00
50th anniversary of the Los angeles Union Passenger terminal (1989)
It’s now known as one of the most dramatically exciting side-by-side steam locomotives 
scenes ever staged – UP 8444 and SP 4449 running on the parallel tracks leading up 
Cajon Pass. The two mighty locomotives were leaving the 50th Anniversary Celebration 
at Los Angeles Union Passenger Terminal in 1989 and camera crews were trackside and 
onboard to capture incredible footage of this once-in-a-lifetime event!
*  UP 8444 and SP 4449 running side-by-side up Cajon Pass!
*  UP 8444’s journey from Cheyenne to Los Angeles!
*  SP 4449 and UP 8444 running side-by-side into LAUPT!
*  Photographer’s 3-across line up of SP’s E-9, UP’s E-9, and SF’s F-7!
*  The 50th Anniversary Celebration displays at LAUPT!
*  Fantastic pacing sequences of UP 8444 through snowfall and sunshine!
*  Amazing coverage up Cajon Pass all the way to Sullivan’s Curve and beyond!

SPS700 Steam to Spokane ~ SP&S 700  (DVD)   63 min  $40.00
In April 2001 the “Queen of Steam” put on a fabulous excursion on its home rails as 
she travelled between Vancouver, Washington and Spokane.  See the 4-8-4 Northern-
type locomotive pull 18 cars through the awe-inspiring Columbia River Gorge.  Seen at 
such scenic locations as North Bonneville, Pasco, Providence Hill, Sprague Lake, Latah 
Junction, and many others.  From rain to sunshine, including a few surprises plus the 
adding of a diesel Helper “on the point”.

FPX Steam Photo Freights & Passenger Extras  (DVD)   96 min  $40.00
Photographers’ Specials on the Heber Valley, Western Maryland Scenic, Cass Scenic, 
and the Durango & Silverton Narrow Gauge!  See steam locomotives hauling vintage 
freight equipment on the Heber Valley Railroad and the Western Maryland Scenic
Railroad.  Enjoy the excitement of steam railroading performed in the timeless 
traditions of the past!
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NRHS02 Steam To The Grand Canyon  (DVD)  120 min $40.00  
 “3751 NRHS Convention Special”

In August of 2002, former Santa Fe steam locomotive 3751 returned to the rails for 
a thrilling excursion from Los Angeles to Williams, Arizona and return in honor of the 
NRHS 2002 National Convention. Leaving Los Angeles, the mighty 4-8-4 battled the 
grades of Cajon Pass before setting out across the desert to Needles.  The highlight of the 
Convention featured the 3751 running on the Grand Canyon Railway, doubleheading and 
tripleheading with GCRy’s own steam power!  An exciting finale over Cajon and into the 
Los Angeles Basin completes this magnificent steam event!

STREET Street Running  (DVD)  104 min $40.00
“Street Running” brings to mind images of long trains operating down busy city streets 
while auto traffic swerves to avoid disastrous collisions.  Take a collective look at 22 
locations around the country where railroads continue to run trains down the middle of 
main streets.  These trains are operated by CSX, UP, NS, BNSF, CP and several short lines.

SUN1 Sunrise / Sunset ~ A Day At Gibbon Junction  (DVD)  73 min $40.00
 73 tRaINS in 73 MINUtES!

Union Pacific’s Gibbon Junct. ~ 29 miles west of Grand Island, Nebraska, and 14 miles 
east of Kearney, Gibbon Junct is the meeting point for UP’s Marysville Subdivision and 
the east/west Nebraska Division mainline. The first train was captured at 6:10am and 
the day ended at 9:00pm - 73 trains later!  Freight, coal, and intermodal trains and 
local freights all make an appearance.  Produced 1997.

SUN4 Sunrise / Sunset – A Day at Fullerton, California  (DVD)  120 min $40.00
At the Fullerton Station in Southern California, Amtrak’s Pacific Surfliners, Metrolink 
commuter trains, BNSF freights, Locals, and other trains glide past the platforms 
one after the other, sometimes with mere minutes between arrivals and departures. 
Fullerton is a haven for railfans and we’ll show you why! See the action at this busy 
location on a beautiful Fall day in 2007. During the 12 hours from dawn to dusk, 
over 60 trains passed the station and we filmed them all. The traffic is just as heavy 
for BNSF freights, with plenty of doublestacks plying these rails. There are surprises, 
too, such a 12-unit power transfer, maintenance of way, and interesting local freights. 
Fullerton Station is located on the BNSF San Bernardino Subdivision twenty-five miles 
east of Los Angeles.

ALASKA The Alaska Railroad ~ Alaska Railroading in 1984  (DVD)  90 min  $40.00
The excitement of classic diesels, a wide array of passenger and freight trains, as you 
explore the Alaska Railroad!  Take a cab ride in an F7 from Anchorage to Fairbanks, 
drive your car onto the Whittier shuttle for an auto/train ride.  Special passenger trains 
- State Fair special, a cruise ship train, and the service to Denali Park.  Freight action 
is also featured - Gravel trains working during the summer and railcars being unloaded 
from barges travelling up from the ‘Lower 48’.  See F-units, GP40s, GP7s, and GP35s.  
Produced 1984.

VRBLUE The Blue Mountains Vol. 1 - 3 Combo  (DVD)  180 min $40.00
For the Union Pacific Railroad in the early 1990s, railroading in the ‘Blues’-the 
200-mile segment of UP’s Oregon Division Mainline - meant staggering grades, 
extreme weather, and 3 daunting summits. Video Rails captured the power of the 
Union Pacific as it faced its toughest run and released the story of this Northwest 
passage in three separate videos. Now, all 3 are combined on one action-packed DVD.
Volume 1: La Grande to Huntington. Dramatic footage covers all the action from La 
Grande to Huntington. Climbing out of the Grande Ronde Valley and heading past 
Oxman Curve and through Burnt River Canyon, Dash 8-40CWs, SD40-2s, C36-7s, and 
SD60s take on the 2.2 percent grades of UP’s roughest helper district. Trailer trains, 
container trains, doublestacks, grain, soda ash, auto racks, and Amtrak are seen on 
this exciting journey.
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Volume 2: La Grande to Hinkle. Scale the Blue Mountains from La Grande northwest 
through Hilgard and Motanic to the summit at Kamela. Ride the cab of a GE Dash 
8 and get an engineer’s view from a helper set on the rear of a UP freight. SD40-2s, 
C36-7s, 8-40Cs, and an SD60 are seen at Meacham Creek Canyon, the Umatilla River, 
and beyond.
Volume 3: Winter in the Blues. Travel the 56-mile ‘snow zone’ of the Blue Mountains 
from North Powder to Meacham in the dead of winter. Climb the steep grades to the 
summits of Telocaset and Kamela, and then barrel across the Grande Valley through 
La Grande. A steady stream of UP trains have to battle against heavy snows in this 
formidable obstacle course and you are trackside to appreciate the challenges they face!

ETOP The East Broad Top  (DVD)  108 min $40.00
The Oldest Narrow Gauge Line Still Operating in the US! - In 1997, when this title 
was originally filmed, the East Broad Top Railroad was the oldest narrow gauge line 
still in operation in the US and the last original narrow gauge railroad in existence east 
of the Mississippi River.  Most of the original track remained intact. Our tour of the 
railroad found abandoned freight cars, deserted yards, stations, tunnels, water tanks, 
and bridges along the old right-of-way.  Journey with us to the mountains of southern 
Pennsylvania to learn about the East Broad Top’s rich heritage.  See the line as an 
excursion operation.  Ride in the cab of a Mikado-type locomotive. A railfan weekend 
has the East Broad Top running all available equipment, including doubleheaded steam 
trains, freights, and the EBT’s M-1 motorcar.  

HC1 The Heritage Collection - Vol. 1  (DVD)  95 min  $40.00
‘American railroads of the 1940s & ‘50s’.  Combined on one disc are the following five 
shows:
On thetrack: SP Cab Forwards, steam powered Daylights, and Black Widow diesels.  
See SF, NYC, Pennsy, GN, Milwaukee, RG, NH, Monon, and Southern.
Lifeline of the Nation: Steam dominates this WWII era film about how railroads 
supported the war effort. See Hiawathas, Box Cabs, and a GG-1.  Plus rare streamlined 
Hudson on NYC’s Empire State Express.
225,000 Mile Proving Ground: This film takes its title from the 225,000 miles of 
track in service in 1953 when diesel power was replacing steam.  See F-units, UP Gas 
Turbine and SF billboard refrigerator cars. 
Railroads and National Defence: Made during the Korean war period.  Featured 
railroads include the Katy, Texas & Pacific, IC, Seaboard, and UP.
Mainline USa: This 1950s salute shows railroads meeting the challenge of economic 
growth by building hump yards, introducing welded rail, CTC, and designing safer trains.

HC2 The Heritage Collection - Vol. 2  (DVD)  180 min $40.00
5 Classic Public Relations Films from American Railroads of the 1940s and 1950s!
Song of the Pioneer (22 mins): Relive the earliest days of the C&NW Railroad with 
exciting footage of streamlined C&NW passenger trains.  Colour. 
the Railroad Story (23 mins): This rare film tells the dramatic story of Illinois 
railroads, with footage of over 12 different systems. See CB&Q F-units, Wabash PAs, 
Nickel Plate Geeps, passenger and freight operations, Korean War troop trains, and 
more.  Colour.
a Railroad at Work (26 mins): In this Milwaukee Road PR film produced in the 
late 1940s, see crack passenger trains, hard-working freights, solid ore trains, and 
streamlined, steam-powered Hiawathas.  B&W. 
Opening a New Frontier (13 mins): Follow a piggyback truck trailer from start to 
finish on a high-speed run from Chicago to New York. This show is about the latest 
innovations brought to rail service in 1955.  B&W.
Rolling the Freight (29 mins): Centred around C&NW’s giant Proviso Yard, this 
film shows how freight was moved in the late steam era of the 1940s. See hump yard 
switching, freight handling, and car loading plus run-bys with both steam and early 
diesel powered freights.  B&W.  
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RTH The Rathole Combo  (DVD)  148 min $40.00
Visit this rebuilt route in October 1995. Named for the 23 tunnels that once 
embellished the line, the Rathole stretches between Danville, Kentucky and Oakdale 
Tennessee. High bridges, deep cuts, tunnels, and grades cover this vital link in 
NS’s system. 
the Rathole (90 min): NS diesels pull heavy tonnage across the Second District of 
the CNO&TP. Our tour includes Kings Mountain, Burnside Bridge, the deep cuts south 
of Tateville, the tunnels at Nemo, and the famous high bridge across the New River. 
Informative narration identifies all the trains by number, and gives you the detailed 
story of this fascinating line.
through the Rathole Cab Ride (58 min): Ride at the head of Triple Crown #252 in 
the cab of GP60 #7149 and experience the 138-mile line from the crew’s perspective. 
Travelling from Emory Gap, Tennessee to Danville, Kentucky.  See tunnels at Nemo, 
high bridges across the New and Cumberland Rivers, and deep cuts that gave the 
Rathole its name. The high priority Triple Crown passes 15 other trains during our ride. 
When our train starts back up, after stopping to allow a hot piggyback to pass, the 
engineer struggles to get the train up the grade as the single engine slips its wheels and 
nearly stalls.

ULTC The Ultimate Cajon  (DVD - 4 Disc Set)  12 hours $50.00
From the great San Bernardino Valley to the high desert community of Barstow lies one 
of the busiest and most scenic mainlines in the country.  At just over 81 miles in length, 
the BNSF Cajon Sub is a powerful artery that plays an integral role in moving trains to 
and from Southern California.  Take a journey of epic proportions across this railroading 
hot spot.  For close to five years, leaving almost no mile undocumented, filming over 
500 trains during winter snow storms and summer heat. BNSF, UP, and Amtrak deliver 
non-stop thrills.  See action on UP’s Colton-Palmdale Cut-Off as it parallels the BNSF 
on Cajon Pass.  Catch sight of the early stages of new mainline construction and 
tunnel daylighting projects as well. None of the images have been used in any other 
production.  Bonus Map provides additional information and timetable. 
Postage this title - $6.00

TUT The Ultimate Tehachapi  (DVD)  8 hours (2 disc set) $50.00
See over 300 BNSF, Union Pacific, and other trains climbing steep grades, braking 
downgrade, spiralling around horseshoe curves and the famous loop, and snaking 
through tunnels.  See an assortment of owned and leased power ranging from GP30s 
and SD40-2s to SD70ACEs and GEVOs.  Part 1 takes you south from Kern Junction in 
Bakersfield to Mojave Junction, whilst in Part 2 make the return trip to Kern Junction.  
A fold-out map provides additional information and timetable.  Released in 2006.

ALCO1 Those Incredible ALCos - Vol. 1  (DVD)  117 min  $40.00
Diesel Dinosaur Delights - the Early Years
Volume 1 covers the early years of the ALCo diesel.  Locomotive models are presented in 
chronological order by their first production dates.  Switcher models that are powered 
with the Model 539 prime mover such as the HH660, S-1, S-2, S-3, and S-4 are shown 
in operation, along with RS-1 and RSD-1 roadswitchers.  Follow ALCo’s progress with 
the introduction of the Model 244 engine in both freight and passenger diesels. RS-2, 
RSC-2, RS-3, and RSD-5 units are viewed working for various shortlines, museums, 
and industrial users.  Exhilarating scenes show the last two operating ALCo PAs pulling 
passenger trains in Mexico.  Volume 1 concludes just before the release of the Model 
251 engine. 
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ALCO2 Those Incredible ALCos - Vol. 2  (DVD)  116 min $40.00
Notch-Nosed Wonders - Early 251 Production
Volume 2 covers the early 251-powered ALCos.  Searching North America for surviving 
examples of models introduced between 1955 and 1962, these “notch-nosed wonders” 
are chronicled from their beginnings to the introduction of the Century line.  ALCo  
models S-6, RS-11, RSD-12, RSD-15, T-6, RS-27, RS-32, and RS-36 diesels are viewed 
in operation, as well as Montreal Locomotive Works RS-18, RSC-14, FPA-4, S-13, and 
RS-23 units. 

ALCO3 Those Incredible ALCos - Vol. 3  (DVD)  117 min $40.00
Sleek Century Behemoths - Late 251 Production & Beyond
The third volume of the series about the incredible ALCo diesel, the Century models 
show their muscle. These 251-powered locomotives were the last group produced by 
ALCo before operations ceased in 1969. See surviving ALCo C415, C420, C424, C425, 
C430, C628, C630, and C636 locomotives are viewed on main lines, shortlines, and 
industrial operations. MLW’s RS37, C630M, M630, M636, M420, M420B, M420R, 
M420TR, and M420TR2. Bombardier LRC, M424, and HR616 units bring the series to 
an end.  See a narrow-gauge DL535E diesel working in California’s Imperial Valley.

TCR Today’s Chicago Railroading  (DVD)  120 min $40.00
Chicago, 1991! The country’s railroading capitol, with a network of rail lines unlike 
anywhere else in the nation. The Fallen Flags of today - BN; C&NW; Chicago Central; 
Conrail; GTW; IC; SF; Soo Line; and WC - were then still independent, operating 
entities.  Visit: 16th Street Tower, Belt Tower, Blue Island Crossing, Brighton Park, 
Colehour Yard, Clyde Yard, Dolton Jct., Downer’s Grove, Edgebrook, Elmhurst, Eola, 
Goose Island, Hammond, Hayford Jct., Hegewisch, Lombard, McCook Jct., Porter Jct., 
Riverside, State Line Crossing, Taylor Street, Tower B-17 (Bensenville), and Van Loon 
Tower.  Released 1991.

ICN Today’s Illinois Central Vol. 1 - North  (DVD)  99 min $40.00
Explore the exciting northern half of the Illinois Central Railroad from the Chicago area 
to Fulton, Kentucky during the pre-merger days of 1996.  Take a journey down the 
main line where you see locals, switch jobs, through-freights, and fast intermodal trains 
hard at work.  Be treated to the sight of UP, Conrail, NS, CSX, and BN trains. Train 
symbols together with Mile markers, and maps of each district help identify the lines 
being presented and a rundown of IC’s diesel roster explains which types of units were 
in use. See GP11s, GP40s, SD20s, SD40-2s, SD70s, and Paducah-built SW14s, SD28s, 
SD40s, GP10s, and a GP38.

ICS Today’s Illinois Central Vol. 2 - South  (DVD)  99 min $40.00
Visit the southern half of the Illinois Central Railroad as it existed in 1996 for an eye-
opening tour of discovery from Fulton, Kentucky to New Orleans.  Watch heavy grain 
and mixed freights, locals switching pulpwood lots, fast intermodals, and trains with 
long strings of tank cars from the famous ‘chemical coast’. Follow trains the length of 
the famous Delta country.

TNWP Today’s Northwestern Pacific  (DVD)  110 min $40.00
An affectionate tribute to the Northwestern Pacific Railroad.  In 1992 the 
Northwestern Pacific is still running SD-9s on through trains from Suisun City to Willits 
in Northern California.  In 1992 NWP ran Willits-to-Petaluma trains during daylight 
hours, providing us with a rare opportunity to capture this scenic route.  
Filmed over 3 years.  Produced 1993.
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TSAA Today’s Steam Across America  (DVD)   240 min   [2 DVD set] $40.00
Action from dozens of America’s classic steam locomotives across the country today 
and in the glory days of steam.  The mightiest steam locomotives can be seen pulling 
both freight and passenger trains.  This 2-disc DVD set brings you Cab Forwards, Shays, 
Heislers, Articulateds, Mountain-types, Mikados, and other locomotive types, 
operating singly, as doubleheaders, even as steam tripleheaders! Witness historic 
locomotives on narrow gauge lines, shortlines, and mainlines. Featured railroads are: 
UP, SP, SF, GN, Frisco, N&W, Nickel Plate, Milwaukee, C&O, and others. 

TMDA Train Meets ~ Double The Action   (DVD)   48 min  $40.00
Every scene gives at least two trains meeting or passing each other.  Some shots 
include three trains!  See side-by-side running as the trains battle the grades of Cajon.  
A huge variety of motive power and equipment.  BNSF locomotives in Heritage II colors, 
plus UP (including the new design with the American flag waving), SP, SF, BN, Cotton 
Belt, CSX, and others.  Doublestacks, piggybacks, autoracks, mixed freight, and some 
passenger trains.  Minimal narration with on-screen graphics keep you informed of 
locations.  All four seasons of the year are represented including snow on Cajon. 

TMDA2 Train Meets ~ Double the Action 2  (DVD)  90 min   $40.00
The sought-after moment in railfanning when two trains are meeting each other or 
running side by side, multi-train action featuring two and sometimes three trains in 
every scene.  BNSF and UP trains are the stars of this show, with an occasional 
appearance by Metrolink.  Action in Southern California at Cajon Pass, San Timoteo 
Canyon, the BNSF Needles Sub, the San Bernardino Sub between Colton and Fullerton, 
and the Tehachapi route.  A variety of high-horsepower diesels head up trains at Cajon 
and Summit, the flyover at Frost, Daggett, Colton, and Santa Ana.  See a BNSF 
passenger special at Colton and a UP officers’ special meeting the Ringling Brothers 
and Barnum & Bailey circus train on Tehachapi Loop.

NV040 Train Wrecks, Crashes & Disasters  (DVD)  45 min  $40.00
The years are 1934 to 1955 and the scenes are of thousands of tons of twisted steel lying 
scattered across the roadbeds.  Visit the sites of some of America’s worst train wrecks, 
witnessing the aftermath of ten devastating events.  The coverage ranges from the 
“Potato Wreck” on the B&O at Clinton, Massachusetts in 1934 to the Bridgeport, 
Connecticut wreck of New Haven No. 172, the “Federal Express” in 1955.  In B&W. 
Released 1992.

PCBB Union Pacific Big Boy Collection  (DVD)   95 min $50.00
“Big Boy” - Those two words say it all!  -  The biggest, the strongest, the grandest 
American steam locomotive of which only 25 were built.  See ALL 25 of the Big Boys, 
numbered 4000 to 4024, in one thrilling display of steam power. Professionally 
photographed on 35mm movie film from 1953, combined with material from the 
Pentrex archives, makes this production the ultimate tribute to the Big Boy! 

UBOAT U-Boat Survivors  (DVD)  120 min $40.00
In 1959, General Electric surprised the industry by introducing a new line of Road-
switchers called the Universal Series. Known affectionately as ‘U-Boats’, these powerful 
locomotives are loved for their unusual appearance, their distinctive chugging sounds, 
and their tendency to spew thick clouds of sooty black smoke into the air. The result is 
a terrific collection of exciting images that present the entire line in chronological order, 
starting with the U25B. Key identification features and statistical data are shown for 
each model. Produced 1995. 

VRUP Union Pacific Classic Collectors’ Series Combo  (DVD)  90 min $40.00
Steam ruled the Union Pacific fleet during the 1950s.  This DVD combines three 
programs that take you back to that time to savour the sights of UP steam on the rails!  
From the smaller 0-6-0s to the giant ‘Big Boys’, these workhorses were the backbone 
of an empire.  Included in this combo DVD are: ‘Union Pacific Big Boys’, ‘Union Pacific 
Challengers’, and ‘Union Pacific Steam’.  Produced by Video Rails in 1988, 1990, 1991.
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UPFR Union Pacific’s Feather River Route  (DVD)  60 min $40.00
In 1982, the Western Pacific system, including the Feather River Canyon route, was 
purchased by the Union Pacific.  Watch as the UP sends doublestack and intermodal 
trains through the canyon’s challenging terrain.  Unit grain trains, steel trains, and 
others led by Dash 8-40CWs, Dash 8-40Cs and SD40-2s.  Well-known landmarks are 
featured: Keddie Wye, Williams Loop, James, and Clio trestle.  Plus, a 20 minute bonus 
of footage takes you trackside to witness the re-railing of cars after a derailment at 
Pulga in 1984.  Produced 1991. 

UPT Union Pacific’s Mighty Turbines  (DVD)  46 min   $40.00
In the 1950s, UP became the only railroad ever to place a fleet of gas turbine-electric 
locomotives into regular mainline service.  Here is the turbine story, from rare footage 
of an early steam turbine experiment in 1938 to the first gas turbine demonstrator in 
1948.  UP put 55 production units into service, the largest rated at 8,500 horsepower 
each.  See the demonstrators and all three production models, including the unique 
‘Veranda’ models.  Learn how turbine locomotives operate. See experimental 
coal-burning turbine locomotive built by Union Pacific itself in 1962 and the General 
Electric promotional film produced in 1938 titled ‘The Steam-Electric Arrives!’ 

PCSL Union Pacific Streamliner Collection  (DVD)  127 min $50.00
STREAMLINERS! The look captured the imagination of the nation. The name
represented luxury, glamour, and mobility.  Utilizing material from the archives of the 
Union Pacific Historical Society, this production offers a detailed look at the evelopment 
and evolution of Union Pacific passenger trains from 1934 to 1971.  See EMD E-3s 
through E-9s and F-3s, ALCo PAs and FAs, Fairbanks-Morse Erie-builts, steam turbine 
electrics, and more. Over 17 minutes of UP television commercials from the 1950s and 
1960s, plus a 10 minute railroad safety film from the 1940s featuring UP streamliners 
in colour.

VR 045 Union Pacific Turbines Of The Wasatch  (DVD)  60 min $40.00
In the decade they were operated, UP’s 8500-series Gas Turbine Electric Locomotives 
earned two nicknames: UP dubbed them the ‘Super Fleet’, more often they were 
known as ‘Big Blows’ due to the deafening roar of their engines. Thirty of these GE-
built giants were delivered to the UP between 1958 and 1961. Used primarily between 
Ogden, Utah and Green River, Wyoming, where the tough grades of the Wasatch 
Mountains required big power, and they could log up to 10,000 miles a month. The 
8500 series were permanently coupled six-axle units running on C-C trucks (Bogies), 
and their prime mover was the most powerful ever used in a locomotive. The operating 
weight for the A and B units combined was close to 850,000 pounds (385 tonnes), and 
could attain speeds of up to 70 mph! Travel back to the 1960s and see the Turbines at 
work. After a brief introduction of the First and Second generation units the real action 
begins at the Ogden and Riverdale Yards. See them being serviced and fuelled. The 
highly corrosive Bunker C fuel that powered the Turbines led to higher than anticipated 
maintenance costs and with the rising price of fuel oil at the end of the 1960s, the 
Turbines became too expensive to operate. The entire fleet was traded, sold, or 
scrapped by 1970. Not one operating unit remains. .

UPMAIN U.P’s  Triple Track Main ~ “The Kerney Sub”  (DVD)  96 min $40.00
Union Pacific’s Kearney Subdivision lies in the heart of central Nebraska.  The 110 mile 
portion from North Platte to Gibbon Junction can see an average of 100 trains a day.  
In 1999, U.P completed construction of a third main track to ease congestion.  See 
92 different trains running along the triple track with all kinds of motive power utilised, 
including distributed power coal trains.
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WOTR Workin’ On The Railroad   (DVD)  95 min  $40.00
Visit a tie replacement and surfacing gang to witness the parade of equipment as it 
progresses down the track.  See coal hoppers being built.  View undercutting machines 
cleaning ballast.  Visit a Norfolk Southern facility where the chief dispatcher explains 
the operation.  See P-811 concrete tie layer.  This gigantic device lifts welded rails from 
the ties and forces them to both sides of the machine, removes old ties from the right of 
way, replaces with new ones, and puts the rails back in place, in one continuous 
movement.  Produced 1999.

PENTREX [Movies]
NOTE: DVD MOVIE TITLES ARE REGION CODED 1, AND ARE THEREFORE NOT SUITABLE FOR 
PLAYING ON A REGION 4 ONLY DVD PLAYER.

EMPEROR Emperor of the North  (DVD)  120 min $40.00
Starring Lee Marvin, Ernest Borgnine, and Keith Carradine
RATED PG (Violence & Graphic Language)

THE TRAIN The Train  (DVD)  133 min $40.00
Starring Burt Lancaster
In Black & White.  Not rated, but contains violence.

SIEGE2 Under Siege 2: Dark Territory  (DVD)  160 min $40.00
Starring Steven Seagal
Rated R for strong violence and language.

(all titles are in the DVD-R, NtSC Format)

E 001D    Dawn To Dusk At Tower 55 ...........................................................275 min $66.00
E 002D    The Busiest Single Track In The U.S. ...........................................105 min $47.00
E 003D    Guilford’s Revitalized West End ....................................................90 min $43.00
E 004D  CSX In The Berkshires ....................................................................77 min $43.00
E 005D    The Trains Of Southern New England ~ 2001 ...............................95 min $47.00
E 006D CSX-NS Shared Assets Lehigh Line ................................................61 min $43.00
E 007D The Fastest Freight Trains Of The 1990’s ....................................137 min $50.00
E 008D CSX-NS North Alabama Joint Line .................................................92 min $47.00
E 009D The Road To Memphis I ~ BNSF Thayer Sub ................................92 min $47.00
E 010D Wings Across Iowa ........................................................................157 min $54.00
E 011D CSX’s ‘A’ Line ~ Speedway In The Carolinas ................................69 min $43.00
E 012D Durand ~ Michigan Hot Spot .......................................................143 min $52.00
E 013D Newtonville, Ontario ~ Canadian Hot Spot ................................152 min $54.00
E 014D   Norfolk Southern Around Pittsburgh ..........................................160 min $54.00
E 015D Marion ~ Ohio’s Trainwatching Capital ......................................250 min $66.00
E 016D Fostoria, OH, Part I ~ Dawn To Dusk .........................................159 min $50.00
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E 017D Fostoria, OH, Parts II ~ Dawn To Dusk ......................................156 min $50.00
E 018D CSX Upstate New York Main ........................................................113 min $47.00
E 019D Wisconsin Central ~ 2000...........................................................112 min $47.00
E 020D    Canadian Pacific’s Wisconsin Main ................................................63 min $43.00
E 021D    Trains of Northern New England ~ 2000 ...................................123 min $47.00
E 022D    CN’s Bee Line Across the Prairie ...................................................66 min $43.00
E 023D   Canadian Pacific’s Prairie Main ......................................................73 min $43.00
E 024D    Thunder On The Hi Line .................................................................92 min $47.00
E 025D    UP Southern Idaho Main ..............................................................128 min $50.00
E 026D    Powder River Basin South Entrance ............................................207 min $59.00
E 027D    Kansas City Southern ~ 1999 ......................................................128 min $50.00
E 028D    Haley Tower Farewell ...................................................................139 min $52.00
E 029D    Norfolk Southern’s Automotive Artery .......................................100 min $47.00
E 030D    The Cheetah & The Thoroughbred, Part 1 ~ CSX .......................141 min $52.00
E 031D    The Cheetah & The Thoroughbred, Part 2 ~ NS .........................231 min $66.00
E 032D    The Trains of Beaumont Hill ~ 1999 ...........................................160 min $54.00
E 033D   Union Pacific In Eastern Nevada ....................................................78 min $43.00
E 034D    The Trains of Cajon Pass ~ 1999 .................................................248 min $66.00
E 035D    The Trains of Tehachapi ~ 1999 ...................................................141 min $52.00
E 036D    Thunder On The Seligman Sub .....................................................181 min $59.00
E 037D    Doswell, Virginia ~ CSX Hot Spot ...............................................116 min $47.00
E 038D    Norfolk Southern’s Piedmont Main ...............................................53 min $43.00
E 039D    The Iron Highway & The Corridor ................................................132 min $52.00
E 040D    The Trains of Sand Patch Grade ...................................................135 min $50.00
E 041D    The Trains of Atlantic Canada ......................................................122 min $50.00
E 042D    Conrail’s Southern Tier Line ..........................................................69 min $43.00
E 043D   Illinois Central ~ 1998 ...................................................................90 min $47.00
E 044D   Deshler, Ohio ~ Crossroads of CSX .............................................210 min $59.00
E 045D    Norfolk Southern’s Chicago District ............................................100 min $47.00
E 046D    The Trains Of Horse Shoe Curve ..................................................205 min $63.00
E 047D    Conrail’s Spectacular River Line ..................................................103 min $43.00
E 048D    24 Hours at Berea ~ Crossroads Of Conrail ...............................250 min $66.00
E 049D    24 Hours at Gibbon Junction ........................................................240 min $66.00
E 050D   Thunder on The Gallup Sub ..........................................................106 min $47.00
E 051D    The Road to New Orleans II ~ CSX & NS .....................................86 min $43.00
E 052D    BNSF Around Lincoln....................................................................154 min $52.00
E 053D    UP Sunset Route in West Texas .....................................................80 min $43.00
E 054D    CSX North Florida Funnel ............................................................103 min $47.00
E 055D    CSX & IC at Odin, IL .......................................................................98 min $43.00
E 056D   Thunder on The Airline ..................................................................83 min $43.00
E 057D    Watseka ~ Illinois Hot Spot ........................................................110 min $47.00
E 058D   Midwest Regionals ~ 1997 ...........................................................132 min $50.00
E 059D   Conrail in The Berkshires ...............................................................89 min $43.00
E 060D    UP & BNSF at Rochelle .................................................................232 min $66.00
E 061D    Canadian National on Yellowhead Pass .........................................93 min $47.00
E 062D    BNSF on Marias Pass ....................................................................115 min $47.00
E 063D    BNSF ~ U.P Puget Sound Joint Line .............................................87 min $47.00
E 064D    Montana Rail Link in The Rockies ................................................108 min $47.00
E 065D    CP Around Kicking Horse Pass .....................................................106 min $47.00
E 066D    BC Rails’s North End ......................................................................60 min $43.00
E 067D    Wisconsin Central ~ 1997 ............................................................143 min $50.00
E 068D    The Trains of Northern New England ~ 1997 .............................160 min $54.00
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E 069D    Conrail & GTW at South Bend, IN ...............................................225 min $66.00
E 070D   CR & UP Around St. Elmo, IL .........................................................92 min $47.00
E 071D    The Trains of The Rathole ............................................................119 min $47.00
E 072D  Alliance, OH ~ Conrail Hot Spot .................................................155 min $50.00
E 073D  BNSF South of La Crosse, WI .........................................................70 min $43.00
E 074D   NS & IC At Tolono, Illinois ...........................................................108 min $47.00
E 075D    A Last Look at SP’s Golden State Route .......................................79 min $43.00
E 076D   BNSF Around Curtis Hill...............................................................109 min $47.00
E 077D  A Last Look at The Cotton Belt ......................................................92 min $47.00
E 078D    CSX & NS at Attica Junction .........................................................112 min $47.00
E 079D    The East End ~ ‘CSX Along The Potomac’ ....................................69 min $43.00
E 080D    Conrail’s Harrisburg Line ...............................................................94 min $47.00
E 081D    BNSF Sandhills Coal Conveyor .....................................................146 min $50.00
E 082D    Austell, Georgia ~ NS Hot Spot ..................................................159 min $52.00
E 083D    Cartersville, GA ~ CSX Hot Spot .................................................112 min $47.00
E 084D    The Road yo New Orleans 1 ~ U.P & S.P. .....................................76 min $43.00
E 085D   UP Between Longview & Marshall .................................................65 min $43.00
E 086D    The Show Along US 30 ..................................................................246 min $66.00
E 087D    Kansas City Southern ~ 1996 ........................................................67 min $43.00
E 088D The Trains of Tehachapi ................................................................118 min $47.00
E 089D    Mojave Desert Thunder ~ SF At Amboy, CA .................................82 min $43.00
E 090D    SP on Steins Pass ............................................................................89 min $43.00
E 091D   SP Around Klamath Falls ................................................................67 min $43.00
E 092D   Union Pacific on Cima Hill ..............................................................90 min $43.00
E 093D    UP – SP Paired Track in The Palisade Canyon ..............................65 min $43.00
E 094D    Wisconsin Central 1995 ...................................................................80 min $43.00
E 095D    BN’s Racetrack at Naperville .......................................................109 min $47.00
E 096D    CN & CP at Portage La Prairie .....................................................109 min $47.00
E 097D    The Joint Line ~ BN & CP At Newport, MN ...............................140 min $52.00
E 098D    SF & NS East of Kansas ................................................................128 min $50.00
E 099D    Santa Fe South of Temple, TX ........................................................65 min $43.00
E 100D Conrail & Norfolk Southern at Silver Creek ................................136 min $52.00
E 101D   Stacks on The Middle Division .......................................................96 min $47.00
E 102D IC Around Edgewood, Illinois ........................................................66 min $43.00
E 103D   Amqui, TN ~ CSX Hot Spot .........................................................113 min $47.00
E 104D    NS East of Bluefield ......................................................................111 min $47.00
E 105D    CSX Around Rocky Mount ..............................................................69 min $43.00
E 107D    Conrail at Oak Harbor, Ohio ........................................................114 min $47.00
E 108D    BN at Springfield, MO ..................................................................109 min $43.00
E 110D    New Norfolk, Indiana, Expressways, Part 1 CSX .........................113 min $47.00
E 111D    New Norfolk, Indiana Expressways, Part 2 NS .............................99 min $47.00
E 112D    Last Look at The Wisconsin Central ............................................130 min $50.00
E 113D    BNSF North Dakota Main  ............................................................101 min $47.00
E 114D    UP’s Triple Track Main  ................................................................280 min $66.00
E 115D    Wings on UP’s Kansas Funnel ......................................................153 min $54.00
E 116D    The Road to Memphis II ~ NS & CSX ..........................................114 min $47.00
E 117D    Guildford’s Mountain ......................................................................62 min $43.00
E 118D    The D&H in 2002 ~ Mohawk To Binghamton ...............................62 min $43.00
E 119D    CSX’s Spectacular River Line .......................................................136 min $50.00
E 120D    CP Around Thunder Bay .................................................................70 min $43.00
E 121D    CN’s Northern Ontario Mains ........................................................81 min $43.00
E 122D    The Funnel in 2002 .......................................................................116 min $47.00
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E 123D    UP’s Reborn Can-Am Corridor .......................................................66 min $43.00
E 124D    Paired Track in The Canyons ........................................................231 min $66.00
E 125D    BNSF’s Oregon Trunk Sub ..............................................................76 min $43.00
E 126D    UP’s Incredible Cascade Line .........................................................88 min $47.00
E 127D    24 Hours at Rochelle ....................................................................279 min $66.00
E 128D    The FEC in 2002 ..............................................................................65 min $43.00
E 129D    CSX’s Busy Manchester to Waycross Main ....................................85 min $43.00
E 130D    Norfolk Southern’s Atlanta to Macon Main.................................113 min $47.00
E 131D    The Pokey ~ Crown Jewel of The East ........................................161 min $54.00
E 132D    CSX Alleghany Sub ~ Heart of The Former C&O ..........................93 min $47.00
E 133D    The Greatest Show on Earth ~ The Transcon .............................170 min $57.00
E 134D    The Road to Laredo ~ Tex-Mex & UP............................................92 min $47.00
E 135D    Palmer, MA ~ Hot Spot of New England ....................................116 min $47.00
E 136D    Kansas City Southern ~ 2003 ........................................................69 min $43.00
E 137D    BNSF’s Texas Funnel.......................................................................68 min $43.00
E 138D    NS Bement to Decatur ~ Heart of The Former Wabash ..............98 min $47.00
E 139D    BNSF’s Ex-MILW & NP Dakota Mains ..........................................113 min $47.00
E 140D    The Route of The Zephyrs in 2002 .................................................77 min $43.00
E 141D    The Road to Memphis III ~ CN / IC ...............................................77 min $43.00
E 142D    Hot Times on The Golden State Route ..........................................62 min $43.00
E 143D    24 Hours at Greenwich ~ New Crossroads Of CSX ....................270 min $66.00
E 144D    Canadian Pacific’s Saskatchewan Main ........................................122 min $47.00
E 145D    Canadian National’s Saskatchewan Main ......................................67 min $43.00
E 146D    Hot Times on The Overland Route ...............................................185 min $57.00
E 147D    Ohio Regionals ~ 2003 ................................................................168 min $52.00
E 148D    Trains of Northern New England ~ 2004 ...................................122 min $47.00
E 149D    Guilford Rail System in Northern New England ~ 2004 .............73 min $43.00
E 150D    CSX & CN at Effingham, Illinois ...................................................117 min $47.00
E 151D    The Chicago & Iowa ~ BNSF’s Twin Cities Main ..........................81 min $43.00
E 152D    Hot Times on UP’s Geneva Sub ....................................................233 min $66.00
E 153D    The Transcon in Kansas ~ BNSF Around Lebo ...........................167 min $57.00
E 154D    BNSF in The Ozarks ~ The Thayer North Sub ............................112 min $47.00
E 155D    CSX & NS at Princeton, IN ...........................................................167 min $54.00
E 156D    UP’s Ex-MP & SP Arkansas Mains ................................................138 min $52.00
E 157D    Norfolk Southern’s Harrisburg Line  .............................................91 min $47.00
E 158D    CSX Mountain Sub ~ The Historic West End ..............................104 min $47.00
E 159D    CSX at Point of Rocks ...................................................................130 min $50.00
E 160D    The D&H North End In 2005 ..........................................................70 min $43.00
E 161D    NS Chicago Line in Western Ohio ................................................158 min $54.00
E 162D    Canadian National’s Drummondville Subdivision .........................65 min $43.00
E 163D    Midwest Regionals - 2005  ...........................................................255 min $66.00
E 164D    Montana Rail Link Around Bozeman Pass .....................................76 min $43.00
E 165D   Canadian Pacific’s Alberta Mains ...................................................99 min $47.00
E 166D    Canadian National’s Alberta Main .................................................88 min $47.00
E 167D    The Trains of Southern New England 2006 .................................109 min $47.00
E 168D    Norfolk Southern’s Columbus District ..........................................62 min $43.00
E 169D    UP’s Moffat Line In 2006 ...............................................................78 min $43.00
E 170D    Norfolk Southern’s New Castle District ........................................70 min $43.00
E 171D    The Show Along Route 66 (3 DVD Set) .......................................274 min $66.00
E 172D    UP Sunset Route in 2006 (2 DVD Set) ........................................120 min $47.00
E 173D   Norfolk Southern at Spencer, NC ..................................................92 min $43.00
E 174D    CN’s Ex-IC Yazoo Subdivision .........................................................65 min $43.00
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E 175D    NS Greenville to Atlanta Main .......................................................61 min $43.00
E 176D    CSX West of Russell Yard ...............................................................81 min $43.00
E 177D    Flomaton, Alabama - CSX Hot Spot ...............................................70 min $43.00
E 178D    KCS Meridan Speedway In 2006 ....................................................71 min $43.00
E 179D    The Trains Of Colorado’s Joint Line  ............................................149 min $52.00
E 180D    Pan Am’s West End ........................................................................76 min $45.00
E 181D    BNSF In California’s Central Valley   .............................................68 min $43.00
E 182D    UP’S I-5 Corridor Around Redding, CA  ........................................62 min $43.00
E 183D    UP In Meadow Valley Wash   ..........................................................80 min $45.00
E 184D Canada’s Corridor in Eastern Ontario   .........................................78 min $45.00
E 185D CP’s Expressway in Eastern Ontario   ............................................58 min $43.00

a detailed catalogue on all BIG E titles is available on request.

SA 1 Andes Adventure ~ Guayaquil and Quito Railroad  (DVD-R)   88 min  MOI      $48.00
Ecuador’s narrow gauge Guayaquil and Quito Railway is one of the most spectacular 
railroads in the world. Starting in the lowlands at Duran, travel behind a 2-6-0 to the 
San Jacinto Festival in Yaguachi.  Then tackle the Andes Highlands with 2-8-0 #53 
battling the 5% grades of the switchbacks on the Devil’s Nose. Ride through the Valley 
of the Volcanos to Rio Bamba.  Then continue up to the highest point on the railway, 
at 11,800 ft. Urbena, and see our steam train with 20,509 ft. high Mt. Chimborazo 
towering above it. 

CH 5 Beijing’s Colourful Trains  (DVD-R)  122 min  HP $50.00
This 2 Disc set shows an impressive variety of locomotive types, both diesel and 
electric, and colours.  Visit Fengtai for both passenger and freight, plus DF7’s, then 
to Dahuichang for diesel freights and the limestone railway’s 2’ 6“ gauge 0-8-0’s.

IA 2 Calcutta’s Trams  (DVD-R)  116 min  HP $57.00
Ancient trams ply the crowded streets of Calcutta, mixed with street vendors, 
rickshaws, insane taxis, speeding mini-buses, nerveless pedestrians, and the odd 
sheep and goat.  See rainbow coloured trams, porters with incredible loads on their 
heads, inquisitive kids and the crowded, bustling streets of old Calcutta.  

IA 3 Calcutta’s Colourful Trains  (DVD-R)  120 min  HP $55.00
Over 300 trains and 1,000,000 people use Howrah Station (India’s largest), across 
the Hoogly River from Calcutta, every day!  Trains with people hanging from the doors, 
EMU’s and both diesel and electric hauled passenger trains, from locals to Rajdhani 
Expresses.  The diesel locomotives are Indian built ALCo models in a variety of types 
and colours.  We also visit Kamarkundu Junction and Kolaghat Junction for more 
passenger and freight action. 

IA 4 Steam to Janakpurdham  (DVD-R)  100 min  HP $55.00
Tipong Coal Mine is located in Northeast India, on the border with Burma.  This 2 foot 
gauge railway takes coal to a truck loading facility.  Two bridges are to be rebuilt, the 
coal will then be trucked and this railway will die.  The Janakpur Railway runs from 
Jayanagar, India to Janakpurdham, Nepal.  This 2’6” gauge line has now dieselised, but 
we rode a chartered steam train, with an 0-6-2 Hunswell Clarke side tank.  
aVaILaBLE IN REGULaR OR WIDESCREEN [Ia 4W] 
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IA 5 Darjeeling Himalayan Railway  (DVD-R)  105 min  HP $48.00
to the top Of the World By Steam
The Darjeeling - Himalayan is totally charming.  We start our journey at Siliguri, 
not quite the start of the railway, but the site of the engine shed, and an Indian Rail 
station, so there are 3 gauges, broad gauge, metre gauge and the two foot Darjeeling.  
During the journey, the railway crosses Hill Cart Road 177 times, and rises 6874 feet 
to the summit at Ghum.  Take a ride on the train, and see some of the scenery and 
the people as well as seeing the trains in action.  The DHR is now a UNESCO world 
heritage site.
BONUS FEatURE: The sugar mill at Riga in Bihar province, it’s 0-8-0T, an odd 
critter, ox carts and kids!  
aVaILaBLE IN REGULaR OR WIDESCREEN [Ia 5W]

CT-D Chinese Take Out  (DVD)  83 min  VI $51.00
From small narrow-gauge systems, commuter services, coal trains to the incredible 
sight of double-headed freights working the steeply graded Jiltong Railway and through 
the spectacular Jing Peng Pass.  In addition you will see working steam sheds, a loco 
Works carrying out overhauls and a rope-hauled incline!  Large variety of locations.  
On-screen maps and an informative commentary by David Maxey.  Filmed using digital 
video equipment complete with the actual sounds.

E 9 Milwaukee Road Scrapbook  (DVD-R)  74 min  CS $50.00
The DVD explains the Milwaukee’s “Pacific Extension” line built around World War 
One.  This connected the Midwestern based line to ports in the Pacific Northwest.  The 
title reviews the history of the Pacific Extension’s electrification from various locomotive 
types to the development of a network of substations to power the system’s overhead 
wiring.  See the Butte Anaconda and Pacific Railway which was a heavy electric rail 
project closely watched by the Milwaukee Road as they began their own electrification.  
Electric action shows some Great Northern power that used AC propulsion to bring 
trains through the long Cascade Tunnel.  Decades wore the Milwaukee down until the 
Pacific Extension was converted to all diesel operation by 1972 and eventually closed 
forever in 1977. 

CH 1  Winter on Jingpeng Pass  (DVD-R)  20 min  HP $50.00
China’s Jitong Railway is the last big steam hauled main line in the world, with double 
headed QJ 2-10-2’s blasting their way over the grades and curves of Jingpeng Pass. We 
visited Jingpeng Pass in Mongolia in February, 2003 to take in the sights and sounds of 
big steam working hard. We visited the shops at Shenyang to see QJ’s being overhauled, 
the sheds and shops at Deban (it’s like travelling back in time 50 years) then watched 
the action over Jingpeng Pass, visited the CTC room at Shangdian, watched servicing 
at Jingpeng and had a cab ride over the pass. What an experience being on the second 
engine working hard upgrade through a tunnel! There are approx. 17 freight trains a 
day over the pass, mostly doubleheaded. 

CH 2   Hong Kong’s Trains & Boats and………  (DVD-R)  95 min  HP $48.00
Colorful, vibrant, exciting Hong Kong! Buses that run in packs, trains on a 3 minute 
headway, the steepest funicular railway (50% grade!!) in the world.  The world famous 
Star Ferries seen in this busy and beautiful harbour.  Plus, light rail trains running yards 
behind each other.

CH 3   Hong Kong’s Trams  (DVD-R)  95 min  HP $48.00
Bright and colourful, Hong Kong’s trams are the last double deck trams in the world.  
Ride the clanking, swaying trams from the Chinese market at North Point through the 
city to Whitty Street.  Ride and see trams at night through the famed neon district. 
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CH 4 Chinese Steam at Work  (DVD-R)  120 min  HP $50.00
This DVD shows heavy coal trains up to 7000 tons and at a maximum of one mile in 
length running on 3 foot 6 inch narrow gauge in Queensland. These trains are some of 
the heaviest trains you will see running on narrow gauge tracks anywhere in the world. 
We get to see a number of trains headed by two 4000 class locomotives usually with 
a mid train helper. These engines are 3300 hp, designed by Clyde Engineering and 
introduced in 2000. Where earlier 2800 and 2300 class locomotives are used four 
units are needed to pull the heavy trains. Although mainly coal hoppers we do also see 
other freight movements.  Aside from coal traffic, see some passenger trains, including 
the Electric Tilt Train, Australia’s fastest, and some regular freights.

O 14 Queensland Coal - Blackwater System  (DVD-R)  90 min  HP $48.00
This DVD shows heavy coal trains up to 7000 tons and at a maximum of one mile in 
length running on 3 foot 6 inch narrow gauge in Queensland. These trains are some of 
the heaviest trains you will see running on narrow gauge tracks anywhere in the world. 
We get to see a number of trains headed by two 4000 class locomotives usually with 
a mid train helper. These engines are 3300 hp, designed by Clyde Engineering and 
introduced in 2000. Where earlier 2800 and 2300 class locomotives are used, four 
units are needed to pull the heavy trains. Although mainly coal hoppers we do also see 
other freight movements.  Aside from coal traffic, see some passenger trains, including 
the Electric Tilt Train, Australia’s fastest, and some regular freights.
REGULaR aND WIDESCREEN.

O 13   Sydney’s Colourful Trains  (DVD-R)  105 min   HP $48.00
The trains of Sydney, Australia.  We first take a look at Enfield Yard and the locomotive 
facility. Next is a visit to the Botany Goods Line, followed by an interlude at Sandown, 
where Freight Australia units take a tank train out, we get a brief ride on a T class 
switcher, and a pair of ancient ALCo’s, one a PA look alike, start up and drag their 
intermodal away.  Sydney has a high density suburban service, and we also take a look 
at the light rail and the monorail.  Next it’s off to Cowan for a freight and a work train, 
and finally we visit the Hunter Valley for high density coal train drags with Class 90’s 
and elderly DMU’s.  We also see the Indian Pacific and XPT passenger trains.  Lots of 
action and colour.

CH 6 The World’s Last Great Steam Show - China 2003   (DVD-R)  59 min  MOI $46.00
Cold January temperatures created billowing clouds of steam and smoke as the 2-10-2 
QJ class locomotives challenge Jingpeng Pass.  Visit Daban Locomotive shed where the 
QJs were serviced and maintained. S ee the Jitong Railway’s steam hauled passenger 
train near Chabuga.

J 1 Tokyo’s Colourful Trains  (DVD-R)  105 min  HP $50.00
All trains are colour coded by destination!  See the incredible volume of commuters, 
electric locomotives on freight trains, the Shinkansen high speed bullet trains, station 
action at Tokyo, Ueno, Shinagawa, Shinjuku and a wide variety of EMU’s, old and new.  
Take a train ride from Shinagawa to Tokyo in the rush hour.
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E 6 Pennsy’s Racetrack  (DVD-R)  69 min  HR  $48.00
From its inception by the Pennsylvania Railroad to Amtrak ownership in the late 20th 
Century, the North East Corridor is one of the world’s greatest electrified main lines! 
In this program witness highlights of PRR, Penn Central, Conrail and Amtrak operations 
from the 1940’s to the early 1980’s as this world famous trackage went through 
transitions of ownership and rolling stock. Trace operations from the Washington, DC 
area to New York with action scenes at many locations in between.  Includes historic 
overview of the line with footage from the 1920’s and supporting passenger train 
operations at Alexandria, VA in 1940.  Mainly colour with some B&W. 

E 7 Henderson Mine   (DVD-R)  60 min  MOI  $38.00
The Henderson Mine is 50 miles west of Denver, CO. It used a panel caving process 
and a rail transport system to mine molybdenum*. The rail system was a 42-inch 
catenary style railroad. Motive power was supplied by 32 Swedish built ASEA electric 
locomotives with dual voltage 1400 & 600 dc volts. The lower voltage for safety in the 
mine. Ore was moved 14 mile to the mill using 20-ton ore cars. The 9.8 mile tunnel 
that was said to be the 10th longest railroad tunnel in the world. The railroad ceased 
operation in July 1999. 
*Molybdenum - A lead ore, molybdenite, A metallic element that resembles chromium 
and tungsten in many properties, used in strengthening and hardening steel.

E 8  Electric Rails Around the Bay  (DVD)  67 min    CS  $48.00
See the Sacramento Northern, SP Red Trains and the Peninsular Railway.  Taken 
on16mm film, between 1910 & 1957.  See the rail and ferry operations in the bay’s 
early days plus the bridge operations that began the era of great change and decline.  
The Sacramento Northern section covers passenger and some great freight action in 
the south-end.  See the Oakland hills and street running plus Contra Costa Country
 out to the ferry slip.

E 10 Electric Rails Of Utah  (DVD-R)  90 min  CS $50.00
Visit the electric railroads that once roamed the Great Salt Lake area.  The lines 
featured are the Bamberger Railroad, The Utah Idaho Central, Salt Lake Garfield & 
Western, (Saltair), and the Salt Lake & Utah Railroad.  Passenger and freight 
operation, with nostalgic scenes.  Take a pleasant trip out on the Salt Lake by rail to 
the Saltair Pavilion.  See streetcars in Salt Lake City with vintage city scenes that will 
‘take you back’ to the WWII era.  Take a ride on a Bamberger high-speed Brill car.  The 
gigantic Kennecott Copper Corporation pit mine of Bingham Canyon is a feature with a 
fascinating vintage-look at one of Utah’s major industries. See the circa-1920 pit mine 
electric trains and the giant electric ore trains to the concentrators around Magna.  
Maps, accurate sound, graphics and historical information.
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I 2    Indiana Railroad  (DVD-R)  56 min + 34 min Bonus  HR $50.00
The Indiana Railroad offered service from Louisville to Ft. Wayne.  The service ceased 
running in 1941.  In this collection of very rare film, see the famous high speed 
lightweight cars, Railway Post Office cars, and unique freight equipment. 

I 14     Trolleys of the South  (DVD-R)  62 min  HR $48.00
Vintage film of Street and Interurban Railways, narrated with a musical background. 
Visit streetcar lines in Louisville, Birmingham, Miami, Richmond, Norfolk, and Newport 
News, plus Interurban lines Nashville-Franklin Railway, Piedmont & Northern Railway 
and West Penn Railways.  The time frame is from 1937 to the 1950’s.  Bonus segments 
show Victorian cable cars in Melbourne, and trolley diners in America.

I 21 Cable Cars of San Francisco  (DVD-R)  55 min  HP  $43.00
Walk with us as we climb the hills of San Francisco.  Watch the world famous cable 
cars on the Powell-Hyde line.  Visit the power house and see the giant wheels that 
drive the cables, and find out how it all works.  Finally, ride the cars from Fisherman’s 
Wharf to Market Street, watch the grip man at work.

I 23 Muni’s F Line (San Francisco)  (DVD-R)  80 min  HP  $43.00
San Francisco’s preserved PCC cars and other designs from around America and the 
world on the F Line between Fisherman’s Wharf and Castro and the shuttle from the
Ferry Terminal. Join us as we hike the 5 mile line. See the colourful cars on their own
right of way along the Embarcadero and mixed up with other traffic on bustling
downtown Market Street. Cars from Melbourne, Australia, Milan, Italy and 
New Orleans.

I 25 This was Pacific Electric  (DVD)  115 min  SC  $50.00
This is the story of the rise and fall of “THE WORLD’S GREATEST ELECTRIC 
RAILWAY.” It is a complete history starting in 1872 with L.A.’s first horse car line and 
continuing through to the last RED CAR in 1961. The story is told using rare film 
footage, hundreds of photographs, animated maps and interviews with historians.  
BONUS MATERIAL includes a video tour (25 min) of P.E. remnants, the bits and pieces 
that remain behind, fifty years after the last RED CAR ran in Southern California.

I 26     Traction ‘n’ Trolleys  (DVD-R)  58 min  GF $46.00
Film from the 30’s through to the 60’s.   Visit the North Shore Railroad, the South 
Shore, Seattle Trolleys of the 30’s and 40’s, Yakima Valley operations, and in the 
1930’s, the Third Avenue Trolleys, the New York Westchester & Boston, Public Service 
Transport of New Jersey and the Lehigh Valley Transit.
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D 3 S.P. Vintage West  (DVD)  75 min   CS      $48.00
This 1950 to 1978 look brings the long-gone visions of SP out west. See Cab Forward 
steam and early F-units in snow on Donner Pass. Visit the beautiful Bay Area.  Travel 
the San Joaquin Daylight to Tracy & Lathrop. See “City of San Francisco”, “Coast 
Daylight”, mail and freight trains behind steam and early diesel. See diesels in daylight, 
black widow, tiger stripe, grey and scarlet colour schemes.  Maps, diagrams and 
informative narration.

D 5 Top Frog Early Diesels - Vol. 5  (DVD)  73 min   GF      $48.00
This material was taken from over 30 hours of programs previously released.  See 
footage from Santa Fe, Union Pacific, Denver & Rio Grande, Milwaukee Road, New 
York Central, Gulf Mobile & Ohio, Soo Line, B&O, Erie Lackawanna, Pennsylvania 
Railroad, Nickel Plate and Rock Island.  Early diesels from the 50s to the 60s.

D 9 CP Rail Rogers Pass  (DVD-R)  86 min   RI      $48.00
CP Rail’s Rogers ~ “the Last Pushers” (1987) (56 min): Built in 1884/5 and 
named after Major A.B. Rogers, explorer and CPR engineer.  Rogers is situated on 
CP Rail’s transcontinental mainline, Mountain subdivision, in the Selkirk range of the 
Canadian Rockies.  The line climbs, westbound, all the way from Beavermouth to Stoney 
Creek on a ruling gradient of 1.5%, but steepens further on the last 9.3 miles from 
Rogers.  Ride mid train pushers on a 15,000 ton coal train.   Ride a twelve unit 
SD40-2 consist down the hill to Rogers.  View Stoney Creek, Mountain Creek and 
Glacier National Park.
CP Rail Conquers Rogers Pass (30 min): CP Rail’s Macdonald and Shaughnessy 
Tunnels have tamed Rogers Pass as never before.  Take a quick look back to the turn of 
the Century, the Connaught Tunnel and six unit pushers.  Then cover the new Macdonald 
track in both summer and winter.  Be trackside, aboard the trains and in the air, for a 
fantastic new look at CP Rail and Rogers Pass.

D 15    Empire of the North ~ The Forming of Burlington Northern $50.00  
  (DVD-R)  91 min  CS  

See the historic formation of the Burlington Northern.  See those great vintage trains 
of the GN, NP, CB&Q and SP&S from the 1950s – 1970s.  See the early Zephyrs and 
California Zephyr, plus the trains of the NP and GN.

D 16 Western Pacific ~ Vintage West  (DVD)  90 min   CS      $50.00
The WP from the late steam era into the eighties.  See the WP with freight and 
passenger trains plus interchange with other railroads.  A Sacramento Northern section 
of electric freight along with other surprises will show the variety of WP interests.  
Follow the Zephyr story from 1934 to 1970 with extra coverage of the WP’s partners, 
Rio Grande and CB&Q.

D 18 Key System Empire & Golden Gate Treasure  (DVD)  61 min   CS      $57.00
The Key System from its early days with ferryboats to the Bay Bridge era.  Visit all the 
lines and cross the bay by ferry and bridge-rails to San Francisco.  Not just trolleys but 
glimpses of the Clipper Sea plane, SP ferry boats, early Muni, BART in the 70s, cable 
cars then and now, etc. 

D 20 Santa Fe Odyssey - Vol. 1  (DVD-R)  130 min   GF      $20.00
An incredible chronology of the Santa Fe over a 30 year span from 1952 to 1980!  
See FT freight units, PA passenger power and a variety of switchers and road trains.  
The Warbonnet paint scheme and the change to the blue scheme.  There are a great 
number of incredible shots of the famous passenger fleet, interspersed with freights 
over a vast portion of the line.  Has feature sections on old Santa Fe timetables and 
maps from the 1950s / 60s - picture gallery.
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D 25   California Zephyr  (DVD)  60 min   GF      $48.00
Chicago to San Francisco.  Beautiful vintage coverage from on board and lineside filmed 
in 1965 when the Cal Z was at its ultimate. From the Cab we see the “Big 10” curves 
and tunnels west of Denver. Filmed in the days when the Cal Z  was pulled by an F7.

D 27a BNSF ~ Tracks of The Old Santa Fe - Vol. 1  (DVD)  60 min   GF      $48.00
Follow the old Santa Fe line from Cajon Pass Summit through Victorville and Barstow. 
Then on to Needles and Topock.  Explore Kingman Canyon and follow the old Santa Fe 
tracks through Walapai, Hackberry, Valentine, Seligman and Williams.  Travel the 
branch of the Grand Canyon Railroad.

D 27b BNSF ~ Tracks of the Old Santa Fe - Vol. 2  (DVD-R)  87 min   GF      $48.00
Travel from Arizona’s land of the setting sun and into New Mexico’s land of 
enchantment. We start on the Peavine Line, visit Wickenburg, Hell’s Canyon, Little 
Hell’s Canyon, Ash Fork, and Williams Arizona.  Visit Flagstaff and east through 
Canyon Diablo, Winslow, Holbrook and into New Mexico visiting Gallup, Red Rock 
State Park and on toward Albuquerque.  Travel southeast to Belen, New Mexico. See 
Santa Fe Warbonnets and bright orange BNSF Pumpkins.

D 330    BNSF ~ Tracks of the Old Santa Fe - Vol. 3  (DVD-R)  61 min  GF $48.00 
In Volume 3 we cross the Rocky Mountains.  This highly scenic crossing is called Abo 
Canyon.  The railroad crosses seven bridges through the canyon, with all being seen 
from many different angles.  The program ends in Mountainair, New Mexico on the 
east side of the Rockies.

D 28 Santa Fe Odyssey - Vol. 2 (2 Disc Set)  (DVD-R)  120 min   GF      $50.00
Filmed in the late 1970s over a 23 day period, this title captures the transition of the 
Santa Fe as it aligned itself for the 1980s and 1990s.  Coverage starts in Illinois and 
continues west to include California.  Plenty of passenger trains, new second 
generation diesels and Santa Fe freights galore, including some older diesel paint 
and colour schemes.  Incredible action in the Mid-West and West.  See action at 
Cajon Pass and Tehachapi Loop.  Filmed on 16mm.

D 31   Rock Island Line  (DVD-R)  60 min   GF      $48.00
Here was a railroad of song and legend.  See the fast moving trains of the Rock Island 
from the 1950’s into the 1970’s.  See passenger and freight trains and grand old diesel 
locomotives that no longer exist.  Starting in 1965, the railroad lost money until it 
closed permanently in 1980.

D 32 Union Pacific Odyssey - Vol. 1 (2 Disc Set)  (DVD-R)  120 min   GF  $57.00
Covers the period from 1952 through 1980.  In Volume 1 of this series, you will see 
the end of steam and into the first generation diesel era.  Many freight and passenger 
trains, turbines and first generation diesels are also covered.  Visit such locations on 
the U.P. - Denver, North Platte, Sherman Hill, Ogden, Chicago, St. Louis, Green River, 
Council Bluffs, Cheyenne, Rawlins, etc.

D 59  Union Pacific Odyssey - Vol. 2 (2 Disc Set)  (DVD-R)  120 min   GF  $63.00
This volume covers the 60’s and 70’s.  See more first generation diesels, “City” trains, 
New second generation diesels, more “Big Blows” (turbines), the Centennial 
locomotives, and DD-35’s as well as many other older diesels.  The Golden Spike 
Centennial at Promontory Point in 1969 is prominently covered including special trains 
from parts of the U.S. which converged on the scene for the  re-enactment. 

D 36 Santa Fe’s Raton Route  (DVD-R)  112 min  WB $52.00
Raton Pass...the Las Vegas Sub...Glorieta Pass! They are all here in this Special 
Santa Fe DVD. See the Kansas City-El Paso quality service fast freight...and the 
La Junta-Los Angeles freight in action over this historic and scenic Southwestern U.S. 
line. Red & silver F45 Warbonnets are seen in powerful trackside views and pacing 
sequences.  The merger “Kodachrome” paint scheme is still in evidence.  See long coal 
drags rumble over the Colorado & Wyoming’s Alien Mine Branch.  
Videotaped 1989 / 1990 / 1991.
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D 37 New York Central Odyssey - Vol. 1 (2 Disc Set)  (DVD-R) 150 min  GF  $63.00
End of steam, but mainly full and varied study of diesel ops. 1952/67.

D 70 New York Central Odyssey - Vol. 2 (2 Disc Set)  (DVD-R)  165 min  GF  $63.00
Start in 1963 with a plethora of Passenger & freight trains thru to Penn Central merger 
+ RDC jet eng. trials.

D 46 Six Motor ALCos  (DVD-R)  90 min  RI $48.00
CP Rail’s BIG aLCos / aLCos in the Highlands
This is fast moving, mainline Big ALCo action.  During their final years of CP service, we 
captured the 4500’s and 4700’s working container trains and general freight between 
Montreal and Detroit.  Next, we take you to Nova Scotia.  See hard working 6 motor 
ALCos hauling 100 car trains.  Captured from both trackside and aboard the CP & CN 
locomotives. 

D 51 Chicago Odyssey - Vol. 1 (2 Disc Set)  (DVD)  120 min  GF      $57.00
Where else in the U.S. can one find so much railroad action but in Chicago...especially 
in the 50’s and 60’s!  There are 15 railroads portrayed in Volume 1 such as: Santa Fe, 
CB&Q, Northern Pacific, Great Northern, Chicago & Northwestern Indiana, Milwaukee 
Road, Rock Island, North Shore, Grand Trunk, GM&O, Illinois Central, Monon, Norfolk 
& Western, C&EI, and C&O.  Filmed in 16mm colour. 

D 79 Chicago Odyssey - Vol. 2 (2 Disc Set)  (DVD-R)  180 min  GF $57.00
Commence in 1962 end 1973. Features long gone equipment  from many now 
fallen flag railroads. Good variety.

D 55 Rio Grande Odyssey (2 Disc Set)  (DVD-R)   150 min  GF  $63.00
See R.G. as it battles to move tonnage & passengers over some of the worlds most 
scenic & challenging rail routes. N.G. steam & S.G. diesels work side by side. 
A DVD to delight the true Rio Grande fan.

D 56 Superior Railroading  (DVD-R)   87 min   RI $48.00
CP Rail North of Superior / a Superior Winter
There is no more desolate place along the CPR mainline than the section along the 
north shore of Lake Superior.  See rock cuts, sheer cliffs, tunnels and sharp curves that 
make this area one challenging piece of railroading.  In “Superior Railroading”, you go 
beyond trackside, as we ride the trains, see the dispatch centre, ride in the 
Roadmaster’s hi-rail truck and get an aerial look at one of the most remote areas 
during the harshness of winter. 

D 60 Sand Patch Weekend  (DVD-R)  120 min  HP $49.00
Filmed in 1992, see trains at most of the famous locations, meets at the tunnel, a 
long valiant struggle up grade with the train finally stalling, lots of different power from 
elderly B23’s to new C40-BW’s, GP4O’s to SD50’s.  

D 63  Erie Lackawanna (2 Disc Set)  (DVD-R)  150 min   GF      $57.00
The Erie-Lackawanna Railroad was formed by the merger of the Erie Railroad with the 
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western in 1960.  Disc 1 begins with 1962 early generation 
diesels and post merger paint schemes in the western end states - Ohio & Indiana.  
See action in Pennsylvania & New York with freight & electric commuters.  See a steam 
powered fan trip over the former Erie main line to Binghamton. Disc 2 - A 1973 steam 
fan trip chase, running on Delaware, Lackawanna & Western track.  See the 
Tunkhannock Viaduct and other landmark locations.  More eastern end freight and 
commuter action follows. The return to the western end in 1974 sees the finale of 
E-L merger with the formation of Conrail in 1976.

D 80 Southern Pacific in S.E. Arizona  (DVD-R)  60 min  HP $45.00
SP on the Sunset Route between Steins on the New Mexico border to Maricopa.  
Pre merger, with all kinds of run through and leased power, from Conrail, SF, C&IM, BN, 
UP, CSX, EMD, VMV and MK. San Simone, Olga, Wilcox, Cochise, Dragoon, Davidson 
Canyon, Picacho and Cow Town.  
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D 92 Bridge Line Division ~ ‘CP Rail’s D&H’  (DVD-R)  110 min  HP $51.00
A good honest train watching tape.  Most famous locations.  Moody scenes in heavy 
mists.  Many ALCos with plenty of black smoke. 

D 99 Sherman   (DVD-R)  120 min  HP $45.00
Union Pacific between Laramie & Cheyenne includes Sherman Hill seen in 
thunderstorms, fog & sunshine capturing the excitement of big time mainline 
railroading under the wide open skies of Wyoming + all the famous locations. 
Power incls. SD40-2s to SD60Ms & C30s to C40-8Ws.

D 102 Best of Passenger Trains ~ The 50s & 60s  (DVD-R)  60 min   GF      $48.00
Covering the post war era of the early diesel passenger trains before the airlines stole 
their passengers. See passenger trains of the SF, U.P. CB&Q & Rio Grande at famous 
locations Chicago, Denver, St. Louis, Dale, Cheyenne, Feather River Canyon.

D 106 Union Pacific Super Railroad - Vol. 1  (DVD-R)  86 min  GF   $48.00
Starting in western Illinois, follow the tracks along the old Lincoln Highway and then 
along the UP route to Cheyenne, Wyoming.  Fast paced action, multiple train meets 
and much more!  See Bailey Yard (The worlds largest), visit a hump tower, tour around 
the engine service facilities.  Visit ‘hot spots’ such as Archer Hill and Sidney, Nebraska 
where the Burlington Northern crosses the UP.

D 124 Union Pacific Super Railroad - Vol. 2  (DVD-R)  86 min   GF   $48.00
See the coal fields north of Cheyenne, including Bill, Wyoming where a continuously 
full yard of complete coal trains boggles the mind as they wait for clearance to there 
respective mines.  Visit some of the mines in the Powder River Coal Basin. Follow the 
UP to Sherman Hill, including the Hermosa tunnels.  Visit WALCott Canyon, Green 
River, Granger, the twin tunnels near Evanston, and the Weber River/Echo Canyon area, 
arriving in Ogden.

D 132 Union Pacific Super Railroad - Vol. 3  (DVD-R)  30 min  GF $36.00
The Mountains and valleys in southern Montana and northern Idaho provide the 
setting for the Union Pacific’s Montana Subdivision.  Chase a freight from Silver Bow 
(the UP’s terminal in Butte, Montana) to near Pocatello, Idaho.  Train meets, with 
plenty of action.

D 136 Union Pacific Super Railroad - Vol. 4  (DVD-R)  60 min  GF $48.00
One of the West’s busiest mainlines is the UP’s Oregon Short Line through southern 
Idaho.  See this vital yet often ignored link of the mighty UP system.  See intermodel, 
perishable, heavy merchandise and unit trains on this single track line.  West of 
Pocatello, UP is testing Distributed Power, putting unmanned locomotives at the rear 
of many long freights to improve train handling. Centennial #6936 puts in a guest 
appearance.

D 147 Union Pacific Super Railroad - Vol. 5  (DVD-R)  49 min  GF $46.00
Travel over the La Grande Sub from Weiser through the Blue Mountains, Durkee 
Horseshoe, Telocaset Hill, and the Blue Mountain Grade....all the way to Portland, 
Oregon.  See distributed power, Amtrak, Pig Trains, Soda Ash, and heavy freight.  Action 
with the BN at the Columbia River crossing where both railroads meet.

D 219 Union Pacific Super Railroad - Vol. 6  (DVD-R)  60 min  GF $48.00
Visit the Lordsburg Subdivision, starting in western New Mexico at Lordsburg then west 
to Gary, Mondel, and Steins.  Travel west through Yannar, Simon, Bowie, and Wilcox 
and on to Fenner, Benson, and Marsh.  Visit Vail and Tucson before going on to old 
Mexico on the Nogales branch from Tucson to Nogales Mexico.

D 227 Union Pacific Super Railroad - Vol. 7  (DVD-R)  60 min  GF $48.00
We revisit the rugged and scenic southwest on the UP.  Starting in western California 
at Dunes then east to the Colorado River crossing on both the California and Yuma, 
Arizona sides of the river.  Back east through Ligurta, Welton, Dateland, Aztec, and 
Gila Bend, then to the southeast through Piacho and visit Tucson. Last we revisit the 
scenic Ceinega River area east of Tucson.
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D 108 Highball Over Tehachapi  (DVD-R)  120 min  HP $45.00
Fantastic action from Mojave to Caliente incl. the famous loop. The now gone SP 
‘oil cans’ thundering up grade with 9 units screaming to the heavens. SF double stacks 
with new SD75M, and huge pig trains draped around the loop, 10 front end units, 
tunnel motors. A must have for action!

D 109 Thunder In The Wasatch  (DVD-R)  120 min  HP $45.00
Soldier Summit, truly spectacular action & scenery.  See & hear SP GE AC 4400CWs
& SD45s in Run 8 straining and struggling up grade in Price River Canyon, the sounds 
of their efforts echoing off rock walls. 3 ACs & 5 Rio Grande tunnel motors on 
tortuous climb to Kyume Tunnels.

D 114 Union Pacific’s Salt Lake Route   (DVD-R)  110 min  HP $43.00
UP’s gateway to LA, a scenic delight, but an operating nightmare. All sorts of heavy 
high HP trains incl. coal, pig & double stack trains + locals. See Mojave, splendor of 
Afton Canyon, Devil’s Playground, Cima Hill (18 miles, 2.2% grade), Meadow Valley 
Wash (a scenic delight) & more.

D 116 The New England Central  (DVD-R)  80 min  HP $43.00
1995 Shortline of the Year, ex Central Vermont prior 02/95.  Seen from day 1.  
Variety of RR power at Palmer; ex BN Green Mountain GT & NEC. North of 
Brattleboro.  In between we slip back 5 years to see pre-NEC for comparison.  
Exciting high-horsepower, earth shaking action.

D 117 Tracks of the Black Bear & Algoma Central Tour Trains (DVD-R)  90 min  RI $48.00
the tracks of the Black Bear: The Algoma Central, known as the “Tracks of the 
Black Bear”, provides a vital link in the movement of freight.  After operating as an
independent railway since 1899, it became part of Wisconsin Central’s regional 
railways in 1995.  Along with this change came revised operating practices, different 
motive power and new business.  Be onboard and trackside as WC SD-45s and 
AC F-units move freight and passenger trains across Algoma Country.  
algoma Central tour trains: We travel north on ‘The Snow Train’ from Sault Ste. 
Marie, 114 miles to the famous Agawa Canyon.  From trackside and aboard the 
locomotives, enjoy the splendour of the Canyon and the harshness of a winter blizzard.

D 126 Highball Over Silver Zone  (DVD-R)  120 min  HP $49.00
UP over the former Western Pacific, between Salt Lake City and Winnemucca, 
including the paired track with SP (pre merger) through Palisade Canyon.  Travel to 
Wendover Hill, and Arnold Loop. See westbounds head over Silver Zone Pass.  Follow 
the line through the sage brush to Hogan tunnel, then across Tine Desert to Wells, 
Palisade Canyon and Wininemucca.

D 129 Highball Along the Columbia (2 Disc set)  (DVD-R)  180 min  HP $47.00
In 1996, travel from Troutdale to Hinkle on the UP and from Cape Horn Tunnel to 
near Pasco on BNSF. See UP’s E units on the Office Car Special from the BNSF side of 
the river.  See SD60Ms, C40s and SD40-2s predominate on UP and SD40-2s 
and GP40s on the BNSF.

D 137  Winter on Kicking Horse Pass  (DVD-R)  90 min   HP      $45.00
It is February 1997 - Kicking Horse Pass is Canadian Pacific’s crossing of the Great 
Divide in Canada’s Rocky Mountains, the highest railroad summit in Canada.  Filmed 
at the two most famous rail locations on the continent, Morant’s Curve and the Spiral 
Tunnels - and many more stunning locations full of action.  Chase Action Red SD 40-2s 
through the heart of the Rocky Mountains from Banff, Alberta through Lake Louise and 
over Kicking Horse Pass, through the Spiral Tunnels to Field, then through 
Kicking Horse Valley to Golden, British Columbia.

D 141 Best of Passenger Trains East   (DVD-R)  60 min   GF      $46.00
Thrilling passenger train action from early 50s into the 70s, from Illinois to east 
coast incl. NYC, Pennsy, Erie-Lackawanna, Monon, GM&O, B&O, IC, C&O, Milwaukee, 
Penn Central, GTW, etc.
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D 142 Winter on the Montana Rail Link   (DVD-R)  120 min  HP $45.00
Montana Rail Link in the heart of the Big Sky Country is the operator of the old 582 
mile long Northern Pacific line across Montana.  This line now forms a unique link in the 
BNSF mainline.  We travelled the length of the MRL in February 1997.  Travel through 
blowing snows of Bozeman Pass with GP9s and C44-9Ws to the curves and steep 
grades of the legendary Mullan Pass.  See the bleakness of Winston Hill, and the 
semaphores of Lake Pend Oreille.  Different power battles the elements from MRL’s 
GP9s, SD19s, F45s, SD45s, SD45-2s to BNSF’s “Pumpkins” and “Warbonnets”.

D 146 The Pokey-Norfolk Southern’s Pocohontas Division  (DVD-R)  120 min  HP $45.00
Taped in the spring of 1997 when the new widecab GE’s were out and about in force, 
both on the point and as helpers.  See lots of heavy coal drags twisting through the 
narrow valleys and blasting up the grades and through the tunnels that make up this 
highly scenic route. NS still uses cabooses - Imagine a new C40-9W on one end and a 
caboose on the other. 

D 150 BC Rail  (DVD-R)  120 min    HP         $45.00
BC Rail, formerly the British Columbia Railway and Pacific Great Eastern, is unique.  
The trains are led by a fleet of GE C40-8CM’s, a model only found in Canada.  In this 
title we concentrate on the Vancouver to Prince George mainline.  See a rebuilt RS18 
switching the yard, a brief look at the Royal Hudson along Howe Sound, and then the 
freights.  In the Fraser River Valley, trains cling to the canyon walls, river banks and lake 
shores.  Visit the famous locations of, Britannia, Squamish, Cheakamus, Green River, 
Tisdall, Birken, Darcy, Seton Lake, Lilloet, Polley, Fountain, Gibbs, Glenfrazer, Pavillion, 
Moran, Kelly Lake and more.  See a pair of C420s switching at Prince George and 
electrics at Tacheed.

D 151 Marias Pass  (DVD-R)  120 min  HP   $45.00
BNSF’s crossing of the Continental Divide over Marias Pass on the former Great 
Northern mainline is at 5213 feet, the lowest crossing of the Divide.  This is the High 
Line Sub, part of a busy east/west line and features helpers, snowsheds and large 
bridges.  Follow the line from Shelby, Montana, west through the foothills of the Rocky 
Mountains at Browning and up the eastern slopes of Marias Pass to the Summit.  See 
lots of “Pumpkins”, including the new version of the scheme on the OCS.  Famous 
locations visited; Grizzly, Bison, Two Medicine Bridge, the snowsheds, Summit, Marias, 
Java, Essex and lots more.  Filmed 1997.

D 153 Rails West 1967 - 1971  (DVD-R)  59 min  HR  $48.00
See Gas Turbines, Diesels on the UP, SP, WP, ATSF, BN (with diesels of member railroads 
NP, GN, CB&Q), D&RGW, DCS, MKT, SLSF, and Rock Island.  This was the dusk of the 
pre-merger era that has brought the end of individuality to many American railroads.

D 155 Along the Feather River  (DVD-R)  120 min  HP $45.00
Former Western Pacific main line runs through the incredible Feather River Canyon 
between Oroville and Portola, California. We visited the Canyon in October 1997.  
BNSF has trackage rights.  See UP’s Armor Yellow, SP grey, C&NW yellow, SF blue and 
yellow, BN Cascade green and BNSF warbonnet red and silver, and leased locos.  
From Oroville to Portola, the line climbs 4649 ft in 115 miles.

D 156 Beyond Hope   (DVD-R)  120 min     HP         $45.00
along the thompson & Fraser Rivers
Beyond the little town of Hope BC lies the Canyon of the Thompson and Fraser Rivers.  
The CP and CN run mostly on opposite sides of the canyon.  Follow CP and CN along 
the Fraser and Thompson from Hope to Kamloops lakes, a distance of about 150 miles.  
See both new and old power from both roads, often with trains on both sides at the 
same time.  We also caught the Rocky Mountaineer and the American Orient Express.
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D 160 Superfleet & Sagebrush ~ BNSF on the Seligman Sub  (DVD-R)    $47.00
  120 min   HP

Warbonnets still rule on the Seligman Sub.  We cover the line from Needles, CA to 
Winslow, AZ, including the bridge at Topock, the Sacramento Wash, Kingman Canyon, 
Crozier Canyon, Seligman, the Crookton line relocation, Williams Junction, Canyon 
Diablo, and more.  See new 700 series GE’s.  

D 161 UP On The Sunset Route  (DVD-R)  120 min  HP $45.00
See brand new SD90MAC’s to scruffy tunnel motors, CNW C44’s to an SP SD7, SP 
AC’s to elderly C36’s. Union Pacific puts on quite a show in Southern Arizona, from 
Steins on the New Mexico border all the way to Yuma on the California border. See coal 
trains to double stacks.

D 166 Highball Over Cajon - Vol. 1  (DVD-R)  90 min   HP      $43.00
Cajon Pass is located north of San Bernardino, California, the Pass is used by UP and 
BNSF. Heavy traffic and scenic locations like the famed Sullivan’s Curve, together with 
a rainbow of paint schemes from both UP and BNSF make for a railfan’s paradise.  
Lots of SD45’s (including a 7 SD45 lashup!) and GP60M’s together with new power. 
Taped in April 1998.

D 317 Highball Over Cajon - Vol. 2  (DVD-R)  120 min  HP $43.00
Filmed in 2001 & 2005, lots of variety including older units from 2001, a couple 
of units in the new BNSF Railway paint, and an SD70ACe, also several brand new 
SD90MAC’s (pre wings).  Visit Blue Cut, Sullivans Curve, Mormon Rocks, Alray, The 
Hill, Silverwood, Summit and Frost.  Loads of action, including a number of meets, and 
a 3 train meet on the hill.

D 167 Santa Fe Warbonnets Through Raton Pass  (DVD)  60 min   MOI   $50.00  
When we say Warbonnets, we mean Santa Fe! Take a look at these hightech Red & 
Silver Warbonnets in action and there’s no better place to do so than the challenging 
prairies and mountain passes of the Southern Colorado and New Mexico desert. The 
rugged passes of Raton and Glorieta are a test of strength and power of the 
“super fleet” diesels.

D 183 Mojave Magic ~ BNSF’s Needles Sub  (DVD-R)  120 min  HP $45.00
Explore the magic of the marvellous Mojave Desert as we follow BNSF’s Needles Sub 
from Barstow to Needles, California. A veritable rainbow of power, from SF GP30s 
through gleaming red and silver Warbonnets, Cascade Green SD40-2s through 
displaced whiteface SD60Ms, repainted Heritage units to solid lash ups of brand new 
Heritage 2 GEs. See all the famous locations, Hector, Lavic, Ludlow, Ash Hill, Klondike, 
Siberia, Bagdad, Amboy, Cadiz, Danby, Goffs, Ibis, Java and more.  Filmed Feb 1999. 

D 184 Change In The Tehachapi’s - BNSF’s Mojave Sub (DVD-R)  120 min  HP $45.00
BNSF’s Mojave Sub runs from Barstow to Bakersfield, California, crossing the Mojave 
Desert and the Tehachapi Mountains in the process. From Mojave to Bakersfield, BNSF 
uses trackage rights on the UP (former SP). Both BN/SF and UP/SP mergers are in full 
swing, and the line is a riot of colourful locomotives, and the traffic is heavy.  
Filmed April, 1999. 

D 186 Canadian Pacific’s Mountain Sub & Rogers Pass  (DVD-R)  120 min   HP      $45.00
The line over Rogers Pass runs through the Rockies and the Selkirks and is a challenge 
even to today’s high horsepower locomotives.  It is one of the most difficult places in 
the world to run a railroad with narrow valleys, steep grades and heavy snowfalls with 
the attendant risk of avalanches.  AC4400s and SD90MACs challenge the grades and 
big as they are, they are dwarfed by the magnificent snow covered peaks.  Filmed in 
June 1999 all the famous locations are seen, including both old and new Stoney Creek 
bridges, Mount MacDonald and Shaughnessy tunnels. 
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D 187 CN’s Yellowhead Route  (DVD-R)  90 min   HP      $43.00
Canadian National’s passage through Canada’s Rocky Mountains is through
Yellowhead Pass.  In June 1999 we follow the Yellowhead route from Hinton, Alberta 
on the Edson Sub to Taverna, BC on the Robson Sub via Red Pass.  See CN’s unusual 
power; cowl body EMDs and GEs and new SD75Is and C44-9Ws.

D 194 Union Pacific Over Beaumont Hill  (DVD-R)  120 min  HP $43.00
SP’s, now UP’s gateway to/from San Bernadino and Los Angeles basin. Colton yard, 
Timeteo Canyon, to Summit then down grade thro’ desert to Thousand Palms, on over 
the Sunset Route.  This is helper country usually SD45s but anything UP owns.  
‘The Hill’ creates powerful action.

D 195 Extreme SP ~ Oregon and California  (DVD)  112 min   CS $50.00
A parade of power with old & new. See Cabooses and many retired units, plus 
SP’s oscillating full light group and many other surprises.

D 196 Abo Canyon & BNSF Railway  (DVD-R)  58 min  WB $48.00
A formidable barrier confronts all trains on the BNSF’s main east-west route between 
Chicago and LA.  Boasting spectacular scenery, seven majestic bridges are located 
between Belen and Mountainair, New Mexico…..it’s the rugged and remote Abo 
Canyon. Following the merger of the BN and the SF, this title features a collection of 
motive power types and paint schemes.  The classic SF red and silver Warbonnets and 
the Blues join BN green.  A new BNSF design reminiscent of the old Great Northern 
orange and green paint scheme enters the scene.  See the Dash 9-44CW, 
Dash 8-40BW, SD40-2, SD75M and others.

D 202 Hotspots ~ Berea  (DVD-R)  65 min  HP $43.00
Berea, south of Cleveland, OH one of the busiest places on the Conrail system, now sees 
many trains from Norfolk Southern & CSX. CSX now owns the Chicago line east of and 
NS west of Cleveland.   With 50 train movements in 12 hours this is still a busy place.

D 199 Hotspots ~ Blue Island  (DVD-R)  85 min  HP $43.00
One of Chicago’s hottest Hotspots. Indiana Harbor Belt, Grand Trunk & CSX all meet 
with added power from CP, CN, BNSF, UP with lots of different lease units & Metra.

D 256 Hotspots ~ Dolton  (DVD-R)  90 min  HP $43.00
Dolton Junction is located about 23 miles south of Chicago’s loop. Our location is the 
southeast corner of the diamond. See two days of trains and get a look inside the tower. 
There are many paint schemes from the four major railroads, plus CP, SOO and IHB. 

D 309 Hotspots ~ Willard  (DVD-R)  105 min  HP   $47.00
Willard, Ohio is a busy CSX yard on the former B&O mainline across Ohio and a crew 
change point.  CSX anticipating increased traffic after the Conrail split-up spent $50 
million expanding Willard and building a third bypass track.  See UP, BNSF, CN, 
Wheeling & Lake Erie and loads of lease units.  

D 203 BNSF ~ A Time of Change - Vol. 1  (DVD-R)  58 min  WB $52.00
The transitional period of the new BNSF Railway, is reflected in the stunning mixture 
of motive power paint schemes and road names.  The new design features the old GN 
orange and green.  Classic SF red and silver Warbonnets lend more nostalgia to the 
scene.  We search for examples of this colourful line-up of post merger BNSF power.  
We cross the canyons, the backcountry and deserts along the Santa Fe’s historic and 
scenic south-western mainline.

D 223 BNSF ~ A Time of Change - Vol. 2  (DVD-R)  58 min  WB $52.00
Our Westward trek along the BNSF’s Arizona mainline continues as we arrive at Pica, 
Arizona.  We find the elusive Nelson Tunnel...the only tunnel on the BNSF mainline 
in Arizona.  Explore Crozier Canyon.  Featured: The new BNSF Orange and Green 
Premium Heritage paint scheme, BN Green, SF’s blue and Yellow units along with the 
Red and Silver Warbonnets.
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D 243 BNSF ~ A Time of Change - Vol. 3  (DVD-R)  58 min  WB  $52.00
We return to Crozier Canyon then cross over the Colorado River at Topock into 
California.  At Needles watch the fascinating story of BNSF trains arriving, changing 
crews and departing.  We travel further westward into the Mojave Desert to outposts 
such as Ibis, Goffs, Danoy, Cadiz and Ash Hill.  

D 205 Donner Pass Thunder  (DVD)  90 min   CS      $50.00
We present the many challenges of the Sierra crossing. Filmed over 3 decades in all 
types of weather. Ride a F7 train through raging snowstorm / See flangers, spreaders 
and rotary plows / Visit the old Roseville Humpyard / History of snowsheds, double 
tracks & reefer blocks / Cab forward pacing / Contemporary Donner Pass action in the 
90s.  See ‘Black Widow’, Red & Grey F units and ALCo PAs in freight and passenger 
service, also GP9s, SD7s & SD9s.

D 207 Southern Pacific by the Bay  (DVD-R)  90 min   CS $50.00
The commuter operation is only one of the themes in this DVD.  All San Francisco 
rail transit freight services are covered.  Locomotives include the Fairbanks Morse 
Trainmasters, ALCos, other SP units, Sacramento Northern electric’s, etc.  There is Key 
System, WP, SF and the IER east bay line.  See old still photos, timetables and other 
graphics that illustrate this DVD.  Coverage goes back into the 1950’s.  

D 211 Highball through the Heartland  (DVD-R)  114 min  HP $43.00
BNSF Marceline Sub is the mainline between Kansas City & Fort Madison, IA. 
NS shares the track out of Kansas City and UP has trackage rights. In the fall of 
1999 there are lots of ‘Premium Heritage’ units both on the race track & thro’ 
the scenic wooded hills.

D 213 Union Pacific’s Little Rock Sub  (DVD-R)  105 min  HP $45.00
UP directional running on main lines in Arkansas.  Follow the ex-Missouri Pacific from 
Texarkana to North Little Rock, the ex-Cotton Belt to Pine Bluff & back to Texarkana.  
Plenty of heavy freights and lots of older power incl. ALCo C420s & a rare GP40X.  
Also visit Pine Bluff Hump Tower.

D 215 Diesel Power on the Santa Fe: 1965 to 1985  (DVD-R)  90 min  CS $50.00
A full & intelligent narration supports a kaleidoscope of the SF diesel fleet from the late 
1950s - ALCo PA’s, GE U28CG & U30CG, RCE units, F units & more. Visit Tehachapi, 
Mojave, Barstow. See LAUPT and other locations with passenger & freight trains.

D 217 Stockton Tower ~ End of an Era  (DVD-R)  70 min  MOI $48.00
Built in 1943 this interlocking tower operated for over 5 decades. Visit the tower in late 
1998 & early 1999 to witness the de-activation. Plenty of train action, see inside the 
tower, also the new automatic “box of tricks” that replaced it. Witness the final sad 
sight of the demolition.

D 221 Canadian Pacific ~ Heart of the Rockies   (DVD-R)  120 min  HP $45.00
The Rocky Mountains in Canada, between Field, BC and Exshaw, Alberta incl. Kicking 
Horse Pass is one of the greatest transportation barriers in the world. See CP’s action 
red SD90MAC’s and AC44CW’s, the Rocky Mountaineer & CP’s restored F units. See 
Spiral Tunnels & Morants Curve.

D 228 Milwaukee Road West  (DVD)  67 min   CS      $48.00
See the Milwaukee and its rivals from 1955 to 1978 covering the electrics, diesels and 
some lingering steam. Plenty of runby and trackside views. See GE Box-motors, Bipolars 
and ‘Little Joes’, visit a number of locations. Rare bipolar footage and a sequence on 
box cabs incl. seeing them hauled out of the roundhouse for making up into sets on 
the ready track. The antiquated method used would give present day health & safety 
‘experts’ apoplexy!
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D 231 Highball Over Stevens Pass  (DVD-R)  90 min  HP $43.00
The former GN crossing of Washington’s rugged Cascade Mountains is now BNSF’s 
primary Intermodal route to Puget Sound. Power is mostly Dash 9s and SD40-2s. 
Amtrak appears as does ex-SP 4-8-4 #4449 - in sparkling black livery which we 
chased over the mountain.

D 236 Union Pacific’s Oregon Blues  (DVD-R)  90 min  HP $43.00
the La Grande Sub
Commonly called “The Blues’, Oregon’s Blue Mountains pose a formidable obstacle to 
UP trains on this important route to the Pacific North West.  The La Grande sub runs 
from Hinkle OR to Nampa ID, conquering several grades in the process.  The railroad 
encounters Encina Hill with its 2.2% grades and the big horseshoe curve near Durkee.  
This is DPU country with remote controlled helpers.

D 237 Diesel Power on the Southern Pacific  (DVD-R)  103 min  CS $50.00
Many surprises with FM & ALCo demo units plus rare SP diesels and branchlines. 
Special sections cover F & E-units, PA’s, Geeps, SD-9’s, Trainmaster’s and U-Boats.

D 238 BNSF ~ Tracks of The Goat - Vol. 1  (DVD-R)   80 min  GF $50.00
See the Great Northern Railway at the top of the country and now operated by the 
BNSF.  Covers the territory from the western plains at the foot of the Rocky 
Mountains, into Blackfoot Indian Country, over the Two Medicine River on the highest 
trestle on the old Great Northern and onto East Glacier Park.  Then climb over the 
Continental Divide and the legendary Marias Pass.  See trains going thru snow sheds 
and battling the grades of Marias Pass.  

D 238b BNSF ~ Tracks of The Goat - Vol. 2  (DVD-R)  80 min   GF      $50.00
We cross Great Northern’s other famous mountain pass, Steven’s Pass in their quest 
to reach the Pacific.  We start this journey in Spokane and travel over the Cascade 
Mountains. Through Harrington, Wilson Creek, Ephrata, visiting both portals of the 
famous 8 mile long Cascade Tunnel. Visit the port city of Tacoma with its yard and 
depot, and visit Vancouver, Washington’s yard and Depot.

D 241 CN North America - Vol. 1  (DVD)   60 min  GF $50.00
Great scenes of the railroad bridges over the Niagara Gorge, through London over the 
Thames River and on into Ontario. The new St. Clair River Tunnel between Sania in 
Canada and Port Huron in the U.S. is covered. See VIA/Amtrak passenger trains, 
CP & CN. Summer and winter scenes.

D 241b CN North America - Vol. 2  (DVD)   60 min   GF      $50.00
Visit CN’s operations in southern Michigan on the old GTW’s Flint and Holly Sub.  
Starting at CN’s largest yard in Michigan at Battle Creek, visiting the depot, yard and 
shops.  Visit locations such as Bellevue, Charlotte, Potterville. and Michigan’s hot spot 
junction at Durand. Then through Flint, Lapeer, Emmet, Imlay City and Port Huron.  
Head south from Durand on the Holly Sub through Fenton and Waterford and visit the 
yard at Pontiac, Michigan.

D 285 CN North America - Vol. 3  (DVD-R)  90 min   GF $50.00
Visit the Holly and Lakeshore Subdivision’s on the old GTW Railroad.  See the Bloomfield 
Hills area, including Royal Oak and Detroit, Milwaukee Junction, and Michigan Central 
Depot at Delray Junction.  Ride in the engineer’s seat for a delivery to one of Detroit 
Edison’s power plants.  Down the Lakeshore Subdivision through Ecorse, Wyondote, 
Trenton’s FN Tower and Junction.  Then to Flat Rock yard at Rockwood, Monroe, LaSalle, 
Luna Peir and the end of the line, Ohio’s Lang yard.
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D 319 CN North America - Vol. 4  (DVD-R)   90 min  GF   $57.00
Follow the CN’s North American operations from Niagara Falls, New York, across 
the International bridge and border to Niagara Falls, Canada, then to Toronto.  Cross 
the province of Ontario, to Windsor. Climb aboard a freight train for a cab ride under 
the international border to Detroit, Michigan through the Detroit River tunnels.  Visit 
downtown Toronto and its world famous CN Tower, see Passenger Trains, Commuters, 
Street Cars and CN’s Macmillan Yard.

D 245 Rails Around Houston  (DVD-R)  105 min  HP $45.00
UP & BNSF carry millions of tons of hazardous chemicals from the Houston Sub. 
We see Houston’s major centres, Settegast, Tower 87 Englewood, Tower 26, 
Rosenberg, Belt Junction, Galveston, Tower 15, Alvin, Arcola etc and North Yard’s 
unique blue and silver MK1500s.

D 246 Union Pacific Vintage West  (DVD-R)  98 min  CS $50.00
Visit 8 states, and see America’s original and long-standing line that helped build 
the west. Follow UP from the Harriman era to modern times. See the phase-out of 
steam and the first and second generation diesels.  The focal point is the 1960 to 1980 
period with the onslaught of mergers in the industry.  Visit UP’s new WP line for a 
great mix of trains.

D 251 Canadian Pacific’s Shuswap Sub  (DVD-R)  105 min  HP $45.00
Canadian Pacific’s Shuswap Sub runs from Revelstoke, British Columbia to Kamloops, 
through lush forests and alongside sparkling lakes. The line runs through Eagle Pass in 
the Monashee Mountains, past historic Craigellachie of last spike fame, through the 
Notch Hill Loop, alongside Shuswap Lake and down the valley of the South Thompson 
River. Action red locomotives in the spectacular scenery of beautiful British Columbia.

D 252 Changing Times: Cajon & Tehachapi 1981 - 2001  (DVD-R)  58 min  RI $48.00
Cajon Pass & the Tehachapi Mountains, two of the most storied theartres of railroading. 
See the changes 20 years have made to motive power, rolling stock, paint schemes & 
operations. A unique “then & now” tape. Watch & listen as an SP crew cuts out helpers 
at Tehachapi Summit switch & the almost forgotten task of  setting up & picking up train 
orders on the fly.

D 253 Blue Mountains  (DVD-R)  90 min  MOI $50.00
See Union Pacific action through Blue Mtns from Huntington to Hinkle in Summer of  
2000 / Winter and Spring 2001. 14,000 ton grain and soda ash trains are lifted up the 
2.2% grade at 25 mph by 36,000 plus hp through such places as Telocast, LaGrande, 
Hilgard, Motanic and Meacham. Lots of “wings” and snow. See new 5700 class 
C44ACCTEs - with something like traction control - explanation in the narration.

D 254 Union Pacific Superpower  (DVD-R)  60 min  WB $48.00
With the merger of the UP and C&NW then SP, including the RG, the UP is 
now a Super Railroad. See GE 6000hp AC60CW, 4380 hp GE C44AC, the 4000 hp 
EMD SD70M. See heavy freights over the UP’s busy Nebraska mainline. We begin at 
Lodge Pole, NE and work eastward to North Platte and beyond. Additional to the 
narration are location captions.

D 255 A Salute to the Warbonnet  (DVD-R)  120 min  HP $45.00
See the classic red & silver Santa Fe “Warbonnet”, resurrected in 1989 and applied to 
Freight locos for fast intermodal service. See this spectacular paint scheme in current 
service at Cajon and Tehachapi Passes and the Mojave and Seligman Subs. A brief 
history of the “Warbonnet”, and its re-introduction in 1989 and see the types of 
locomotives wearing it.

D 257 Marias Pass  (DVD-R)  60 min   MOI $48.00
One of the most spectacular portions of BNSF’s transcontinental mainline is Marias 
Pass. The line climbs through the rugged Rocky Mountains. Travel from Whitefish, 
Montana through the Aspen forests and along the banks of the Flathead River. See 
all the action in bright sunshine to rain and snow.
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D 258 MK 5000s Over Soldier Summit  (DVD-R)  72 min  HP $43.00
The 6 unique Morrison-Knudsen Caterpillar 5000hp MK 5000C locomotives now spend 
their lives on the Utah Railway. These units, which look and sound different drag heavy 
coal trains through Price River Canyon on the way to conquering Soldier Summit.

D 259 Otto Perry’s First Generation Diesels  (DVD-R)  70 min  MOI $48.00
Enjoy long gone passenger and freight trains hauled by classic diesel locomotives. 
From Fairbanks-Morse, EMD, ALCo, GE & Krauss-Maffei. Railroads seen include 
“Fallen Flag” and pre-merger companies.

D 260 Cisco British Columbia  (DVD-R)  59 min  HP $43.00
Cisco is the point in the Fraser River Canyon where CN & CP cross each other and the 
Fraser on big steel trestles. The scenic location sees plenty of trains from both carriers, 
CN in particular running some huge freights. Directional running is now the norm, with 
westbounds on CP and eastbounds on CN.

D 261 CSX ~ Clinchfield Autumn Spectacular  (DVD-R)  62 min  GF $48.00
Follow the Kingsport line of CSX into the valleys of Eastern Kentucky, Western Virginia, 
and Eastern Tennessee. See GE and EMD AC locomotives handling mountain 
railroading on CSX trains. Helper service abounds! NS also runs through the region.

D 262 E.M.D’s F40  (DVD-R)  60 min  HP $43.00
EMD’s F40 is the engine that saved Amtrak, powering the nation’s passenger trains for 
25 years.  The F40, now in commuter service, and also leased to other carriers like CSX & 
the Ski Train.  See F40 action on Amtrak, CSX, CalTrain, ACE, MBTA, Metra, the Ski train, 
Pandrol Jackson, in freight service on the UP, on the Iron Road with a chopped nose, & as 
cab control cars.

D 263 Winter On Marias Pass  (DVD-R)  105 min  HP $43.00
Heavy snow and 70 mph. winds marked our visit to the Pass in January, 2002, and 
BNSF celebrated by dumping a westbound intermodal off the bridge at East Glacier.  
See some of the cleanup work and the first train to pass the wreck.  Dash 9’s in both 
Heritage schemes, Warbonnets, plus SD40-2’s, some still in Cascade Green.  
See all the favourite locations between Blackfoot and West Glacier.  Weather goes 
from sunshine to heavy snow.

D 265 Tucson, Arizona  (DVD-R)  60 min  HP $43.00
We spent two days at the famous over/under at Davidson Canyon, in November, 
2000, when the “wings” were new, and in May, 2002 when they were abundant!  
See several of the new flag paint schemes, and a number of the new flair 70M’s.

D 266 Powder River ~ The Orin Line   (DVD-R)  120 min  HP $45.00
Continuous coal train action on BNSF’s Orin line in the Powder River coal basin.  
UP shares the line, and there is a continuous parade of trains. Lots of meets, a 
couple of  side by sides, and 8 (yes, eight) trains in one shot, and even a broken 
knuckle. See BNSF SD70 MACs & leased C44-9s.  UP power is mainly AC44 and 
SD90/43MAC. 

D 267 The Northeast Corridor  (DVD-R)   90 min   HP $43.00
We start at Perryville, Maryland which is the end of the line for MARC. AEM7s and 
HHP-8 locos are seen pulling conventional cars. See P40 and P42 diesels on long 
distance trains.  Norfolk Southern has trackage rights in the area.  At Elizabeth NJ, 
see NJ Transit trains plus F40s ALP 44 electrics also Amtrak’s AEM7. Also Acela 
express and NJ Transit with a variety of unique diesel power at Hoboken NJ. 

D 268 Crawford Hill  (DVD-R)  120 min   HP $45.00
Join us for a return visit to BNSF’s Nebraska helper district, where heavy coal trains 
struggle up the 1.55% grade over Pine Ridge and through Crawford Hill’s famous twin 
horseshoe curves.  See sets of SD70MAC’s assault the grade aided by sets of SD60M 
helpers.  See older power on manifests and intermodals, including former Santa Fe 
“Warbonnets” and Cascade Green SD40-2’s.
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D 269 Triple Track  (DVD-R)  120 min   HP  $45.00
Taped between O’Fallons and Gibbon Junction on Union Pacific’s Overland Route, from 
dawn to sunset over several days in August 2002.  The busiest piece of freight railroad 
in North America, averaging over 125 trains a day.  Coal trains, grain trains, drag 
freights, autoracks and intermodals.  Loads of meets, lots of new “wings” and some run 
through power. 

D 270 U.P’s Tracks of the Old Missouri Pacific - Vol. 2  (DVD-R)  60 min  GF  $48.00
Visit the St. Louis Missouri area and across the Mississippi River in the East St. Louis 
area. See Kirkwood, St. Louis Union Station, the Downtown area of St. Louis, as well 
as some locations on the BNSF such as Webster Grove, Old Orchard, and Downtown 
St. Louis.  On the east side of the Mississippi, visit Lenox Tower in Griffith Illinois.  
See the railroads Illinois Central in Belleville IL., Swancea, and NS in Belleville. 
Passenger and freight train action.

D 271 BNSF ~ The Columbia River Route   (DVD-R)   90 min  GF   $50.00
View the spectacular beauty of the Columbia River as you travel from Spokane to Portland. 
Visit Pasco, BNSF’s division headquarters, with yard and shops. At Dalleport see the 
Locks, Dam, Falls and trains with beautiful Mount Hood in the background and on to 
Vancouver, Washington with its depot, yard and the bridge over the Columbia River.

D 272 Luxury Trains  (DVD-R)  116 min  By Richard Luckin.    $50.00
Silver thread through the West! - the California Zephyr Super Chief 
Back in the forties and fifties the luxury route west was by train.  We have combined 
two great documentaries so you can chose between these two impressive trains.  The 
scenery, the luxury, the interesting facts make this a time warp back to those elegant 
post war days.

D 274 Williams, Arizona  (DVD-R)  90 min  HP   $45.00
Williams Junction is situated thirty miles west of Flagstaff, Arizona and is the point 
at which the Phoenix Line branches off from BNSF’s transcontinental mainline from 
Chicago to California. See power from CSX, NS, CN, WC, SOO, SP, UP and KCS as 
well as a variety of BN/BNSF/SF paint schemes giving a rainbow of colour. Great views, 
angles and shots to bring you current day railroading in this part of Arizona.

D 275 Chicagoland ~ Tower Views  (DVD-R)  60 min   MOI     $48.00
Take a look at thirteen locations in Chicago and Northern Indiana. Since visiting in 1999 
and 2000 some of the towers have since closed.  Visit Corwith Tower / Brighton Park 
Crossing / Root Street Tower / Ash Street Crossing / Gresham Tower / Vermont Street 
Tower and station (Blue Island) / Blue Island Junction / State Line Tower / Hohman 
Avenue Tower / Grasselli Tower, and Hick Tower.  See CSX, BNSF, CN, CP, Soo, Conrail, 
NS, IHB, UP, Amtrak, Metra.

D 277 Flags, Flares & Wings  (DVD-R)  120 min   HP      $45.00
UP’s newest power travels across the Southwest in New Mexico, Arizona and 
California. Scenic highlights include Steins Mountain, the Dragoon Mountain, the 
Maricopa Mountains, the Salton Sea and San Timeteo Canyon. See & hear SD70M’s 
flying across the desert and lugging up grades.  Includes technical details and 
operational information.

D 278 Trinchera Pass  (DVD-R)  120 min   HP      $50.00
Trinchera Pass is on BNSF’s Twin Peaks sub, and runs between Trinidad, Colorado and 
Texline, Texas, crossing New Mexico.  The line hosts mainly coal trains, with a few 
manifests for variety.  See a train in an afternoon thunderstorm, with lots of lightning!
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D 279 Rio Grande Zephyr  (DVD-R)  60 min   MOI     $48.00
This program features the Rio Grande Zephyr gliding along its entire 565 mile route. 
Shot between 1971 and 1983 in all seasons and weather conditions, this vintage footage 
was taken from the Zephyr as it wound its way through 28 tunnels climbing out of 
Denver along the Front Range to Moffat Tunnel. The Zephyr is also seen in remote 
locations along the Dotsero Cutoff and Gore Canyon.  Pacing sequences with classic F9s, 
on-train footage of the full-service diner, and the last westbound and eastbound runs.

D 280 BNSF ~ Land of Enchantment  (DVD-R)  58 min   MOI      $48.00
Travel west along the BNSF’s New Mexico main, with high plains and towering 
red cliffs. See BNSF’s Heritage paint scheme, BN’s green and white, SF’s blue and 
yellow and Warbonnets. See modern railroad action as it passes through the Laguna 
and Acoma Indian reservations in the heart of the old West. Filmed 1999 / 2000.

D 281 Norfolk Southern Beyond Horseshoe  (DVD-R)  120 min   HP     $45.00
Triple track heavy duty railroading, and a helper district, with sets of SD40-2’s.  
Lots of Conrail blue still around, including an SD80MAC, and former LMS units plus 
a number of SD70M’s with the new style nose. A number of meets, including 2 three 
train meets. Loads of action. The history of Horseshoe curve, a national, historical 
monument, is explained.

D 282 Fostoria ~ Iron Triangle  (DVD-R)  120 min   HP     $45.00
Fostoria, Ohio is the point that CSX’s North-South former C&O main line crosses the 
East-West former B&O main line at grade, with NS crossing both on the former Nickle 
Plate. The area formed by these 3 diamonds is known locally as the ‘Iron Triangle’. 
Up to 160 trains a day pound the diamonds. See former Conrail units, BNSF & UP, 
CSX & NS.  New & old paint schemes. 

D 283 Pennsylvania & Western Maryland Fall Spectacular  (DVD-R)   80 min   GF     $50.00
Visit Pennsylvania & Western Maryland in the fall and be treated to some spectacular 
railroading. A rich variety of motive power struggling with heavy freight trains in awe 
inspiring settings such as Sand Patch, Cumberland, Fall Cut Tunnel, Confluence and 
Harpers Ferry.  See Amtrak, freights with helper service, yard action, including hump 
yards, and track crews keeping the railroading running.

D 284 Winter on The Moffat Route  (DVD-R)  120 min   HP $45.00
We start out look at the Moffat Route at Leyden, west of Denver.  See BNSF freight, 
coal train action and the ski train, Amtrak on the Big Ten curve, then on to Blue 
Mountain crossing.  Distributed power can be seen over the top of the head end units.  
Visit Plainview, Crescent, and Cliff.  On the west side of the tunnel, visit Fraser, 
Tabernash, Granby, Hot Sulphur Springs, and splendid Byers Canyon.  Then to Kremling, 
see Gore Canyon from Inspiration Point.  Follow the canyon to Bond, travel up the Craig 
Branch, the original Moffat Route.  More trains at Toponas Summit & Finger Rock.

D 286 Buffalo & Pittsburgh  (DVD-R)  75 min   HP $43.00
The B&P runs between its namesake cities using orange SD45s for power. Hauling 
coal and manifest traffic through the scenic hills and valleys of Pennsylvania and New 
York, these ex SP monsters put on a great show.  Filmed in July 1998, mostly between 
Salamanca and Punxsutawney, with a side trip to the Allegheny RR between Warren 
and Erie, with a 3 unit GP38/40 lash-up.

D 287 The Big Sandy (Sub)  (DVD-R)   85 min   GF $50.00
a Story about Eastern Kentucky Coal
Visit CSX’s Eastern Kentucky coal country.  Travel the branches to the coal mines and see 
coal being loaded.  The trip takes us along the main line between Paintsville, Kentucky 
and Elkhorn City at the Virginia border.  Then visit the coal yards of Martin and Shelby, 
Kentucky.  Ride a set of pushers behind a coal train from Shelby over the Pine Mountains 
into Virginia.  Then ride the head end back through Elkhorn City and on to Shelby.
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D 288 Gone Forever Montreal’s ALCos  (DVD-R)  70 min   HP $43.00
Many things are gone from the Montreal rail scene - ALCo’s and MLW’s, Via F’s, 
FPA4’s and LRC’s, commuter F’s, open auto racks, cabooses and hooping up orders. 
Taped around the Montreal area in 1988 and 1989, these are never to be repeated 
scenes of big ALCo’s.  The image quality is not as good as today’s broadcast digital, 
but you can’t go out and see this stuff!  

D 289 Curtis Hill  (DVD-R)  90 min  HP $45.00
See views on the East and West slopes of Curtis Hill showing mainly double, triple 
and four locomotive headed trains with mixed manifests or intermodals climbing the 
grade to Curtis summit.  Up to 60 a day use the hill, often in fleets.  The East slope 
was made doubletrack and its curves eased, the west slope is only now being 
upgraded to doubletrack. 

D 290 Sandy Hills Sub  (DVD-R)  90 min  HP $45.00
Nebraska in March 2004 - Lots of coal trains, some led by brand new AC44’s, plus 
manifests and intermodals.  Also plenty of SD70MAC’s in both paint schemes.  
Join us as we travel to BNSF country east of Alliance, Nebraska and watch hard heavy 
railroading through the sand dunes topped with crisp snow.

D 293 The Illinois Central  (DVD-R)  140 min  GF $63.00
Disc 1:  Covers the Illinois Central during the steam era.  IC had some of the heaviest 
4-8-2 mountain types in the US and we see them showing their paces on Passenger and 
Freight service.  Also seen in abundance are 4-8-4s and 2-8-2 Mikado type locomotives, 
which were mainly used on revenue service.  An abundance of hardworking locomotives 
seen at many locations - a real insight into the IC.  Some first generation diesels 
also seen.
Disc 2:  See action in the 1980s and early 90s.  Not only do we see Illinois Central and 
Illinois Central Gulf livery but BN, NS, SF, UP etc.  A variety of power and consists on 
this busy line covers nearly 40 years of the Illinois Central.

D 294 Tracks of the Beaver ~ ‘C.P through the Rockies & Selkirks’  $51.00  
  (DVD-R)  85 min  HP

Tracks of the Beaver, Canadian Pacific’s main line through the stunning scenery of Canada’s 
Rocky and Selkirk Mountains.  Take side trips to Moraine Lake and Lake Louise, the 
Takakkaw Falls, Johnston Canyon and Mount Revelstoke.  Ride in the cab throught the 
western hemisphere’s longest tunnel, Mount MacDonald.  See the trains at CP’s landmark 
publicity locations; Morant’s Curve, Ottertail Curve and Stoney Creek bridge.  

D 295 Rails to the Kenai: ‘An Alaskan Rail Adventure’  (DVD-R)  85 min  HP $51.00
Take an exiting journey alongside the Turnagain Arm of the Cook Inlet and across the 
Kenai Peninsula on board the Alaska Railroad’s Coastal Explorer between Anchorage 
and Seward.  At Seward, you will take a boat ride to see the Kenai Fjords National 
park, and it’s glaciers and wildlife.  Take a plane ride to see Exit Glacier.  Full musical 
accompaniment and narration to tell you the history of the railroad and the area. 

D 296 Tracks of the Old C&O and Ohio Steam Special  (DVD-R)  87 min  GF $57.00
We follow the steam specials of number 6325 the big ex-Grand Trunk Western steam 
locomotive. 6325 is a Northern type U-3B 4-8-4.  Starting at the Kentucky-Ohio border, 
follow the old C&O North-South mainline (now CSX) up through Columbus, Ohio.  Head 
east of Columbus on the Ohio Central to the east side of the state following their steam 
specials back to Columbus, Ohio. We then head north from Columbus up the old C&O 
mainline to just south of Fostoria, Ohio on the current day CSX.
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D 297 Tennessee Pass ~ ‘From Start to Finish’  (DVD-R)  90 min  CS $52.00
This was the highest main line in the US with 3% grades and 40,000hp trains.  See 
manifests, coal, taconite and other trains.  Colourful pool power, helpers and great train 
pacing plus all the heavy, colourful action in a beautiful mountain setting.  See power-
heavy 100 car coal trains with 9 ACs battling the high altitude and steep grades.  See 
the history of regional narrow and standard gauge development and explain the DRGW 
operating strategies right to the end of operation.  A surprise includes a solid segment on 
surviving DRGW power on the Southern Pacific system into the late 90’s.  Included are 
GP30, SD50s, SD45s, and sets of DRGW SD45T-2’s pulling on steep grades.  This is 
220 miles of railroading from Pueblo to Dotsero, CO.

D 298 The Shasta Route ~ Tracks of the Old Southern Pacific   $59.00
  (DVD-R)  90 min  GF

We start in Klamoth Falls, Oregon and head south into California along the base of 
beautiful snow capped Mt. Shasta and then through towns at its base like Weed, 
Shasta City, McCloud & Dunsmuir.  The rails follow the white water river down to Lake 
Shasta.  Then over the Salt Creek Trestle and then down to Redding, California where 
we will watch trains traverse the West’s largest trestle which spans the Sacramento 
River Valley.

D 299 In Search of the Wisconsin Central   (DVD-R)  120 min  HP $51.00
We set off in October, 2004, to look for what’s left of the Wisconsin Central after the 
CN takeover, and this is what we found.  CN seems intent on obliterating the WC & 
IC, but we found a few units still in WC paint, albeit a bit shabby.  We followed the line 
from Rugby Junction to Fond du Lac, spending some time on the now double tracked 
Byron Hill, up to Winnebago and across to Stevens Point and on to Junction City.

D 300 SP ~ When the Empire Was Intact  (DVD)  103 min  CS $59.00
Film from 10 contributors.  We cover the Siskiyou Subdivision when Southern Pacific 
was king of lumber transportation.  The subsidiary NWP line features SD9’s in the 
prime of their career with helpers and train meets.  Other great locations include 
Shasta, Donner, Fresno Line, Stockton, S.F. Bay Area, San Jose, Roseville and
Sacramento.

D 302 BNSF Galloping Through Gallup  (DVD-R)  105 min  HP $51.00
BNSF’s Gallup Sub of the Arizona Division runs 269 miles, from Winslow, Arizona to 
Belen, New Mexico. This is the ‘Transcon’, a very busy section of railroad indeed!  
See Dash 9’s in Heritage 2 paint and some new ES44DCs plus some older power, 
Warbonnets and even some UP diversion trains.  Lots of intermodals, and different 
paint schemes.

D 303 Norfolk Southern - Vol. 1 ~ Atlanta to Chattanooga  (DVD-R)  60 min  GF $52.00
We explore the single-track line well hidden in the forested mountains of North 
Georgia.  Starting in Atlanta’s Inman Yard.  See auto racks, double stacks, piggybacks 
and roadrailers.  See long manifests and heavy coal trains from Appalachia and 
Wyoming behind Dash 9-40CW’s and SD70’s on the long Braswell Mountain grade, 
often using mid-train helpers.  Run-through power from UP, Conrail, KCS and SP.  
Our tour ends at Debutts Yard.

D 304  Norfolk Southern - Vol. 2 ~ The Kentucky Division  (DVD-R)  60 min  GF $52.00
Volume 2 covers the action between Debutts Yard in Chattanooga to the crew 
change point at Oakdale. See spectacular action, including train meets... as well as 
the diversity of motive power so akin to the NS.  Action on the steep grades, and 
sharp curves.   
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D 305 Norfolk Southern - Vol. 3 ~ Deeper Into The Rathole!  (DVD-R)  55 min  GF $52.00
The fast-paced action continues as we go deeper into NS’s throbbing Rathole line from 
Oakdale, Tennessee, to Somerset, Kentucky.  Trains highball over the busy track, and 
through deep cuts.  Most tunnels have been daylighted or bypassed, but trains still 
roll through Tunnels 22 & 24 & across the long high bridge between them at Nemo, 
Tennessee.  Included are a few minutes of train action on the connecting Kentucky & 
Tennessee Railway.

D 306 Norfolk Southern - Vol. 4  (DVD-R)   60 min  GF $52.00
Part 1: tracks of the Old Norfolk & Western - the Pocahontas Division
Visit West Virginia, starting in Blue Field, and working north through Mayberry, Switch 
Back, Elkhorn, Kyle, Northfork, Keystone, Kimball, Superior, Welch, and Roderfield.  
Just as in days past of the N&W, the NS continues to battle the steep grades of the 
West Virginia mountains.

D 307 Norfolk Southern - Vol. 5  (DVD-R)  50 min  GF $52.00
Part 2: tracks of the Old Norfolk & Western - the Pocahontas Division
See action at Roderfield and then continue northwest through Laeger.  We see a coal 
mine located between Matewan and Williamson, flood loading a coal train, then on 
to Williamson to visit the yard facility and car shops.  We continue northwest through 
Chattaroy, Borderland, Nolan, Naugatuck, Kermit, Glen Hayes, Prichard and finally 
over the Ohio River at Kenova.  

D 308 Ohio Central  (DVD-R)  90 min  HP $47.00
See a GP30/ox-yoke GP10 lash-up ambling through bucolic countryside & chase top 
and tailed coal trains with SD40-2’s.  Ohio Central has to be one of the most attractive 
regionals around, with a variety of power as we found in May, 2005.  Visit Zanesville, 
Columbus, Newark, Coshocton, coal trains and locals in the Ohio countryside.

D 310 Feather River Canyon ~ ‘Tracks of the Old Western Pacific’  $57.00
  (DVD-R)  85 min  GF

See footage on the Feather River Canyon between Portola and Oroville in Northern 
California on the tracks of the old WP.  Take a visit to the Portola Railroad Museum, 
head west through Clio, and see trains on the longest trestle on the Feather River 
Route.   Visit Williams Loop and Keddie Wye.  Follow the trains to the west end of the 
canyon where we see lots of UP with wings and American flags on their sides, as well as 
BNSF trains off the BNSF highline.

D 311  Winter Rails Over Donner ~ ‘Night of the Flanger’ (DVD-R)  60 min  BA $52.00
The first of three epic railroad stories documenting the history of snow service 
operations over Donner Pass.  Ride with the crew during Flanger operations at night 
under severe winter storm conditions.  The engineer and conductor explain details of 
the operation.  Find out what it’s really like to ride inside the Flanger ‘Box’.  Witness 
white-out conditions, forcing our Flanger crew to pause their night operations.

D 312 The Flanger Cab Ride  (DVD-R)  120 min  BA $57.00
The Sierra Nevada is hit hard by fierce winter storms dumping up to 35 feet of snow 
each winter season.  Dispatched at any time, day or night, Flangers are called to duty 
when storms produce a depth of snow six inches or more above the rail.  We climb 
aboard the lead unit of a flanger train, and make a trip from Truckee to Emigrant Gap 
and back.

D 318 Winter Rails Over Donner ~ Day of the Spreader  (DVD-R)  60 min  BA $52.00
The UP’s Conner Summit line crosses the Sierra Nevada at over 7000 feet.  When the 
snow gets too high for the Flangers, the Spreader is deployed.  With nose blade down, 
wings extended and a little speed, the Spreader will move a mountain of snow.  Harsh 
winters, temperatures below freezing, 48 inches of snow in a day, 65 feet a year.  
See how employees lived under the snow all winter.
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D 315 Rails Around Mount Shasta  (DVD-R) 90 min  HP $51.00
Union Pacific, with lots of BNSF diversion traffic north through the Sacramento River 
Canyon from Redding, California towards Klamath Falls, plus the Central Oregon & 
Pacific at Black Butte and the McCloud River steam engine.

D 320 East to Green River  (DVD-R)  90 min  HP $49.00
We start at Peterson on the Overland Route heading east on Union Pacific’s
transcontinental main line between Weber Canyon, Utah and Green River, Wyoming.  
The SD70ACe’s are out and about. UP has painted some of the locos in a Western 
Pacific heritage scheme commemorating their merger in 1982.  Lots of C44-ACTE’s are 
also evident on a variety of trains.  Enjoy bright winter conditions with light snow and 
heavy UP action.  Program starts with explanations of the differences between the locos.  
aVaILaBLE IN REGULaR OR WIDESCREEN (D320W)

D 322 A History of Railroad Dome Cars  (DVD-R)  28 min  RK $34.00
This program chronicles the history of these glamorous railroad sight seeing cars.  
Archival film shows many famous trains that operated dome cars, including the ‘Empire 
Builder’, ‘Super Chief’, ‘North Coast Limited’, ‘Daylight’, ‘Capitol Limited’, & the 
‘California Zephyr’.  See present-day dome cars on dinner and cruise trains - including 
the newest ‘Bi-Level’ domes in Alaska and Canada. 

D 323 Tennessee Pass - Vol. 1  (DVD-R)  48 min  MOI $44.00
Tennessee Pass is the highest railroad mainline in the continental U.S. Volume 1 of this 
series examines the westbound route of this vanishing line from Pueblo to Minturn, 
Colorado.  See GE ACs in action through Royal Gorge, Tennessee Pass, and down the 
3% grades on the western side, with dynamics ‘singing’. Filmed 1998

D 324 Tennessee Pass - Vol. 2  (DVD-R)  70 min  MOI $48.00
Volume 2 captures train activity during all four seasons on this mainline.  See helpers 
assisting trains up the gruelling 3% grade on the western side, and take a look at some 
of the foreign power used on this SP line.  Visit the Minturn terminal, and ride in the 
cab from Minturn to the Pass.  Filmed 1999

D 325 Tennessee Pass - Vol. 3  (DVD-R)  84 min  MOI $50.00
Visit Tennessee Pass to see the final days under Union Pacific control.  Follow the line 
from Dotsero east through the Eagle River Valley past Wolcott, Avon, Minturn, and 
Mitchell to the Tennessee Pass on grades up to 3.3%.  From Tennessee Pass, head 
down grade along the Arkansas River through Malta, Kobe, to the Royal Gorge and 
finally to Pueblo.  Filmed late May / early June 1997 

D 326 Along the New River  (DVD-R)  90 min  HP $45.00
CSX coal trains on the New River Sub, deep in West Virginia. We start at Hinton, 
follow the tracks through Prince, over the mountain to Thurmond, and along the 
gorge to Montgomery.  Visit the bridges at Cunard and Hawks Nest.  See brand 
new SD70ACe’s.  See bright red ‘Geeps’ on the Loup Creek branch from Thurmond.  
aVaILaBLE IN REGULaR OR WIDESCREEN [D 326W]

D 327 The Way West Odyssey  (DVD-R)  120 min  GF $52.00
Disc 1:  From Illinois to California see today’s most modern freight service across 
the U.S.  Action on SF, BN, Soo Line, SP, UP and Utah Railway.  View Pig Trains in 
the midwest, helper action in the mountains, and classic scenes at Soldier Summit, 
Winterpark, Moffat Tunnel, and Feather River Canyon.
Disc 2:  From the Plains of the midwest, and into the Colorado Rockies, witness fast 
paced action on Colorado’s Joint Line. Then on up the Midwest Tunnel route into Utah 
- Then into Nevada and the Sierras for more mountain railroad action. 
Filmed in the 1990s.



D 329 Arctic Power  (DVD-R)  65 min  CT $48.00
The Ontario Northland Railway serves the expanding mining, timber and pulp & paper 
industries of north Ontario.   In 1999 the ONR took delivery of 6 SD75i locomotives, 
their first new locomotive order in 25 years.  Be at the diesel shops as these units arrive 
for re-fueling and inspection.  See the northern sunrise as we travel up the picturesque 
Temagami Subdivision.  Learn how the snow and cold affect the operations.  

D 331 Penn Central 3 [Heritage Series]  (DVD-R)  75 min  GF $52.00
Things were different on the Penn Central during every one of the eight years of its 
brief existence. By mid 1971, nearly all locomotives of the predecessor Pennsylvania 
and NYC railroads had been repainted sombre dark Brunswick green.  A new national 
rail passenger carrier, Amtrak, was starting to emerge following its launching on May 
1st, 1971.  Visit Chicago, old Michigan Central depot at Detroit, Toledo,Ypsilanti, 
Dearborn, Jackson, Chelsea, New Buffalo, Ann Arbor, Westland, and Delphi Mills, 
Michigan.  Amtrak demonstrates its ‘Turbotrain’ at Niles and Kalamazoo.  Scenes of 
two special passenger trains in November 1972 by Chessie System for GM executives, 
bound for West Virginia.

D 332 Mississippi River Main Line  (DVD-R)  90 min  HP $47.00
CP’s main line from Saint Paul to Chicago through Minnesota runs along the Mississippi 
River.  See a variety of CP trains, the River Sub also hosts Amtrak’s Empire Builder, 
BNSF coal trains and the Iowa, Chicago and Eastern has trackage rights.  Soo Line 
power still heads some trains on this former Soo main line. 
aVaILaBLE IN REGULaR OR WIDESCREEN [D 332W]

D 333 The Last Logging Road  (DVD-R)  85 min  CT $50.00
One of the last log haulers in the world, Vancouver Island`s CANFOR Railway.  In the 
Northwestern rain forests of Vancouver Island, Canadian Forest Products Inc. brings 
lumber products to the market, by rail.  PLUS, this documentary features rare, all 
steam, colour film footage shot in the 1950s.  Climb on board for the trip from high in 
the mountains to the sea level port of Beaver Cove.

D 334 Railways of the Ottawa Valley  (DVD-R)  86 min  CT $50.00
A tale of two railways, and the history of rail operations in Canada’s Ottawa Valley.
The story of how the railways of the Ottawa Valley developed over the past 140 years.  
Ride with the crews of today’s trains working through the valley on the Ottawa Valley 
Rail Link and the Ottawa Central Railway.  Its conception and building are discussed and 
we learn that originally it was built to 5ft 6in gauge and was converted to the standard 
4ft 8½ inch gauge by 300 men in a single day! Block signalling was introduced during 
the war years but not completed until 1947. Much more than just a runby program.

D 335 Iron Highway  (DVD-R)  61 min  CT $48.00
‘Iron Highway’ is CP’s premium service intermodal train.  Twice daily, an eastbound 
leaves Lambton Yard in Toronto, destined for St. Luc Yard in Montreal, where the 
westbound train is loaded for its 580 km return journey.  Led by two SD40-2’s, the 
train travels through the Ontario countryside on its 7½ hour journey with its TOFC 
cargo.  See the loading of freight, the make up of the train, the freight manifest being 
prepared and the despatchers control of the train throughout its journey. 

D 336 Centralia, Illinois  (DVD-R)  120 min  HP  $43.00
3 main lines meet in Centralia, splitting the downtown area.  CN’s former Illinois 
Central, BNSF’s former Burlington and NS’s former Southern.  Several days of action 
with a wide variety of paint schemes, coal trains, rack trains, manifests and intermodal 
together with Amtrak.  
aVaILaBLE IN REGULaR OR WIDESCREEN [D 336W]
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D 338 Tracks of the Polar Bear  (DVD-R)  60 min  CT $48.00
Chronicles a typical day in the life of the Ontario Northland Railroad.  The ONR is 
‘The Development Railroad’ which serves the mining and pulp & paper communities 
of Northeastern Ontario.  We begin north of Cochrane as the mixed train begins its 
journey north to Moosonee.  We go behind the scenes to dispatch, and ride in the cab 
of an SD40-2 delivering vital cargo to isolated communities at the edge of the Arctic 
Circle.  We ride the renowned ‘Polar Bear Express’.  The journey ends, far beyond 
where roads can take you at the James Bay community of Moosonee.

D 339 Scarlet and Grey Memories  (DVD-R)  100 min  CS $50.00
Join us for a look back at the SP in the 1990s and in early views of the 1970s.  
Coastline action along SoCal shores with mainline and local freight.  Visit White Hills, 
Lompoc and Santa Paula branch lines.  Nostalgic SP action in the Tehachapi’s with 
lumber, oil-can, coal-drags and general freight.  Remember the days when 5 front and 
5 back were the ‘norm’.  Action and views from the San Fernando Valley, Cajon Pass 
and Beaumont Hill.  Scenes include sugar beet trains, lumber drags and early GE U-25, 
and U-33 power that has long since vanished from the SP.  The Bakersfield Yard scenes 
are compared from 1993 and way back in 1971.  See old ALCo and EMD power in SP’s 
finest days when units were clean and without graffiti. 

D 341 Northern Century  (DVD-R)  60 min  CT $48.00
We are in the Temiskaming region of Ontario.  Ride aboard today`s ‘Northlander’ and 
‘Little Bear’.  This DVD takes you on board current day operations and tells you about 
the history of the line in yesteryear as you travel today.  Hear about the railway`s 
famous Northerns and their assignment to the railway`s daytime express trains.  In the 
1970`s the ONR bucked the North American trend and introduced a passenger service 
using former Trans European Express equipment.

D 342 177 CAB RIDE (2 Disc Set)  (DVD-R)   4½ HOURS    HP   $45.00
Canadian Pacific’s train 177, is a priority intermodal running between Calgary and 
Vancouver.  We rode GE AC44 #9602 on177 from Field to Revelstoke through the 
spectacular Rocky and Selkirk mountains, including the longest tunnel in the western 
hemisphere, the Mount Macdonald tunnel.

D 345 Santa Fe Vintage West  (DVD-R)  94 min  CS $50.00
This parade of SF power over the decades is a tribute to one of the most popular 
western railroads.  The scenes are taken from old movie film shot by many railfans.  
Paint schemes shown are all the phases from the early black with white stripes and 
beautiful passenger F-units with freight bluebonnet power and the later yellow bonnets.  
The segment of the 90s shows a revival of the red & silver ‘Warbonnet’ theme.  
Scenes were selected from our retired footage on Cajon, Tehachapi and the Needles 
Subdivision. 

D 346 Hot Spots Rochelle  (DVD-R)  100 min  HP $43.00
Heavy UP & BNSF at this busy double track diamond. Both new power, GEVO & 
SD70ACe’s and older power on transfers, including ex C&NW power. SD70ACe’s Katy 
& MoPac make an appearance.
aVaILaBLE IN REGULaR OR WIDESCREEN [D 346W]

D 347W Mojave Magic  (2 Disc Set)  (DVD-R)  180 min  HP $45.00
California’s Mojave Desert is a magical place and BNSF’s former SF main line 
from Chicago to L.A. crosses this incredible landscape.  See high priority Z trains, 
intermodals and manifests to grain trains with multiple helper engines, running at 
speed across the desert, and fighting the grades.  
ONLY aVaILaBLE IN WIDESCREEN
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D 350 Tracks of the old Pennsylvania Railroad  (DVD)  56 min  GF $48.00
The NS thoroughbreds conquer the Allegheny mountains of Pennsylvania and 
Horseshoe Curve in this DVD.  We start out near Spruce Creek, PA., then head west 
through Union Furnace over the Juniata River to Tyrone.  Then on to Altoona, PA., 
over Horseshoe Curve, and on to Gallitzin Tunnel.  Travel to Cresson, Lilly, Cassandra, 
Summer Hill, Johnstown, and the scenic Conemaugh Gorge.  Mountain railroading with 
hard working locomotives and helpers... Dolby Digital 5.1 Surround.

D 351 Fairbanks Years ~ Crow and Kettle Railway Days  (DVD-R)  56 min   CT $48.00 
In the mid-sixties, railfan-railroaders Stan J. Smaill and Grant B. Will travelled from 
Montreal to British Columbia in search of the Canadian Pacific Railway’s CLC-built 
Fairbanks-Morse diesel fleet.  Hiring on the CPR, Smaill and Will came to know these 
distinctive locomotives first hand.  ‘Fairbanks Years’ tells their story.

D 356 MRL 2007  (DVD-R)  120 min  HP $45.00
Montana Rail Link battling the grades of Bozeman Hill and Mullan Pass. The new 
SD70ACe’s are very much in evidence, leading most trains except the locals, and are 
used as helpers on the big hills. BNSF trains are led by anything BNSF owns, including 
Warbonnets. Hard working trains in spring sunshine and splendid Montana scenery.  
aVaILaBLE IN REGULaR OR WIDESCREEN [D 356W]

D 357 Hotspots - Galesburg, Illinois  (DVD-R)  120 min  HP $43.00 
GALESBURG is one of the busiest railroad towns in Illinois.  The former Santa Fe 
and Burlington host upwards of 140 trains a day, mostly intermodal on the Santa Fe, 
and many coal trains on the Burlington. Galesburg has a hump yard, and dispatches 
many trains over the seven routes converging on the town. Lots of action and 
different paint schemes. 
aVaILaBLE IN REGULaR OR WIDESCREEN [D 357W]

D 358 Trains Across The Midwest  (DVD-R)  89 min  CV $50.00
The Midwest is full of railroad action with Short Lines, Regionals, and the big Class 
One’s! We travel to southeastern Nebraska.  Here we capture UP trains in and 
around the community of Davenport. See trains with C44AC-CTE’s, SD90-43AC’s and 
SD-60M’s on the Marysville Sub.  Then it’s off to western Minnesota to Moorhead 
Junction. Main line freights, coal trains, yard jobs and transfers use this junction to 
get to and from the yard in the adjacent town of Dilworth, MN.  From rebuilt GP-30’s 
to the new SD-70ACe’s. See the Dakota Northern which operates from Grafton to 
Walhalla, North Dakota as they use rebuilt GP-10’s to move grain, potatoes, 
coal and ethanol.  

D 359 NS - Middle Division   (DVD-R)  90 min  HP $45.00 
Enola to Altoona: Norfolk Southern’s Pennsylvania/Penn Central/Conrail main line, 
the former 4 track ‘Broad Way’. We start at the west end of Enola yard, move on 
to Rockville Bridge, where the main line from Philadelphia joins the Middle Division. 
Follow the line west to Altoona, with lots of big time NS action, intermodals, manifests, 
coal trains and Amtrak. Lots of SD70M-2’s and Dash 9’s, and some power still in 
Conrail paint. 
aVaILaBLE IN REGULaR OR WIDESCREEN [D 359W]

D 361 BNSF On The Banks Of The Mississippi (DVD-R)  105 min  CV $50.00
Tour the St. Croix Subdivision of the Burlington Northern Santa Fe. This mostly double 
track main line is a part of the BNSF’s northern Transcontinental Mainline from 
Chicago to the Pacific Northwest.  Watch 60 mile per hour intermodal trains hauling 
high priority freight along with general freight trains and grain trains. Be amazed by the 
variety of motive power.  Older SD-40 Dash 2’s, GE Dash 9-44CW’s and newer GE 
ES-44DC’s also head up trains in both the Heritage 2 and the new ‘Swoosh’ style paint 
schemes.  We also capture ex-Santa Fe GE power including Dash 8-40BW’s! 
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D 370 Union Pacific Scrapbook  (DVD-R)  100 min + 8 min Previews  CS $50.00 
Follow us on a voyage across the UP from the Pacific to Chicago. This title is a 
celebration of the original UP from the 1950s to its full size by 1996. See lots of early 
diesel power and vintage Cajon and California action. We explore the UP in the 1990s 
when it expanded rapidly to remain a competitive player in the rail business. This title 
is from movie film and early video shot years ago. See the parade of C&NW power after 
the 1995 merger. Visit many of the former SP lines with UP power in charge 
since 1996.

D 371 Great Shortlines West   (DVD-R)  102min  CS $50.00
Visit ten shortlines with scenes spanning from 1970 to 1998. Includes the A&NR 
of Texas and CORP in Oregon, Modesto & Empire Traction Co., CCT, the new Yolo 
Shortline, Amador Central, and the Angelina & Neeches River RR.   

D 372 Hot Spots - Deshler, Ohio   (DVD-R)  120 min  HP $43.00 
Deshler is the crossing of the CSX north-south single track Toledo to Cincinatti line 
with the east-west double track Chicago line at grade. See all kinds of power, including, 
NS, UP & BNSF, the CSX OCS with F40’s and even a couple of locals with cabooses, 
and several meets. 
aVaILaBLE IN REGULaR aND WIDESCREEN FORMat [D372W]

D 373 Newport  (DVD-R)  120 min  CV $50.00
Newport is one of many railroading hot spots in the Twin Cities area. Located just 
southeast of St. Paul, Newport is the point where the ex-CB&Q and Milwaukee Road 
main lines come together, along with the old Rock Island. Today, trains from BNSF and 
CP operate these tracks. Also trackage rights for Iowa Chicago & Eastern and Amtrak’s 
Empire Builder. The old Milwaukee Road Dispatchers Tower still stands but in its new 
location next to Newport City Hall. View trains from the tower, and from along the 
main line.  Also see power from NS, CN and the Indiana Railroad.

D 374 Windy City Rails - Vol. 1  (DVD-R)  105 min  CV $50.00 
‘Tower B-12 & Turner Junction’ - Chicago is the busiest rail hub in America.  Volume 1 
visits Tower B-12 at Franklin Park and Turner Junction in West Chicago. CP, Metro, IHB 
and CN are the regulars at B-12, whilst Soo Line, IC, CSX, UP, NS and Iowa Chicago & 
Eastern are less frequent visitors. In West Chicago the Elgin Joliet & Eastern’s Turner 
Tower protects the crossing with the Union Pacific’s ex-Chicago & North Western 
Overland Route. Along with the EJ&E, numerous high horsepower UP trains pound the 
diamonds at Turner. Metro also uses this route providing a flurry of activity. See UP’s 
Olympic and United Way locomotives heading up a mixed freight!

D 360 Windy City Rails - Vol. 2  (DVD-R)  118 min  CV $50.00
‘Stateline & Jay Tower’ - Stateline Interlocking near Hammond, Indiana straddles 
the Illinois and Indiana border. The location has 8 diamond crossings which are used 
by over 100 trains a day from CSX, NS and IHB.  Then we head to Chicago Heights, 
Illinois at Jay Tower.  This location is the crossing of the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern and 
the Union Pacific/CSX. Bright orange locomotives from the EJ&E, along with the high 
horsepower monsters from the UP and CSX thunder over the diamonds at Jay Tower.  
See appearances of UP’s Katy and MoPac Heritage Locomotives!  

D 375 Windy City Rails - Vol. 3   (DVD-R)  113min  CV $50.00 
‘Blue Island Junction’ - This location, most often distinguished by the big steel bridges 
spanning the Calumet Sag Channel, sees activity from IHB, CSX, CN and Metro’s 
Rock Island District, which passes over the south end of the junction. Due to the 
unique track arrangement of the junction, parallel moves from various roads can be 
seen occurring simultaneously. In addition, shortline and regional action can be found, 
including appearances from the Iowa Interstate and Chicago Rail Link. 



D 376 Windy City Rails - Vol. 4  (DVD-R)  112 min  CV $48.00
‘BNSF’s Triple Track’ – Visit several locations along the BNSF’s Triple Track Main 
from Chicago to Aurora. This ex-Chicago Burlington and Quincy main line does double 
duty as it hosts trains traversing to and from the Twin Cities on the Aurora Sub and 
Galesburg on the Mendota Sub. High priority intermodal, coal and general freight 
trains share these rails with Amtrak and Metra. Run-through trains from CN and UP 
also operate on the Triple Track. See UP’s ‘Z’ trains. which cross the Triple Track, and 
UP movements with several of their Heritage locomotives! All this movement makes 
the Triple Track one of the busiest main lines in the Chicago area. Just about every kind 
of locomotive that the BNSF rostered in 2007 can be seen in this program along with 
over 150 trains. 

D 377 Newcastle   (DVD-R)  117 min  CV   $48.00
Visit Newcastle, Wyoming. This old coal mining town sits on the east central edge 
of Wyoming and borders the western slopes of the beautiful Black Hills. This line is 
BNSF’s Black Hills Subdivision. It handles numerous coal trains on a daily basis. See 
images from 1990 thru 1994 in the BN years. SD-40 Dash 2’s, C-30 Dash 7’s and 
SD-60M’s take charge of coal trains in the BN era. See LMX B-39 Dash 8’s and BN. 
B-30 Dash 7A’s on general freights. These historic trains are combined with SD-70 
MAC’s, SD-70 ACe’s, Dash 9-44AC’s and ES-44AC’s that were captured in 2006 and 
2007 in the BNSF years.

A 2 The Glory Machines - Vol. 1  (DVD-R)  64 min  HR $52.00
This is the program that must surely become an archive classic.  Made largely from long 
abandoned and forgotten film that was rescued just as it was being thrown away.  The 
Glory Machines tracks 31 railroads, some to a greater, some to a lesser degree and a few 
just as brief cameos.  This is more professional than just an amateur’s film shots, and is 
truly a unique and superb record of American railroading from the 1920s to the 1950s.

A 6 Glory Machines - Vol. 2  (DVD-R)  72 min  HR $52.00
26 Railroads in transition 1944 -1962
You are taken back to the period between 1944 and 1962 when American railroads 
were engulfed in total dieselization, yet the best and most fascinating steam 
locomotives ever built continued to operate. A kaleidoscope of the railroad scene 
unfolds before the viewer, from the massive articulated locos of the N&W and 
B&O through Nickel Plate’s Berkshires, Pennsys GG1s, Seaboards Centipedes, 
NYC Sharks to the Shays, Heislers etc of the backwoods logging railroads.
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A 18 Glory Machines - Vols. 3 & 4  (DVD-R)   84 min  HR $57.00
Glory Machines Vol. 3 (47 mins): Featuring the rare early colour films of John 
Plichta. C&NW: The 400, City of Denver, City of Portland, City of L.A. (U.P. 
streamliners). CHESAPEAKE & OHIO: 2-8-2. PENNSY: K4s, 4-6-2s, G5 4-6-0s, 
L1 2-10-0s, Pitcairn Yards, pole car, NYC Hudsons (standard & streamlined), 20th 
Century Limited. K4s both singly and in tandem on the Liberty Limited and many more. 
ROCK ISLAND: 4-6-2s & 4-8-2s on commuter and crack trains e.g. Golden State 
Limited. TA & E unit diesels on the Rocket, and lots more. 75% colour.
Glory Machines Vol. 4 (37 mins): The Joe G. Collias Collection / Narrated by Ralph E. 
Morse FRISCO: 4-8-2s, 4-8-4s, 2-8-2s. MISSOURI PACIFIC: Doodlebug, 2-8-2s, 2-10-
2s, 4-6-2s, 4-8-4s, FTs, Es, FAs, more. MISSOURI ILLINOIS: 2-8-0s, St. Genevieve Ferry, 
T.R.R.A: 0-6-0. ALTON: 4-6-2, Es (in 3 colour schemes), SOUTHERN PACIFIC at Tucson, 
Arizona.  Stock and freight trains headed by 5000 class 4-10-2s, 2-8-2, 2-8-8-4 Cab 
Forwards, 2-8-4 (Ex Boston & Maine), 4-8-2 helper. Passenger trains headed by Daylights 
and a local run headed by a 4-4-2. Colour.

A 10   Fifties Express (1950s)  (DVD-R)  50 min  WB  $48.00
Includes 7 types of massive articulateds, Excellent quality.
Filmed in the fifties we’ll see: *CENTRAL VERMONT / *CANADIAN NATIONAL
*CANADIAN PACIFIC / *WESTERN MARYLAND / *VIRGINIAN / *BALTIMORE & OHIO 
*PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD’S / *NEW YORK CENTRAL / *NICKEL PLATE  
*BOSTON & MAINE / *EDAVILLE / *NEW HAVEN / *NORFOLK & WESTERN 
*DULUTH, MISSABE & IRON RANGE / *NORTHERN PACIFIC / *MILWAUKEE ROAD. 

A 12 Twilight of the Rio Grande  (DVD-R)  90 min  GF $48.00
Switchin’ along the Rio Grande: See switching and servicing scenes in the 1960s.  
Covers activity on all the then operating RG Narrow Gauge such as Alamosa, Chama, 
Antonito, & Durango.
twilight Of the Rio Grande: In the late 60’s, see one of the most famous narrow 
gauge operations in the U.S.  Includes single and double headed operations between 
Alamosa and Silverton.  Also rare shots of Pagosa Springs and the Farmington branch.
Worktrain to Silverton: The action covers a train of drop bottom gondolas headed by 
a class K-28 Mike as it works its way between Durango and Silverton and return.

A 15 Reflections of American Railroading: 1937 - 1950s  (DVD-R)  85 min  HR $50.00
This title features the 16mm film of Dr. Howard Blackburn as he chases trains & 
traction.  This is a great collection of classic railroading - Most of it is in colour.  
Detailed information available for this title.

A 17 The Chama Turn  (DVD-R)  60 min   GF $50.00
Eastbound out of Chama the grade was a stiff 4%. Westbound out of Alamosa it 
was 2.5%. Either way Cumbres was a challenge to railroaders. See many trips out of 
Chama as well as runs to Antonito.

A 21 Mid-American Glory ~ Illinois Central RR  (DVD-R)  90 min  HR $52.00
Main line steam in the 1940’s & 1950’s at Tuscola, Memphis, McComb, Indianapolis, 
Louisville, Central City and more.  LOCOMOTIVES: 4-8-2’s, 4-6-2’s, 2-8-2’s, 2-8-4’s, 
2-10-2’s, 0-6-0, 0-8-0’s, EMD E’s, GP’s, Green Diamond.  PASSENGER TRAINS: 
Panama Ltd., City of Miami, City of New Orleans, Seminole. Kentucky Cardinal, 
Governor’s Special, Steam excursions.  Produced from 8mm & 16mm film.  

S 1     Running A Steam Locomotive - 3 Vol Boxed Set  (DVD)  4 hours 30 min  $75.00
‘A railroad video classic!’ – so says Trains magazine. This amazing series offers a 
complete ‘stack to firebox’ look at steam locomotive operation and maintenance.  
Volume 1: Basics of Steam Locomotive Operation - 90 min.
Volume 2: Passenger Locomotive Road Operation - 105 min.
Volume 3: Freight Locomotive Road Operation - 75 min.
Colour / Narration.  ($6.00 postage applies on the Boxed Set) 
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S 6  The Rock Trains  (DVD)  82 min   GR    $44.00
Full story of drama and tension as ex Hillcrest Lumber Climax #10 and 70 ton Porter 
2-8-2 and their crews struggle against time and the elements to stabilize the washed 
out Nisqually River crossing.  With wet rails and 2% grades there is much stack talk & 
wheel slips. Features: Dolby surround sound (not Synthesised) / picture & map gallery / 
narration on-off / interactive scene selection and animated menus.

S 16 U.Ps Last Steam Giants + Heavy Freight (3985)  (DVD-R)   80 min  WB $48.00
In the summer of 1958, Cheyenne, Wyoming, U.P 4-8-8-4 ‘Big Boys’ are readied for 
their last months in service.  Captured on 16mm film the mighty mammoths of the 
steam age are prepared for the battle up Sherman Hill.  Also see passenger hauling 
4-8-4 800s.  See 4-6-6-4 CHALLENGER 3900s storm up Archer Hill east of Cheyenne 
and across the high windswept plains.  
EXtRa!  UNION PaCIFIC RUNS WORLD’S LaRGESt StEaM FREIGHt 
American President Lines requested a steam hauled APL Double-stack train.  Union 
Pacific assigned 3985 to pull the eastbound freight from Cheyenne, Wy. to North 
Platte, Nebraska. 143 CARS..-..7780 TONNES (7657 TONS)..-..OVER 2½ km in 
LENGTH. See complete coverage of this extraordinary event.  The action begins a week 
earlier when the UP schedules 3985 on a test freight run.  Then on the morning of 
1 August 1990, 3985 thunders out of Cheyenne with the long APL Doublestack train.

S 17  Canyon Rails ~ A Steam Celebration  (DVD, Double-sided)  120 min  GR $50.00
The Official NRHS’s 62nd Annual Convention.  Action Runbys: featuring many 
locations - single, double, and triple-header steam;  See new footage of The Grand 
Canyon Railway and thrill to cab rides in engines #3751, #18, and #4960.

S 22 Close Up 3985 & Pacing the Challenger  (DVD-R)  120 min  MI $50.00
Close Up 3985: opens with a brief history of the Challengers, which includes colour 
scenes of UP 4-8-4s, 4-12-2s, and the Big Boy 4-8-8-4s.  Action begins as 3985 
departs Cheyenne and accelerates to 55 mph for the run over Archer Hill.  See the 
giant loco charging at you from all angles. 
Pacing the Challenger: features spectacular rock-steady side-by-side pacing 
sequences of the 3985 on a 1990 run between Omaha and Cheyenne. Thrill to 
start-ups, meets, lengthy high-speed runs, and breathtaking views of two sets of 
drivers in action.

S 25 The Edaville Collection  (DVD-R)  120 min  MI $48.00
Massachusetts’ Maine attraction: is the only definitive documentary on Edaville ever 
produced.  Learn the history of the Maine two-footers and observe regular-service trains 
on the Sandy River and Bridgton & Harrison Railroads.  View the railroad from both 
onboard and trackside perspectives.  
Edaville Revisited: describes the sale and movement of most of the Edaville 
equipment to the new Maine Narrow Gauge Museum in Portland, and the short-lived 
1997 revival of Edaville itself.  See 2-4-4T #7 correctly lettered for the Bridgton & 
Harrison Railroad for the first time in 50 years!  See the equipment move to Portland 
and the 1997 Edaville Cranberry Festival, with superb helicopter views.  Tour the 
Portland museum.

S 48 Top Frog ~ Best of Steam - Vol. 2 (DVD-R)  60 min  GF $48.00
1950s-70s steam action. Incls Berkshires, EBT, Pennsy IIs, Rio Grande NG, CB&Q, 
GTW, NYC, Southern, Reading, UP, Pennsy from the 16mm camera of photographer, 
Emery Gulash. 

S 56 Classic Steam  (DVD-R)  60 min  GF $38.00
Action from the 1920s, 1930s and 1940s.  There are many railroads covered, some 
to a greater, some to a lesser degree.  There are Camelbacks, a smattering of NYC 
Streamlined Hudsons, named trains such as the Hiawatha, Crusader and 20th Century 
Limited, pastoral branch line settings, mainline double headed steam and fascinating 
cameos such as loading ice in the reefers.  It’s all here and more.



S 59 Cass & Mower Logging Trains  (DVD-R)  89 min  GF  $50.00
Carl Franz in cooperation with the Cass Scenic Railroad of West Virginia, has run 
logging trains through the woods, up switchbacks, and with double headed trains!  All 
the action captured on 16mm film.  See Shay’s #2, #3, #4, #5, and Heisler #6 work 
logging trains up to lofty Bald Knob (4,842 ft.).  Witness action with WM Shay #6 on 
the Durbin branch, (the now extinct ex-C&O Greenbriar branch).  The winter shots 
are really spectacular, some in blinding blizzards!  There are NO tourist trains in these 
shots...just logging trains!  In addition, this DVD includes more than 15 minutes of film 
from the predecessor to the Cass, the Mower Lumber Company.  Footage shows actual 
logging operations of the Mower Company. Also includes log loaders and skidders, 
log trains being loaded, switched, dumped, and logs being  dragged by the 
“green chain” into the mill!  

S 64 Steam Giants Across America  (DVD-R)  57 min  GF  $46.00
Witness massive articulateds & Mallet type steam locomotives thundering at high speed 
with 100 or more cars or blasting smoke skywards as they drag a long freight up a steep 
grade. See action across the U.S. from the 40s & 50s by some of the finest16mm railfan 
photographers.

S 70 The Denver & Rio Grande Western and Bumblebee #268  (DVD-R)  55 min GF  $48.00
Shot in the early 1950s on stunning quality 16mm colour film around Gunnison, 
Alamosa, the Farmington & Monarch branches and between Durango and Chama 
featuring the unique yellow, black and silver painted #268. A great title to see 
D&RGW when it was still a working narrow gauge railroad.

S 72/74 Summer Steam Spectacular  (DVD-R)  180 min  MI $75.00
Volume 1 (90 min): The Fabulous 4-8-4s - In 1997, four famous 4-8-4s blasted down 
main lines creating the Steam Show of the Decade!  UP 844, Milwaukee Road 261, SP 
4449, Chesapeake & Ohio 614. 
Volume 2 (90 min): A Festival of Steam - Featuring steam locomotives of 3 different 
gauges in 1997.  MAINE N.G. RAILROAD & MUSEUM, EDAVILLE RAILROAD, WEST-
ERN MARYLAND SCENIC RAILROAD, CASS SCENIC RAILROAD, SOO LINE. Cameo 
appearance, CUMBRES & TOLTEC SCENIC RAILROAD, NEVADA NORTHERN 
RAILROAD, HEBER VALLEY RAILROAD.

S 73 Ross Rowland: Giant of Steam / C&O 614 ~ Chessie Safety Express  $48.00
   (DVD-R, 2 Disc Set)  124 min MI

Ross Rowland excursions began in the mid 1960s with ex Canadian Pacific 4-6-2s 
and ex Nickel Plate Road 2-8-4 #759.  Ross created the famous Golden Spike 
Centennial Ltd in 1969 and the American Freedom Train in 1975 and ‘76. Also in 
1977/78, the Chessie Steam Special to honour the 150th Anniversary of the B&O 
Railroad, and many others.  A recent project was the Erie Limited, a series of passenger 
excursions on New Jersey Transit’s high-speed main line between Hoboken, NJ and 
Port Jervis, NY, between 1996 and 1998.
C&O 614 ~ Chessie Safety Express: Here is the story of the famous Chessie Safety 
Express excursions of 1980/81 pulled by restored Chesapeake & Ohio class J3a 4-8-4 
#614.  See the history of 614, from its days as a passenger and freight hauler on the 
C&O to its overhaul and operation in excursion service at a variety of locations, 
including Baltimore’s Camden Station, Harpers Ferry, 17 mile and Sand Patch grades, 
the James River line in Virginia and the scenic line between Huntington and Hinton, 
West Virginia.  
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S 76 Ghost Train  (DVD)  60 min   GF $44.00
“the Rio Grande Southern #455 Returns”
August 1997 and the RGS ran again .... this time on the Cumbres & Toltec. Loco  K27, 
No. 463 was re-numbered to 455. Visit Keystone Hill, Lizard Head, Vance Junct., Ute 
Coal Pocket and Bridge 45A. See interviews about the RGS  with old timers, train crews 
& noted author, Mallory Hope Ferrell. A program every Narrow Gauge fan will want in 
their collection.
+ Cutting Room Floor: a special feature showing out takes such as 455 derailed, 
onboard wheelslip, through Rock Tunnel, under the train and more.

S 82 Around The Narrow Gauge Circle  (DVD-R)  60 min   MOI $46.00
From the 16mm film of Otto Perry follow the original D&RG mainline over Marshall 
Pass to Gunnison, Black Canyon to Cimarron, and over Cerro Summit. Travel over RGS 
Silver San Juan Route to Durango. Go from Chama over Cumbres Pass to Alamosa, then 
on to the Valley Line over Poncha Pass to Salida.

S 84 Steam on the Northern Pacific  (DVD-R)  60 min  GF  $48.00
Follow the NP as it displays a tremendous amount of steam in the 1940s through this 8mm 
digitally enhanced film.  See incredible train wrecks, great snow scenes and loads of locos 
such as 2-6-2s, 2-8-2s, 4-6-0s, 4-6-2s, 4-8-4s, articulateds & switchers running in 1940.

S 94 Gunnison   (DVD-R)  50 min  MOI  $48.00
Take a glimpse in and around the town of Gunnison, Colorado in the 1940s and 1950s.  
Gunnison was a division point on the D&RGW’s original narrow gauge mainline to Salt 
Lake City. Marshall Pass is east of Gunnison, Crested Butte and Baldwin branches are 
north, and Black Canyon and Cerro Summit are west.  See D&RGW’s biggest to 
smallest narrow gauge locomotives from the Class K-37 and K-38 to the C-16s 
Mudhens and outside frame 2-8-0, C-21s.  Colour & B/W.

S 95 CPR 2816: PART 1 - Restoration & Testing  (DVD-R)  58 min  RI  $48.00
On 30 September 1998 CPR H1b class Hudson 2816 rolled into North Vancouver, BC 
to begin one of the most extensive steam locomotive restorations ever accomplished. 
Part 1 covers the two year rebuild program and the mainline test runs of 2816. 

S 96 CPR 2816: PART 2 - Inaugural Run, Vancouver to Calgary  $48.00
 (DVD-R) 58 min RI
2816’s five day inaugural run in Sep. 2001 across the American Rockies to Calgary, with 
a classic 8 car consist, and a diesel loco in CPR heritage paint. Be trackside, aboard the 
locomotive, in the air and with the people. It’s a trip you will never forget.

S 97 More Roarin’ Runbys  (DVD-R)  120 min  M1 $50.00
‘Steam in the Northeast’ / ‘Steam in the South’: Each sequence showcases 
restored steam locos, carefully chosen for maximum visual impact and superb sound.  
See coverage of each loco, incl. magnificent trackside sequences, pacing scenes, in-cab 
footage, our famous locomotive-mounted mini-cams, and even some helicopter shots. 
‘Steam in the Northeast’: See Monson 0-4-4T 3, Bridgton & Harrison 2-4-4T 8 
(Narrow Gauge Museum in Portland), Monson 3 and B&HR 7, Susquehanna 2-8-2 
#142, C&O 4-8-4 #614, CP heavy 4-6-2 #2317, Milwaukee Road 4-8-4 #261.
‘Steam in the South’: See Norfolk & Western Class “A” 2-6-6-4 #1218, Clinchfield 
4-6-6-4 #626 (UP 3985), Norfolk & Western Class “J” 4-8-4 #611, Milwaukee Road 
4-8-4 #261, Nickel Plate Road 2-8-4 #765, Pere Marquette 2-8-4 #1225, Atlanta & 
West Point heavy 4-6-2 #290, U.S. Army 2-8-0 #610, Eastern Tennessee & Western 
North Carolina 4-6-0 #12 (36” gauge), Western Maryland Scenic 2-8-0 #734, Shay 
& Heisler geared locos -- incl. Western Maryland #6. 
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S 98 Ohio Central  (DVD-R)  120 min   M1 $50.00
After completing a thorough overhaul by Ohio Central Railroad. See stunning views of 
#6325 in action, from trackside, in-cab and pacing. Includes archive film of #6325 
and other GTW steam power. An added bonus - See ex-CN 4-6-0 #1551 on regular 
Sugar Creek Excursion runs. Also ex-CP 4-6-2 #1293 and ex-Buffalo Creek & Gauley 
2-8-0 #13 in action. 

S 101 Niagaras Last Stand  (DVD-R)  60 min  HR $48.00
New York Central had chosen it’s Niagara 4-8-4’s in 1946 as the replacement for the 
famous 4-6-4 Hudson passenger locomotives. Just 8 years later, the Niagara’s were 
running out there last miles in passenger service as diesels forced them aside.  See the 
Niagara’s and other steam on the Toledo Division as they run their final miles. See 
steam & diesel action on the Norwalk Branch. 

S 104 Colorado & Southern Narrow Gauge   (DVD-R)  50 min  MOI $48.00
In the 1940s, the once vast Colorado & Southern Narrow Gauge System was captured 
on film. Scenes on the dramatic Clear Creek Line cover the Idaho Springs and  
Blackhawk/Central branches. Current footage of the rebuilt Georgetown Loop is 
included along with vintage photos.  The last remnant of the South Park Line from 
Leadville to Climax is shown just prior to standard gauging. Colour.

S 106 Otto Perry’s Rio Grande San Juan Express  (DVD)  54 min  MOI $48.00
The D&RGW Narrow Gauge San Juan Express ran between Alamosa and Durango, 
Colorado.  Travel the line in all seasons, zigzag across the Colorado - New Mexico border 
and over Cumbres Pass.  Added bonus, rare film from the RG’s Santa Fe Branch.  See the 
narrow gauge mixed train during its last year of operation on the Chili Line in 1941. 
See shots of the 1953 fire in the paint shop, taken at night in the heat of the blaze.

S 110 1522 ~ A Grand Farewell  (DVD-R)   80 min  GH $48.00
In the Fall of 2002 famed Frisco 4-8-2 No. 1522 bade farewell to her legions of fans.  
The last operating Mountain in the country applied all her horsepower to the 
twisting grades of the Missouri Ozarks in a defiant display of smoke filled thunder at 
track speed.  It’s the last two days of the loudest locomotive in contemporary service, 
plus footage of her 2002 NRHS Convention trip.  See nine sequences of climbing up 
Iron Hill and eight climbing Rolla Hill, plus pacing and on train footage.

S 111 Steam Dream ~ ‘The Ohio Central Story’   (DVD-R)  63 min  GH $48.00
Jerry Jacobson is a railroad entrepreneur.  An interest in railroads from a young age 
led to him developing the Ohio Central Railroad.  He also has a number of Steam 
locomotives and we see them double heading, side by side and triple headed.  See a 
variety of diesel & steam locomotives.  See the best of action from the following 
locomotives - #13: 4-6-0,  #1551: 4-6-2, #1293, and 4-8-4 #6325.

S 114 Milwaukee Road No. 261 ~ The Best of the Rest  (DVD-R)  63 min  GH     $48.00
Over the years David Goodheart video taped many of the 261’s movements that were 
only one or two day affairs. Most were too small to be a stand alone program and got 
passed by when bigger events came along.  This is a collection of those smaller trips:
June 1994, Green Bay to Neenah, WI / September 1994, Trips out of Montevideo, MN
September 1994, A 60 wagon coal train / September 1994 Campaign Train 
July 1995 Scranton, PA to Binghampton / August 1995 Scranton to Cresco, PA
December 1995 Scranton to Syracuse / October 1995 Scranton to Cresco, PA
June 1997 Minneapolis to Galesburg, IL / August 1998 BNSF Employee train - 
out of Chicago.

S 115 Chasing the Challenger on the Overland Route at the end of the 20th Century 
  (DVD-R)  181 min  Railscene $57.00

The Overland Route of the Union Pacific Railroad is one of the most historically 
important railways in the world.  When the Central Pacific and Union Pacific Railroads 
met at Promontory on the 10th May 1869 the American States finally became truly 
united.  We celebrate that historic moment and look at aspects of the Overland Route 
130 years later in six unique but interlinked programs.
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Disc 1: Promontory Story (20 min) / Freight today on the Overland Route (35 min)
Passengers the California Way - From sleek Amtrak to “Muni”cars (16 min).
Disc 2: Chasing the Challenger (61 min) / Great Salt Lake Rail & Air Show - Helicopter 
shots crossing the famous 25 mile causeway (18 min) / Ride the Challenger - In the 
Cab through the Carlin & Palisade Canyons (31 min).

S 116 Daylight ~ The Most Beautiful Train in the World  (DVD-R)  56 min  RK $46.00
This program gives the history of the Daylight from 1937 to 1971, and features 
interviews with people who rode, operated, and managed this SP train for 34 years.  
From its 1937 debut, the streamlined “Daylight” sported vivid red, orange, and black 
colours representing the state of California. Newly discovered 16mm colour film
 provides never-before-seen images of this famous train during its steam hauled days.  
The program concludes by highlighting present day “Amtrak’s Coast Starlight”. 

S 118 Railroad Classics  (DVD-R)  270 min $52.00
6 Film Special Combined on a single DVD
the Spirit of Mountain Railroading (60 min.): Tells the story of the Durango and 
Silverton Narrow Gauge Railroad.  
the Winter Holiday train (25 min.): Ride through the winter wonderland of the San 
Juan Mountains in southwestern Colorado, experience an incredible trip on the Winter 
Holiday Train.
Freight trains across the american West (25 min.): Documents the freight trains 
that make the runs from Grand Junction, Colorado to Salt Lake City, Utah, through the 
historic towns of Thompson, Green River and Helper. 
Cumbres and toltec Scenic Railroad (70 min.): Enjoy the ride across the beautiful 
64 mile stretch from Chama, New Mexico to Antonito, Colorado.  
Eureka’s Incredible Journey on the Cumbres and toltec (60 min.): Join the 
Eureka engine, the 1875 wood burner, as it makes a historic journey from Antonito, 
Colorado to Chama, New Mexico.  
Utah’s Heber Valley Railroad (30 min.): Follow the scenic route from Heber City 
to Provo Canyon, along Deer Creek Reservoir to Vivian Park.  This 32 mile stretch is a 
wonderful excursion with engines 618 and 75 putting on a great show.

S 119 Canadian Pacific 2317 & Steamtown’s CPR Pacifics  (DVD-R)  60 min  MI $48.00
Canadian Pacific heavy 4-6-2, No. 2317 is one of the star performers at the 
Steamtown National Historic Site in Scranton, Pennsylvania.  Constructed in 1923, it 
pulled main line freight and passenger trains across Canada until retirement in 1959.  
This program traces the fascinating history of the various classes of Canadian Pacific 
4-6-2s, with the emphasis on the 2317 and her G5 class cousins.  See other CP 
classes, 4-4-4 Jubilees and 4-6-4 Royal Hudsons.  The six surviving G5s are shown in 
fantrip service, along with the 2317’s Vermont debut.  Take a complete trip from 
Scranton to Moscow behind 2317. 

S 120 Four Days of Steam in Dixie ~ A Modern Steam Odyssey  $46.00
  (DVD-R)  55 min MI

This exciting program presents five different steam locomotives. 
• Eastern Tennessee & Western North Carolina 4-6-0 #12
• Atlanta & West Point 4-6-2 #290 (New Georgia Railroad)
• Tennessee Valley Railroad Museum ex-US Army 2-8-0 #610
• Southern Railway 2-8-2 #4501
• Norfolk & Western streamlined Class J 4-8-4 #611
Bonus: See restored ET&WNC narrow-gauge 4-6-0 #12 pull Tweetsie Railroad 
excursion trains. Vintage film of U.S. Army 2-8-0s at Fort Eustis, A&WP steam and 
early diesel power, and Georgia Railroad first-generation diesels is also included.
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S 121 Mountain Thunder  (DVD-R)  100+ min  HP $50.00
Incredible steam action on the Heber Valley and Nevada Northern railroads, with 3 
engines in action. The Heber Valley’s Baldwin Consolidation type 2-8-0.  Next is the 
Nevada Northern 4-6-0 #40, then ALCo 2-8-0 #93.  
Incl. Director Cuts and Bonus Features.

S 122 Long Haul Railroad of Colorado USA  (DVD)  80 min  TR  $52.00
An English perspective on American railroading. Features action from one of the most 
spectacular railway locations in the world - the mountainous State of Colorado USA. 
With huge trains worked by multiple engines through spectacular scenery this is the 
very essence of American railroading.
Cumbres & toltec: Rio Grande’s huge narrow gauge empire which climbs and twists 
for 64 miles to over 10,000 feet using Baldwin 2-8-2s.
Durango & Silverton: Narrow gauge steam line that runs 90 miles through the 
rugged Animas River Canyon.
Georgetown Loop: 45 miles west of Denver, this engineering marvel connects Silver 
Plume and Georgetown.  The track scales an elevation of 640 feet over mountainous 
terrain, requiring trestles, cuts, fills, loops, and curves.
Royal Gorge Railroad: All aboard for an historic trip hauled by a distinctive F7-A 
along the 1,053 feet deep Royal Gorge.
Pikes Peak: For 114 years, the Manitou and Pike’s Peak Railway - the world’s highest 
cog railroad, the highest Colorado railroad AND highest train in the United States.
Main Line action: UP main line through the Rocky Mountains, plus BNSF action 
South & North of Denver including street running at Fort Collins.

S 125 Steam Up In The Mountains  (DVD-R)  86 min  GR $50.00
The logging ‘lokey’ seemed to roam all over the timberlands of Nth America.  Many 
logging locomotives were run until they were totally worn out.  With smoke rising high 
and their whistles reverberating through the woodland at Mount Rainier in Washington 
State we see the five steam locomotive event and witness these fine engines at work. 

S 126 4449 Journey & Nightlight  (DVD-R)  113 min  MOI $50.00
Portland is proud of its showpiece of railroad history - the 4449.  We caught this 
magnificent locomotive and its train on an excursion out of Portland and on its way to 
Stampede Pass.  SP’s 4449 was painted black and became 4449 ‘Nightlight’ for the 
BNSF Employee Appreciation Special.  Visit Columbia River Bridge, Spokane Bridge, 
Sandpoint, ID, Horse Thief Lake, and the Cascade Locks. 
Running Times: 4449 Journey, 41 mins / 4449 Nightlight, 72 mins.

S 127 Sierra Railroad  (DVD-R, 2 Disc Set)  98 min  GF $50.00
The Sierra Railroad is like getting two railroads in one - the Sierra Railroad which 
carries freight, and Railtown 1897 Historic Park which is run by the State of California.  
The freight railroad operated with Baldwin S12 diesel locomotives.  Railtown 1897 
operates former Sierra Railway steam locomotives.  See an 1892 Rogers-built 4-6-0 
and a Lima-built 3-truck Shay.  Steam and diesel power is highlighted in this look at the 
Sierra.  On Labor Day weekend 2001 the Sierra Railroad held it’s first steam festival, 
The Iron Horse Roundup.  Running Times: Sierra Railroad, 37 mins  /  Iron Horse 
Roundup, 61 mins. 

S 128 Steam-Power Sawmill  (DVD-R)  112 min  GR $50.00
The sawmill that time forgot.  The fascinating story of North America’s last commercial 
mill still powered by steam.  This is industrial action the way it once was.  Hidden away 
in the lush forest of Oregon’s Coastal Range is a 1930’s-era sawmill almost untouched 
by time.  BONUS: Servicing the mill is a 100 year-old rail line built by SP.  Go to the mill 
in the cab of the mill train. See Willamette & Pacific’s locomotive #1801, an old SP 
GP-9 in its historic ‘Black Widow’ livery.



S 130 Thunder Under Heaven - Vol. 1   (DVD)  78 min  GR $50.00
‘thunder from the Wild West’
Like the wild west of the 1880’s, the human story unfolds with the beautiful Arizona 
scenery setting the stage.  Take a journey through the 120-year evolution of the 
‘Grand Canyon Line’.  Starting just before the old Santa Fe Pacific arrived on Northern 
Arizona’s high deserts, follow the action to the present day.  To help bring to life the 
GCR story, see: 3 steam locomotives (two ALCo Consolidations plus the big Baldwin 
Mikado), and first generation ALCo FPA’s (A & B Units) passenger diesels.  There are 
short appearances by other historic locomotives (such as Santa Fe #3751, and a GP-9) 
as well as the old Harriman coaches and some freight equipment.  
Presented in 5.1 Surround Sound.

S 132 Thunder Under Heaven - Vol. 2  (DVD)  78 min  GR $50.00
‘thunder in the Canyons’
‘Thunder in the Canyons’ unravels the myths and legacies from our steam railroading 
heritage. Imagine exploring the equipment,…the activities,…and meeting the people 
working jobs from another century?  This is a real day-in-the-life on a big steam 
railroad!  A daily, 128-mile challenge for the steam locomotive and crews.  ‘Thunder 
in the Canyons’ is very much like a sequel to Thunder from the Wild West (S 130)...
picking up the story where the other leaves off.  To help bring to life the GCR story, see: 
3 steam locomotives (two ALCo Consolidations plus the big Baldwin Mikado), and first 
generation ALCo FPA’s (A & B Units) passenger diesels.  There are short appearances 
by other historic locomotives (such as Santa Fe #3751, and a GP-9) as well as the old 
Harriman coaches and some freight equipment.  Presented in 5.1 Surround Sound.

S 131 Great Western Canadian Steam  (DVD-R)  31 min  CT $34.00
October 2006 found Canada’s Rocky Mountains echoing with the powerful sound of 
steam.  See former CPR Consolidated #3716 thundering over the former Kettle Valley 
line at Summerland.  Canadian Northern, 2-8-0, #2141, on an impressive passenger 
train in the BC interior.  CP’s mainline played host to ‘The Empress’ with standard 
Hudson #2816 travelling between Vancouver and Calgary.  
See footage of restoration work aboard the CPR Lake-boat S.S. Sicamous.

S 134W Rocky Mountain Steam Trains  (DVD)  104 min  GF $50.00
Green Frog’s professional Hi-Definition cameras captured two of the most scenic 
railroads in the United States, the Cumbres and Toltec, and the Durango & Silverton.  
From Chama, New Mexico to Silverton, Colorado. A mix of the beautiful Rocky 
Mountains, the finest steam mountain railroading offer the viewer the absolute best in 
video entertainment, combined with Green Frog’s 5.1 surround sound!  So sit back and 
enjoy these Rocky Mountain Steam Trains in this DVD spectacular!  
ONLY aVaILaBLE IN WIDESCREEN

S 137 Wedges, Rotaries & More  (DVD-R)  45 min  MOI $44.00
The railroads battle with snow is legendary.  See action shots of wedge plows, both 
steam and diesel rotaries and a modern day Jordan spreader.  The railroads represented 
are: BN, UP, Denver & Salt Lake, SP, Wyoming Colorado, Cumbres & Toltec, and Kyle. 
Enjoy these seldom recorded views of the railroads battle with Mother Nature’s snow.

S 138 Logging Combo - Shay: Power Tour / The Age of Steam Logging  $48.00
    (DVD-R)  60 min (2 Disc Set)   GR 

Shay ~ Power tour (32 min):  Meet the Shay, the most popular steam locomotive 
on North America’s rugged logging railroads.  Highly entertaining and informative.  
Discover the geared-locomotive design that ‘won the woods’.  
the age of Steam Logging (28 min):  A vintage forestry-museum orientation film 
from 1965. Acquaints viewers with the life of the early 20th century logger. Features 
historic steam logging films and photographs.
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S 139 Winter Charters  (DVD-R)  51 min  MOI $48.00
Nevada Northern Railway / Heber Valley Railway / Durango and Silverton Narrow 
Gauge Railroad. These three railroads in the west schedule steam photo charters for 
the rail enthusiast. Steam trains are recreated as they were in the 1950’s. Dramatic 
winter scenes in the Rockies and Wasatch Mountains blend with the remote Nevada 
Desert. Also visit the Nevada Northern Railway Museum.

S 140 The Secret of Niles Canyon  (DVD-R)  30 min  GR $34.00
Once again steam whistles echo through the grassy hillsides of Niles Canyon. Climb 
aboard the Niles Canyon Railway for a train ride of discovery. Featuring the historic 
railroad equipment of the Pacific Locomotive Association. Bonus: Highlights of the 
Annual ‘Train of Lights.’  The Niles Canyon Railway’s famous ‘Train of Lights’ glitters in 
the crystal-clear night as it winds through the hills and canyons.

S 143 K-36 Over Cumbres Pass  (DVD-R)  110 min + previews  HP $45.00
Former Rio Grande three foot gauge K-36, 2-8-2’s on the Cumbres & Toltec Railroad 
in Colorado’s San Juan mountains. Double headed passenger trains, single, double and 
triple headed photo freight trains.
aVaILaBLE IN REGULaR & WIDESCREEN [S143W]

S 144 Illinois Central Steam Finale  (DVD-R)  75 min  HR $48.00
Featuring ICRR steam 1950’s-1960 plus ex-NKP 2-8-4 #765 on Paducah  & Louisville 
in 1992.
A two part program, shows Illinois Central steam power running in the 1950’s in Illinois 
and Kentucky as steam was winding down. Included is a bonus slide show of IC steam 
at Louisville and Paducah.  95% Colour.

S 145W K-36 Cab Ride   (DVD-R)  90 min  HP $43.00
There have been many DVDs and videos on the Durango and Silverton Railroad but 
this is the first from inside the cab. See the engineer and fireman at work and ride the 
cab of a Durango & Silverton 3 foot gauge former Rio Grande K-36, 2-8-2. K-36 OVER 
CUMBRES PASS (S143) shown above together with this title would be a great addition 
to any narrow gauge fan’s collection.  NO NaRRatION! 
ONLY aVaILaBLE IN WIDESCREEN 
Special Offer: Buy S143 (R/W) & S145W as a set $80.00 with FREE post. 

T 3 Pennsylvania Glory - Vols. 1 & 2  (DVD-R)  89 min  HR $61.00
This documentary will take you back mainly to the Pennsylvania RR of the 1950s. 
A time when the Pennsy was great & still considered itself, with some justification - 
THE STANDARD RAILROAD OF THE WORLD. A time of idyllic memories. See GGI’s, 
Decapods, Consolidations, Baldwins, Electrics, Doodle-bugs, standard & streamlined 
passenger trains, K4s & much more.

T 17 Pennsylvania Glory - Vol. 3  (DVD-R)   58 min    HR  $52.00
See very rare beasts indeed, such as the Duplex T1 4-4-4-4, S1 6-4-4-6 and even a 
Q2 4-4-6-4.  There are also ‘Camelback’ and many other of the traditional Pennsy 
giants of steam, plus some electric and early diesel.

T 5 Pocahontas Glory - Vols. 1 & 2  (DVD-R)  90 min  HR  $57.00
Norfolk & Western Railway, 1950’s: Classic steam power on America’s last major 
steam railroad. Volume 1 has an overview of N&W steam power then shows you action 
on the West end of the railroad (as it was at the time, before mergers) with steam trains 
at Kenova, Portsmouth, Columbus, and the Abingdon Branch mixed trains. See  J(4-8-4), 
K(4-8-2), Y(2-8-8-2), A(2-6-6-4), M(4-8-0) and S(0-8-0) in service.
Norfolk & Western Railway, 1950’s: Roanoke was the heart of the N&W with 
company shops, offices, and junction of several lines. This volume concentrates on the 
Roanoke area with views at Shaeffers Crossing Roundhouse, Roanoke shops, Passenger 
Depot, Yards and the world famed 12 mile grade at Blue Ridge. Most classes of steam 
are shown.



T 11 Pocahontas Glory - Vols. 3 & 4  (DVD-R)  92 min  HR  $59.00
Steam through the Shenandoah: Filmed in the mid to late 1950s on 16mm film, 
the steam season finale of the N&W.  See time freights, mixed trains, coal drags, 
yard scenes and picturesque ambience of the Shenandoah Division.  Variety of steam 
power in action.  The sequence of steam in snow beside the frozen Shenandoah River 
is stunning.  Includes chase of a rare 1956 excursion with K1 and K2 mountain types 
doubleheaded. 
tipple to tidewater: Filmed in the late 1950s, this all steam rememberance of the late 
1950s sees coal movement heavy action in every sense.  From a West Virginia coal mine, 
follow the Y6s  on their eastbound struggle to conquer the grades of Bluefield, Christiansburg 
and Blue Ridge. See Y class 2-8-8-2s, A class 2-6-6-4s, switchers and even a J class 4-8-4 
on coal duty all the way to the Lamberts Point docks at Norfolk.  Lamberts Point operation, 
seen in detail - coal being transferred between railroad hopper and ship’s hold by Barneys 
(mechanical mules), rotary dumpers and giant electric hopper cars.

T 44 Pocohontas Glory - Vols. 5 & 6   (DVD-R)  101 min  HR $61.00
N&W 1950s passenger steam action. The Powhatan Arrow!, the Pocahontas!, The 
Tennessean!, The Pelican!, The Cavalier! Visit Norfolk, Peterburgh, Roanoke & Bluefield. 
See “J” class, 611, at 90 mph on its 1959 retirement run. All 14 Js are seen, plus 
Pacifics, Mountains, & “M” class 4-8-0s. Articulated steam class “A”, 2-6-6-4s & 
“Y” class, 2-8-8-2s. N7W and Virginian electrics all hard at work on coal, freight, 
& local trains, pushers & Hump.

T 7 New England Glory ~ Mountain Division  (DVD-R)  77 min  HR  $48.00
The Glory of New England railroading was never better than on MAINE CENTRAL’S 
MOUNTAIN DIVISION in the White Mountains of New Hampshire.  Go back to 1946 
and 1950 to relive steam railroading in the vicinity of Crawford Notch, not far from Mt. 
Washington.  This is a time capsule that will allow you to experience the atmosphere of 
New England steam railroading 50 years or more ago.  Witness fantastic atmospheric 
scenes of steam engines going about their daily work in the cold light of dawn and 
heavy mists to doubleheaded freights with pushers blasting up grade. 

T 20 Boston & Maine in The Four Seasons  (DVD)  97 min   HR $46.00
Volume 1- Summer & Fall (45 mins): Views of commuter and mainline passenger 
and freight trains, plus supporting scenes of stations, yards and track repairs.  See 
Pacifics, Moguls, Atlantics, and E7 diesels work passenger trains in main line and com-
muter service in the Boston suburban area.  Train consists include “The Kennebec”, 
“The Gull”, “The Flying Yankee” and “The Mountaineer”.  Track repairs conducted 
with a mix of 1950 era mechanised and hand tools.  Locations: Wakefield Jct, Reading, 
Greenwood, Wilmington, Ballardville, Melrose, Lowell Jct.  
Volume 2- Winter & Spring (52 mins): Spectacular views of fast paced action with 
steam and some diesel trains bucking snow drifts as workers shovel station platforms.  
Follow passenger trains and a local freight.  See Atlantics, Pacifics, Mountains, Moguls, 
Switchers and Consolidations, plus diesel switchers and E7s hauling named trains such 
as the “Gull”, “Kennebec”, Ambassador”, “Mountaineer”.  See the Rockingham Park 
Specials, commuter trains and “High Car” local freight.  

T 26 Baltimore & Ohio 1950s and B&O / C&O Steam Power $57.00
    (DVD-R)  95 min  HR 

Baltimore & Ohio 1950s Steam action: Northern Ohio offered the last vistas of 
hard charging steam on the B&O.  Running out of Willard, Ohio and Garrett, Indiana 
on the busy Chicago - Pittsburgh main line. B&O staged a spectacular show with fast 
freights powered by home-built T3 and ex- B&M T4 class 4-8-2 s. 
See S1 Class 2-10-2’s, Q4 Class 2-8-2’s, P7 class Pacifics and EMD E’s. Heavy coal 
trains moved by the big EM1 2-8-8-4’s and S1 2-10-2’s.  We finish with a brief look at 
the early diesels.  B&W and colour film with narration.
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B&O / C&O Steam Power: B&O subjects include passenger and freight trains on the 
main line to Pittsburgh west of Cumberland, MD on the famous Sand Patch grade and 
other points.  See locomotives in the following classes: 4-6-2 Pacifics, 2-8-2 Mikados, 
2-10-2 “Big 6’s”, and 2-8-8-4 EMl’s.  C&O subjects include coal trains pulled by 
2-6-6-6 H8 class Alleghenies plus a 2-8-2 and a passenger train pulled by a 
streamlined 4-6-4 class L2 Hudson.  Live sound recorded on the film at the time of
exposure. Note: Due to the rarity of the footage in this program, there is no narration 
to interfere with the original live sound.

T 28 Narrow Gauge Glory - Vol. 1    DVD-R)  70 min   HR $48.00
‘Early Days and Freights’: Beginning in 1939, see Consolidations and Mikados in 
locations along the famed D&RGW, plus the Galloping Geese of the Rio Grande 
Southern.  Action from when Colorado railroads were running the San Juan.  Mixed 
trains to Silverton, and freights with multiple engines and pushers.  Visit Monarch Pass, 
Salida, Alamosa, Chama, Durango, Silverton, and Farmington.  See roundhouses, dual 
gauge freights, helpers, servicing and more on the D&RGW Rio Grande Southern 
Galloping Geese. (Volume 2 of this title has never been produced.)

T 31  Steam in the 50s - Vol. 1  (DVD-R)  58 min  GF $48.00
In the mid to late fifties, G.V. ‘Jerry’ Carson recorded on crisp, sharp 16mm film for all 
time the end of steam in the U.S. and Canada. This excellent photographer was able to 
capture operations on 14 different railroads still holding on to steam.

T 31 B Steam in the 50s - Vol. 2   29 min  GF $34.00
Now one of Green Frog’s most popular video’s ever produced Steam in the 50’s--has 
a sequel. Incredible video from original 16mm negative film from the collection of Tom 
A. Strid.  On volume 2 you will see Union Pacific Big Boys, Duluth, Missabe & Iron 
Range articulateds, Duluth & Northeastern as well as more steam in other parts of the 
country...from 4-8-8-4’s to 2-8-0’s. Beautifully photographed and 99% in full colour.

T 32 Steam in the 50s - Vol. 3   55 min  GF $48.00
The age of steam came to its finale’ in the early 50’s. Photographers Ted Carlson and 
Rolf Nordquist captured this end of steam at its finest. From 16mm colour films you’ll 
witness the splendid action captured as steam bids its farewell. See Northern Pacific, 
Klickitat Lumber, Rayonier Lumber, Hillcrest Lumber (Shays, and Climaxes in these 
three sections!), Canadian Steam in Western Canada, Mallets of the DM&IR, and 
N&W Class A’s and J’s plus more. 

T 33 New York Central - Vols. 1 & 2  (DVD-R)  107 min  HR $50.00
the Big Four Route Double Feature
Volume 1 (60 min): Covers period January - June, 1955 when NYC was still running 
steam on its BIG FOUR Ohio Division.  With much of the action around Bellefontaine, 
Ohio.  See Hudsons, Mohawks, Mikados, and an occasional diesel or Niagara on 
passenger and freight trains.  Mostly shot in B&W, there are many original sounds 
recorded at the time.
Volume 2 (47 min): Covers period July - December, 1955.  By February of 1956, it 
would all end and diesels would be ensconced forever.  Go back to the final 6 months of 
steam on the Ohio division, Niagara’s and P&LE Berkshires, also 1955 trip to St. Louis, 
see NYC steam in Indiana, Illinois, other steam on the ICRR and C&IM.  Mainly B&W, 
with many authentic sounds.
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T 42  Steam & Diesel on the Pennsylvania Railroad - Vols. 1 & 2 $50.00  
  (DVD-R)  92 min  HR

These 2 programs are mainly steam but take you into the modern era, too, with views 
of Penn Central and even a few Conrail scenes, all shot on former PRR trackage. 
Volume 1- altoona, Horseshoe Curve & tyrone 1955-1976 (53 mins): Middle 
Division:- J1a, I1a, M1a and other classes of steam are found in service plus diesels 
from Baldwin, ALCo, and EMD. See the yards and shop trackage at Altoona over the 
years.  Rarities include the Aerotrain and ex-GN electrics.  Additional footage of Penn 
Central and a sampling of Conrail, all in a region between Tyrone, Altoona and 
Horseshoe Curve.  
Volume 2 - Ohio Lines 1955-1968 (49 mins):  Sandusky Division:- J1a, I1, H10 
steam and ATSF 2-10-4’s are found in service plus diesels from Baldwin, ALCo, and 
EMD.  See yards and shops trackage at Columbus.  Rarities include a chase of ATSF 
engine 5032. 

T 51  Canadian Steam Trio - 1950s  (DVD-R)  114 min  RI  $50.00
Excellent 16mm archive film of mainline and branch operations with a wide range of 
power & consists.  Re-live the final years of regular service steam with the engineers.  
No dubbed sound but a plethora of facts and operating nuances.  
3 programs on one DVD.
Steam Memories of Ontario  (54 min)
Newt Rossiter, a Last Look at Steam (30 min)
Manitoba Steam 1958 (30 min)

T 53 On the Old Milwaukee Road  (DVD-R)  53 min  HR $50.00
From Chicago north to Lake Superior, west to Seattle and Tacoma, & across the plains 
into the Dakotas, the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific Railroad was America’s 
ambassador of speed on rails! This documentary tells the history of the Milwaukee 
Road.  Coverage on steam, electric and diesel motive power, the great Hiawatha 
passenger trains, freight service and several bankruptcies and the abandonment of its 
transcontinental main line.  For anyone interested in The Milwaukee Road or the great 
Streamliners of the 1930’s and 40’s.

T 54  Otto Perry’s Moffat Route   60 min  MOI $48.00
See photographs of the Denver, Northwestern & Pacific, film from the 1920s of rotary 
snow plows battling on Rollins Pass. Be there for the opening of the Moffat Tunnel 
and then look at the steamers of the Denver & Salt Lake Railroad. Finally, move 
onto the Rio Grande era with steam and diesel freights as well as passenger trains 
pulled by steam and first generation diesels such as the Exposition Flyer, Prospector, 
Mountaineer, California Zephyr, Ski Train, and the local train to Craig.
This dramatic work of Otto Perry of the spectacular Moffat Route comes from the 
archives of the Rocky Mountain Railroad Club.

T 55 New York Central: Indiana Division 1956 - Vol. 1  (DVD-R)  60 min  HR $48.00
Filmed in 1956 and covering the Big Four lines between Lafayette, Indiana and 
Kankakee, Illinois as well as between Cincinnati, Ohio and Greensburg, Indiana.  
4-8-2 Mohawks, 2-8-2 Mikados and 0-6-0 and 0-8-0 switchers. Freight trains were 
double headed, with Mohawks as helpers.  See Mikados as pushers on the heavy grade 
out of Lafayette, IN. B&O trains in the Cincinnati area under steam power, an N&W 
Y-3 class 2-8-8-2 is found on a transfer run at Cincinnati. Actual sound was recorded of 
the engines being filmed and have been matched to the film.
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T 56 New York Central: Indiana Division 1956 - Vol. 2  (DVD-R)  52 min  HR $48.00
Returning to Cincinnati over several visits in 1956/57, the last days of steam are 
featured with 4-8-2 Mohawks. Mikados are seen on the Whitewater Branch and in 
yard service at Riverside Yard.  See Mikados plus Mohawks and 0-8-0 switchers. Diesels 
include NYC’s original ALCo FA 1000, FM C-Liners, and EMD F7’s.  First Generation 
diesels of the 1960’s - EMD F units, FM C-Liners, ALCo FA’s, GP 9’s & GP 20’s.  Real 
NYC sound, much of it recorded when filmed.  Colour & b/w.

T 58 Union Pacific Streamliners & Classic Steam   (DVD-R)  90 min    HR  $50.00
Covers early streamliners 1934-1940, Classic steam power in the 1930’s & 1950’s 
with 1950’s scenes around the Council Bluffs - Omaha area and 1990’s action of 
4-8-4, 844 and Challenger 3985.  A bonus is the 1939 premier parade for the movie 
“Union Pacific”. 

T 59 Golden Twilight of Post War Steam, Part 1  (DVD-R)  54 min  GF $46.00
the Pennsy’s West End and its Neighbours 
See steam action right after World War II. (75% colour) filmed mostly during the era 
between 1945 and 1950, some scenes earlier of the Pennsylvania Railroad in Metro 
Chicago, St. Louis, Terre Haute, and the surrounding areas and its neighbouring 
railroads.  An incredible array of steamers from the Pennsy appear in the major first 
part of this program, such as J1’s. T1’s, K4’s M1A’s, H Class 0-8-0’s, H6’s, H10’s. 
Early diesels, F3’s, F7’s, & Baldwin Centipedes.  Steam & early diesels of Frisco, Alton 
& Southern, Terminal R.R. of St. Louis, Grand Trunk, GM&O, C&O, C&WI, DM&IR, 
Erie, Monon, Belt Railway, Chicago Great Western, C&NW, NYC, Wabash, and L&N. 

T 60 Golden Twilight of Post War Steam, Part 2  (DVD-R)  45 min  GF $46.00
Rails in the Heartland - the L&N, C&EI and It
It was an era of war and heartbreak and then of peace and hope and prosperity.  Many 
of our rail action scenes were shot in Evansville where the Chicago and Eastern Illinois 
Railway made an end-to-end connection with the Louisville and Nashville at the L&N 
passenger depot alongside the Ohio River. The C&EI entered Evansville from the 
northeast.  The L&N headed west, across Pigeon Creek, where its line to St. Louis split 
off at a wye at North Howell. The L&N’s Howell Yard and bustling engine terminal 
were alongside the line heading south to Louisville and Nashville.

T 63 Golden Twilight of Post War Steam, Part 3 (DVD-R)  50 min  GF $48.00
Cajon to Horseshoe: trains across Mid-america and the West. 
Filmed during the 1940s and 1950s...in the St. Louis area and farther to the north, 
west and east...as steam power was fading from the American rail scene with the 
arrival of First Generation diesel motive power.  Train action in Metro Chicago and the 
St. Louis area and then go west to see the UP, SF and SP in all their steam glory. 
Visit the Baltimore & Ohio in Kentucky and PRR legendary Horseshoe Curve.

T 61 Return of the Rio Grande Southern with Galloping Goose No.5  $50.00
  (DVD-R)  120 min  DB

This 3 programme DVD brings you the rebuilding of a portion of the Rio Grande 
Southern including the restoration of the Galloping Goose No. 5 and the scenic 
Durango and Silverton Railfest.
the Return of the Rio Grande Southern (30 min): documents the revival of a portion 
of the Rio Grande Southern Railroad in Colorado.(30 min)
the trains of august (30 min): highlights the Durango and Silverton Railfest, the 
celebration that brings together classic pieces of railroading equipment to run on one 
of the most scenic lines in the world.  The festival gathers together old timers like the 
“Eureka Engine”, an 1875 wood-burner, and “the Galloping Geese,” that used to run 
on the RGS.

Continues page 77
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Continued from pae 76 
the Return of Galloping Goose No. 5 (60 min): This informative feature docu-
ments the interesting railroading story about the Galloping Goose Historical Society of 
Dolores, Colorado, and their efforts to restore Galloping Goose No. 5. 

T 68 Railroads of the Black Hills – ‘Then & Now’  (DVD-R)  59 min  CV $46.00
Join C. Vision Productions for a remarkable look at the Railroads of the Black Hills.  
Historic CB&Q footage by railroad historian Joe Douda, period railroad photographs 
and film dips from the collection of Rick W. Mills, and the images of current rail 
operations from the cameras of C.Vision are combined to illustrate the 125 year history 
of the Black Hills railroads as never before.  Railroads of narrow, dual, and standard 
gauge are shown. 

T 70 Steam & Diesel on the B&O - Vol.2   $48.00
   (DVD-R)  59 min + 10 min previews  HR

From 16mm film by Donald J. Krofta. Continuing the Steam & Diesel on the B&O, this 
second volume has more of his classic 1950’s footage of B&O steam in the 1950’s plus 
colourful diesel footage as B&O turned into the Chessie System in the 1970’s and the 
Chessie Steam Special as it visited northern Ohio in 1977.  Real B&O steam sound. 
Some diesel action is also seen. Maps are included of most photo locations.
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L 8     Railroad Days......Link to the Past  (DVD-R)  60 min   $50.00
 By Steve Booth 

One & Half inch scale. 20 locomotives are featured starting with Early American Type 
4-4-0 through to modern diesel, 200 freight and passenger cars are also seen all in 
realistic operations.  Bonus - look back 50 years to the oldest one & half inch scale 
steam railroad still running in North America. 

M 11 Miniatur Wunderland $44.00  
  (2 DVD Set - Disc 1: 100 min, Disc 2: 30 min.) EKV 

Miniatur Wunderland in Hamburg, Germany, is the biggest digital model railway in the
world featuring:
*  The journey through the Miniatur Wunderland 
*  Report about the third construction section on USA Railroading.
*  The fascinating Car-System with fire brigade operations
*  Interviews and background information on the construction and running of the  
    installation
*  Journey through Scandinavia.  Shows the newest construction of Miniatur    
   Wunderland. 
*  Camera ride through Scandinavia.
*  English narration

M 14     Logging Railroads (DVD-R)  57 min  GF $46.00
This DVD closely examines not only the operations of several logging railroads, but 
also how the trees were cut, loaded and then unloaded at the sawmill.  See how 
three modellers have applied the prototype practices to their layouts.  The prototype 
railroads featured were shot on film between 1920 - 1960’s.  Railroads include 
the Westside, Rayonier, Mower, Ely-Thomas, Grasse River RR, and more.  Visit the 
outstanding layouts of Bob Clarke, Dr. Charles Patti, and Lou Ullian, which cover the 
logging industry. 

M 16     Building The Denver & Rio Grande Narrow Gauge - Vol. 1  $38.00
 (DVD-R)  56 min  GF 
We finish the basement railroad room to accommodate this very large HO scale narrow 
gauge railroad.  See the benchwork construction and layout of track for the very large 
Durango Yard.  Install a Turntable and build the Durango Roundhouse.  The town of 
Durango is roughed out, including a space for the Durango station- A control panel is 
constructed., and we hook up a PTC Turntable controller for automatic alignment of 
our turntable. 
COMPUtER ROM FEatURE:- Load this DVD into your PC for HIGH-RES photos of 
the layout which you can print out.  

M 17     Building The Denver & Rio Grande Narrow Gauge - Vol. 2 $38.00
  (DVD-R)  62 min  GF 

In volume 2, we cover the building of the complete HO scale Graden Flower Mill, 
tackle the coal pit and pit ramp in our Durango Yard.  The Durango Yard is covered 
with more cinder ballast, and scenery along the backdrop is finished.  Lastly, we build a 
concrete street for the town of Durango....and ballast the track in front of the station 
that leads out of Durango.
COMPUtER ROM FEatURE: Load this DVD into your PC for HIGH-RES photos of 
the layout which you can print out. 

M 19 Advanced Techniques for Realistic Scenery  (DVD)  126 min   $52.00 
After 30 years and more than 70 articles in the model railroad press, we finally get 
to see Paul Scoles scenery work up close and ‘in person’.  See as scenery is added to 
a large section of his well known Sn3 layout, the Pelican Bay Railway and Navigation 
Company.
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M 20 Scenery & Airbrushing Made Easy  (DVD)  120 min $52.00
In conjuction with Kalmbach Publishing, the expert staff of Model Railroader Magazine 
show you everything you need to know about building fantastic layout scenery and 
the art of airbrushing with acrylic paints.  Segments cover: Weathering and finishing 
techniques; Carving, moulding, and colouring rocks; Modeling ground vegetation and 
water; Using carved foam and cardboard strip plaster forms; Creating backdrops and 
seasonal adaptations; Blending structures into the ground; Painting tips for brass 
and plastic; Multi-color schemes and much more.  Re-mastered from two VHS titles: 
Airbrushing with Acrylic Paints and Model Railroad Scenery Made Easy.  

M 21 Building Your First Model Railroad  (DVD)  60 min $30.00
Kalmbach Publishing provides this instructional DVD which teaches you everything you 
need to know on how to build a model railroad layout. No prior experience is necessary.  
How to build the Table, Easy methods for track laying, Building structures & scenery, 
Wiring techniques, and much more.  Whether you’re a beginner or a more experienced 
modeller, you will find very useful tips from Michael Gross, actor and model railroad 
enthusiast. 

M 25 Realistic Scenery - Vol. 2    120 min $50.00
This is a continuation of Paul Scoles’ acclaimed scenery DVD ‘Advanced Techniques For 
Realistic Scenery’ (See M 19). Featuring Paul’s layout, the Sn3 Pelican Bay Railway & 
Navigation Company, this DVD has all new information and techniques. See one of the 
last undeveloped areas of his large layout completed. See a moveable ridge, ‘Furlow’s 
Corners’, and the engine terminal. Moving to another area, with altogether different 
scenery, you’ll learn mesa and talus slope techniques, how to do a cut and fill, how to 
make a streambed, how to pour resin ‘water’, and a lot more. Careful and thorough 
explanations and demonstrations are hallmarks of Paul’s style of presentation. 

VOAD Virginian & Ohio Afton Div. Finale  (DVD)   76 min  $40.00
One of the most famous model railroads - the Afton Division of Allen McClelland’s 
Virginian & Ohio is now gone, but before this HO layout was dismantled, Allen invited 
Pentrex to videotape the last days of its existence.  Using special lenses and real, 
prototype sound effects we transport you into the amazing, lifelike world of the 
V&O for an absolutely incredible viewing experience.  
The V&O is operated realistically, complete with commercial, geographical, and 
logistical concerns.  Allen also describes how he created this “beyond the basement” 
approach.  Meet Dispatcher Brad McClelland who demonstrates the line’s CTC panel.  
The realism that made the V&O so special has been uniquely captured in one of the 
best model railroad shows ever produced.

ALLEN KELLER
GMR 043D John Pyke’s ‘New Haven’ HO  60 min ..................................................................$61.00
GMR 044D Howard Zane’s ‘Piermont Division’ HO  60 min .................................................$61.00
GMR 045D Bob Lawson’s ‘Southern Railway’ HO  60 min ....................................................$61.00
GMR 046D Paul Dolko’s ‘Boston & Maine’ HO  60 min .........................................................$61.00
GMR 047D Lance Mindheim’s ‘Monon’ N  60 min .................................................................$61.00
GMR 048D Ed Lorence’s ‘Baltimore & Ohio’ HO  60 min .....................................................$61.00
GMR 049D Stephen & Cinthia Priest’s, 
 ‘Santa Fe Emporia Subdivision’ HO  60 min ........................................................$61.00
GMR 050D Chuck Hitchcock’s, 
 ‘Argentine Industrial Railway’ HO  60 min .........................................................$61.00
GMR 051D Ken McCorry’s ‘Conrail’ HO  60 min ...................................................................$61.00
GMR 052D Chuck Ellis’ ‘Great Northwestern & Pacific Railroad’ HO  60 min  ....................$61.00
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GMR 053D Matt Snell’s ‘Conrail New Jersey Division’ HO  60 min ......................................$61.00
GMR 054D Gary Hoover’s ‘Santa Fe’ HO  60 min .................................................................$61.00
GMR 055D Jerry Macri’s ‘Pennsylvania Railroad’ HO  60 min ..............................................$61.00
GMR 056D   Cliff Powers’ ‘Mississippi, Alabama & Gulf’ HO  60 min ....................................$61.00
GMR 057D   Jim Hertzog’s ‘Reading’ HO  60 min ....................................................................$61.00
GMR 058D   Howard Zane’s ‘Piermont Division’ HO  60 min .................................................$61.00
GMR 059D   Allen Keller’s ‘Bluff City Southern’ HO  60 min .................................................$61.00
GMRR FF   Fallen Flags - Great Model Railroads Remembered HO  60 min ........................$61.00

Eight famous model railroads that no longer exist are now ‘Fallen Flags’. 
They exist only on video done by Allen Keller Productions and some pictures taken by 
others.  The EXCERPTS as shot, are all that remain of these famous layouts.
Chuck Hitchcock’s ‘Santa Fe Argentine Division’  /  Tony Koester’s ‘Allegheny Midland’
John Armstrong’s ‘Canandaigua Southern’  /  Gary Hoover’s ‘Missouri, Kansas & 
Quincy’  /  David Barrow’s ‘Cat Mountain & Santa Fe’  /  Bill Henderson’s ‘Coal Belt’
Allen McClelland’s ‘Virginia & Ohio’  /  Bob Hayden’s ‘Carrabasset & Dead River’.

2816 Canadian Pacific 2816  (DVD)   70 min   $41.00
The ‘Hudson’ 4-6-4 #2816 is C.P’s ambassador of goodwill.  See #2816 pulling a 
special photo train along the beautiful Bow River near Banff and Lake Louise, also on a 
passenger train from Calgary to Edmonton and return.  Great runby action, and pacing.
aVaILaBLE IN REGULaR OR WIDESCREEN [2816-W]

AZ BNSF’s Arizona Divide  (DVD)  70 min   $41.00
Travel BNSF’s mainline over the Arizona Divide.  Visit the line between Kingman and 
Flagstaff, with over 60 trains a day.  See the split-level track in Kingman Canyon, 
rugged Crozier Canyon, the remote Crookton Cutoff, and the alpine area between 
Williams and Flagstaff.  Lots of contemporary diesel action.  Chapter menu & 
Narration On / Off.  Filmed in High-Definition. 
aVaILaBLE IN REGULaR OR WIDESCREEN [aZ-W]

CNYP-W The Trains of Jasper   65 min   $41.00
Canadian National’s Yellowhead Pass
Travel to western Canada and the beautiful Canadian Rockies for some great mainline 
railroading action!  Canadian National’s transcontinental mainline passes through 
Jasper and crosses lovely Yellowhead Pass, the continental divide.
See a variety of freights including manifests and doublestack intermodals, plus lots of 
passenger action including Via’s ‘Canadian’ and ‘Skeena’ trains, as well as the ‘Rocky 
Mountaineer’.  
ONLY aVaILaBLE IN WIDESCREEN 
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CWPY-W Cab Ride Over White Pass   (4 Disc Set)   365 min $109.00
Travel to beautiful Alaska, and enjoy the view from the locomotive on the world famous 
White Pass & Yukon.  See the entire operating line between Skagway, AK and Carcross, 
Yukon, Canada!  The view is almost entirely looking straight ahead.
Part 1:  Skagway to Fraser, BC - 90 minutes
Part 2:  Carcross to Pave Siding (along Lake Bennett) - 90 minutes.
Part 3:  Pave Siding to Fraser - 105 minutes.
Part 4:  Fraser to Skagway - 80 minutes.
Note: Part 1 and 4 were shot in different months.  Part 1 has lots of snow, Part 4 has 
lots of sunlight.  
ONLY aVaILaBLE IN WIDESCREEN

GALES The Trains of Galesburg  (DVD)  90 min  $41.00
Galesburg, Illinois is one of the midwest’s busiest railroad towns, with lines radiating 
out in seven directions.  Visit this important rail hub, and sample the action on each of 
the lines, as well as the depot area downtown and the junction at Cameron. Today’s 
BNSF Railway runs a tremendous amount of trains through here on both the old SF and 
BN lines.  Galesburg is also a busy Amtrak location. This is one busy railroad hot spot!  
Highlights include: 
** Sample the action on all 7 lines coming into Galesburg 
** See Amtrak and freights in the downtown depot area 
** Get an overview of the yard 
** See how the BN and the SF are now connected at Cameron. 

KHP Kicking Horse Pass  (DVD)  90 min   $41.00
Visit Western Canada and the Rocky Mountains and one of the most rugged railroads in 
North America, beautiful Kicking Horse Pass.  Visit the line from Golden, BC, to Calgary, 
Alberta.  See action along the Kicking Horse River, to the top of the Continental Divide 
through the twin Spiral Tunnels.  Action at Bow River and Morant’s Curve!  

 aVaILaBLE IN REGULaR OR WIDESCREEN [KHP-W] 
LAF The Trains of Lafayette  (DVD)  90 min    $41.00

Visit Lafayette, Indiana, experience the railroad action it has to offer.  Between 1994 
and 2000, a massive railroad relocation took place, and you will see the new 
alignment, and how trains now roar through town.  But to appreciate the new bypass, 
you will also travel back to 1994 and see how things USED to be, complete with trains 
running through the middle of downtown streets.  •See action on each line that 
radiates out from the town, including semaphores on the old Monon, ALCo’s on the 
Kankakee, Beaverville & Southern, NS’s old Wabash line east and west of town, and 
NS’s old Nickel Plate line in Frankfort.

LVCAB Cab Ride Over La Veta Pass (2 Disc Set)  (DVD)  120 min (each part) $60.00
Enjoy a rare daytime view as you ride the head-end on a freight run over Colorado’s 
rugged and scenic La Veta Pass.  This mysterious mountain pass, largely hidden from 
railfans for over 50 years due to night operations, is a former D&RGW line that 
features lots of twists and turns, with grades of up to 3 percent.
In Part 1:  Sierra to La Veta, climb up and over La Veta, with 2.5 percent grades 
climbing and 3 percent grades going back down. 
In Part 2:  La Veta to Near Fort Garland, ride the head end of a light unit move from 
La Veta to near Ft. Garland over Colorado’s La Veta Pass.  Special bonus, be on board 
for the arrival into Alamosa!.
aVaILaBLE IN REGULaR OR WIDESCREN [LVCaB-W]
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METCAB Metra Milwaukee District (Cab Ride)  (DVD-R)  60 min  $32.00
Take a cab-car ride over Metra’s Fox Lake line from Libertyville into Chicago Union 
Station over the former Milwaukee Road Fox Lake line.  Pass several opposing trains 
along the way, as well as several active interlocking towers.  Enjoy listening to 
interesting commentary from the crew as they describe interesting railroading details 
and history along the way. Minimal narration, commentary from the crew.  The view 
is entirely looking straight ahead.

METRA Chicago’s Metra  (DVD)   60 min   $41.00
An up-close look at Chicago’s Commuter Railroad. Chicago’s Metra commuter rail 
system is one of the success stories of modern railroading. Carrying upwards of 300,000 
passengers a day, it is a marvel of dedication and precision. Take an up-close look at 
Metra, including visiting some areas of the system normally off limits to the public. See: 
* All of Chicago’s downtown stations * Take a look at Metra’s 12 routes 
* Go inside the famous “Zephyr Pit” * Learn what it takes to overhaul
   repair centre      passenger cars  
* Visit historic Tower A-2 and talk to the  * See how each Metra route has its  
   Leverman     own character.

RP215 Garden Railroad Spectacular  (DVD-R)  60 min  $41.00
Backyard railroads are exploding in popularity, and this program takes a look at several 
great garden layouts.  Layouts range from small ones that anyone can do, to some 
really monster ones that take up the whole back yard!  As a special bonus, enjoy the 
ultimate in backyard railroading.  Live Steam trains that you can actually ride!  

SFMM Santa Fe Mainline Memories  (DVD)  105 min  $41.00
See the SF as we travel from Chicago to Los Angeles.  This footage was shot just prior 
to the merger, and you will see the modern AT&SF just as you remember it.  Sets of 
“Warbonnet” locomotives, and the older yellow and blue paint scheme.  Visit Joliet 
Union Station, Curtis Hill, Abo Canyon, Crozier Canyon, Kingman Canyon and 
Cajon Pass.  Our trip passes through Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas, 
New Mexico, Arizona and California! The AT&SF locomotive fleet captivated not only 
railroad enthusiasts, but the general public as well.  Includes chapter menu, narration, 
stereo soundtrack!

UISS-W Utah’s Incredible Soldier Summit   90 min  $41.00
Union Pacific’s former Denver & Rio Grande Western mainline between Helper and 
Provo, Utah is a great place to watch trains.  Running over the Wasatch Mountains 
and Soldier Summit, this is heavy-duty railroad action. In this program, see trains of the 
Union Pacific, Utah Railway, BNSF, and Amtrak.  See some Utah Railway trains with as 
many as 10 units - 4 on the front, with 6-unit manned helpers!  Enjoy action at all the 
great locations, including Helper, the tunnels at Nolan and Kyune, Summit, 
the Gilluly Loops. 
ONLY aVaILaBLE IN WIDESCREEN 
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VVP 001 1522 Peach Blossom Special  58 min     $36.00
The 1994 NRHS convention was held in Atlanta, and featured what turned out to be 
the last great showing of the Norfolk Southern steam program. See the spectacular 
journey of Frisco No. 1522 from St. Louis to the Atlanta convention, including the 
fabulous double-header with N&W No. 611 from Birmingham to Atlanta. 

VVP 002 3985 on the Move  58 min  + Previews    $36.00
In May, 1994, the Pacific Limited Group sponsored the City of Los Angeles excursion 
train from Salt Lake City to Ontario, CA. Once at Ontario, two ‘Cajon Pass Steam 
Special’ trips ran to Barstow and return. See action from Rainbow Canyon, Nevada to 
Ontario, the special excursions, and 3985’s departure for the trip home. 

VVP 003 611: The Final Excursion  56 min    $36.00
This program preserves the final chapter in the operating history of Norfolk & Western 
4-8-4 J Class locomotive No. 611.  NS announced the end of its steam program, 
effective with the final excursion of 611 on December 3, 1994. See all the action of her 
last five days under steam, including her arrival in Roanoke flying black flags.

VVP 004 California Steamin’  57 min    $36.00
Taped entirely in California, this program features three exciting steam events from 
the early 1990’s. The AT&SF No. 3751 came out of restoration in 1991, the SP 2472 
ran on the Coast Line between San Francisco and Los Angeles, and the UP 4466 ran at 
Railfair in Sacramento.

VVP 005 Coastliners - Vol. 1  60 min    $36.00
Celebrate the 100th anniversary of the famed Coast Line with Amtrak and Metrolink 
passenger action, along with pre-merger SP and current freight traffic. Also includes 
historic film and video clips of steam locos, cab units, the ‘oil cans’, three operating 
WIG WAGS (now all gone). Taped over a 9 year period. 
[SEE tItLE ‘GO COaStaL’ FOR 3 DVD SEt OF ‘COaStLINERS VOLS.1 & 2’, 
& ‘SURF LINE COMMUtERS’]

VVP 006 Coastliners - Vol. 2  86 min    $36.00
Amtrak, SP and UP trains from Santa Barbara to San Luis Obispo are featured in this 
second part of the Coastliners series. Much of the coast line is secluded within private 
ranches and Vandenberg AFB, and public access is limited to just Jalama Beach and 
Surf, but you will see the most interesting parts from the train and lineside. A special 
feature on the Santa Maria Valley RR shows current operations, including a ride on 
GP-9 No. 1801. This program was taped over a period of 12 years. 
[SEE tItLE ‘GO COaStaL’ FOR 3 DVD SEt OF ‘COaStLINERS VOLS.1 & 2’, 
& ‘SURF LINE COMMUtERS’]

VVP 007 Surf Line Commuters   91 min    $36.00
Exciting passenger action on the fabled ‘Surf Line’ between Los Angeles and San 
Diego is featured in this newly revised program. See Amtrak Surfliners, San Diegans, 
Metrolink, and Coaster trains, along with BNSF freight action and Santa Fe steam 
locomotive No. 3751 in Los Angeles. 
[SEE tItLE ‘GO COaStaL’ FOR 3 DVD SEt OF ‘COaStLINERS VOLS.1 & 2’, 
& ‘SURF LINE COMMUtERS’]

VVP GC Go Coastal      $95.00
Special 3-Pack offer of ‘Coastliners Vols.1 & 2’, & ‘Surf Line Commuters’ 
Total running time of almost 4 hours. See descriptions in the listings for the individual 
programs for more specific details.  3 Pack pricing saves you $13.00 over the regular 
prices if programs purchased separately.
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VVP 008 Denver Light Rail  85 min $42.00 
Exciting high speed action on Denver’s light rail system. Ride the cab from Union 
Station to the Broadway station, and from Littleton Mineral the entire distance to 
30th St. Approximately half of the program was taped line side, showing the downtown 
street running. See the Invesco Mile High Stadium, the striking Millennium Bridge, the 
three large flyovers, shown from the cab and line side.

VVP 009 Garden Railway Dreamin’ - Vol. 1  60 min $36.00
Tour 16 exciting garden railroads in the San Diego CA area. This program features 
layouts with a wide cross section of the hobby with themes from European to Western 
America, expansive to very compact, canyon vistas and trestles to tunnels. No 
narration, as the trains speak for themselves.

VVP 010 Garden Railway Dreamin’ - Vol. 2  45 min $36.00
Tour four impressive garden railroads in the Southern California area plus the South 
Coast Botanical Garden. See these exciting outdoor railways:  R & E RR, Up & Downey 
RR, A. W. C. & H. Garden Ry, Pfetzing Valley Ry, and South Coast Botanical Garden: No 
narration, as the trains speak for themselves.

VVP 011 Garden Railway Dreamin’ - Vol. 3  48 min $36.00
See these exciting Southern California outdoor railways: Stewart & Santa Fe RR, Little 
Garden & Bouganvillea RR, The Denver & Rio Grand/Whiskey Flats RR (with unstaged 
rear end collision and derail), Johnson Valley & Twin Peaks RR. No narration, as the 
trains speak for themselves.

VVP 012 Garden Railway Dreamin’ - Vol. 4  49 min $36.00
See these exciting Southern California outdoor railways:  Anaheim, Azuza & 
Cucamonga RR, D S N G. RR, Chino Hills Unlimited Mountain Pike (CHUMP), 
Missouri Western & Rock Summit RR, Colorado Mining RR. No narration, as 
the trains speak for themselves.

VVP 013 Garden Railway Dreamin’ - Vol. 5  49 min  $36.00
See six exciting Southern California outdoor railways:  Gold Gulch & Alpine RR, 
Altadena & Redwood Western Ry. Co, Cortez & Silverton, Upland & Pacific RR, Alpine 
Adventure RR, Nancy Hanks RR. No narration, as the trains speak for themselves.

VVP 014 Garden Railway Dreamin’ - Vol. 6  63 min $36.00
See five exciting Southern California outdoor railways:  Saalig & Santa Fe RR, Lehigh 
Valley RR, T G & M RR, Santa Fe Northern, R & F RR. No narration, as the trains 
speak for themselves.

 BUY aNY 3 OF tHE ‘GaRDEN RaILWaY DREaMIN’ SERIES - $95.00.
VVP 015 Geared Triple-Header  75 min $42.00

This program features 4 steam logging ‘lokies’ operating at the Mt. Rainier Scenic R.R. 
at a special railfan weekend event. Featured are Hillcrest Lumber CLIMAX No.10, 
Pickering Lumber SHAY No.11, West Coast HEISLER No.91, and Hammond Lumber 
‘Minaret’ Mikado TANK-TYPE No. 17. Includes cab ride aboard No.91. Title received 
rave reviews in Timber Times #10, and Sn3 Modeler. 

VVP 016 Los Angeles Gold Line   90 min $42.00
Los Angeles opened its new Gold Line light rail system on July 26, 2003. Most of the 
line was built on the former Santa Fe Pasadena subdivision right of way. Ride the entire 
Gold Line from Union Station, through Pasadena to the end at Sierra Madre Villa 
station. Includes extensive line side coverage showing the downtown elevated section, 
street running, and operations in the center of the I-210 freeway.
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VVP 017 New Jersey Light Rail  90 min $42.00
Ride the Newark City Subway and the Hudson-Bergen Line in this on-board look at 
New Jersey transit and light rail operations. Ride in the cab from Newark Penn Station 
through the subway to the new Grove Street Station, and in the cab on the new 
Hudson-Bergen light rail line from Newport to the end of the line. Also includes line 
side action and street running, and visits to the shops of both lines. See old PCC cars in 
storage, awaiting sale to other cities.

VVP 018 New Orlean’s Streetcars  93 min + bonus section.  $42.00
Ride the 1923 Perley Thomas streetcars on the famous New Orleans St. Charles 
Avenue Line in this look at the current operations. Ride in the front left seat from Canal 
Street to the end of the line at Claiborne Ave. On our return our camera is mounted 
on the side of the streetcar for an unusual view of the trip, some of the greatest and 
clearest traction sounds you have ever heard! Includes line side action, and street 
running, with special emphasis on the historic Garden District. See line side action of 
the new Riverfront Streetcar Line.

VVP 019 Northeast Action   57 min $36.00
Northeast Action features fast trains on the Northeast Corridor between Washington 
and New York, and the Empire Corridor along the Hudson River. Newly updated to 
include high speed Amtrak Acela Express and HHP-8 electric motors. See AEM7’s, 
E60’s, Turbotrains, X2000, CDOT F units, NJ Transit, SEPTA, MARC, and unique FL9 
cab units, now gone from Amtrak and MetroNorth. 

VVP 020 NY Redbird Farewell Special   (2 DVD Set)   180 min $53.00
Ride a 6 car Redbird (1963 R-33 singles) charter excursion train through subways and 
over elevated trackage in May, 2002. Starting at 42nd St., travel on the 6 line South 
through the abandoned City Hall station, and then loop North over the lines of the old 
IRT 6 Line in the Bronx to the Westchester Yard, returning on the D Line, and later 
riding both the 4 and 1 lines. Most of the footage taken from the head end, giving the 
motorman’s view of the tracks, including subway and elevateds.

VVP 021 NY Triplex Special  (2 DVD Set)  180 min $53.00
Travel over the lines of the old BMT in Brooklyn (with a little incursion into Queens) 
on a set of three 1927 D type Triplex cars on a charter excursion train in May, 2002. 
Lots of traction motor and gear whine in the audio. Spectacular scenes of the Broadway 
Junction steel bridges, now being dismantled. Most of the footage taken from the head 
end, giving the motorman’s view of the tracks, including subway and elevateds.

VVP 022 Feather River Cab Ride  (2 DVD Set)  4 Hours $53.00
Ride the cab of the Feather River Express on June 26, 1999, from Oroville to Keddie. 
See the entire trip through the windshield of Union Pacific No.9326 as it pulled the 
Sacramento ‘99 NRHS and R&LHS passenger special over the former WP’s California 
Zephyr route. Includes printed location guide.

VVP 023 Sacramento ‘99  124 min $42.00
The OFFICIAL VIDEO of the 1999 NRHS and R&LHS convention. Covers McCloud Ry. 
steam trip with our XtremeSteamCamTM, plus U.P. 844 Tehama trip, Feather River 
Canyon/Keddie Wye trip with cab ride, Amtrak trips, Yolo Short Line steam freight, 
Railfair ‘99, U.P. 4466. Also McCloud, 844, Feather River Canyon and traction cab 
rides. Plus 844+3985, 4449, 3751 and 2467 inbound trips to Sacramento. Most 
comprehensive Sacramento 1999 program available.

VVP 024 San Diego’s Trolleys - Vol. 1  54 min $36.00
This program captures San Diego’s famous RED TROLLEYS, America’s most successful 
new LRV operation. Features cab rides, street running, line side action, a visit to the 
maintenance shops, and more. Covers the Blue Line from Mission Valley to San Ysidro/
Tijuana at the Mexican border, and the Orange Line to Santee. 
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VVP 025 San Diego’s Trolleys - Vol. 2  110 min $42.00
Sequel to Vol. 1 features the opening of the new Green Line with line side action, a 
full length cab ride from San Diego to Santee in the new S70 cars, another cab ride 
from Santee to Mission San Diego Station. See the four new stations on the Green Line 
including San Diego State University located underground, and Grantville 40 feet 
above grade.

VVP 026 San Francisco’s Trolleys - Vol. 1  (2 DVD Set)  168 min $53.00
Come aboard for a 2001 private charter tour of San Francisco’s trolley lines served by 
trolley poles! Rock steady ‘motorman’s view’ on the following lines: F-Market, J-Church, 
L-Taraval, and M-Ocean View, plus some tracks not used in regular service! Historic 
cars Nos. 1 and 1010, and numerous other PCC cars. Highly rated by Trolley Talk 
Magazine in July/Aug. 2002 issue. 

VVP 027 San Francisco’s Trolleys - Vol. 2  104 min + previews $42.00
This new program is the logical follow-up to our very popular San Francisco Trolley’s 
Vol. 1. Features 25 operating historic cars - No.1 Holman 1912 car, No. 130 ‘Iron 
Monster’, No. 228 ‘boat car’ from Blackpool, the No. 496 Melbourne car, the No. 
952 New Orleans car, and the No. 1811 Milan Tram. Ride down the Embarcadero in 
No. 952, also a charter trip on-board car No. 1015 over the K-Ingleside, L-Taraval, 
M-Ocean View lines and portions of the J-Church line, and take a fast ride through the 
Sunset Tunnel on the N-Judah line. Bonus feature - scenes in Melbourne, Aust. in 1990 
of old trams running in Swanston Street. 

VVP 028 San Francisco’s Cable Cars  90 min $42.00
Come aboard for a spectacular view of San Francisco’s fabled Cable Cars. See Powell-
Mason, Powell-Hyde, and California Street lines from the head end, line side, and 
pacing shots. See the ‘Armstrong’ turntables where the Powell St. cars are turned. 
A gallery of photos shows the unique signs and sights associated with these relics 
from the 19th century. Take a drive down the twisty world famous Lombard Street. A 
special railfan guide to riding the Cable Cars is enclosed.

VVP 029 San Jose Steam 1992 NRHS  58 min + previews $36.00
This program features SP Daylight locomotive No. 4449, SP Pacific-type No. 2472, 
and UP 4-6-6-4, 3985 operating in Northern California in 1992 at the convention of 
the NRHS. The highlight of the program is sustained high speed double-headed pacing 
action between San Jose and Watsonville.

VVP 030 Steam Across the Rockies   82 min $36.00
The OFFICIAL VIDEO of the Royal Gorge Steam Special, the last steam passenger 
train to operate through Colorado’s Royal Gorge in June, 1997. UP has since closed 
the Tennessee Pass line. The Central Coast Chapter of the NRHS selected Valhalla to 
produce this title. 5 camera crews on board and trackside were used. Includes historic 
footage of D&RGW passenger trains in the Gorge.   

VVP 031 Steam On The Double / Cheyenne Steam Train   85 min $36.00
Two exciting programs featuring the Denver Post Cheyenne Frontier Days Trains are 
combined in this exciting program. See line side action with some high speed pacing 
as 844+3985 double-head. Includes 3985 double-heading with the 6936 Centennial 
DDA40X, also scenes of the first E-9 diesel powered Domeliner excursion in 1994. 
Take a cab ride in 844.

VVP 032 X2000 Cab Ride  57 min $36.00
In 1993 Amtrak tested a high speed trainset from Denmark known as the X2000. 
The purpose was to develop a standard for the train now known as the Acela Express. 
Features an exciting cab ride up the Northeast Corridor reaching speeds of 135 m.p.h. 
See departure from Washington, ride on-board in the right seat through Wilmington, 
Philadelphia, Zoo Tower, Newark and bridges, and arrival at Penn Station.  
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SER 004 The Hills Are Alive  (DVD)  101 min     $39.95
By Rock top Productions/Series 567 Rail Video: The railway line between Adelaide 
and Murray Bridge was opened in 1886, and thus the Mount Lofty Ranges became 
a formidable barrier for those required to work trains over this section. The line was 
opened for traffic between Adelaide and Melbourne in January 1887, a distance of 
773 kms. The line between the two capital cities was at that time laid to a gauge of 
1600mm. In 1992, with the formation of the National Rail Corporation, came the 
announcement of the construction of a new standard gauge/broad gauge conversion 
rail link between Melbourne and Adelaide via Cressy in Victoria. This would allow for 
one gauge operation between Brisbane, Queensland and Perth, Western Australia via 
Melbourne. The double track from Adelaide to Belair in the “Adelaide Hills” would be 
made into 2 single lines, one remaining at 1600mm for the Adelaide Suburban service to 
operate on, whilst the  other track would be converted to 1436mm. In 1994, John Stone 
filmed extensively the broad gauge action from Adelaide to Murray Bridge. In June 1995 
broad gauge working on the Adelaide - Melbourne corridor would disappear forever with 
the opening of the standard gauge track. Colour / Sound / Narration / Graphics. 
See full broad gauge diesel action between adelaide and Murray Bridge: 
australian National Locomotives: GM, BL, 700, 830, 930, & CK.  See No. 961 in 
its “Explorer” colour scheme hauling “The Overland”.  Preserved steam locomotives 
621 (4-6-2) and 520 (4-8-4) on Steam Ranger Excursions. 
V/Line Locomotives: C, S, G, X & N. 

SER 015 Tasmania’s West Coast Wilderness Railway  (DVD)  47 min    $29.00
the Rebirth of a remarkable engineering achievement.
An Engineering triumph 1894-1896 to a Restoration triumph 1998-2002.  
This program covers the history of the Mt Lyell Mining and Railway Company, built in 
the wilderness of Tasmania in 1896, and its full restoration to a tourist railway of today. 
The line ran 34 kilometres from Queenstown to the Port of Strahan and became the 
lifeblood of the community. It was unique in that, to manage the 1 in 16 grade over 
the mountains, it used the rack and pinion system developed by Herr Abt for the Harz 
Mountains in Europe. Engines were built by Dubs and Co in Scotland. With 48 bridges 
to maintain, the railway became uneconomical and closed in 1962.

SER 018 Just Victorian Trains  (DVD)  60 min   TP   $39.95
Features generous clips of locomotive noise, a wide variety of locomotives, colour 
schemes and operators.  Filmed at chosen locations throughout Victoria and South 
Australia, Greg Travers takes us on a journey covering similar locations over a 22 
year period. Flashback scenes comprise ten clips of 1980 vintage cine film, mixed 
with Video-8, Hi-8 and Digital Video masters filmed from 1998 to 2003. Many maps 
illustrate where the trains are running, while subtitles also brief the viewer along with 
specification charts on 21 locomotives.  
the locomotive classes and trains covered include: 
A, B, BL, C, EL, GM, H, N, NR, P, S, T, V, X, Y, 44, 81, 82 plus coverage of the 
CargoSprinter, Diesel Railcar, Sprinter and the XPT. 
This is one of the most comprehensive and informative productions ever made on 
Victorian diesel locomotives with still images and full specifications on every 
locomotive listed above.
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SER 022 Rail Victoria ~ The Changing 80s (2 DVD-R set)  115 min $49.95
The 1980s saw changes to the rail industry of Victoria which could never be envisaged 
by the forefathers of years past.  Through running of locomotives from Sth Aust. and 
NSW into Victoria was implemented.  The removal of the Guards Van from freight 
trains brought about a reduction in Train Crew manning from 3 to 2.  This 2 DVD set 
covers only part of those turbulent years.  
Highlights include:
*  North Eastern: The ‘Southern Aurora’ hauled by a Commonwealth Railways 
 GM class;
*  Northern: Freight departing Echuca over the original Rail/Road bridge;
*  Eastern: V/Line ‘L’ class electric locomotive on a Traralgon passenger train;
*  Suburban: ‘Y’ class on a train of GY wheat wagons, ANR 930s on ‘The Overland’;
*  South Western (Melbourne - Geelong): ANR 930 class on a ‘local’ G’long - Melb train  
   at Werribee;
*  Western: Triple ANR 930s on an Interstate freight, ‘C’ class action on Ingliston Bank;
*  South Western (Geelong – Ballarat): Two ‘Blue & Gold’ ‘S’ class on a grain train.
The BONUS disc features the LAST ‘Southern Aurora’ departing Spencer Street (now 
Southern Cross) Station, the LAST ‘Spirit of Progress’ and ‘Southern Aurora’ passing 
thru Kilmore East.  See R761 hauling 10 wooden-bodied cars up Ingliston Bank, PLUS 
much more.  Locomotives in the ‘Blue & Gold’ mix with the colour schemes of V/Line, 
SA and NSW.  Truly a trip down memory lane.

SER 024 Just Trains Across Australia  (DVD)  75 min  TP   $39.95
‘Just Trains Across Australia’, features a wide variety of locomotives, colour schemes 
and operators.  In January 2004, Greg Travers, took a trip from Junee in NSW to Perth 
in WA and return.  Maps illustrate where the trains are running, while specifications 
and subtitles of the 33 locomotives are also featured.  Narration is included, added 
over the top of less sensitive train sounds. 

SER 030   Just Pilbara Trains 2005 ~ Part 1   50 min  TP $39.95
SER 031   Just Pilbara Trains 2005 ~ Part 2  50 min  TP $39.95

See GE Dash 8, Dash 9, AC6000 and GM SD40 locomotives hard at work climbing 
the Chichester & Hamersley Ranges plus many other remote locations throughout 
the region.  A Slide show containing technical specification sheets is one of the ‘extra 
features’ included.  Narration On / Off 

SER 032 For the love of Steam ~ ‘The Pichi Richi Railway’ $35.00
  (DVD WIDESCREEN)  55 min  PA 

Ride with us through South Australia’s Flinders Ranges aboard the Pichi Richi Society’s 
Afghan Express, the Pichi Richi Explorer and Steam Motor Coach One, affectionately 
called ‘The Coffee Pot’ as our cameras capture the romance and grandeur of a bygone 
era.  The Pichi Richi Railway, preserving the past for the present and the future.   
See Widescreen Note on ‘Facts about DVD’ Page.

SER 033 90 percent MEN  (DVD-R)  57 min $39.95
‘Railroads are only 10% iron, the other 90% is men…SIR HAROLD CLAPP
This title takes a retrospective look at the development of railways in Australia, 
focusing on the role of Sir Harold Clapp – one of the most outstanding and dynamic 
commissioners of the Victorian Railways.  His contribution to railway development in 
Victoria is immense.  He changed our railways and the public’s perception of them.  
Produced by ARHS (Vic).

SER 034  Rails Under The Southern Cross - Vol. 3  (DVD-)]   60 min $39.95
Spirit Of Progress – ‘australia’s Wonder train’: 1937 ushered in a new era of 
modern passenger rail travel with the inauguration of the Spirit of Progress.  
The film traces the design and construction and finally scenes of the ‘Spirit’ on normal 
running service.
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Whistles In the Hills: A history of the narrow gauge tramways and railways of 
Victoria.  A unique collection of archival film on the development of the timber 
tramways of the state.  Highlights include: Powelltown, Walhalla, the Rubicon area, 
Warburton, Beech Forest, Puffing Billy and more!  
Setting the Road: From the beginnings of railways it was realized that some form 
of control over the running of trains was necessary!  The evolution of signaling and 
safeworking practices in Victoria is a colourful and fascinating story. 
Produced by ARHS (Vic). 

SER 036 Vic’s Railways - Vol. 1 ~ A tribute to the late Vic Greensill $49.95
    (DVD-R)  120 min

The DVD covers Vic’s sojourns around Victoria, NSW & Qld.  Historic rail operations on 
a variety of gauges featuring diesel, steam and electric traction - The Cheetham’s Salt 
Works, Laverton; Yallourn SEC electric railway; ICI narrow gauge line, Deer Park, Triple C 
class on ‘Jets’; Quadruple T class travelling to Barry Beach; Triple parallel run with 3801, 
K183 and R766; Double H class on the Castlemaine – Maryborough line; P class on 
Leongatha passes; B61’s last run on the Stony Point pass, Cane trains in the main street 
of Nambour; Pre-electrification Brisbane suburbans; Far north Queensland diesel and 
electric action - some on lines now closed; Tuscan/gold and candy liveried locos in NSW, 
plus scenes from the 1991 historic vehicle (Trams) cavalcade in Melbourne.  This title is 
a joint production between Series 567 & Steam Media Productions.

SER 043 Vic’s Railways - Vol. 2 ~ A tribute to the late Vic Greensill   $49.95
   (DVD-R)  120 + mins

The DVD covers Vic’s sojourns around Victoria & Qld.  Historic rail operations featuring 
diesel, steam and electric traction – Highlights: In VICTORIA ~ Last run at Cheetham’s 
Laverton Salt Works, Double headed Ts on the Warrnambool goods, Goulburn Valley 
lines Passenger & Goods, Goods trains north of Echuca, more ‘Great Victorian Bike 
Ride’ specials, last workings east of Leongatha with quadruple T class, steam on regular 
Passenger & Goods.
In QUEENSLAND ~ Cane trains - 3’6” & 2’ systems, 2000 rail cars, electrics and 
diesels on Passenger & Goods trains, last suburban loco hauled trains.  Action on 
Maryborough Wharf Line and see the Wallangarra Goods.
This title is a joint production between Series 567 & Steam Media Productions. 

SER 037 The Great Little Train from Downunder  (DVD)  90 min $29.95
The Bush Mill Railway’s 15” gauge Tasmanian K class Garratt 1993 Tour to the U.K.  
Specially built for use on Australia’s steepest narrow gauge railway at the Bush Mill, in 
Southern Tasmania, the Garratt visits the Ravenglass & Eskdale and Romney, Hythe & 
Dymchurch Railways. Winning Post Productions – Tasmania.  Narrated: Brian Naylor 
(Retired Newsreader, Channel 9, Melb.)

SER 038 Tall Ships / A Celebration of Tasmanian Maritime History $29.95
  (2 DVD Set)  99 min

tall Ships (60 min):  Sunday, 10th January 1988, the day that the City of Hobart 
awoke to a harbour filled with tall ships.  Four days later the fleet prepared for the race 
to Sydney, for the bi-centennial festivities. Ten years later, the Tall Ships left Sydney 
on Boxing Day and set sail for Hobart to commemorate the anniversary of Bass and 
Flinders’ discovery of Bass Strait. 
Celebration Of tasmanian Maritime History / australian Wooden Boat Festival 
(39 min): Experience the world renowned Tall Ships events, thrill at the glory of the 
parade of sail and explore Tasmania’s Wooden Boat School.  The Australian Wooden 
Boat Festival is a 4 day festival held on Hobart’s waterfront bringing together the biggest 
collection of wooden boats in the southern hemisphere.  
Winning Post Productions - Tasmania.



SER 039 A NSW Train On Line ~ A Trackside Journey - Vol. 7  80 min $43.00
SER 040  A NSW Train On Line ~ A Trackside Journey - Vol. 8  90 min $43.00
SER 041  A NSW Train On Line ~ A Trackside Journey - Vol. 9  110 min $43.00

For many years the NSW rail network has been complimented by the diverse array of 
locomotive classes assigned to work its trains.  In recent years particularly, the Southern 
and Western Regions have accommodated the presence of ARG’s CL and L class 
locomotives, whilst LVR (Freight Div) use GM and 44 class locomotives.  We go back 
to the summer of 1992 / 93 for an inside look at many signal boxes in action plus the 
Double Line Block Telegraph system between Wallendbeen and Harden.  
SPECIaL PRICE: BUY aNY tWO OF tHE 3 - $40.00 Ea. 
BUY aLL tHREE VOLUMES - $37.00 Ea

SER 045     The Titans’ Last Winter [Parts 1 & 2] (DVD-R)        90 min                 $44.95
Africa was the Garratt capital of the world.  Many countries on the continent, 
particularly those in Southern Africa, were home to the giant articulateds which 
revolutionised load-hauling capacities on steeply graded and sharply curved mountain 
railways. Zimbabwe, formerly Rhodesia, was the last world stronghold of regular 
Garratt operations in the early 1990s. It is against this background that Victorian 
videographer and producer Bruce Williams captured the last two winters (1991 & 
1992) of mainline Garratt steam operation in Zimbabwe. Lines covered include 
Bulawayo - Plumtree, Bulawayo - West Nicholson and Bulawayo - Victoria Falls 
including aerial shots of a Garratt on the famous bridge linking Zimbabwe and Zambia.  
The Wankie Colliery line is also featured where ex-Rhodesian Railways 19th class 
4-8-2s haul coal to the main line.  Narrated by John Batwell.

SER 046 Rail Heritage - Queensland 2007  [DVD]   40 min + 15 Bonus Feature  TP $14.95
This title covers some of the heritage workings around Queensland during 2007. See 
C17-974 back in action after restoration, AC16-221A on the Quilpie Tour & Laidley 
Spring Festival, DD17-1051 on Steam Train Sunday trips, RM 1901 on a Trainaways 
tour, RM 2000 three car set, Carnival of Flowers tours and more. Includes new QPSR 
footage from 2007. The presentation is setout in date order with natural train sounds 
only (no narration) and subtitles to inform the viewer of the train location.  
The bonus footage is of QPSR operating from Box Flat to Bundamba during 2007. 
A Steven Burrows Production, released by Train Pictures.

SER 047 Rail Heritage - Zig Zag  (DVD)  59 min + Extras  TP $14.95
Climb aboard as we travel on the Great Lithgow Zig Zag.  Watch the process of 
‘lighting up’ ex-QR steam locomotive 1072, then make the journey up and down the 
line from trackside, on board and in the cab.
EXtRaS INCLUDE: QPSR New Years Eve Special, RM55 ‘Red Fred’ at Rosewood 
and Last QR Mainline steam for 2007.
title has no narration - Natural train sound only in Dolby 2.0. Widescreen (16:9) 
format.  A Steven Burrows Production, released by Train Pictures.

SER 048 Just Northern Rivers Railroad / The Murwillumbah Line  (DVD)  TP $19.95
 30 min Main Feature + 30 min Previews 
See and hear the NRR locomotives hard at work on this scenic branch line in the far 
north of NSW. We view trains operated by the NRR in conjunction with Freight Corp, 
powered by GM 421 and 49 class locomotives during 1998. See NRR 422 class with an 
EL class on the now defunct Rozelle branch in Sydney. View the ‘Ritz Rail’ tourist train 
just prior to its shutdown in 2002. Analogue video flashback to 1987 showing ALCo 442 
class on the State Rail ‘Gold Coast Motorail Express’. 
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SER 049 The Missing Link - ‘Working on the Alice Springs to Darwin Railway’  $44.95
  (DVD-R)  80 min              

‘the Missing Link - Working on the alice Springs to Darwin Railway’ was 
filmed by Bernie Baker in 2002 while working at Tennant Creek and Katherine during 
construction of this historic project. Footage includes the rail, sleeper and ballast trains 
as well as the locomotives used. Included is filming from the cab. 
‘The Missing Link’ shows all classes of locomotives used during construction and 
displays the now defunct Australian Northern logo. Watch as the grunt of 3300 turbo 
charged horses of  the ex Western Australian L class and 2200 horsepower of the 
former New South Wales 422 class thrust their exhausts into the Northern Territory 
sky. Ride in the cab of locomotives as they lift 8000 tonne works trains and return with 
empty trains at 110 km/h. Footage also includes a 500 class locomotive powered by 
a 500 hp English Electric engine. There was one of these little locomotives placed at 
both Tennant Creek and Katherine and performed pivotal roles during the construction 
process.  No narration, scenes have comprehensive subtitles. 

SER 050 The Geelong Tramways  (DVD-R)  80 min   $39.95
Geelong is Victoria’s second city, having been settled well before the gold rush of 1851 
which led to the establishment of Ballarat & Bendigo.  It was however, the last of the 
3 regional cities to have electric trams.  Services commenced in Geelong on March 14, 
1912 and was operated by the Melbourne Electric Supply Company.  In 1930, all 
3 provincial tramways came under the control of the State Electricity Commission.  
The Geelong system ceased operation in 1956. Through the use of old maps, drawings, 
photographs and movie film follow the development of the Geelong tramways system.
Segments:
Introduction / The Tram Routes (All routes are covered, including ‘nostalgic trip’ to 
Belmont prior to closure)  /  Special Trackwork (Featuring some unusual junctions)  / 
The Geelong Tramcars (Including trams acquired second-hand from Adelaide and 
Melbourne)  /  The Depot  /  Tram Tickets  /  Geelong Traffic Lights (Neon bar type, 
unique to Geelong)  /  Closure of System in 1956  /  What Remains 52 years after 
closure  /  Recovery and restoration of some Geelong Trams  / Track map is enclosed 
with the DVD.
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SM 017 A Garratt Goes Again ~ Part 1  (DVD)  90 min   $44.95
In April 2004, 2-6-0+0-6-2 Garratt locomotive G42, a 1926 Beyer Peacock product, 
joined the fleet of Na locomotives of the Puffing Billy Preservation Society, after a 
15 year restoration project costing $1.7 million. G42 is one of a kind, providing a unique 
attraction for rail enthusiasts and the general public. Features much exclusive footage 
and provides an excellent record of every test train and the re-commissioning of G42, 
from Lineside, cab, in-track, & parallel running.

SM 020 A Garratt Goes Again ~ Part 2  (DVD-R)  120 min  $49.95
The world’s only operational 2’ 6” gauge Garratt locomotive.  This companion volume 
to the highly acclaimed Part 1 showcases G 42’s restoration.  See regular and special 
services during its first 16 months running.  Highlights include: 16 car sunset special to 
Gembrook / Comprehensive coverage of regular lunch train services / The first Garratt 
hauled Great Train Race / A Mixed train to Gembrook / G 42 on the Night (Dinner) 
Train for the first time / The Santa Special / Rare footage of restoration progress during 
the 1990s / Final fitting out and first steaming / A look back at Beech Forrest days / 
Interviews with Moe crews - Jim Rae and Reg Walton.  Action from the ‘lineside’, 
‘cab’ & ‘in track’.

SM 018 2003 ~ The Victorian Year in Steam  (DVD)  120 min   $49.95
2003 saw many unique events for Victorian steam.  Featured: Double headed R class 
on Ingliston bank / K153 hauling the 100th Kinder special / Cab rides on R707, V1209, 
& J549 / D3 639 to Swan Hill / Naming V1209 and X35 / BPR #6 & D3 639 turn 
100 / First VGR steam pass to Maldon Junction, R761 & R707 in Main St Wycheproof 
and 5” gauge.

SM 019 747 Flight Deck Tour  (DVD-R)  45 min $49.95
Tony Marsden who produces the “Victorian Year In Steam” series was also the 
appointed videographer on the Qantas Antarctic Charter flights.  On most of these flights, 
the Captain gives passengers a 15 minute tour of the flight deck controls via a video 
link to the in-flight video system.  Tony had flight deck access to operate the camera 
- probably the only exception for a layman worldwide as all flight decks are now locked 
just before take off.  Tony filmed the tour along with an explanation of the flight deck of a 
Boeing 747-400 Longreach Jumbo.  The flight deck tour was filmed while returning from 
Antarctica flying at 37,000 feet.  If you are into the aircraft ‘scene’ or would just like to 
know what  happens at ‘the pointy end’ of a 747-400 then this is for you.

SM 021 2004 ~ The Victorian Year in Steam  (DVD-R)  120 min $49.95
Steam Media’s Annual Almanac of Victorian steam operations shows the ‘changing 
scene’ of railroading, not only in steam operations, but the overall changes that have 
been taking place within Victoria.  Highlights include:  Double headed oil burning 
R class (R711 & R766) for the first and only time / 150th anniversary of railways in 
Victoria celebrations at Maldon / K163 on the Mornington Railway / Cab rides on 
R766 / Vulcan # 4 at Bellarine / first Victorian Goldfields Railway steam train into 
Castlemaine / G42 returning to service including test runs / J515 running to 
Hurstbridge / R761 to Warrnambool / Walhalla Goldfields Railway first official steam 
passenger train to Walhalla / J class 50th Anniversary tour with J549 / Y112, A2 996 
and R761 on the Echuca wharf line / Mixed trains to Gembrook hauled by 12A and 
G42 / last steam runs on the ‘old alignment’ between Bacchus Marsh and Parwan and 
much more.  Narrator: Paul McDonald.
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SM 022 2005 ~ The Victorian Year In Steam  (DVD-R)  135 min $49.95
Highlights include: Steam returning to the Glen Waverley and Bairnsdale lines / Aerial 
shots of Victorian Goldfields Railway running into Castlemaine / 12A & Garratt G42 
doubleheading / D3 and K class doubleheading up Ingliston bank / Bellarine Peninsula 
Railway Easter specials / centenarians Y112 and D3 639 doubleheading between 
Ballarat and Maryborough / Puffing Billy 50th anniversary trains / Cab-rides on Y112, 
K160 and G42 / Inside Bacchus Marsh signal box shortly before closure and semaphore 
signal shots before removal / Double headed K class to Seymour / First steam runs on 
new track alignment at Melton / Na triple header, 12, 7 & 14A on Gembrook Pass and 
much more.   

SM 023     2002 ~ The Victorian Year In Steam  (DVD-R)  120 min $49.95
Highlights include: Steam to Mildura, Murrayville & Yelta / Bellarine Peninsula Railway 
Easter Extravaganza / Cabride Puffing Billy 6A fitted with Lempor exhaust / R711 on 
regular Warrnambool pass trains / Puffing Billy ‘little locos’ push-pull at Cockatoo / Five 
inch gauge H220 steaming at Wandong / K160 on the first VGR steam train beyond 
Muckleford.

SM 024    Easter Steam 2000  (DVD-R)  120 min $49.95
The Millennium Aurora Tour, organised by the New South Wales Rail Transport 
Museum, was the heritage rail event of the year 2000.  Former NSWGR Pacific locos 
3801 & 3830 journeyed from Sydney to Dimboola in western Victoria during Easter. 
The historic tour saw the first use of steam locos on lines converted from broad to 
standard gauge during the mid 1990s.  An excellent record of the Easter 2000 events 
with 11 different steam locomotives in action  Includes a visual tribute to the late 
Gerald Dee.

SM 025 Bye Bye Broad Gauge  (DVD-R)  120 min $49.95
In 2001, the Victorian Government announced a proposal to re-gauge the majority 
of the state’s rail network from broad to standard gauge.  Steamrail Victoria ran a 
series of tours during 2002 advertised as ‘the final steam workings’ to a variety of 
destinations in Victoria’s north west.  Featuring: D3 639 visiting Yelta / R761 & D3 
639 on the Murrayville line / K190 & R761 from Dunolly to Inglewood / R711 & R761 
storming Bealiba Bank at dusk / Double R class sunset silhouette departing Dunolly  / 
R761 running from Castlemaine to Maryborough / D3 639 & R761 in the Mildura 
district / R761 solo to St. Arnaud.

SM 026 2001 ~ The Victorian Year In Steam  (DVD-R)  120 min $49.95
Highlights include: A quadruple header with K183, R761, R707 & R766 / VGR 
Steam Freight featuring K160 and J549 K190 on the veteran car set / Double R class 
paralleling K and R classes. Cabrides on Y112, K160 and Coal Creek ‘Bundy’ / Oil 
burning R766 visits Swan Hill for the first time. The final run of ‘The Climax’ before 
major overhaul / Action on the former double track Bendigo line beyond Kyneton / 
Super R711 on Warrnambool, Bendigo and St Arnaud lines. BPR Easter extravaganza 
with many double and some triple headers / R761 struggling, then stalling, on Sunbury 
bank and much more. 

SM 027 1999 ~ The Victorian Year in Steam  (DVD-R)  120 min $49.95
Highlights Include: Double R class on spectacular ‘The Overland’ recreation with 
spectacular night vision and sound / Maldon Steamfreight winter action / R711 on 
Warrnambool, Ballarat and Bendigo lines / J515 struggles up Ingliston Bank / BPR 
Easter Extravaganza / Last run of R766 as a coal burner / R class on regular V/Line 
services for the final time.  

SM 028 2000 ~ The Victorian Year in Steam  (DVD-R)  120 min $49.95
Highlights Include: Double R class paralleling double 38 class / Y112 to Wakool / 
BPR Easter Extravaganza / NSW 38 class in Victoria / R711 on regular and special 
trains / Cabrides on K160 and PB15 454 / D3 639 and K190 to Robinvale.  



SM 029 2006 ~ The Victorian Year in Steam  (DVD-R)  120 min $49.95
2006 features two hours of top steam action, including: Double headed K class to 
Ballarat via Ingliston Bank, R 761’s first run on the new single line beyond Kyneton 
bound for Echuca, the return to service of 8A - triple heading with 6 and 14 and solo 
on a mixed to Gembrook, J 515 at the VGR, G 41 on the ‘Fielder Flyer’, BPR Easter 
specials, K 163 turning 65, Glen Waverley and Hurstbridge line shuttles, 861’s 120th 
birthday special, mainline crew training specials, the two Puffing Billy funeral trains and 
the Channel 9 news footage of Fun Run With Thomas and Santa Special. 

SM 030 1997 ~ Victorian Year in Steam  (DVD-R)  120 min $49.95
Highlights include: Y112, D3 639, & J515 Triple header / R707, R761, & R766 up 
Ingliston  /  R class on regular service trains  /  R & K; Y & D3 parallel runs  /  Y112 & 
hand operated gates  /  Cab rides on J & D3  /  Tourist Railway action  /  R & D3 Easter 
action on Bendigo line  /  D3 639 at Deniliquin in mid-winter.

SM 031 1998 ~ Victorian Year in Steam  (DVD-R)  120 min $49.95
Highlights include: R707, R761, R766 Traralgon bound  /  Gembrook re-opening 
day and regular operations  /  J549 & K160 doubleheading by day & night  /  R711 on 
mainline & trial runs  /  J515 interstate to Oaklands  /  Double R class on Bendigo line / 
Cab ride 12A to Gembrook  /  R class on regular service runs  /  D3 639 & K  183 up 
Parwan Bank  /  Evocative night scenes  /  R707 light up .

CFRD 1003 The Upfield Line - ‘Wooden Gates & Semaphores’ / The Inner Circle Plus  $34.50 
  (DVD-R)  90 min   

the Upfield Line (48 min): The Upfield Railway line in the northern suburbs of 
Melbourne, has for most of its recent history, been overlooked for modernization.  
The semaphore signal, is still in regular use on this 20 kilometre line.  The line boasted 
some 13 sets of wooden gates, either operated by a Signalman or by gatekeeper.  This 
was to change, with the announcement in late 1996 of an upgrade to the line.  Before 
the changes, travel in the Drivers cab from Flinders Street Station to Upfield.  
Narrated by Chris Guy.
the Inner Circle Plus (42 min): Melbourne’s inner circle railway connected the 
Upfield and Whittlesea lines by way of a 4.1 km track.  The line opened in 1898 and 
electrified in 1921.  Before closure of the Northcote end in 1965, we travelled behind a 
D3 class locomotive both ways.  The Kew line, 3 short kms in length, was an electrified 
line, closed in 1957.  Before closure, D3 659 takes us over this line.  Journey to 
Thomastown and Hurstbridge in the early 1960s.  To complete our suburban journeys by 
steam, ‘E’ & ‘Y’ class locomotives haul special trains in the western suburbs and on the 
Goods lines. Narrated by Glenn Hunt.

CFRD 1008 Train Driving  80 min $34.50
We take a look behind the scenes of what it’s like to be a train driver.  Go behind the 
scenes at V/Line Freight Corporation’s ‘Driver Training Centre’ and find out exactly 
what it takes to become a driver. Ride inside the cab of an ‘up’ Frankston suburban 
train, a ‘G’ class on a Bendigo goods trip and the ‘X’ class in Gippsland.
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CFRD 1009 Rail Motors Remembered  50 min $34.50
Go back to the days when the familiar Blue and Gold coloured diesel electric rail 
motors, more affectionately known as DERM’s, and the Walker rail cars served the 
branch lines of Victoria. We feature Diesel Electric Rail Motors on lines North of 
Bendigo and the Mansfield lines.  Plus we see the Walker cars on regular services 
including Piangil and Linton.

CFRD 1012  Riding the Beechy & Other Narrow Gauge Lines  (DVD-R)  55 min  $34.50
Features footage from 1958 of Garratt G42 hauling the weekly goods train from Colac 
to Weeapriona and return.  Includes visit to the Fyansford Cement Works railway, the 
Puffing Billy line, and the Mount Lyell rack railway in Tasmania. Colour with dubbed 
sound and narration.

CFRD 1013  The Bendigo Line   90 min  $34.50
Travel with the Driver on a ‘G’ class hauled freight between Tottenham Yard and 
Bendigo in March 1998. 

CFRD 1015 Steam Around the State  50 min $34.50
In this program we take you back to the 1950’s and 1960’s, the time when the need 
for steam locomotives was declining.  Thanks to Arthur Hill and Ian Scutt we can show 
some archival footage of the D3 676 on the Wahgunyah Mixed, X29 on a ‘down’ empty 
livestock train, J541 from Ararat to Hamilton and much much more.

CFRD 1017 Twilight of Victorian Railways Steam  50 min $34.50
In 1968, the Victorian Railways was officially dieselised.  During the decade proceeding, 
the decline of steam in Victoria occupied the interests of rail enthusiasts of the time.  
Thanks to Arthur Hill we show you footage from that time featuring A2 995 between 
Bet Bet and Maryborough.  Plus we feature N 419 to Castlemaine and a J class on the 
main lines.

CFRD 1018  9461 Freight - A Driver’s View   85 min  $34.50
The Gippsland line to Traralgon and Sale, in Victoria’s east was electrified in 1956. 
Since the late 1980’s, dramatic changes have occurred including the de-electrification 
of the line. On the 19th of March 1998, we took our cameras into the drivers cab and 
filmed the journey of the 9461 Maryvale freight between Melbourne Yard and Morwell. 

CFRD 1021 The Glen Waverley Line / The Frankston Line  113 min $39.50
the Glen Waverley line is 22 kilometres in length and passes through some of Mel-
bourne’s eastern suburbs.  The line is used by thousands of daily commuters. Join us as 
we take on a journey from Flinders Street to Glen Waverley with a view from the cab, 
filmed in Autumn of 1998.  We also feature historical photos of the line from 1955.
Frankston is a bayside suburb of Melbourne situated 44 kms from Flinders Street 
Station. Accompany the driver of an Hitachi electric multiple unit train for the journey 
from Flinders Street to Frankston via the City Loop.

CFRD 1024  Railmotor Journeys Over Lost VR Lines  (DVD-R)  50 min $34.50
Travel aboard rail cars and rail motors through Victoria during the 1950’s through to 
the 1970’s on lines now closed. Includes a short history of the VR’s post WW2 rail 
motor fleet.

CFRD 1027 More Railmotor Journeys  (DVD-R)  60 min $34.50
Travel by 280 hp Walker Railcar & DERM to such locations as the Mornington 
Peninsula, the main line to Tallarook, to Beechworth, Bright and Yarrawonga/Oaklands 
lines, the Western District, taking in Koroit to Hamilton, Balmoral and Coleraine lines 
before arriving at Horsham via East Natimuk, Ararat to Ballarat.
Added to this is some brief material of other lines such as, Warburton, Daylesford and 
Bolangum, as well as what remains of some of them today.  All in colour.  
Narrated by Chris Guy.
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CFRD 1028  D3 - 100 Years of  V.R. Service / R711 Back in Steam  (DVD-R)  100 min $39.50
‘D3 - 100 Years of V.R. Service’:  released to coincide with the centenary of the last 
survivor of the class, D3 639. This DVD is a tribute to 100 years of service on the V.R. It 
features a short history of the class, plus plenty of footage of the D3 class in action. 
‘R711 - Back in Steam’:  This program covers the rebuilding of locomotive R711 by the 
West Coast Railway during 1998 and its first regular run on the ‘Westcoaster’ between 
Melbourne and Warrnambool in Victoria’s west. 

CFRD 1029  Maryborough ~ Victorian Steam’s Last Stronghold  (DVD-R)  55 min $34.50 
In the mid 1960s, Maryborough still had plenty of steam activity. Although the classic 
locomotives had gone, the Js, Ns and Rs still presented a spectacular sight, particularly 
around Bealiba and the notorious Bank. Spectacular material of the lines to Donald and 
Castlemaine as well as detailed shots of the locomotive depot. 

CFRD 1030  Sandringham ~ A Driver’s View  (DVD-R)  40 min $34.50
Join the Driver for a view from the cab of the historic Sandringham line. This line, which 
is 18 kilometres in length, passes Melbourne’s inner suburbs before reaching the bay at 
Brighton Beach and continuing on to terminate at Sandringham. Footage of Taits and 
Hitachi trains are also featured.

CFRD 1031  G42 ~ From The Otways To The Dandenongs  (DVD-R)  70 min $34.50
This program features a short history of Victoria’s narrow gauge G42 locomotive in 
operation on excursions through the Otway Ranges and finally its triumphant return to 
service on the Puffing Billy Railway in 2004.  This title also includes ‘PETER PECKETT 
& PUFFING BILLY’ - This program provides an account of the operation of the Peckett 
built locomotive on the Gembrook extension of the Puffing Billy line, before it was 
joined to the existing line at Lakeside. Also included is the ‘Climax’ and scenes of the 
lines reconstruction. 

CFRD 1032 Junee ~ ‘Still a Railway Town’  (DVD-R)  50 min   $34.50
Junee in Southern NSW is steeped in railway history.  The large roundhouse is far from 
empty and semaphore signalling is still controlled from 2 manual signal boxes.  Look at 
day to day operations in daylight and darkness of the railway.  Visit South Box and the 
Roundhouse, which houses a maintenance facility and Museum within its confines.  As 
an added bonus, we have included the Roundhouse Celebrations of 1997.  
Extra feature runs for 25 min.

CFRD 1033 Spencer St. to Dandenong ~ A Driver’s View  (DVD-R)   55 min $34.50
The South East is one of Melbourne’s busiest routes with lines extending to Bairnsdale 
and Cranbourne.  In this program, we cover the 33 kilometre journey from Spencer Street 
to Dandenong aboard X42 on the Maryvale Goods.  This is an express run and you see the 
line from the Driver’s perspective.  An added bonus - Footage of Melbourne Yard in the 
1950s, to compare with our journey over the goods loop towards Spencer Street.

CFRD 1034 Riding the Rack  75 min  $34.50
The Abt Railway from Queenstown through to Strahan in Tasmania is an amazing 
engineering feat.  After being torn up it has been totally restored and is steam operated 
for the journey from Queenstown to Double Barrel.  The remainder of the journey is 
by diesel.  The entire journey was recorded from the cab in 2004.  See never before 
published footage of the line in ordinary service prior to closure.

CFRD 1035 Ken Fishley’s 1960s VR Steam Action  (DVD)  70 min $34.50
The 1960s saw radical changes in railway operations throughout Australia and the 
Victorian Railways was certainly part of this.  With the writing on the wall for steam.  
It would officially occur in July 1968.  See regular steam operations in the Ararat, 
Hamilton and Bendigo districts also on the Geelong to Ballarat line.  A segment on 
Newport Workshops shows where older steam locomotives spent their declining years.  
All footage is in colour.  Narrated by Chris Guy.
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AB-D Aberdeen to Inverness  (Driver’s Eye View) 112 min $53.00
 Narrated by Sally Magnusson 
A1-D Trains From The Arc     50 min $53.00

Vol.1: Victorian Steam Railways, 1895 - 1901
Vol.2: The Edwardian Scene, 1902 - 1912
Vol.3: The Pre-Grouping Years, 1913 - 1923

 From the John Huntley Archives.
BC-D Bakerloo and City   (Driver’s Eye View) 64 min $48.00
 Bakerloo Line with Waterloo and City
 Narrated by Rob Curling.
BR-D Britannia ~ A Royal Souvenir (Royal Yacht) 40 min    $45.00
 Narrated by Tom Cotcher.
C1-D Classic Train Journeys ~ Scotland   60 min      $48.00

Narrated by Chris Denning. 
C2-D Classic Train Journeys ~ South West England 60 min $45.00

This is a compilation from previously released titles of this area.
Narrated by Chris Denning. 

C3-D Classic Train Journeys ~ Wales   60 min $45.00
This is a compilation from previously released titles of this area.
Narrated by Chris Denning. 

C4-D Classic Railway Journeys ~ Northern England 60 min    $45.00
This is a compilation from previously released titles of this area.
Narrated by Richard Bath. 

C5-D Classic Train Journeys ~ Ireland  60 min $45.00
This is a compilation from previously released titles of this area.
Narrated by Henry Kelly.

CA-D The Cambrian Coast  (Drivers Eye View) 80 mins $53.00
Machynlleth to Barmouth. Narrated by Dafydd Hywel.  Filmed 1988.

CB-D Cornish Branches  (Drivers Eye View) 91 min    $53.00
Looe-Liskeard, Lostwithiel-Fowey, Par-Newquay, Falmouth-Truro & St. Erth-St. Ives. 
Narrated by Anton Rogers.  Filmed 1991.

CE-D Connex Express  (Drivers Eye View)  60 min $38.00
Brighton to London Victoria. Narrated by Fred Dineage. Filmed 1998.

CH-D Chiltern Take Two  (Drivers Eye View) 95 min $53.00
Paddington to West Ruislip and Marylebone to Banbury
Narrated by Philip Hayton.  Filmed 1989.

CK-D Dublin to Cork  (Driver’s Eye View) 110 min $53.00
 Narrated by Henry Kelly.
CL-D Central  (Drivers Eye View)     90 min $53.00

Ealing Broadway - Hainault, Leytonstone – Epping, Epping - Ongar
Narrated by Rob Curling.  Filmed 1992.

CU-D The Cumbrian Coast  (Drivers Eye View)   96 min $53.00
Carnforth to Barrow-in-Furness, Bootle to Maryport. 
Narrated by Chris Denning.  Filmed 1997.

D1-D Diesel & Electric on 35mm ~ Parts 1 & 2 120 min    $73.00
Vol. 1: Features modern traction from the early years (1930s to the early 1970s).  
(50% B&W, 50% Colour). 
Vol. 2: From the late 1950s to the early 1970s, shows the very early days of BR’s 
modernisation program Two thirds are from the “pre-blue” era, one third from the 
“post-blue” era.   100% Colour.  
Narrated by John Huntley.
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D3-D Diesel & Electric on 35mm ~ Part 3  60 min   $48.00
Covers Diesel, Electric, Underground & Driving Cab sequences between late 
1950s to early 1970s. 
Narrated by Richard Bath.

DC-D 1066 DC  (Drivers Eye View)  90 mins   $53.00
Hastings to London Charing Cross. 
Narrated by Peter Egan.  Filmed 1988.

DF-D The Down Fishguard  (Drivers Eye View)  118 min    $53.00
Swindon to Fishguard. 
Narrated by Richard Bath.  Filmed 2002.

DS-D Dublin to Sligo  (Drivers Eye View)   114 min $53.00
Narrated by Henry Kelly.  Filmed 2004.

EL-D East London & District  (Driver’s Eye View)   140 min $53.00
New Cross - Shoreditch, Richmond - Upminster, Wimbledon - Edgware Road, 
Kensington High Street - Kensington Olympia.
Narrated by Rob Curling.  Filmed 2005.

EN-D The Enterprise  (Driver’s Eye View) 110 min $53.00
 Dublin to Belfast. 
 Narrated by Henry Kelly.
F1-D The Flying Scotsman  (Drivers Eye View)   190 min   $73.00

Part 1: East Coast Main Line - London Kings Cross to York.
Part 2: East Coast Main Line - York to Edinburgh.
NOtE: The Newcastle to Edinburgh section reduced by 40% for time reasons. 
(No features lost).  
Narrated by Fred Dinenage.  Filmed 1999/2000.

FF-D Ffestiniog & Conwy  91 min $53.00
Porthmadog - Blaenau Ffestiniog (Narrow Gauge)
Blaenau Ffestiniog - Llandudno (Standard Gauge)
Narrated by Arfon Haines Davies.   Filmed 1991.  

FN-D The Far North  (Drivers Eye View)   105 min $53.00
Dingwall to Wick and Thurso. 
Narrated by Paul Coia.  Filmed 1990.

GV-D The Golden Valley  (Drivers Eye View)       65 min + 30 min bonus $53.00
Swindon to Gloucester. Bonus Footage: ‘STEREO TRACKS’. 
Narrated by Alan Hardwick.   Filmed 2006.

H1-D HST West / Far West  (Drivers Eye View)   180 min  $73.00
Exeter to Plymouth (and Saltash)/ Saltash to Penzance
Narrated by Anton Rodgers.  Filmed 1986/1990.

HG-D HST Great West  (Drivers Eye View)   95 min    $53.00
London / Bath / Bristol / Exeter. 
Narrated by Anton Rogers. Filmed 1993.

HM-D Highland Main Line (Drivers Eye View)   95 min    $53.00
Perth to Inverness. 
Narrated by Sally Magnusson.  Filmed 2001.

HW-D Heart of Wales  (Drivers Eye View) 93 mins $53.00
Swansea – Llandrindod - Shrewsbury. 
Narrated by Arfon Haines Davies.  Filmed 1994.

KC-D Kent Coast   (Driver’s Eye View) 100 min $53.00
 Ramsgate to London Victoria via Margate, Chatham and Rochester.
 Narrated by Jonathan Kidd.



IN-D Intercity Norwich  (Drivers Eye View) 90 min $53.00
Norwich to London’s Liverpool Street
Narrated by Chris Denning.  Filmed 1997.

JL-D Jubilee  (Drivers Eye View)   85 min    $53.00
Stanmore to Stratford.
Plus - ‘London’s New Railway’ celebrating the opening of the Jubilee Line Extension.
Narrated by Rob Curling.  Filmed 2001.

LC-D A Look at Life in the 60s ~ ‘Civil Aviation’    55 min    $45.00
Air Hostess (1960 / Controlled Landing (1961) / City Of The Air (1963) / Flying To 
Work (1964) /  The Spirit Of Brooklands (1965) / The Big Take Off (1967)  
©1959-1967 Rank Films.  (By VIDEO 125)

LL-D A Look at Life on the Railways  50 min    $45.00
Letting Off Steam (1959) / Draw the Fires (1963) / High Wide and Faster (1964) /
Turn of the Wheel (1964) / Playing with Trains (1967).
Presented by John Huntley.

LM-D Look at Life in the 60s ~ Military Aviation 55 min $45.00
Various aspects of Military Aviation as it was in the 1960s.
Golden Wings (1962) / Black Arrows (1959) / Flight deck (1960) / Test Pilot (1961) / 
Turning Blades (1962) /  Jumping Jets (1965).  

LS-D Learning To Steam 92 min $45.00
Here is your chance to find out how to actually drive a steam train.
With Arfon Haines Davies.  Filmed 1993.

LV-D Lickey Voyager  (Drivers Eye View)   112 min $53.00
Bristol Temple Meads - Birmingham New Street - Derby 
Narrated by Alan Hardwick.  Filmed 2005.

MA-D Steam to Mallaig  (Drivers Eye View) 55 min $38.00
Fort William to Mallaig. Narrated by Anton Rogers.  Filmed 1985.

MD-D Metropolitan & District   (Driver’s Eye View)   85 min $53.00
Hammersmith to Whitechapel and Whitechapel to Ealing Broadway
Narrated by Rob Curling.   Filmed 1989. 

ML-D Midland Mainline  (Drivers Eye View)  99 min    $53.00
London To Sheffield. Narrated by David McEwan.  Filmed 2000.

MM-D Metropolitan Mainline  (Drivers Eye View) 90 min    $53.00
Aldgate to Amersham - Chesham - Watford – Uxbridge
Narrated by Rob Curling. Filmed 1995.

MP-D Marseille to Paris (TGV)  (Drivers Eye View)   107 min $53.00
Narrated by Alex Reid. Filmed 2000.

MT-D Metro  (Driver’s Eye View)   73 min $48.00
 Lines 5 & 6 of the Paris Metro. 
 Narrated by Yves Aubert.
N1-D Classic Railway Newsreels 120 mins $53.00

Vol.1- Steam: 41 stories include - Early Newsreels, World War 2 & After, 
Crashes, End of Steam, Preservation.
Vol.2 - Modern: 47 stories include - Innovations, Opening & Closures, 
Modernisation, Accidents, High Speed.
Narrated by John Huntley.  35mm Film (B&W/Colour).

NB-D Norfolk Branches  (Drivers Eye View)   93 min $53.00
Norwich to Lowestoft, Great Yarmouth to Brundall, Norwich to Sheringham, 
and Reedham to Great Yarmouth via Berney Arms. 
Narrated by Mike Smee.  Filmed 1998.
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NC-D Northern ~ City & West End  (Drivers Eye View) 117 mins $53.00
Edgware to Morden via Bank, Kennington to High Barnet via Charing Cross, 
Finchley Central to Mill Hill East.
Narrated by Rob Curling.  Filmed 1999.

NL-D Northern Lights   (Drivers Eye View)  95 min $53.00
Edinburgh to Aberdeen. 
Narrated by Paul Coia.  Filmed 1996.

NLL-D The North London Line (Driver’s Eye View) 75 min $53.00
 Narrated by Rob Curling.
O1-D Omnibus Archive  85 min $45.00

Presented by the late John Huntley.  Black & White and Colour.
O3-D Trolleybus Archive  85 min $45.00

Presented by the late John Huntley.  Black & White and Colour.
PC-D Piccadilly  (Drivers Eye View)   105 min    $53.00

Rayners Lane to Cockfosters/Action Town to Heathrow
Narrated by Rob Curling.  Filmed 2003.

PP-D Pathe Railway Pictoral    61 min    $45.00
News stories run from 1935 to 1955 but the larger selection is of Pathe Pictorials 
from 1934 to 1964 depicting a fascinating side of the railways long-forgotten!
PATHE NEWS / PATHE PICTORIALS / COLOUR PICTORIALS. 
Introduced by John Huntley.

R1-D The Royal Scot   (Drivers Eye View)   189 min    $73.00
Euston to Preston (Part 1) / Preston to Glasgow Central (Part 2)
Narrated by Fred Dinenage.  Filmed 1995/1996.

RO-D Rosslare Europort to Dublin Connolly  (Drivers/Birds Eye View)  105 min    $53.00
 Narrated by Jon Slattery.  Film 2003.
S1-D Steam on 35mm (Vol. 1 and 2) 118 min  $73.00

Vol.1 - the 30s, 40s and 50s: A collection of professional 35mm film on Britain’s
railway 1930s to the 1950s, taken for feature films.  (75% B&W, 25% Colour).
Vol.2 - the 60s: Covers all areas of Britain.  Film from the 1930s to the end of 
steam in the 1960s. 
Narrated by John Huntley.

S3-D Steam on 35mm (Vol. 3 & 4) 120 min    $73.00
Vol.3: This selection features out-takes from feature films (80% B&W).
Vol.4: A collection of steam action taken from top quality motion picture out-takes.  
75% is in black & white, 25% colour. 
Narrated by John Huntley.

SC-D Settle and Carlisle  (Drivers /Bird’s Eye View)   95 min    $53.00
Skipton to Carlisle. 
Narrated by Richard Bath.  Filmed 2002.

SH-D One Day in Severn 105 min $45.00
A day in the life of Shrewsbury’s Severn Bridge Junction Signal box.
Presented by Arfon Haines Davies.  Filmed 1990.

SK-D Skyetrain  (Drivers Eye View)   90 min $53.00
Inverness to Kyle of Lochalsh. 
Narrated by Paul Coia.  Filmed 1987.
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SR-D The Swanage Railway Experience   60 min $38.00
(the official Swanage Railway souvenir).
Travel through the picturesque Purbeck Hills on one of the Swanage Railway’s 
classic steam trains. The line runs for 5½ miles from a new station at Norden to the 
small seaside town of Swanage. It’s hard to believe that in 1972, under BR, the line 
was closed, the track taken up and the buildings left to decay. With the aid of old 
photographs and archive film, see the mammoth struggle to rebuild the line - FROM 
SCRATCH!   (Main feature 40 min plus bonus DMU cab ride of the whole line, 20 min.) 
Narrated by Fred Dinenage.

SS-D Steam Through The Scottish Highlands 60 min    $38.00
The “Road to the Isles”. 
Narrated by Clive Anderson.  Filmed 1999. 

TP-D Transpenninexpress  (Drivers Eye View) 81 min    $53.00
Manchester To York. 
Narrated by Geoff Druett.  Filmed 2000.

TT-D ‘The Tube’  (DVD) 5 Hours $51.00
Get beneath the surface of the London Underground with this fascinating series 
originally shown in the London region of ITV. This series goes behind the scenes to tell 
the story of the LUL. This double DVD covers the first two series - 13 episodes plus 
extras including the drivers viewpoint, key sections of the Northern and Bakerloo lines; 
plus a LUL timeline, picture gallery and episode chapters. The TUBE is a Mosaic Films 
production for ITV London distributed by VIDEO 125.  © Mosaic Films 2006
Narrated by Jonathan Kidd.

UT-D The Uckfield Thumper   (Drivers Eye View)   61 min    $45.00
Uckfield to East Croydon. 
Narrated by Fred Dineage.  Filmed 2003.

WH-D The West Highland  (Drivers Eye View)  96 min    $53.00
Glasgow Queen St. to Fort William. 
Narrated by Paul Coia.  Filmed 1993.

WX-D Wessex (Drivers Eye View) 97 min    $53.00
Weymouth to Waterloo.
NOTE:  Winchester / Bassingstoke section excluded for time reasons.   
Narrated by Fred Dinenage.  Filmed in 1994.

XC-D Cross City ~ Birmingham  (Drivers Eye View)   77 min $53.00
Redditch to Lichfield Trent Valley. 
Narrated by Kay Alexander.  Filmed 1995.

a detailed catalogue on VIDEO 125 titles is available on request. 

BO 2 London’s Colourful Trains  (DVD-R)  120 min  HP  $48.00
Britain’s railways privatized in 1998, with 25 passenger franchises, 3 freight companies 
and pre-privatization paint schemes, Britain’s railways are colourful.  Tour some of 
London’s main line termini, suburban stations and the busiest station, Clapham 
Junction.  Electric trains of Great North Eastern, Anglia, Gatwick Express and Virgin 
West Coast, the HST’s of Virgin, GNE, Midland Main Line, First Great Western, 
Eurostar, freights of English, Welsh and Scottish and Freightliner.  August, 2000.
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BO 3 The Iron Road to the Isles  (DVD-R)  70 min  HP  $46.00
Take a magical journey by steam train through the highlands of Scotland.  See the lochs 
and the glens, the curved viaduct at Glenfinnan.  Visit the fishing port of Mallaig, ride 
the ‘Jacobite’ steam train.  Bonus Feature - Go Over the Sea to Skye and take a tour of 
this beautiful island.
Note: More a travelogue than a ‘proper’ train DVD.  A lot of the footage is shot from 
the train.  There are line-side and station shots, plus much more.

BO 4 Welsh Steam 1  (DVD-R)  110 min  HP  $48.00
‘Blanche and the Earl’:  Take a look at two of the Ffestiniog’s locomotives, Blanche 
and The Earl of Merioneth.  Take a cab ride on Blanche, and see both Blanche and The 
Earl of Merioneth from trackside.  In addition, take a brief tour of Boston Lodge shops, 
and a quick look down a slate mine.  
‘Garratts Under Snowdon’: Take a cab ride on one of the Welsh Highland Railway’s 
2’ gauge ex-South African Beyer Garratts, enormous locomotives for two foot gauge. 
Also see the two Garratts from trackside, and ride the train.  
aVaILaBLE IN REGULaR OR WIDESCREEN [BO 4W]

BO 5 50 019 ‘Ramillies’   90 min  $38.00
British Rail withdrew 50 019 ‘Ramillies’ from service in 1990 and the locomotive would 
almost certainly have been broken up for scrap had it not been for a far sighted group 
of dedicated preservationists who seeing further potential in the locomotive purchased 
her and have worked tirelessly to restore her to almost new condition. Filmed over 16 
years, this is their story. Produced by Spa Films (UK).

GU 093D Railway Diaries Across England  9 hours (3 DVD Boxed Set)   GU $46.00
Action-packed, non-stop freight, passenger and parcel workings across England’s most 
popular stations.
Disc 1: EXETER / STAFFORD / NOTTINGHAM
Disc 2: DERBY / CREWE / READING
Disc 3: DONCASTER / NUNEATON / BIRMINGHAM
Postage, this item: $6.00

RL-DW Running the Legend ~ The Flying Scotsman   (DVD)  55 min   ITV $45.00
It is arguably the most famous steam engine in the world and at it’s new home, the 
National Railway Museum in York, they’re getting the veteran loco ready for a summer 
season of excursions to the seaside; York to Scarborough.  See the engine being tested 
and certified in time for its trips.  Exclusive footplate access, archive film and stunning 
aerial photography.  First shown on Yorkshire ITV in 2005.   
Narrated by Roger Greenwood.
PICtURE FORMat 16:9 WIDESCREEN. See Widescreen Note on ‘Facts About 
DVD’ page.

WS-D From the Footplate ~ West Somerset Railway  (DVD)   66 min   VI $45.00
After an introductory tour of the West Somerset route partly taken from a helicopter, 
we then join the footplate crew for the entire journey.  Join Driver Simon Barfield and 
Fireman Paul Rimmer as they crew BR(W) Manor Class 4-6-0 5MT No.7820 ‘Dinmore 
Manor’ on a journey between Bishops Lydeard near Taunton and the popular seaside 
resort of Minehead.  Featuring stunning aerial shots of the locomotive and the line.  
From the Footplate is a fascinating glimpse of how railways used to be.

TA 101D ‘The Channel Tunnel: The Inside Story’  (DVD-R)  75 min  TA $55.00
From cutting the first sod, through trials and tribulations to record-breaking tunneling, 
this is the story of the first major railway to be built in Britain (well, sort of!) since 
the British pioneering days of the 19th Century!  Constructors of the Tunnel also built 
Le Shuttle which boasts the largest railway carriages of their kind in the world.  ‘The 
Channel Tunnel: The Inside Story’ is designed for a wide audience, translating the 
technical jargon and achievements into everyday language.  
Commentary by Willie Rushton.



YS-DW Yorkshire Steam ~ ‘The ITV Series’  (DVD)  122 min  ITV $51.00
A comprehensive look at the North York Moors Railway filmed over the course of an 
entire year.  The NYMR, is already familiar to the general public through the 
television series Heartbeat and the feature films of Harry Potter.  Experience the 
railway’s Wartime Weekend, the evocative Diesel gala, the Santa Specials and, 
Thomas the tank engine.  With spectacular aerial photography, Yorkshire Steam is a 
glorious celebration of the preservation movement.  Originally shown on Yorkshire ITV 
in 2005.  Narrated by Roger Greenwood.
PICtURE FORMat 16:9 WIDESCREEN: See Widescreen Note on ‘Facts About 
DVD’ page.

EU 5 Lago Maggiore Express  (DVD)  45 min  EKV  $42.00
The Lago Maggiore Express offers you an unforgettable journey by train and ship. 
The round trip begins in Locarno with the narrow-gauge Centovalli train.  The 52 km 
long railway winds through “valley of 100 valleys”.  Encounters with the historic trains 
“Tramin” and “No. 17”.   From Domo-dossola in Italy the journey with the tilting train 
“Cisalpino”, includes views from the driver’s cab and helicopter.

EU 6 Zurich’s Colourful Trains  (DVD-R)  120 min  HP  $48.00
Spend Sunday afternoon on the main station in Zurich, Switzerland, with 64 trains in 
one hour, including French and Italian. We also head down to the Gotthard Line for a 
look at both passenger and freight trains.

EU 7 Glacier Express  (DVD)  68 min  EKV  $42.00
A trip on the Glacier Express is one of the most impressive railroad experiences around. 
The holiday resorts of Zermatt, St.Moritz and Davos are connected in an almost 
8-hour trip by the slowest “Express Train in the World”. The train spirals to an altitude 
of over 2000 metres.  The 1000 mm narrow gauge route between Zermatt and 
St Moritz has 91 tunnels the longest being 15.4 km and 291 bridges. The DVD has 
incredible scenery (including helicopter shots) along with historical footage.  
Colour / HiFi Sound / English Narration.

EU 8 Poland Adventure  (DVD-R)  60 min  MOI  $46.00
At the turn of the 20th century, the area of Wielkopolska in Western Poland was 
the home of one of the last regular steam operated railways in the world.  See steam 
hauled passenger and freight trains roam the rails on rural lines that radiate from the 
picturesque village.  Experience a ride in the cab of a Polish steam locomotive.

EU 9 Steam on the Furka Mountain Railway  (DVD)  55 min  EKV $42.00
In July 2000, after many years of reconstruction, the Furka-Bergstrecke between Realp 
(Uri, Switzerland) and Gletsch (Wallis, Switzerland) was reopened, and you could 
climb up the Rhoneglacier by steam-traction.  In 1982, after opening of the Furka-base 
tunnel, the mountain line was condemned for demolition and nowadays is run under 
private management.  Nostalgic carriages and Swiss steam locomotives which were 
over eighty years old were renovated, with some brought back from Vietnam.  The train 
climbs up to 11.8% at its steepest sections and travels over bold curved viaducts.  
See also the folding bridge (dismantled for winter) over the “Steffenbach” and the 
1847m long peak tunnel on Furkapass.
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EU 10 Die Centovallibahn  (DVD)  40 min  EKV   $42.00
We take an extraordinary journey along the breathtaking Locarno - Domossola route.  
This direct link between the Gotthard and Simplonbahn, passes over 83 bridges and 
through 31 tunnels.  An incredible trip through the Southern Alps.

EU 11 Cologne’s Colourful Trains   (DVD-R)  120 min  HP  $50.00
Join us under the superb glass arched roof of the main station in Cologne, Germany for 
intense passenger train action, with suburban services, intercity services and lots of ICE 
trains.  Next it’s off to the suburbs to see trains at speed, then we pay a visit to 
ologne West for both diesel and electric hauled freight trains from a variety of carriers, 
and passenger trains heading to and from the city.

EU 12 Amsterdam’s Colourful Trains  (DVD-R)  105 min  HP  $50.00
We start our look at the trains of Amsterdam, in the Netherlands, at Central Station, 
where we see electric locomotive hauled trains and EMU’s, and a few freights. Take 
a brief look at Amsterdam’s extensive tram network.  Visit a couple of locations in 
Dordrecht for freight from the Port of Rotterdam to Germany and Belgium, then Lage 
Zwaludwe for more freight and passenger trains, including the Thalys high speed train 
to Paris, and Belgian freight and passenger trains.

EU 13 Gotthardbahn  (DVD)  135 min  EKV  $44.00
The famous Gotthard railway line is among the most important routes of Switzerland.  
The current construction of the Gotthard base tunnel is the longest railway tunnel in 
the world.  The central section between Erstfeld and Biasca is remarkable mountain 
railway engineering.  With gradients up to 2.7%, many bridges and spiralling tunnels.  
Historical footage recalls the steam age and the legendary Ce 6/8II and Ae 8/14 locos.  
Goods trains pulled by locos of SBB, BLS or TX-Logistic are shown along with DB 185s or 
Taurus.  See the past, present and future of this unique railway line.  
English Narration.

EU 14 Simplon / Sempione  (DVD)  85 min  EKV $44.00
In 2006 the Simplon tunnel celebrates its 100th anniversary.  Measuring 19.8km in 
length, the structure lies at the heart of the important cross-Alpine railway line 
between Lausanne/Spiez and Domodossola via Brig. 3 films have been compiled 
especially for the centenary.  The first is black & white and was produced in 1955.  
The 16 minute film celebrated the 50th birthday of the line.  25 years later SBB and 
BLS commissioned a 21 minute colour film portraying the history and future of the line 
with a 46 minute account of the Simplon today, providing a superb record of 100 years 
of railway history.  In December 2007, the opening of the Lötschberg base tunnel will 
raise the importance of the Simplon even further.  See helicopter shots showing the 
remarkable setting of the line in the beautiful Alpine panorama between Lake Geneva 
and Lago Maggiore.  This title has English narration.  In B&W and Colour.

EU 15 Vienna’s Colourful Trains  (DVD-R)  120 min  HP $48.00
We visit the busy stations of Sud Bahnhof, West Bahnhof and Meidling, Austria’s 
busiest railway station.  We see long distance trains, with Austrian, German, 
Hungarian and Czech power, and both diesel and electric hauled local trains and 
several freights, with both OBB and private operator power.  Follow the main line to 
Saint Polten, where we see, standard gauge activity, and several trains on the narrow 
gauge Mariazellerbahn.  Finally, we follow the main line south over Semmering Pass, 
ending at Semmering where we get a look into the control room.  
aVaILaBLE IN REGULaR OR WIDESCREEN [EU 15W]
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EU 16 Viseu De Sus   (DVD-R)   120 min   HP $46.00
Steam Logging in Romania - A real working logging railway, with steam in use on a 
daily basis.  The last steam logger in Europe, possibly the world.  We rode working 
logging trains, or a railbus in Romania’s Water Valley in perfect fall weather. See logging 
disconnects being loaded, the daily activity in Viseu, realigning track with a crowbar, 
and see a derailed loaded disconnect being re-railed. See diesels, and some of the 
bizarre truck/van Hi-Railers. 
aVaILaBLE IN REGULaR OR WIDESCREEN [EU 16W]

EU 17 Steam in the Harz   (DVD-R)   90 min   HP $50.00
The Harz Mountains in Northern Germany, formerly East Germany, is home to 
the largest steam powered meter gauge system in Europe.  Chunky 2-10-2 tank 
engines are the mainstay of the three line system (Harzquerbahn, Brockenbahn and 
Selketalbahn) and power all service trains up the 3% 12 mile climb up to the Brocken. 
Charming 0-4-4-0 Mallet tanks and an 0-6-0 tank or a 2-6-2 tank are used in regular 
service as well as enthusiasts specials. See double headers, side by side departures and 
regular and special trains.
aVaILaBLE IN REGULaR OR WIDESCREEN [EU 17W]

EU 18W Vienna’s Trams  (DVD-R)  60 min  HP $44.00
See conventional trams, new, slinky trams, historic trams and the interurban-like street 
railway. On the wide uncongested streets we get excellent views of all the trams. There 
is no commentary on this title so sit back and imagine you are there.
aVaILaBLE IN WIDESCREEN ONLY.

MMS 02D The Steam Locomotive  (DVD)  160 min  MM  [2 DVD set] $66.00
technology and Practice: While steam locomotives have virtually disappeared 
from the European landscape they still exert a magic spell on us all, even those who 
never experienced them in actual service.  This DVD now makes it possible to enjoy 
them in their full sound and glory in a new way; a way you will like.  Steam technology 
is explained simply, the pictures tell the rest of the story.  This title comprises 2 
DVDs and has English narration.  Includes fully detailed descriptions of all major cab 
components, plus the frame, boiler, tubes, smokebox etc etc.
EDItOR NOtE: This title is ideal for the person wanting to know how everything 
works on a steam locomotive and its intended purpose.  A learning program which is 
very concise in its content.

MMS 07D Mont Blanc Express  (DVD)  78 min  MM  $40.00
In contrast to the many programs covering Swiss railways, the western Alps have 
received only scant attention.  This title introduces you to the Mont-Blanc region - 
Tramway du Mont-Blanc - France’s highest railway
Mont-Blanc Express - the international metre gauge line.
The Montenvers Rack Railway to the largest glacier in France.
The battle of the Diesel Rotary Snow-plow.
The Martigny – Châtelard Railway.
The little Trains of the Emosson Dam.
Preserved rolling stock of the Martigny - Châtelard.
Discover yourself that superlatives are not a trait reserved exclusively to Swiss metre 
gauge lines! This title has ENGLISH narration.

MMS 08D Switzerland  (DVD)  70 min  MM  $44.00
For the ‘Armchair Traveller’, interspersed with some rail action.
This English narrated DVD will take you by rail to many of Switzerland’s most beautiful 
places; towns, villages, lakes and mountains.  Images of both summer and winter will 
pass before you.  Also contains 10 minutes of extra material picturing Swiss Railways, 
the pleasures of winter sports and the beauties of golden Swiss autumns.
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MMS 09D Cab Ride ~ Jungfraubahn 1  (DVD)  90 min  MM  $32.00
Jungfraujoch – Kleine Scheidegg (without tunnel), 
Kleine Scheidegg – Grindelwald
Grindelwald – Interlaken Ost
tItLE HaS NO NaRRatION.  aVaILaBLE IN WIDESCREEN ONLY

MMS 10D Cab Ride ~ Jungfraubahn 2  (DVD)  96 min  MM  $32.00
Jungfraujoch – Kleine Scheidegg (without tunnel), 
Kleine Scheidegg – Lauterbrunnen
Lauterbrunnen – Zweilütschinen
Zweilütschinen – Interlaken Ost
tItLE HaS NO NaRRatION.  aVaILaBLE IN WIDESCREEN ONLY

MMS 11D Furka-Bergstrecke  (DVD)  80 min  MM  $44.00
Realp – Gletsch – Oberwald
The Steam Railway ‘Furka-Bergstrecke’ connects the cantons of Uri and Wallis at the 
most beautiful part of the original ‘Glacier Express’ in the Swiss Central Alps.
All profit from the sale of this DVD will go entirely to the Preservation Society.

MMS 12D Dutch Railways – Nederlandse Spoorwegen   (DVD)   57 min   MM $32.00
A journey through the history of Dutch Railways to the end of the last century. The 
Netherlands is one of Europe’s busiest and advanced rail networks. This film shows 
the old and the new, and some delightful old ‘steam museums’. The DVD also includes 
archive images. See equipment and infrastructure to the year 2000.  English subtitles.

MMS 13W Malmbanan – Ofotbanen   (DVD)   60 min   MM  $44.00
The railway from Sweden’s Luleå northwest to Narvik in Norway runs mostly north of 
the Arctic Circle.  While iron ore trains are usually associated with ugly mining sites, 
these, Europe’s heaviest, roll through the virtually unspoilt scenery of the Abisko 
National Park and Norwegian Fjords.  Veteran Side-Rod electrics operating alongside 
the new IORE giants under a midsummer night sun on the northern horizon further 
complete a perfect blend for classic railway entertainment.  English narration.
ONLY aVaILaBLE IN WIDESCREEN 

NZ-1D New Zealand Railscene - Vol. 40 (Sept. 2004)  (DVD-R)  60 min  MV $36.00
Volume 40 of this series features rail action (Steam & Diesel) from both North and South 
Islands of New Zealand.  
Featured are:
Toll Rail Branded Locomotives  / 50th Anniv. Diesel-electric Traction NIMT 
DA 1410 King Country Excursion / Waitoa Branch Re-opening
JA 1250 Private Charter / 1950’s NZR Nostalgia
The Dawn of Toll Rail Freight Services  / Kingsland Station Removal to GVR 
DA 1410 ‘Go West Literary Excursion’ / NZR Standard Coupling
‘Off The Rails’ Television Series / Great New Zealand Steam Journeys
GVR Waiuku Extension  /  Heritage Rail Operators Track Access 
JA 1275 Mainline Certification Test Run  /  SD/SA Push-Pull Train Set Trials.
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NZ-2D New Zealand Railscene - Vol. 41 (Dec. 2004)   (DVD-R)  90 min  MV $36.00
Volume 41 of this series features rail action from both North and South Islands of 
New Zealand, plus a look at 2004 overall.  This volume also celebrates 10 years of 
NZ Railscene.  
Featured are:
Mainline Steam’s Railfan Tour / Silver Fern Railcars to Wanganui / Bob Hepburn’s
Nostalgia 1950’s Gisborne Footage / DA 1410 to Murupara / DSG 3236 on Ohai Coal Train 
Final Overnight ‘Northerner’ Passenger Express / Toll Rail’s North Island Freight Trains
Blenheim’s Riverside Railway / Wellington’s Commuter Trains Upgrade
AB 663 Greymouth Excursion  /  Increased West Coast Coal Tonnage Deal Signed
JA 1275 Waitomo Centennial Excursion  /  JB 1236 Oamaru Victorian Heritage Excursion  
New Zealand Railscene Celebrates 10 Years  /  2004 – The Year That Was.

NZ-3D New Zealand Railscene - Vol. 42 (March 2005)  (DVD-R)  60 min  MV $36.00
Volume 42 of this series features rail action from both North and South Islands of 
New Zealand, covering steam & diesel action.  
Featured are:
Genesis Energy Coal Train s /  Ohai to Lyttleton Coal Trains  /  Bay of Islands Vintage 
Railway Taranaki Toll Rail Freight Services  /  AB 663 ‘Tararua Tourer’  Excursion  
Whangamomona Republic Day Excursions  /  Bob Hepburn’s 1950’s NZR Nostalgia 
Footage  /  Pigeon Valley Steam Museum  /  JA 1275 ‘Northlander’ Excursion to 
Whangarei  /  Midland Line Upgrade & 30 Wagon Coal Trains  /  JA 1250 ‘Seatrain’ 
Excursion Auckland’s Western Line Double-Tracking  /  50th Anniversary Rimutaka 
Incline Closure.

NZ-4D New Zealand Railscene - Vol. 43 (June 2005)   (DVD-R)  60 min  MV $36.00
Volume 43 of this series features rail action from both North and South Islands of 
New Zealand, covering steam & diesel action.  
Featured are:
WAB 794 NIMT Feilding to Ohakune Excursion  /  1985 North Island Centennial Express
Mid-1980’s Steam Excursions  /  JA 1250 & ‘The Ellerslie Limited’ 
Waitoa Industrial Branch  /  Toll Rail’s Southland Freight Services
JA 1271 Paekakariki to Wanganui Excursion  /  1960’s NZR Nostalgia Footage
Christchurch Celebrates 100 years of Trams  /  JB 1236 Midland Line ‘Snow Special’
New Zealand ‘Railscene’ Website.

NZ-10D Off The Rails ~ A Love Story  (12 Episodes, 2 Disc DVD-R set)  264 min $56.00
television New Zealand / Jam tV Ltd
A train buff, Marcus Lush heads OFF THE RAILS, venturing from Bluff in the South to 
Opua in the North, on a remarkable array of railways - coal, freight, steam, railcars, even
 a jigger or two!  THIS TITLE IS RATED PG.  It contains low level offensive language.
Note: This title is similar to the Australian TV series, ‘Down the Line’ with 
           Scott MacGregor.
New Zealand Steam Spectacular - Vol. 1 & 2  (DVD-R)

NZ-11D Vol. 1 ~ Steam Rail Collection  90 min  MV  $32.00
NZ-12D Vol. 2 ~ Steam Rail Collection  90 min  MV $32.00

For over a century in New Zealand, steam locomotives provided the main motive 
power on the main line, branch lines, hauling express passenger trains, mixed trains 
and goods trains.  Steam operations came to a close in the North Island in December 
1967, closing in the South Island in October 1971.  The only regular use of steam 
traction on New Zealand railway tracks was the ‘Kingston Flyer’ that ran two return 
trips per day over the summer months between Lumsden and Kingston from 1971.  
In 1985 Railway’s Management relented to the pressure from railfans to allow privately 
owned steam  locomotives to return to their tracks.  NEW ZEALAND STEAM 
SPECTACULAR is compiled from the NEW ZEALAND RAILSCENE series, and 
follows steam-hauled heritage excursions and special photographer’s trains operated 
by privately owned rail lines.
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NZ-13D Festival Of Steam  (DVD-R)  75 min   MV  $32.00
Glenbrook Vintage Railway Silver Jubilee **1977 - 2002**
Easter 2002 marked a milestone in the history of the Railway Enthusiasts’ Society and 
the Glenbrook Vintage Railway.  To celebrate the Silver Jubilee, the Glenbrook Vintage 
Railway staged the ‘Festival of Steam’, the biggest live salute to steam in the Auckland 
area.  Thursday, 28th March saw eight replica NZR goods and mixed trains 
including a J-class triple-header.  The celebrations continued with the ‘Grand 
Cavalcade’ of locomotives and a variety of mixed and passenger trains.  Also featured 
are traction engines, steam boats, steam cars, Clydesdale horse and vintage tractor 
ploughing and Tiger Moth aircraft.

NZ-14D New Zealand Railscene Vol. 44 (September 2005) (DVD-R)  60 min  MV  $36.00
Volume 44 features:  
North Auckland Log Trains / Tawhiti Bush Railway Museum / 1960’s NZR Nostalgia 
- Steam around Greymouth / JB 1236 ‘Midland Line Winter Steam Special / WAB 794 
Excursion to Wanganui / 1955 - 50 years ago, Railcars & Diesel-electric locos /
JA 1275 Steam-hauled ‘Cannonball Express’ / English Electric articulated EW delivery 
trip / North Island Main Trunk realignment at Mercer / Steam-hauled Tranz Scenic 
Saturday ‘Overlander’ / Cobden bridge replacement.

NZ-15D New Zealand Railscene - Vol. 45 (December 2005)  (DVD-R)  60 min  MV $36.00
Volume 45 features: 
DQ Bankers on the Main North Line / Vintage Carriage B231 Canterbury Railway 
Society / Rimutaka Incline Closure 50th Reunion / Final WAB 794 ‘Overlander Steam 
Engine Saturdays’ / 1961 NZR Nostalgia / KA 945 Hihitahi Derailment / Following the 
Afternoon Bluff Shunt / Private Heritage Operators’ Safety System / Coast to Coast 
Excursion / Onehunga Branch / Blenheim’s Riverside Track Extension / The New Look 
Connex Auckland Subbies / 2005 – The Year That Was.

NZ-16D New Zealand Railscene - Vol. 46 (March 2006)  (DVD-R)   60 min  MV $36.00
Volume 46 features:
JA 1271 Art Deco Charters / Toll Rail on track / 1963 NZR Nostalgia - Centennial Year 
Excursions / Gisborne City Vintage Rail Cruiser Ship Excursion / Taieri Gorge Railway 
‘Seasider’ Trains / DXR 8022 Test Run / DB (DBR) class celebrate 40 years of service /
Silverstream Railway celebrates 20 years / Ontrack to the future / Kai IWi (Goat 
Valley) tunnel By-pass / Oamaru Steam & Rail / Midland line & West coast services / 
2006 steam-hauled ‘Overlander Saturdays’.

NZ-17D     New Zealand Railscene - Vol. 47 (June 2006)  (DVD-R)  60 min  MV $36.00
Volume 47 features:
Y 542 - Waihi Rail Centennial / Two Decades of the EF Class on the NIMT
Steam-hauled Saturdays / Toll Rail at Work - North Island
1960s NZR Nostalgia - ‘Power to Otira’ / KA 945 - 1986 Manawatu Steam Express
Toll Rail at Work - South Island / Cobden Bridge
North Island Main Trunk Snowbound / Burrell’s Down Under Video Production 
(See NZ-19D) 

NZ-18D New Zealand Railscene - Vol. 48 (September 2006)  (DVD-R)  60 min  MV $36.00
Volume 48 features:
A Pictorial Look Back at ‘The Overlander’ / Steam-hauled Saturdays
A Decade of DQ Locos in Service / New Ballast Wagons
Second Batch of DX Locos / Toll Rail Freight in Action
1966 NZR Nostalgia – C 864 to Lincoln / Dunedin Station Centenary Celebrations 
(See NZ-20D)
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NZ 19D     Burrelling Down......Down Under ~ 2006  (DVD-R) 165 min $58.00
The 2006 Traction Engine Rally was held at the Rangiora Show grounds in March 
2006, the largest gathering of traction engines in the Southern Hemisphere since 1958 
and attracted 77 traction engines.  See Burrells, McLarens, Robeys, Fosters, Fowlers, 
Marshalls, Garretts, Brown & May, and Aveling/Porter engines.  Featured was a Burrell 
Scenic Showman’s Engine ‘Quo Vadis’ brought out from Great Britain along with a fully 
restored set of Gallopers (carousel ride) that were powered by Quo Vadis.  See the 50 
kilometre road run undertaken by over thirty traction engines from Rangiora to Cust via 
Ashley Gorge.  
Produced by MAJIK VIDEO SYSTEMS in association with Tom Williamson Productions. 

NZ 20D     The Fascination of Steam ~ 2006 Dunedin Railway Station Centenary $36.00
  (DVD-R) 120 min  MV 

The 2006 Dunedin Railway Station Centenary saw the largest undertaking of its kind 
since 1988 as three steam-hauled passenger excursions travelled south from the 
North Island to join a total of seven steam locomotives and three diesel locomotives for 
the celebrations.  Follow the excursions from Picton south to Dunedin with side trips 
along the way to Arthur’s Pass and Greymouth, steam on the Taieri Gorge Railway, a 
day excursion to Invercargill, the passenger shuttles to Sawyers Bay, the Cavalcade of 
Locomotives and the return excursions north to Picton.  This is the official production of 
the ‘2006 Dunedin Railway Station Centenary Celebrations’  See JA 1271, JA 1275, AB 
663, JB 1236 and WAB 794. 

NZ 21D     New Zealand Railscene - Vol. 49 (December 2006)  (DVD-R)  60 min  MV $36.00 
Volume 49 features:
Dunedin Railway Station Centenary Excursions / Taranaki Rail Scene  /  NZR Nostalgia 
– DJ on Waiau & Methven Branches / Awatere & Arahura Road / Rail Bridges  /
The New Look ‘Overlander’ / WAB 794 Excursion to Greymouth  /  Marlborough Rail 
Scene / Motat Celebrates Auckland Tramway Closure  /  The Year That Was - 2006

NZ 22D     New Zealand Railscene - Vol. 50 (March 2007)  (DVD-R)  60 min  MV $36.00 
Volume 50 features:
Final SOL ‘Whangamomona’ Passenger Trains / Steam Incorporated’s Eketahuna 
Express / Locomotives in Toll Rail’s Colour Scheme / NZR Nostalgia - Vulcan & Fiat 
Railcars / JA 1271 Art Deco Excursions / Main South Line Freights /  1950 Footage of 
Wanganui Tramway Closure / Napier - Gisborne Freight Services  /  2007 GVR Steam 
& Vintage Festival / NIMT Central Volcanic Plateau Experience  /  WAB 794 & AB 663 
‘Double-Drivers 2007’

NZ 23D New Zealand Railscene - Vol. 51 (June 2007)  (DVD-R)  60 min  MV $36.00 
Volume 51 features:
Gisborne City Vintage Railway  /  Auckland’s Western Line Duplication  /  Plains 
Vintage Railway – Wheel’s Week  /  J 1211 Napier to Gisborne  /  Golden Memories / 
Motat’s Western Springs Tramway Extension  /  JA 1275 Pacific Coast Steamer / 
Waitakere Ranges ‘Rain Forest Express’  /  Bush Tramway Club / Ferrymead 
Electrification Opening

NZ 25D New Zealand Railscene - Vol. 52 (September 2007)  (DVD-R)  60 min  MV $36.00
Volume 52 features:
Toll Rail Scene  / Ex-British Rail Mark 2 Carriages   /  Taranaki Milk Trains Celebrate 
10 Years / Raquel Doreen Locomotive Engineer   /  Mainline Steam’s Arthur’s Pass 
Winter Special  /  Toll Rail’s Taihape Steam-Hauled Excursion  /  Res Taranaki Rail Trail 
Adventure  /  GVR’s 55lb Track Replacement  /  Tranz Alpine’s Inaugural Run In 1987  /
‘Steam On Parade 2008’ Calendar.
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NZ 26D ‘All Aboard 794’ ~ Feilding to Gisborne, Oct. 2007  (DVD-R)  46 min  MV $30.00
Feilding Steam Rail ran a passenger excursion over 4 days from Feilding to Gisborne 
and return during Labour Weekend 2007 behind WAB 794. MAGIC VIDEO SYSTEMS 
cameras captured the excursion as it ran over the scenic Palmerston North-Napier-
Gisborne line including the unique crossing of the Gisborne Airport runway. 

NZ 27D New Zealand Railscene - Vol. 53 (December 2007)  (DVD-R)  60 min  MV $36.00
Volume 53 features:
Toll Rail Scene  /  Mainline Steam’s New Zealand 2007 Tour  /  WAB 794 
‘Destination Gisborne’  /  JA 1271 ‘Main Trunk Explorer’  /  New Zealand 
Railway & Tramway Atlas  /  Taihape’s Turntable Official Re-Opening  /
Steam Incorporated’s ‘Kopuawhara Express’  /  RM 133’s Last North Island Run  /  
The Paekakariki Dbr Bankers  /  Upcoming Railfan Events  /  2007 The Year 
That Was

NZ 28D New Zealand Railscene - Vol. 54 (March 2008)  (DVD-R)  60 min  MV $36.00
Volume 54 features: 
Oceana Gold Ore Trains  /  Toll Rail Scene / JA 1271 ‘Taranaki Weekender’ Excursion  /
Manukau Live Steamers  /  Newmarket Junction Redevelopement  /  Gvr Double WW’s 
Railfan’s Day  /  Napier Art Deco Weekend Excursions  /  Whangarei Heritage Park 
Railway - Peckett  /  Ferrymead Railfan’s Day  /  Rogers K92 – Oamaru Steam & Rail.

NZ 29D Main Line Steam In NZ - October 2007  (DVD-R)  62 min  MV $36.00
Each year Ian Welch’s Mainline Steam Trust caters for railfans who travel from around 
the world to experience travelling the length of New Zealand behind beautifully re-
stored steam locomotives such as North British Locomotive Company built JA 1275,
 J1211 and JB1236 and NZR Addington built AB663.
The excursion is captured as it ran through both the North and South Islands and 
features the North Island Main Trunk and the scenic Palmerston North - Napier 
- Gisborne line with its unique railway/runway crossing at Gisborne Airport. See points 
of interest along the route including the Raurimu Spiral, 1953 Tangiwai Rail Disaster, 
Gisborne City Vintage Rail and the Weka Pass Railway.  The final day saw AB663 head 
the excursion from Wellington to Ohakune where JA1275 took over for the run to 
Auckland - a 680 kilometre dash that hadn’t been achieved by steam in a single day 
since February 1965.

COMPACT DISC (Australian Steam) 
CDAU 1 -  Steam on the 5’3” (Vic)   67 min ........................................................................$22.00
CDAU 2  -  Nightshift (NSW)   67 min ...................................................................................$22.00
    PURCHASE CDAU 1 / CDAU 2 AS A SET  ..............................................................$35.00

NOTE:  RETURN POSTAGE (AUSTRALIA/N.Z.) FOR CD’s / ATLASES
 IS INCLUDED IN THE PURCHASE PRICE.
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Each atlas is meticulously drawn. Clearly readable maps & railroad identification marks. Highly detailed - 
8 miles to 1 inch, complex areas 2 miles to 1 inch. all maps printed black on white background. Coffee table 
quality designed to withstand “in field” use.

ATL 001  NORTH EAST U.S.A.
 Covers Connecticut, Delaware, Massachusetts, Maryland, Maine, Metrop. 
 New York, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, 
 Vermont. Fully indexed.   74 pages
ATL 002 CALIFORNIA & NEVADA (Post Merger Edition)
 Covers the States of California & Nevada. Fully indexed.                                86 pages
ATL 003 COLORADO & UTAH
 Covers the states of Colorado & Utah including Narrow Gauge of D&RGW 
 and Colorado & Southern lines. Also D&RGW lines extending into northern 
 New Mexico. Fully indexed.  60 pages
ATL 004 ARIZONA & NEW MEXICO (Updated)
 Covers the states of Arizona & New Mexico including D&RGW lines in 
 southern Colorado and connecting lines in west Texas. Fully indexed.   61 pages
ATL 005 GREAT LAKES WEST (Updated)
 Covers Illinois - Including Chicago & St. Louis, along with Wisconsin and 
 the Upper Peninsula of Michigan. Fully indexed.   80 pages
ATL 006 GREAT LAKES EAST (Updated)
 Covers Indiana, Ohio & Lower Michigan. Fully indexed.  84 pages
ATL 007 APPALACHIA & PIEDMONT (Revised 2004)
 Covers Virginia, West Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee & North Carolina. 
 Fully indexed.  100 pages
ATL 008 PACIFIC NORTHWEST
             Covers the states of Washington, Oregon, Alaska & Hawaii. Fully indexed.         76 pages
ATL 009 SOUTHEAST
             Covers Florida, Georgia, & South Carolina. Fully indexed.              71 pages
ATL 010 NEW ENGLAND & MARITIME CANADA
             Covers the states of Maine, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Vermont, 
 Massachusetts, New Hampshire and the Canadian Provinces of New 
 Brunswick, Nova Scotia & Newfoundland. Fully indexed.             76 pages
ATL 011 MOUNTAIN PLAINS
             Covers the U.S states of Montana, Idaho and Wyoming. Fully indexed. 72 pages
ATL 012 SOUTHERN STATES
             Covers the U.S states of Louisiana, Mississippi and Alabama. Fully indexed. 72 pages
ATL 013 TEXAS
             Covers Texas. Fully indexed. 87 pages
ATL 014 PRAIRIES WEST
             Nebraska/Kansas/Oklahoma 80 pages
ATL 015  PRAIRIES EAST   
             Iowa/Missouri/Arkansas 88 pages
ATL 016 DAKOTAS & MINNESOTA
             North & South Dakota/Minnesota 72 pages
ATL 017 WESTERN CANADA
 Alberta, British Columbia, Northwest Territories & Yukon 96 pages
       
             

PRICE: $46.00 each
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SERIES 567 RAIL VIDEO
WORLD TRanspORT

DVD CaTaLOgue
The 12th Edition of the World Transport Catalogue has now been released. 

It is a bound A4 size document consisting of over 3,000 DVDs. 

The catalogue covers a range of transport subjects . . . Railways of The British Isles
 (excluding Video 125), and overseas railways.

ALSO AVAILABLE
Buses & trams, Navigation, aviation, Miniature & Model Railways.

Miscellaneous ~ tractors, Harvesting and Feature Films.
PRICE

AUST.   $20.00    [GST & Return post included]

NZ  $A20.00    [EXPORT-GST EXCLUDED/post free]

PAYMENT
Australian Customers: Payment may be made by Personal Cheque or Money Order 

- or you may use a Credit Card if making other purchases.
Overseas Customers: Payment by Credit Card/Bank Cheque.

vRai lwaysvAircraf tvShipsvBusesvSteam Tract ionv         

vTrolleybusesvModellingvEuropeanvAircraftvTramsv 
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